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The investigation of magr .!tohydrodynamic power generation under 
Contract AF30( 602)- 248 7 ·,_s reported in the following six volumes: 

Voiume I 

Volume II 

Volume III 

Volume IV 

Volume v 

Volume VI 

i 
SystemiAnalysis and Environmental Testing 

Integration with Cross-Field Microwave Devices 

Integration with Cross-Field and Linear Beam 
Microwave Devices 

Materials 

Theoretical Plasma Conductivity Studies 

Preliminary Design of 1000 and 250 Megawatt MHD 
Generators 
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PRATT L\ WHITNEY AI~CRAFT PWA-2170. 

FOREWORD 

The system ana:·:ysis and the environmental testing of MHD generators 
was conducted by the Pratt &: Whitney Aircraft Division of the United 
Aircraft Corpor<Ltion during the. period April 19, 1961 to December 31, 
1962. This work was authorized under Contract AF30(602)-2487, 
Investigation of Magnetohydrodynamic Power Generation. Included in 
this report is· information generated under this contract and informa
tion generated by the contractor in other investigations, some of which 
were conducted under other contracts with the Government. This 
report, "System Analysis and Environmental Testing", is Volume I 
of six volumes describing the investigation of MHD power generation. 
Technical direction of the project was administered by Rome Air 
Devwlopmant Contor, Criffioo Air Force Bnoc; New York, unde1· 
the supervision of Frank J. Mollura, RASSM. 

The following personnel participated in this study: 

S. J. Markowski, Program Manager 

System Analysis 
· s. Hamilton, Project Engineer 
E. 0. Cheney, Principal Investigator 
H. A. Jeremias, Senior Analytical Engineer 
J. P. Tobin, Senior Analytical Engineer 
J. Kniat, Analytical Engineer 
J. H. Hirschenhofer, Analytical Engineer 

Envi:ronmental Testing 
. S. J •. Keating, Jr. Principal Investigator 
W. K. Gilroy, Jr. Assistant Project Engiut::t::r 
E. F . .Cole, A:;,,i,tc1ut Pl·oje.:.t E .. ~iueer 
H. 
R. 
R. 
R. 

A. 

D. 
v. 
w. 

H;~rrr"'"/:;Pnior Analytical Enginoor 
Sawyer, Senior Analytical Engineer 
Conde, Senior Experimental Engineer 
Higgins, Senior Exper.imental Engineer 

J. M. King, Analytical Engineer 
J. W. Lane, Analytical Eneineer 
D. R. McVay, Anaiytical:Engineer 
K. A. Pot7.,Analyti.;;al Engineer 
A. H. Reinhardt, Analytical Engineer 

Valuable technical assistance was given by many other engineering 
pt::r::;or.nel at both Pratt & Wh1tney ·Aircraft and at United Aircr.aft 
Corporation Research Laboratories; 
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PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCR.I\FT PWA-2170 

ABSTRACT 

This report is Volume I of six volumes sub;n:tted as the final report to 
RADC on contract AF30(602)-2487, Investigation of Magnctohydrodynamic 
Power Generation. It presents summaries of all other volumes and 
overall conclusions and recommendations resulting from the project in 
addition to presenting the system analyses and environmental testing 
information. Volumes II through VI present the results of investigations 
of crossed field and linear beam rf converters, .MHD materials work, 
theoretical plasma conductivity study, and preliminary de signs of 1000 
and 250-megawatt power generators. 

In the system analysis of 1000 and 250-megawatt generators, Volume 
I, the necessary equations are derived, the assumptions discussed, 
loss mechanisms are considered, and design conditions determined 
and presented in parametric form. An environmental testing program 
which investigated the areas of bulk and boundary layer conductivity, 
structural concepts, and combustion phenomena is also presented in 
Volume I. 

A study of crossed-field rf converters conducted by Raytheon Company 
(Volume II) and a parallel study of crossed-field and Hnear·-beam tubes 
performed by Litton Industries (Volume III) are presented. A new con
cept in rf converters resulting from Raytheon's wor.k, the electromag
netic amplifying lens (EAL), is discussed and cold tests conducted on a 
test anode are reported. A design of a large size (1000 megawatt) 
EAL tube is described. The design conditions of a 200-KW klystron 
tube are also presented by Litton Industries. 

The results of an investigation of materials for use in MHD generators 
are presented in Volume IV. The results include the experimental· 
determination of electrical resistivity·, thermal expansion, tensile 
strength and tensile modulus of selected material!f. The results of 
chemical compatibility tests and an envii'onmental testing program are 
also included. 

In Volume V the formulas for the electrical conductivity and diffusion 
coefficients of a magnetohydrodynamic generator plas•.na including ion 
flow are derived. The MHD electrode boundary layer is investigated 
to find the electrode voltage drop. The electron energy equation is 
developed, leading to an P-xpression for electron temperature which is 
P.valuated for segmented and non'legrnented MHD·gene~ators. 

The results of preliminary engineering designs of 1000 and 250-megawatt 
MHD DC power generators are presented in Volume VI in the form of 
preliminary design layouts, schem;;~,tic flow diagrams, performance 
graphs and tables. An evaluation of the design and design philosophy 
is provided. 
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I. INTRODUCTION TO FINAL REPORT 

This volume is Volu~e I of six volumes which con:stitute the final 
report submitted by Pratt Ec Whitney Aircraft to Rome Air Development 
Center under Contract AF30(602)-2487, Investigation of Magnetohydro
dynamic Power Generation . 

. ·:v·olume I has been written to include a comprehensive report on all 
·aspects of this program and to, therefore, represent the final report 
submitted. Volume I contains an introduction to the final report, 
summaries of all other volumes, and conclusions of the program in 
addition to self-contained sections on system analysis and environ
mental testing. The remaining five volumes are autonomous and 
report em various subjects as indicated by title. 

Objective of·Program 

The purpose of this program was to establish, by analytical and 
experimental studies, the design and performance charactel'istics of 
a 1000 megawatt MHD generator and comp.atible continuous wave 
radio frequency converter. The design and performance characteristics 
of an alternate size (2.50 megawatts) generator as determined by 
potential Air Force needs were also to be established. 

Pursuant to _these objectives the principal MHD problem areas of 
plasma conductivity and materials were investigated. The objective 
of the plasma conductivity studies was to develop imp.roved a~lytical 
methods for determining plasma and boundary layer conductivity and 
to establish the validity of these analytical methods through experi
mental tests conduc\:ed on devices of practical configuration. The 
materials investigation was performed to. evaluate various materials 
for use in the fabrication of MHD generator electrodes and insulating 
walls. 

~Principal types of radio frequency converters were to be studied to 
determine the type or types most compatible with MHD power generation. 

-... The design characteristics of those types most compatible with ·MHD 
·power generation we.re to be determined and used in conjunction with 
an MHD gener~tor system analysis to ascertain the optimum MHD -
rj converter system. The required characteristics of the overall 
sY:ste.m are that it should be capable of: 
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1) Rapid sta:cting, 
2) Operating for periods bet,\een ten seconds and one-halfhour, 

and, 
3) Cumulative operation for t,,·enty hours. 

The results of these studies wer«< to form the basis for preliminary 
designs of both the 1000 megawatt and 250 megawatt MHD generators. 
The purpose of these designs was to serve as a step toward the ultimate 
demonstration of the applicability of MHD power generation or an 
integrated MHD - rf system to present ·or future military applications. 

The scope of the program as ·outlined below was sufficient to allow the 
establishment of the design and performance charac~eristics of the 
required 1000 megawatt - rf system and of the 250 megawatt generator. 

The principal problem areas of MHD power generation and the problem 
of sliperpower ra.dio frequency converters compatible with MHD genera
tors were investigated. This investigation included a system analysis 
and economic evaluation of 1000 megaw!itt MHD generators operating 
in a manner compatible with superpower rf converters as well as of 
250 megawatt generators to be utilized in other possible Air Force 
applications. Superpower rf converters of both the crossed-field and 
linear-beam type were considered, inciuding a crossed-field device 
which was conceived as a result of this study. The compatibility of 
the rf converters with the MHD generator as well as an economic 
evaluation of the most feasible schemes was determined. 

The basic physics of electron and ion motion was analyzed and applied 
to the calculation of the conductivity and diffusion coefficients of the 
bulk plasma. The boundary ~ayer problem was studied by interrelating 
the fluid mechanics problem with the study" of diffusion of the electron.> 
and ions, of the electron energy transfer, and of the electron formation 
rates under the highly nonuniform condition existing in the boundary 
layer. These problems are solved simultaneously to find the cathode 
and anode voltage drops as a function of current density. 

A program for the evaluation of materials for MHD gen.erator applica
tions was pursued. The program was ?-ivided into three phases, 1) 
a literature survey and preliminary analysis, 2) a laboratory investi
gation, and 3) an environmental testing program. The electrical 
resistance of insulating materials and the electrical conductivity of 
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ceramic conductors were measured at high temperatl:.res. Those 
materials having promising electrical pl'operties were tes-ted for 
chemical compatibility and erosion resistance to plasma of the type 
found in MHD genera.tors. The properties of linear thermal expansion 
and modulus of rupture were determined at high temperature for the 
most p~romising of these. The best materials were then tested in 
actual MHD generators under operating conditions. 

An environmental testing program was carried out using MHD generators 
of practical configuration *· The purpose of the program was to yield 
information on conductivity of the plasma, boundary. layer voltage drops, 
structural concepts, and combustion problems. The effects of variation 
in oxidant-to-fuel ratio, electrode temperature, boundary layer con
dition and the existence of a magnetic field on conductivity were studied: 
Various structural concepts were tested and the various causes and 
effects of CCimbustion inefficiencies studied • 

. Preliminary design studies of a 250 MW and of a 1000 MW MHD 
generator were made,based on the conclusions of the above studies. 
The study consisted of a systematic survey, analysis and evaluation of 
the problems involved, an evaluation of available means and tnaterials, 
fo-rmulation of a design philosophy, design of the generator and an 
evaluation of the resulting design. Combustion, aerodynamic, thermo
dynamic, electrical and magnetic, thermal, chemical and mechanical 
effects and their interdependence were studied and evaluated. 

Program Background 

The feasibility of generating large amounts of electrical pov.:er by 
MHD means was studied earlier at Pratt &: Whitney Aircraft under 
Air Force Contract Number AF30(602)-2268. The results of that 
study are reported in RADC TR61-104. The principal problem areas 
noted in the previous feasibility study were investigated in this study. 
In particular the principal problem aJ."eas of the MHD generator were 
shown to be plasma conductivity and materials and structures. The 
problem of superpower 1"f converters and their compatibility with MHD 
generators Wi'S r.l~n shown, to be a major consideration in the· practi
cali!y of the overall system. 

To ciemonstrate the relative success of the solution to the plasma con
ductivity, materials, and structures problems and to further advance 
the MHD generator <;oncept toward a working status, an extensive 

*The test generators used produced power outputs up to 0. 81 
megawatts/ft3 and have been run repeatedly during power 
gene::-ation for periods up to 1 1/2 hours 
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program of environmental testing was deemed necessary. This testing 
program in conjunction with a system analysis and economic evaluation 
. .,f the :MHD generator ~ed to the ability to make a reasonable preliminary 
design of the WID generator complex, thereby determining design 
philosophy, concepts and procedures consistent with the practical solu
tion of the MHD problem. 

The lev<!l of this investigation was ·augmented not only by the previous 
feasibility study but by an extensive in-house effort in all of the above 
areas except the rf converter problem. For the latter reason Pratt &: 
Whitney Aircraft let subcontracts to two established electronics firms 
with backgrounds in superpower rf converters. Thus a high level of 
effort was extended for the solution of all the problem areas under 
investigation. 

The ·possibility of other Air Force applic:itions for MHD generators 
and a consideration of development cost variation with generator size, 
indicated the de sir ability of considering more than one size of genera
tor. Therefore two sizes of MHD generators ( 1000 megawatts and 
250 meg.awatts net output) were considered. 

Breakdown of the Problem 

In this section the overall problem will be broken down into those 
phases considered in each of the separate volumes. The individual 
volume can be consulted for a more detailed breakdown of that phase 
of the inve stigati..n reported. 

The system analysis.which includes derivations of the necessary 
equations, optimization of the operating conditions and definition of 
the performance characteristics of the MHD eenerator, is inclucled in 
Volume I. The environmental testing program consisting of plasma 
conductivity studies, testing of structural concepts and studies of 
combustion phenomena, is also reported in Volume I. 

In Volume II the principal crossed-field types of radio frequency 
converters were studied to determine the types most compatible with 
MHD generation. This study,conducted by Raytheon Company on a 
subcont.cact from Pratt &: Whitney Aircraft,"lead to the conception of a 
new class of cross-field rf converter named the eleCtromagnetic 
amplifying lens (EAL). The design and performance characteristics 
of this tube are considered and an experintenta 1 model was constructed 
for cold testing. 
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Both crossed-field and linear-beam rf converters were considered 
by the Electron Tube Division of Litton Industries in Volume ill. 
Consideration of possible tube types was limited to those which had 
at least progressed to the experimental model stage. The klystron 
was selected as the best compromise and the characteristics of a 
200 l~ilowatt tube were outlined. 

A study of materials for MHD generator applications including a 
literature survey, laboratory investigation and environmental testing 
is contained in Volume IV. Insulating materials and ceramic con
ducto:rs were investigated. Properties such as electrical resistance 
(or conductivity),· chemi::al compatibility, erosion resistance, coefficient 
of linear thermal expansion and modulus of rupture were determined 
at high temperature and are reported. 

The relationships between the current. electric fiE>ld, and other current 
drivi.ng forces are derived in Volume V. These relationships are 
used to develop improved methods for determining the plasma con
ductivity. The boundary layer problem is analyzed and the results in 
terms of anode and cathode voltage drops are presented. Derivations 
are presented for the equations of elevated t'lectron temperature. ion 
conductivity. ambipolar diffusion and mobility coefficients. 

The analytical and design efforts which made up a preliminary engineer
ing design study ·Of two sizes of MHD generators ( 1000 megawatt and 
250 me-gawatt net output) are presented in Volume VI. The study 
includes design layouts, concepts, and supporting data which are 
presented and discussed with regard to performance capabiliti.es. from 
both the structural and operational points of view. 
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II. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

The purpose of this portion of the program was to establish the design 
and performance characteristics of two high power ( 1000 megawatt 
and 250 megawatt net output) MHD generators. The system analysis 
objectives were to establish the conditions for minimum overall cost, 
consistent with the technical requirements of the system and reasonable 
design procedures. Th~ 1000 megawatt generator was to be used in 
conjunction with compatible rf converters in an integrated system. 
The other generator size was· determined by Air Force requirements 
to be 250 megawatts. 

The required characteristics of the MHD generator to be used in con
junction with rf converter system were that is should be capable 'of: 

1) Rapid starting, 
2) Operating for periods between ten seconds and one-hal£ hour, 

and 
3} Cumulative operation for twenty hours. 

Compatibility with rf cor-·:···rters was the governing factor in choosing 
. the operating voltage c: w'. iiOO volts DC for this .system. This voltage 
is suitable £or driving ld:r ~:ron tubes as designed by Litton Co. (see 
Volume III). This tube was selected over the EAL tube (see Volume 
II) in consideration of the fact that it could be more readily developed 
from existing data. 

Systems analysis procedures developed previously* were utilized, 
improvements in computer programs and in vario.us other areas being 
incorporated. Derivations of the necessary equations are shown and 
the independent flow variables are optimized. Losses are accounted 
for and performance characteristics determined. 

Highlights of Results 

Two MHD generators; burning JP4 and oxygen seeded with a hydrous 
solution of potassium nitrite at an 0/F ratio of 2. 9 and combustion 
chamber total. pressure of 350 psia, were analytically sized to produce 
lUOU an:! Z~U megawatts of DC el'O'ctrical power. The active section of 
the 1000-megawatt generator is 13. 3 feet long and has a volume of 
1035 cubic feet. This generator develops nominal voltages of 15,000 
volts cross-stream. and 40,000 volts Hall voltage. Interconnection of 
the segmented electrodes is utilized to provide 30, 000 volts net to 
klyotron convertcrc. The active· oection of the 250-mcgawatt gcl'terator 

'~ Report PWA-1940, RADC TR-61-·104 
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is 7 feet long with a volume of 120.5 cubic feet and develops 8000 ~olts 
cross-stream and 17,000 volts Hall voltage. The products of com
bustion flow at super'sonic velocities in both generators with flow rates 
of 1650 and J87 lbs/sec for the 1000 and 250-megawatt generators 
respectively. 

A. One -Dimensional WID Performance Calculation 

The purpose of the one-dimensional performance. calculation was 
to determine generator configurations to satisfy predetermined 
performance requirements. These configurations were then com
pared on a relative cost basis to determine optimum characteristics. 
The one.-dimensional performance calculation was then supplemented 
by two-dimensional loss considerations to refine.the performance 
calculation of the optimum generator. 

The assumptions are listed and explained. The pertinent equations 
are presented in general form and in the specific form resulting 
from the application of the assumptions. Several derivations 
utilizing these equations are presented. The optimized flow vari
ables are determined by economic considerations. The optimum 
flow variables are then combined to determine optimum generator 
configurations. The electrical and thermodynamic characteristics 
of the optimum generators are shown. 

Assumptions 

To make the solution of the MHD equations tractable it is necessary 
to make certain simplifying assumptions, as follows: 

1) One-dimensional flow exists with the directions of gas velocity, 
applied magnetic field and current, mutually perpendicuiar 
at any point. One-dimensionality in this context implies that 
all variables (such as velocity or pressure) can be expressed 
completely in terms of a single parameter, in this case length 
(x). The assumption of one-dimensional flow allows the 

spatial derivatives and _a_ 
az. to be set equal to zero. 

2) Two-dimensional losses such as heat transfer, segmentation, 
etc., can be considered separately from the one-dimensional 
considerations. It is assumed that the consideration of these 
losses will not affect the relative position of the various 
generators in the optimizations. 
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3) Elect)'ical conductivity of the plasma is a tensor and is 
retur: ed to the isotropic scalar value by the use of segmented 

. elect:~odes. The losses inherent in segmentation are applied 
as an:efficiency after one-dimensional performance has been 
determined. 

4) Ion c;.;rrent and ion slip are assumed to be negligible. The 
assur:.ption that ion current is negligible yields a calculation 
that-is slightly pessimistic since the net result of ion conductivity 
ia to increase overall plasma conductivity. Ion slip is actually 
Hall ion current. The Hall parameter for ions is much lower 
th:'ln nnl;' for the type!i of ionc found in the corn.bu:stiuu p~·udud:s 
and magnetic field of the strength used here. Hence the Hall 
ion r.urrent is much less than the normal ion current and is 
ai so negligi hlA. 

5) The plasma is neutral and homogeneous. The high gradients 
of·the various chemical species that would exist in the thermal 
boundary layer and the attendant boundary layer voltage drops 
are taken to be small. Normal experimental boundary layer 
voltage drops are on the order of ten to one hundred volts, 
which is only about 1 per cent of the cross-stream potential 
of typical generators in the one thousand megawatt power 
range. 

6) The induced magnetic field is small compared to the applied 
magnetic field. The magnetic Reynolds number, which is 
approximately equal to the ratio of the induced field to the · 
applied field, can be shown to be s1nall for the ran~~ of con
duGtivitic o t vcloeitic 3 and .!l(.ll.lc Iadu~ ~ ly !Jil.dl iu Lh~ g~u~l·dlur 
liiZiilli hning P.nnnirlr,.rrt. 

1. One -Dimensional Performance Calculation Programs 

Two basic classes of suluti?ns to the system of :MHD flow equations 
have been programmed for high ·d· diiH~l computers. The 
hrst class of solutions involves C.e specification of a thermodynamic 
variable such as pressure, temperature (enthalpy), velocity, or 
Mach number. The second class assumes the specification of 
geometric and/or electrical parameters such as area, ratio of 
electrode wall separation-to-insulator wall separation, length, 
volLage, or mo.gnctic field. Specification of the !low variables 

. of an MHD generator involved the simultaneous solution of the 
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equations of momentum, energy, continuity, state, Maxwell's and 
Ohm's laws, and an analytic expression for conductivity. A 
summary of the equations used in the solution follows. For 
derivations of these equations, and to note the implicit assumptions 
see Appendices 1' and 2. For a list of pertinent nomenclature see 
.Appendix 3. 

Energy equation 

oV dh + 
I dx 

Momentum equation 

f> v~~ = -J~ E.r 

T ~~ = -J~B1. 
Continuity. · 

State 

Ohm's law 

o vdV 
I d.x 

• 
/)')'\. = ?AV 

Maxwell's equations 
.[:¥ Y : constant 

B z. Z = constant 
Conductivity 

cr : f( T, P, composition) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4). 

(5) 

(6) 

-
Specified Thermodynamics - In this class of solutions one of the 
thermodynamic variables is kept constant. This permits a 
relatively simple solution as evidenced by a constant static 
enthalpy derivation (Appendix 2). Among the variables speci
fied in this type of solution are the duct aspect ratio Y IZ (to 
minimize magnet cost), and E/VB. If the ratios E/VBand Y/Z are 
kept constant as well as BLZ it can be shown that ~::-Y,the 
generator cross- stream voltage, will vary. The resultant 
generator wall shape will curve outward. 

Alternatively, it is possible to allow a variation of duct aspect 
ratio consistent with a constant cross-stream voltage. Such an 
expansion process has the following effects: 
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1) The !v1HD exhaust dimension in. t-l.e magnetic field direction 
( z) is reduced relative to the case where Y/Z. is constant, 
causing an increase in the magnetic field strength and a 
reduction in generator length. 

2) The M1-ID exhaust dimension in the electric current direction 
(Y) is increased, resulting in an increase in MHD exit wall 
angle or gas flow angle entering the diffuser. 

3) The voltage delivered to vanous ioads is more nearly equal 
as a result of the· constant cross-stream potential. 

The disadvantages of the specified thermodynamics are:. 

1) The op.:.eifi.:.nti.:.on uf lhc ll!cuuuuyudlUil.., dt::l'uuyudlHil.. dUU 

electric variables leads to a calculated wall shape •. For 
optirni.zed thermodynamic variables the wall angle increases 
during the expansion process in such a manner that large 
wall angles are obtained at the generator exit. This 
condition is disadvantageous due to difficulty of fabrication 
and length of diffuser. required. ·A long transition section 
is required to turn the flow leaving the generator into the 
diffuser without cau~.ing boundary.]ayer separation. 
Experience with noz:de tests indicates that approximately 
thirteen degrees is the maximum wedge angle permissible 
without producing separation of flow from the walls as the 
flow enters the diffuser. 

Z) Due to reductiofi 6i the Mach number toward the exhaust 
eml uf lhe generator, the conductivity is higher at this end 
than at tho inlot ond, Thio condition lend::~ to problcrno in 
interconnection which require deviations from the specified 
optimum values of Mach number and electric field strength. 

Specified Geometric and Electric Variables - In view of the 
disadvantages of the specified thermodynamics cases, the final 
optimization for this study was based on a .derivation where the 
geometric and electrical variables are specified (Appendix 2). 
Two programs with these basic criteria have been written~ The 
first utilizes essentially frozen equilibriu!TI and has been derived 
considering infinite segmentation (J")(." 0). It considers the 
neutral species of the cornposition fixed, coustant gas constant, 
and constant specific heat. The variation in electron concen-
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tration is taken into account by use of Saba 1 s equation consider
ing the reaction K~ K•-re-. The initial composition is determined 
by use of the chemical thermodynamics program which allows 
for the existence of the neutral species CO, Hz, HzO, Nz, COz, 
Oz, O,OH, H, NO, N, CH4 , C, CN, CzNz, HCN, HN, CzHz, 
CHz, CH, C3, Cz, COH, K, KOH, Kz, KH, KzO. The ionic 
species considered are e-, K+, H+, c+, o+, W, w+, o++, 
H-, o-, oH-, o+++, co+, Nz+, o 2+, No+, c++~ H 3o+. 

The only ionized species that exist in quantiti.es greater than 
lo-6 are e-, K+, o- and OH-. Experience has indicated that 
ever. side ring shifting equilibrium, little change in the· 
comt:· ··.ion of the neutral species occurs. Therefore results 
·for frozen equilibrium approximate those for shifting composi
tion quite closely in many aspects. The concentration of K+ is 
greater than the negative ions, so use of the Saba equation where 
only the reaction K~ ~ ... e-can occur is a reasonably good 
approximation. 

The MHD equations may be solved by prescribing certain geo
metric properties instead of a thermodynamic variable, The 
basi·c purposes of considering such a derivation are: 

1) A straight wall generator presents fewer construction 
problems, 

2) The wall angle at the exit can be prescribed to alleviate 
the problem of transition to the diffuser, and· 

· 3) Specifying. the area variation and length of the generator 
permits the computation of off-de sign performance. 

Six process types have been considered in the program. In each 
process type~ four variables are specified as a function of 
length, and maintained at these values for the noniterating cases. 
Thus the program can be used to calculate off-design perfor
mance by specifying exactly how the. geometry and electrical 
properties vary as a function of the length. The power output 

·and exit- stagnation conditions are determined at the ·prescribed 
length. · 
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The six process types are determined by th~ specification of the 
·following variables: 

1) Ar_ea Y/Z E/VB BZ 
2) Area Y/Z E y BZ 
3) Area Y/Z ElVB B 
4) Area Y/Z EyY B 
5) Area E/VB EyY BZ 
6) Area E/VB EyY B 

Given the initial values of the static therf.lodynamic ·variables 
:lnd ~lectric pa.ramotc:ro j diffel·ential ~::qui tiou:!. u! nuw. AIJIJI:!lllliX Z, 
Equations (2-34)and (2-36) are solved fJmultaneou·sly using the 
Runge-Kutta method over an interval c/ the independent vari
;>!;>)9S', X. 

The following variables are predictei. as a function of length, 
gas density, Mach number, ·cross-s'.:ream voltage,' conductivity, 
axial voltage, current, temperatu::e, pressure, velocity, electron 
concentration, and current. In addition to design performance, 
the program can· also be used t•J compute off-design point perfor
mance. The initial area schedule will not, in general, yield the 
desired power level required for a particular length, exit stag
nation pressure, or exit •Mach number requirement.- An itera
tion procedure adjusts the inlet flow area according to the power 
requirement, maintaining the same values of density, velocity, 
a~d Mach number at the inlet, therefore requirir~g an adjustment. 
in the mass flow. Changing. the inlet flow area in the iteration
type cases necessitates revision of the area andY /Z schedules. 
The new ·scheduie s are defined by n1aintaiuiug either the sam!:!· 
wall angle or area ratio as the initial schedule. The usual 
criterion for design-point generator studies is exit total pres
sure, the selection of which is discussed below :under Generator 
Optimization. Integrated into the program is an ·equation for 
calculating magnet weiJi:ht and a method for dete':mining magnet, 
fuel, oxidant, seed, ~eneratQ:r, diffuser, injector, heat ex
changer, pump, oxygen plant, combustion chamber, and nozzle 
rnst.s, 

This program has been supplemented by one which incorporates 
complete shifting chemical equilibrium of the plasma into the 
liolution of the flow cquntion3. The derivation is found in 
Appendix 2. The shifting equilibrium program was completed 
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too late in the contract period to utilize in optimization of the 
generator but has been used to validate test results. Improve
ments· of the shifting equilibrium program over previous pro
grams are: 

1) It simulates the effects of shifting equilibrium. Although 
assuming that the composition is frozen and that all of the 
electrons result from the reaction K~K+-t-e- as was done 
in the frozen equilibrium progrc~.m is a good approximation, it 
does result in some error which this f- ••..• ting equilibrium 
program eliminates. 

2) Changes in specific heat, ga,s constant, and the ratios of 
specific heat have been included. 

3) A constant value of boundary layer voltage drop per incre
ment of length. may be included. 

4) Performance for a nonsegmented electrode generator, where 
E.,. = 0 has been included. 

5) A more accurate method of computing conductivity has been 
included, In previous programs the calculation of conduc
tivity assumed that some of the species had constant 
collision cross-section and that others had constant collision 
frequency*· In· the more exact conductivity calculation 
method utilized in. this program, the integrated collision 
frequency vs electron velocity for each species has been 
programmed in conjunction with the chemical thermodynamic 
program. 

To incorporate shifting equilibrium into this method of solution, 
tables of thermodynamic data, conductivity, and compositioP.s 
are generated from the chemical th.~rmodynamic program. The 
method of solution is the same as the previously-mentioned 
specified geometric and electrical variable program. The 
derivation is more complex, however, due to the existence 

dR 
of terms such as d x which result i1:1 three simultaneous 
equations instead of two, Equations (2-68), (2-69), and (2-70). 

*Report PWA -1940, RADC TR-61-104 
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Z. Generator Optimization 

The objective of the optimization program is to arrive at an MHD 
generator configuration that will meet specifications with minimum 
expense and be compatible with reasonable design procedures. The 
problem requires the simultaneous optimization of the variables 
that affect the power output of t_he generator. The following .is a 
list of variables: 

1) Oxygen/fuel ratio, 
Z) Seeding rate, 
3) Stagnation pressure ratio, 
4) Inlet _Mach number - exit Mach number, 
5) MagnP.tir fi~lt:l 'itr'lngth, 
6) !!./VB {electrical efficiency), and 
7) Duct geometry (wall angles, aspect ratios). 

Simultaneous optimization of all these variables would result in a 
great number of case studies. A more feasible approach is to 
determine local optimization points, when possible, and to combine 
them to form an optimum generator •. 

·n was necessary to determine an expansion process in order to 
obtain a solution of the flow variables in the MHD generator. 
Specified thermodynamic exp:=~ nsions lead to solutions with wall 
shape bt!ing determined. For optimized thermodynamic variables, 
the wall angle increases during the expansion process in such a 
manner that large wall angles are obtained at the generator exit. 
This condition is disadvantageous due to the diffic;~,~,lty of fabrica
tion, and to diffusion of the super sonic exhaust ~a se s. 

A straight wall presents fewer construction problems. The assump
tion of one-dimensional flow dictates that the cross-stream voltage 
and the product of maenetic fielo strP.ngth ::tnrl rnH l'lilpi.r:ation ga 
maintained approximately constant during expansion (see Appendix 1). 
These conditions have been satisfied in determining the optimum 
parameters. A specified geometric and electrodynamic variable 
MHD computer program with the input items area, Y/Z , E}'(' and ~~ 
was used in conjunction v.i th a combustion chamber and nozzle 
thermodynamic program to arrive at the optimum parameters. 
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Choice of Reactants and Seeding Material - The primary consider
ations in selecting the reactants were cost, relative performance; 
and handling. Oxygen was chosen as the oxidizer •. The use of 
air, the only practical alternative, would be suitable from a 
performance standpoint if it were highly preheated and/or en
riched with oxygen. Howeve·r neither of these methods would be 
economical for a system ·with only a 20-,hour operating life. 
Oxygen can also double as the magnet coolant, thereby 
increasing the efficiency of the magnet by allowing operation 
at cryogenic temperatures. T_he manufacture of oxy:gen in an 
oxygen plant can be carried out at an operating cost of 0. 006 
dollar per pound of oxygen produced. 

An evaluation was made to compare the relative performance 
of various fuels with oxygen at standardized combustion 
conditions. The fuels evaluated were hydrogen, several hydro
carbons, coal, coke, pure carbon, and cyanogen. The relative 

1 f . ( v li:J. -ll:l. l* va ues o power per un1t area cr p are shown 
in Figure 1 as a function of oxygen-to-fuel mass flow ratios. 
The theoretical combustion temperatures of these fuels are 
s)lown in Figure 2. 

Those fuels having a performance significantly higher than 
JP4 are cyanogen, acetylene, pure carbon and coke. Consider
ations of fuel cost, storability, availability in large quantity., 
handling safety, toxicity of exhaust products, and ease of flow 
measurements and control, favor. the use of JP4 as the fuel. 

For the perf"ormance study described above, the -seed nmterial. 
was as·sumed to be solid potassium. Since potassium in this 
form would be extremely difficult to utilize in a practical MHD 
system, a study was made of the relative performance of a 
generator using various potassium compounds and solutions of 
potassium compounds that would allow easier ilitroduction of the. 
seed material into the plasma. Choice of the seeding material 
to increase the plasma conductivity-was restricted to potassium 
~lHilpound:J because of the high rnst of mo:re easily ionized com
pounds such as cesium, and the smaller effect of other com
pounds including sodium. 

*The quantity ~ cr. V 3/z (J -Jh} is an optimization parameter 
with units of power per unit area. It is derived and dis
.cussed in Report PWA-1940,- RADC-TR-61-104. 
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Figu es 3 and 4 present plasma conducti' 1ty and power per unit 
are:~· versus percentage of elemental potassium in the plasma. 
It l:~ n .be seen that of the solutions of pot; ssium compounds 
con: ide red, the 75 per cent KN02·- 25 pEr cent H20 solution 
ha;,. .:he highest performance for conditio! s having above 2 per 
ct:.tt potassium (by weight) in the plasma. Below 2 per cent 
P" assium concentration, 50 per cent pot tssium hydroxide 
sc.ution and 75 per cent potassium cyani le solution are some-
, /tat superior but they present marked problems in handling.· 

,' 1e effectiveness of the other solvents i3 shown to be lower 
t\,an that of water; At very low seeding :rates, such as 0.1 per 
cint potassium, the performance differnnces are minor. 

\ 

A \arge increase in. power per unit arez can be realized for a 
givi:h concentration of potassium in the plasma by eliminating 
the rrater required in tl1e solutions, Figures 3 and 4 also show 
the r ~lative increase possible with SeVf:ral undiluted seed 
mate1:als assumed to be in the solid·state. Potassium cyanide 
.gives 'tigh performance, but would require special handling as 
well as thorough scrubbing of the exhaust, because of the very 
high toxicity of the HCN that would be formed on contact with 
water~ ::>otassium hydroxide would also require special handling. 
Potassiu n carbonate appears to be a very promising seed 
material because of its high performance and safe handling 
characteristics. Below a concentration of about 3 per cent 

·potassium in the plasma, potassium bicarbonate also is attrac-
tive. Both of the carbonates are hygroscopic and must be 
·protected from moisture, but would give a significant perfor
mimce increase over any of the solutions investigated at seed 
rates greater than 2 per cent. Agf!in, at low seed rates there 
is little diffe.reilce in performanci between the solid seeding 
materials and the solutions. The seeding solutions are prol;>ably 
easier to measure and control accurately. Hence the best of 
these, 75 per cent KN02 - 25 per cent HzO was selected as the 
seed material. 

Optimi:;;ation of 0/F -.The oxygen/fuel ratio influences the 
chamber temperature as indicated in Figure 5. It is noted that 
chamber temperature does not vary greatly with 0/F in the 
stoichiometric range. The 0/F tends to optimize fuel-rich at 
2. 9 due to the higher obtainable velocities with the low molecu-. 
lar weight combustion products of CO and Hz, and 'the low 
rr;>ll; "ion croli'li'-•uction of Hz :rclil.tivc to rizO. Th,· . .-. .--•. ~t 
optimization of 0/F is presented in Figure 6. The optimum is 
not expected to vary significantly with changes in other parameters. 
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Optimization of Seed Rate - The optimum seeding ·rate for the 
1000 MW generator appears to result in a compromise between 
minimum cost and voltage requj.rements (Figure 7). A 0. 5 per 
cent seed rate gives minimum cost, but the voltage obtained with· 
this seed rate is considerably less than the desired value. The 
required voltage, 30,000 volts D. C. net, was obtained by a 
reduction in seeding rate to 0. 1 per cent resulting in slightly 
higher costs. Figure 7 show~ the variation of axial voltage with 
seeding rate. The lowering of seed rate yields a greater voltage 
increase per dollar than other possible methods such as varia
tions in YIZ,E.IVB, PT 7 ·etc. 

The 'seeding rate choice for the 250-MW generator was not 
affected by voltage considerations. Unlike the 1000-MW genera
tor which utilizes the Hall potential for the load, the 250-MW 
generator uses cross-stream. P'-'tential which is not as sensitive 
to changes in seed rate. An optimum seeding rate value in the 
range of 0. 8 per cent of the total flow was determined (see 
Figure 8). 

Optimization of Inlet Total Pres sure, Mach Number, and 
Inlet E/VB - The interdependence of inlet total pressure, inlet 
Mach number, and f./VB in determining the power per unit 
volume and other significant parameters for the 1000 MW 
generator necessitated simultaneous optimization. 

Within the range of the parameters selected (based on previous 
analytical studies) there appear to be several cases iu the 
voltage range required {above 30~ 000 volts). Figure ·9 indicates 
a minimum cost at P-r 0 = 350, MN 0 = 3.0, a~d (f./VB)o = 0.6 
with an axial voltage of 32,000 volts. It is interesting to note 
the trend indicated on Figure 10 which presents cross-stream 
voltage vs relative cost at the design inlet total pressure. To 
obtain higher cross-,stream voltages without deviating from the 
optimum inlet aspect ratio (see paragraph below) an increase 
in Mach number and E./V'O. would ·.>e required. However, this 
would effect considerable cost increases without yielding a 
substantial increase in cross-stream voltage. 

A similar study was performed for the 250-MW generator, the. 
primary difference being the voltage requirement (approximate
ly 7500 volts). Figures 11 and 12 present axial voltage and 
cross-stream voltage versus cost. ThP.se figures show that it 
is within reason to accept the same inlet total pressure , 
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Mach number, and E/VB as the 1000-MW design case, since 
these values occur in the minimum cost range. 

In both the 1000-MW and the 250-MW generators, an exit total 
pressure of 22 psia was selected. This value is expected to be 
sufficient for exhaust to the atmosphere (see Volume VI on the 
MHD diffuser).- Figure ·12 presents the extremes of the pressure 
range investigated (200 psia and 350 psia). The cost and cross
stream voltages are typical of pressuTes within this range. 

Inlet Magnetic Field Strength - Choice of an inlet ina.gnetic field· 
slrl:!ngth ( B 0 ) influences the magnet weight as follows 

:L 
{con3tant} ( Q} 

uut.gnl:!l weight -" f. ld . 1e power 
(7} 

and the power per unit volume of the MHD generator as follows 

power per unit volume = 0"' Vol. 8"' (E./VB)( 1- E./VB) ( 8) 

To incTease power per unit volume by way· of magnetic field 
strength increase, magnet weight must increase. Therefore, 
it becomes apparent that an optimum value of Bo will occur 
versus cost. (Note: The value of Bo determines the magnetic 
field strength at any point along the duct center line, since f3-z.Z= --
constant and 2 versus length is input in the performance cal
culati<:m). An inlet magnetic field strength of Bo = 3. 0 webers/ 
mfiterz hac boon found to rooult in minimum coot (occ Figu1·c 13), 

·The magnetic field is assumed to be produced by a magnet of the 
type described in Volume VI, operating at cryogenic tempera
tures. The use of superconducting magnets was investigated 
for this application and eliminated from consideration due to 
prohibitive cost. Many practical problems would also have to 
be overcome before the cupcrconducting magnet could be used 
in an application requiring the magnet size discussed here. 

Duct Geometry Optimization - The inlet aspect ratio ( Y /Z), 
lhe l"atio of the disld.uce between ell:!ctrudes to the distance 
between insulating walls, has a significant effect on the ·size of 
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the magnet. Figure 14 indicates a range of optimum inlet aspect 
ratios between 1.4 and 1. 7. The design generators are at Y /Z. = 
1. 7. 

The specified geometry computing procedure is based on straight 
insulating and electrode walls. An important .factor deter.rr.i.ning 
the expansion process is the amount of divergence of these walls. 
The angle e 11- which is the angle that each electrode wall makes 
with the duct center line, has a considerable effect on the power 
density in a constant cross-stream volta~e study. The equation 

cross-stream voltage· = (E!VB)(V)(B)(Y) = constant 

shows that lowery values (smaller e~) win necessitate an 
increase in E./V6 , hence lowering the power per unit volume, 
( E/VB in all cases being greater than 0.5 initially). 
However, increasing 9-:r will eventually increase cost due to 
constructional complications. Therefore an optimum exists 
(see Figure 15). The design value chosen was e~ = 13 degrees. 
Larger angies also tend to create problems in the diffuser with 
boundary layer separation, etc. The effect of 811 for the 250-MW 
generator is the same as for the 1000-MW generator. 

The insulating wall angle, 9 2 , has little effect on the genera-
tor total cost in the range from e 1. = 0 to e "L = 3 degrees, 
except that it influences exit Mach number with a corresponding 
influence on diffuser cost. The angles .used in the 250-MW 
generator and the 1000-MW generator were chosen to allow the 
Mach number to remain above 1. 0 during the optimization of 
inlet total pressure, inlet Mach number, and inlet E /VB 
Consideration of reasonable diffuser de sign indicates that the 
MHD exit Mach number should not be too close to 1. 0, since 
minor stream disturbances could move the shock upstream. The 
effects due to shocks in the generating portion of ~D generators 
are unknown. It is believed that the exit Mach numbers should 
be in the range of 1. 3 to 1. 6 to eliminate this problem. The 
insulating wall angle for the 1000-MW generator ~as selected at 
2. 5 degre::e::s and 1 degree for the 250-MW generator. 

Summary of Optimum Parameters - Selection of the operating 
parameters was based upon the discussion presented above, 
where the variables of the generators have been optimized with_
out consideration for losses such as combustion inefficiencies, 
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combustion chamber and nozzle heat transfer, end effects, 
interconnection, and segmentation. The appiication of these. 
losses is not expectedto affect the relative position of the.opti
mum parameters. 

The parameters that appear optimum on a cost comparison for 
an MHD generator using JP4 and 02 as the reactants are as 
follows: 

oxygen/fuel ratio 

seeding r~te, weight o/o K 

stagnation pressure ratio 

inlet Mach num.ber 

magnetic ·field strength, inlet· 

electrical efficiency, inlet 

1000 MW 

2.9 

.5 

16 

3.0 

webers 
3. 0 meterZ 

.6 

ZSO MW 

2.9 

.8 

16 

3.2 

. webers 
3.0 meterZ 

.6 

Thes.e parameters were used to dete~mine design generators, 
except where off-optimum conditions were required in order to 
meet generator specifications. 

3. Losses in the Optimum Parameter Generator 

In determining the electrical properties and the geometric con~ 
figurations that exist in a generator utilizing the optimutn parame-
ters, the folloWing losses have been considered: · 

1) Combustion losses, 
2) Combustion chamber and nozzle heat loss. 
3) End losses, and 
4) Segm~ntation and interconnection losses. 

Combu.shon Losses ·- The actual mechanisms causing ineificien
cies in any particular combustion system are unknown, but a 
number of possible mechanisms can be imagined. It was 
postulated that i! each of the possihlP. me~:hll.ni~ms had the same· 
quantitative .effect on MHD power output,· any one of them could 
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be used to predict the performance loss from the theoretical 
standpoint. Some of these possible mechanisms are: 

1) Incomplete combustion of the reacting mixture with either 
fuel or oxidant unreacted, 

2) Heat loss from the combustion chamber, 

3) Nonuniform distribution of the fuel and the oxidant, and 

4) Liquid droplets of unl;mrnP.d fuel in the exhaust gast:;s. 

Experimentation has shown that a total theoretical heat loss of 
one to fiv.e times the norm<~.l calculated heat rejection in the 
burner would result in a prediction that would approximate the 
actual thermodynamic conditions re suiting from combustion 
inefficiencies (see Section III of this volume). Therefore this 
method was selected for the theoretical studies to effe..::t a closer 
approximation of an actual MHD .generator.. This additional . 
amount of heat was removed from the plasma in the performance 
calculation by reducing the initial total enthalpy of the reactants. 

Combustion Chamber Heat Loss - For the 1000 MW generator a 
heat transfer of approximately 100 MW is rejected from the 
plasma to the coolant in the walls of the combustion chamber 
and nozzle. To account for combustion losses, a nominal value 
of 300 MW heat loss was chosen for the 1000 MW generator. 

The same reasoning. used in the 1000-MW generator was applie.d 
to the 250-MW generator to arrive at a 75 MW reduction in the 
enthalpy of the reactants. This includes the heat transfer loss 
and t}:le adjustment used to approach actual conditions. 

End Losses- As outlined in Section II. B.3 below, end losses 
may be reduced by the extension of the magnetic field and by 
utilization of splitter vanes. Jn each eenerator·design the 
magnetic field was extended a distance equal to approximately 
one-half the spaCing between splitter vanes at the downstream 
end. The 1000-MW generator with four separate burners has an 
upstream magnetic field extension of approximately one -half the 
spacing between the separate burner walls. The 250-lvlW genera
tor has one burner, therefore the upstream magnetic field exten
sion is approximately one-half the channel inlet height. 
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Approximately 5 per cent·of the generated power has been allowed 
for end losses. 

Applic.ation of Segmentation and Interconnection Losses to the 
Design Generators - The 1000-MW and the 250-MW generators. 
require segmentation for the reasons discussed in Section II. 
B. 1 below. The 1000-MW generator requires interconnection 
to operate a:t voltage::;_in the vicinity of 30,000 volts. The 250-
·MW generator will not be interconnected because the cros.s
stream voltage (approximately 7, 500 volts) meets the require
ments. 

The segmentation performance curves, Figures 35 to 49, permit 
determination of the voltage loss. at each segment. The segment 
,-,idth has been determined for fabrication sim:plicity to co;1sist 
of modules of two-inch increments. An attempt to arrive at 
maximum segmentation efficiency resul~ed in the choice of small 
conductor width, two inches, and insulator width, also two inches. 
An exception to these modular widths was made in the case of the 
magnet power electrodes where the segment width was deter
mined by the amount of current required by the magnet (see 
Figure 16). The magnet power electrode was positioned at the 
inlet of the generator. Any other position will involve complex
Hies when -interconnecting, and magnetic field instabilities 
whenever upstream flow conditions fluctuate. The average 
cross-stream voltage los·s is on the order of 5 per cent excluding 

. the magnet electrode voltage loss which is approximately 40 per 
cent. These losses have been applied to the generator prior to 
interconnection (see Figure 17). 

The 250-MW MHD generator segmentation was designed in a 
similar manner. Since interconnection is not required,. the 
number of segments has been minimized to reduce the complex
ities involved in load connections at the slight expense of segmen
tation oa!fici&ncy. Thee li'~I:J!TIP.nt<~.ti.Qn. Jo,;;ii>e·,. wer.e on the rH:-t't.et" 
of 10 per cent (see Figures 18 and 19}. 

The interconnection procedure discussed in Section II. B. 2 
below was used to determine the interconnection range and the 
amperage to the load. Segmer.tation losses were applied to the 
eros s- stream voltage prior to· determining interconnection. 
Interconnection. resulted; ::1 voltage variations in the interconnec
tion region on the order of 20 per cent when the upstream load 
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segments were connected to the downstream load segments with 
equal current. The compound losses due to segmentation and 
interconnection amounted to 130 megawatts. Figure 17 shows 
representative voltage,:; and currents at each segment. This 
study does not include other two-dimensional effects and assumes 
that current density does not change with the· voltage adjustments. 

Description of Generator Loso;es - The 1000-MW generator was 
designed for 1300 MW gross output. The following is a disposi
tion of the gross power: 

magnet load (including los·ses} 110 MW 

segmentation and interconnection losses 130 

allowance. for end losses, heat transfer in the 
generator, etc. 60 

net losses 300 MW 

gross power 1300 

losses 300 

net power 1000 MW 

The 250-MW generator was designed with 325 MW gross. The 
following is the disposition of the gross power: 

magnet load (including losses} 

segmentation losses 

allowance for end losses, heat transfer in 
S"'".I:O"t:<~to:r, l';'t<:, 

net losses 

"gross power 

losses 

net power 
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4. Design Generators Data Summary 

The system analysis has been conducted to provide a 1000-MW 
MHD generator with a <:apacity for Sl;lpplying 30,000 volts net and 
with 20 hours fuel supply at a minimum unit cost. A 250-MW MHD 
generator design is being presented as an alternative to the 1000-
MW design. The primary interest in the smaller generator is its 
development cost. The 250-MW development cost ~ppears to be 
significantiy less than that of the 1000-MW generatcr. To provide. 
1000 megawatts witl:i 30,000 volts, four 250-MW generators 
connected in series (7500 volts each} is recommended. It is ex_. 
pected that the development savings would offset the additional cost 
of the four smaller generators. 

·In the selection of design parameters for the 250-MW generator, 
several parameters suc:1 as total pressure and inlet Mach number. 
optimized at values close to tho·:;c values for the 1000-MW genera
tor. In those cases where no sigrlificant cost penalty was incurred~ 
the 250-MW parameters were selected to be the same as the 1000-
MW variables. This allowed a simplification in the design effor~ · 
without compromising the performance of the 250-MW generator. 

Optimum Design Conditions - The application of heat loss 
considerations and optimum paramete-rs resulted in an analytical 
MHD design· generator for the 1000 MW and the 250 MW genera
tors (sec Tables 1 and 2}. The magnetic field has been extended 
in each case as stated in Section II. A. 3. Figures 20 to 31 
present the thermodynamic conditions existing in each generator. 

5. Cost J::Sas1s 

The primary factor in obtaining an optimized·generator has been 
cost (see Section II. A. 2}. Prior to arriving at an optimum confi
guration, a near optimum generator was costed in detail. The. 
component costs of this generator were used to obtain co~t figures 
for each case presented in the optimization. It was assumed that 
although design detail changes could appreciably affect costs, they 
would not change the relative position of generators considered in 
the optimization. The following items were costed: 

1} magnet, 
2} components (related to mass ilow), combustion chamber and 

nozzle, tanks, lines and valves, heat exchanger, and pumps. 
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3) :MHD duct, 
4) · diffuser, 
5) oxygen plant; 
6) 20 hours (reactant and seed) mass flow, and 
7) mis.cellaneous. 

PWA-2170 

To utilize the costs of these items, the follov."ing scaling factors and 
assumptions were made: 

1) Magnet - The magnet co.st was divided into three major 
classes· of field, housing, and capital equipment and tooling. 
The scaling relationship used was $3.95 per pound of field 
weight, $463 per square foot of housing surface area, and 
$517, 000 for capital equipment and tooling •. The sum of the 
costs for each class is equal to the total magnet cost. For 
purposes of cost comparison it was assumed that these base 
costs would not change with total costs. 

2) The items listed below have been a::;sutned to vary in cost 
only due to changes in mass flow. It was judged that this 
variation with mass flow would not be a direct relationship 
but would vary as: . 

Cost A =Cost B [
mass flow A ~ 7 

B 
. 

mass flow 

a. Combustion chamber and nozzle cost = 
($198/lbmassflow ][ 9.27(massflow)•7] 

b. Tanks, lines, and ~alves cost = 
[$348/lbmassflow] [ 9.27(massflow)• 7 J 

c. Heat exchanger costs = 
'[ $89 /lb mass flQw ] [ 9. 27 (mass flow)• 1 J 

or 

d. Pump costs = [$753/lb mass flow ](9.27 (mass flow)·7J 

e. Injector cost was assumed to be directly related to rnass 
flow. 
Injector cost ,;($109/lb mass flo'"] [mass flow] 

The factor 9. 27 (mass flow)• 1 was determined by the mass 
flow of the case costed. The exponent • 7 was used to depress 
the direct mass flow relationship; since it was believed that 
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B. 

the costs of these items would not vary greatly from the 
base cost. 

3) The MHD duct cost was divided into the cost of the electrode 
walls, and the insulator walls as follows: 
MHD duct cost=($894/ft2 ) (surface area of the electrode walls)+ 
($414/ft2) (surface ar.ea of the insulator walls) 

4) The diffuser cost was assumed to vary directly with its 
surface area. The "'if(user costed wa~ assumed to be of the 
duct type described previously*. 
Q;fflJ<OP':" t;'Q'lt : ($191/ft2) («nl"f::ti"P ::tl"P.;;; ,,( niffi1SP1"} , 

5) The cost of the oxygen plant is established directly by the. 
nxygP.n m<'~ss flow till ~linwn 1.n ·neures .3Z and l.3. 

6) The cost of 20 hours of total mass flow is based upon the 
cost of each reactant and the seed 

JP'!o cost= $.015/lb 
02 cost = $. 006/lb 
seed cost = $. 2/lb 

7) The miscellaneous items are· 

gas turbine drive = $600,000 
controls = $360,000 
installation = $360, 000 

Thoe§e items w'-"r'il ce>ni;d~rerl cc>n<>tar:~t fr.•r <;>ach r.a<>~. 

All c;osts (except the cost of -propellants for 20 hours of mass 
flow) were increased by 20 per cent. which includes the normal 
factors for General and Administrative and Fee. 

Two-Dirneusional Problems 

All of the problems found in ~1HD generators are not tractable by 
one-rlimensiorial or quasi one-cimensional analysis. This section 
treats some of these problems and presents the co.nsiderations they. 
rec::::ived. In particular, segmented electrodes, interconnection, 
and end effects are considered. 

* Repvrt PWA-1940, RADC TR-61-104 · 
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1. Segmented Electrodes 

The one-rlimensional calculations indicate the need for a strong 
magnetic field in a practical MHD generator. The magnetic field 
gives rise to the Hall effect resulting in an angle between the 
electric field and the current density vectors. It was shown 
{see Appendix 1) that the deleterious effects of Hall currents on 
MHD generator performance can be eliminated by precluding the 
flow of Hall c•.urents. An obvious means of achieving this end 
is to establish an electric field in the proper direction and of the 
proper magnitude. In the case of the lin~ar generator this field 
needs to be applied in the axial direction. The existence of an 
axial electric field indicates a potential gradient in the axial 
direction. This potential gradient cannot be supported by contin-
uous electrodes. Therefo.re it is necessary to break up the 
electrode walls into conducting and nonconducting segments. ·In 
theory, there could be an infinite number of these segments and 
one-dimensional theory could properly predict the generator 
performance. Practically, the segments must be finite in number 
and reasonuuie in size. Since the axial electric field vanishes 
at the surface of the conducting part of the electrode wall, local 
Hall currents can flow. The effect of these local Hall currents 
on generator performance has been the subject of several papers. 

A method for predicting segmentation effects has been formulated 
by the United Aircraft Research Laboratory*. The method 
consisted of analyzing the two-dimensional electrodynamic fields, 

holding the gasdynamic variables (v.elocity, ·pressure, temp~ra
ture, etc) and the applied magnetic field constant. Thi' · 1·ocedure 
was utilized at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft ana the performance was 
found for a range of segment geometries and for various values 
of the anisotropic conductivity para~eter <X • (o.. , the 
produ'ct of the cyclotron frequency and the collision time, is also 
commonly denoted by wT). 

·'· Crown, J. C., Analysis ·or Magnetogasdynamic Generators 
H«ving SC;gmented Electrodes and Anisc.otropic Conductivity, 
l.Jni t~;:d Aircraft Cc.orpor«tion Rc search Labcratoric s R~;: port 
R-lf:S52-2, February 1961 
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Segmentation Performance - A parametric study of segmented 
electrode performance has been made defining performance in 
terms of an actual electrical efficiency, ? , and an actual 
required axial electric field, E.x. The actual electrical 
efficiency has also been related to the· ratio of an effective 
conductivity to ideal scalar conductivity. The performance 
parameters are presented for various geometric variables, 
defined in :Figure 34, and a range of the anisotropic .conductivity 
parameter, ot. • 

The· relationship between effective conductivity and scalar con
ductivity cnn be o.rrivcd at by the folluwiug: 

Consider Ohm's law for a scalar or effectiv~ly scalar (this is the 
oaGc whon Hail currcnto nre pre-eluded} .:.o;1J·uc.tivily pl.s~utCl 

J = o-V8(1-E/VB). (1} 

Let the subscript 0 de signatc the ideal case and the subscript e 
the actual or effective case. 

Then 

Jo 
::. (Jo V 8 [I -(E IV B) J 

ancl. 

,Je :: (j'~ VB[l-(~/VB)~ 

If VB is constant and the current density is held constant then 

<Jo Q-(E./VB)o]: 

Hence 

= (E/VB)o 

(£/VB)e 
.- \9) 
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The significance of ~o and ~ in this expression will be covered 
later. It was found that the parameter O"e Ia-;, is a function of 
geometry and o<.. , and is independent of the othe·r independent 
variable 7Jo Figures 35 and 36 show the values of ae I cr-;, for 
a range of values of o<. and c./(<-+3-) for two different values 
of (c.+j-)/.A. From these curves two important effects can be 
seen. First the o<.. = 0 curve shows the losses incurred by the 
reduction in conductor area alone. Secondly, optimum values of 
c./( C- + j-) can be found for each (c..-t- ~)/-A.. as a function of eX. . • 
There also exists a fairly wide band of values of c/(c, +I) which 
yield performance within two per cent. of the optimum. This 
allows quite a latitude in selecting conductor and insulator sizes, 
and allows the use of modular construction without further per
formance losses. 

Figures 37 and 38 show the optimum values of c/(c.. + ~) for 
ranges of both {c.+,p)I.A. and oe.. • Figure 39 and 40 relate the 
conductivity ratio to (c-t-J)I.A and «. for the optimum values of 
C/ C,c. +~) • . 

From Equation (9) it can be seen .that · 

.(I I- lJ, ) 
OS I·CJo 

( 10) 

Equation ( 10) defines the relationship between actual electrical 
efficiency, >J , ideal electrical efficiency, }J

0 
,and the. parameter 

cre I cr', • The actual electrical efficiency defined by this equation 

represents the electrical efficiency that would exist in a segmented 
electrode generator designed to yield the assumed ideal electri- · 
cal efficiency, ·and having geometric and OL valueS to yield the 
appropriate <i'e 1 <Fa • The. significance of this is that the actual 
generator will have the design current flow at a lowered voltage. 
To achieve this result the external resistance must be adjusted 
from the ideal value to a new value as determined by the relation
ship • 

( 11) 
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Figures 41 and 42 show the resulting actual efficiencies and 
voltage ratios~ Another· important result of this study is that 
the axial electric field necessary to preclude Hall currents is 
somewhat less than predicted by one-dimensional means. 
Figures 43, 44, and 45 present this information in a nondi
mensional form·. It should be noted that the required axial field· 
decreases with both increasing (c.t-;)/.i.. and increasing c/(c..,.l-l· 

A byproduct of the computer program used to· calculate the above 
performance data was the determination of the current flux lines. 
A plot of these flux lines is shown in Figure 46 for a typical 
geometry and value of oC.... Two effectD can be· noted in thia 
figure, 1) the current bunches up at one end of the electrode on 
the bottom and at the other end of the top electrode, and 2) the 
curront doo~; not flow perp•ndicuia.J." to the flyid flow at the center
line. 

The existence of an angle between the current and fluidflow at 
the centerline of the generator does not mean that Hall current 
is flowing. It is apparent from the current flux lines that there 
is no net current flow between adjacent electrode pairs, hence 
no net Hall current. This condition shows that a boundary 
ccindition assuming the current to be perpendicular to the fluid 
flow at the ·centerline would be in error if the electrodes were 
considered to be placed directly across the channel from each 
other. 

A condition of p.erpendicular current and fluid flow ca~ be achieved 
by staggering the electrodes as· shown in Fi~ure 47. The .ratio 
of effective condl1ctivity to ideai conductivity, <r'e / 0""" , and the 

axial electric field parameter ..h(~\ 
E1• .1- 'lol are presented 

in Figure 48 for v.arious electrode stagger angles. An unex
pected result is that the zero sta~~er case is slightly more 
efficient than the case yielding straight across current at the 
centerline. 

Although there may be an·underlying reason why the unstaggered 
electrode case was more efficient, it appears that this may have 
been fort~itous, since two opposing effects were noted as the 
stagger angle .:;hanged. These effects wet·e the increased 
bunching of current at the electrode-insulator junction as shown 
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in Figure 45, and the de~reased current path in the region outside 
of the "current boundary layer" as the stagger angle is increased. 
Another effect, which could be expected, is the continuous increase 
in the axial electric field required to yield no net Hall current. 
Since the gain or loss in efficiency is so slight with stagger it was 
decided to use unstaggered electrodes for this study. The use of 
staggered electrodes would be advocated only to .adjust the Hall 
voltage if this appeared to be necessary. 

2. Interconnection 

The possibility of obtaining high voltage output from MHD generators 
by utilizing the Hall potential has been discussed in a previous 
report*. The method used to accomplish this requires the series 
connection of a portion of the up'>tream end of the generator to a 
portion of the downstream end. This series connection is illustrated_ 
in Figure 50 where the connection yields a load voltage of 9 KV 
while the cross- stream voltage is only 6 KV. Note that it was not 
necessary to interconnect the same number of electrodes as there 
are output electrodes. The various conditions that must be satisfied 
in an interconnected generator can be illustrated by referring to 
:~igure 50. It is obvious that the voltages on the various electrodes 
connected together must be equal, and that the electrode lengths 
must be adjusted to yield equal current flow through each. 

It is convenient to c.onstruct a diagram· such as the one shown in 
Figure 51 when considering the interconnection of a machine. Figure 
51 shows the potential on the electrodes vs axial distance. The 
distance between the two curves represents the cross-stream 
potential di.fference between the two electrode walls. The slope of 

the curves represents the Hall potential gradient. It may be 
observed that the high potential ¢ 'i on the downstream end 
of the top electrodes (relative to the potential at the upstream end 
of the bottom electrodes ¢ 

0
) results from the addition of cross

stream and Hall·voltages. It should be noted that the ground point 
selected is arbitrary and that all voltages are relative. 

The conditions that must be satisfied simultaneousiy for a machine 
with no interconnection losses can be written: 

~"Report PWA-1940, RADC TR 61-104 
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Iz = I 3· 

These conditions imply that I 1 would be identical with I4. 

The output voltages can be seen from Figure 51 to lie between the 
limits t/Js - ¢ l• and. (/J4 - r/J, • Ideally, ( (b - (/J 1) would 
oqual ( (/> 4 · (/)11 ) and tho voltage output would ~e con.stant fo1· all 
the parallel loads. Voltage output variation could be caused by the 
variation with x of either the cross-stream potential difference ¢ 
or of the Hall electric field. Since these 'effects are sornewhat y 
independent of one another, it may. in some cases be possible to 
partially counteract one with the other, thereby reducing the range 
of output voltages. 

When a generator is designed to match a set of optimized thermo
dynamic and electrodynamic properties or parameters, it is not 
esta,blished a priori that the machine will interconnect satisfactorily. 
The following discussion will attempt to point up this problem, 
explain possible methods of solution, and explain the consequences 
of living with a part of the problem·. When interconnection of the 
generator is determined by the conditions <P 

1 
= (/> 3 and (/) 2 = ¢4 , 

Iz is usually not equal 'o 13 . If this fact were ignored a.n.d the .. 
generator were built with these regions interconnected as indicated 
by 'the equal potentials, the performance of the ~enerator would be 
quite different than predicted. Another r:nethod for deten:nining the 
zone of interconnection is illustrated in Figure 52. This method 
involves satisfying the condition 13 = 12 first. and comparing 
(/> 1, (/J 2 , (/) 3 and r/J 4 to sec how closely the conditions r/J 1 = r/J 3 
and (/) 2 = (/) 4 have been satisfiea. Arbitrary amounts of current 
flowing through the interconnection or conversely to the load have 
been taken, and ¢ 

1
, (/).

2
• rp 

3
, aqd. 1J 

4 
can .be dete:rr:ni11ed al1Q 

plotted versus amount of current. As expected, r/J 1 = r/J 3 and 
(/) z = r/J 4 are not satisfied at the same current. From Figure 
52 three conditions of interest can be found, these are: 
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(2) 

One of these conditions probably represents the best interconnection 
condition that can be found without changing the thermodynamic or 
e'tectrodynamic properties. It is an arbitrary choice as to which of 
these conditions is selected for any particular generator. 

ThesE' above voltages should be the values after other two-dimensional 
losses such as segmentation, have been accounted for. Any of the 

. above criteria would result in losses since the actual requirements 
outlined above must be met or two-dimensional flow will result. 
Prediction of these losses is very difficult and would require a 
complete two-dimensional solution. The approach to the problem 
has been to find the· best condition for tht',! interconnection of the 
generator and then to estimate the losses (see Section II..B. 3. ). 

3. End Effects 

The electrical loss mechanisms that may occur in the regions 
immediately upstream and downstream of the active MHD genera
tors are commonly classified as end effects. Two of these 
mechanisms that could ha"e large effects on generator performance 
will be discussed. These mechanisms, referred to here as end 
current loops and end current leakage, can occur indepe.ndent of one 
another and -:an, therefore, be dealt with separately. 

End Current Loop - The electric potentials established on the 
electrodes of the MHD generator result in an electric field within 
the generator. This field fringes beyond the limits of the active 
MHD generator. ·If the magnetic field is terminated at, or close 
to, the limits of the active generator, the fringing electric field 
may be greater than the induc.ed electric field in the regions 
upstream and downstream of the active generator. If the fluid 
in these regions is conducting, the current in the generator would 
see a return circuit in parallel with the load (see Figure 53), 
Any current following this short circuit path would re suit in a 
degradation of generator performance. The case to be considered 
for a practical MHD generator u: ing combustion gases is: 
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1) Low magnetic Reynolds number, 

2) Tensor conductivity within the region encompassed by 
the ma~netic field, · 

3) Finite segmented electrodes, and 

4) Duct height of generator of the same orde·r as the 
generator 14ingth·. · 

The effectiveness of the various methods for reducing end 
current loops, magnetic field extension a"lld insulating baffles 
placed parallel to the fluid flow but perpendicular to the current 
path .. is also of 1nt~:rest, The predicUon of per!o:rmance loss 
under certain of the above conditions has been discussed in the 
literature l, 2 • 3 • 41. Reference 1 considers the case of scalar 
conductivity and evaluates the effectiveness of both baffles and 
various types of magnetic field extensions for reducing this 
loss. The assumption of scalar conductivity makes the appli
cation of these results to the present type generators question
able. In Reference 2, Fishman has also considered the case of 
scalar conductivity and the effectiveness of magnetic field 
extension. Again the assumption of scalar conductivity makes 
the conclusions only qualitatively applicable to the type of 
generator being considered. His main finding was·that "the loss 
of efficiency of a generator channel due to end effects is roughly 
minimized if the mag-netic field extends half a channet'height ·or 
more beyond the electrodes 11 • 

1 Sutton, G. W,, Electrical and Pressure Los.ses in a Magnetohydro
dynamic Channel Due to End Current Loops, General Electric . 
Missile and Space Vehicle Department Report, R59SD431, July 22, 
1959 

2 Fishman, F.,. End Effect in Magnetohydroqynamic Channel Flow, 
A VGO H.e search Note 135, June 1 ')51) 
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Sutton in Reference 3 analyzed end losses for the case of tensor 
conductivity and infinitely small electrode segments. Although 
the effects of finite segmentation were not determined by this 
study, the results will be approximately correct for a finely 
segmented generator. Some of the results of this study are 
presented, in modified form, in Figures 54 through 58. The 
effectiveness, €. , or the ratio of power actually delivered to 
the loads, to the ideal power to the loads is shown in Figures 
54 and 55 for different types of generators. Figure 54 shows 
that for the constant current density generator, effectiveness is 
independent of ideal electric efficiency (E/VB) 0 • It can also be 
seen that effectiveness increases with increase in aspect ratio 
(channel length)/(channel height). The latter is true for the 
constant potential generator. However, i.n this case the effective
ness is a function of ideal electric efficiency, the effectiveness 
increasing with decreasing ideal electric efficiency. The 
efficiency of these generators is shown in Figures 56 and 57. 
The constant current density generator is somewhat more 
efficient than the constant potential case. The efficiency of both 
increases with increasing aspect ratio while at any aspect ratio 
there exists an optimum ideal electrical efficiency. This opti
mum efficiency increases with increasing aspect ratio. In the 
constant current density case the loss is manifest as a reduction 
in cross- stream voltage and a pressure loss at each end of the 
generator. The ratio of the pressure loss to the ideal pressure 
drop is shown in Figure 58 as a function of aspect ratio for 
various electrical efficiencies. The end loss in the. constant 
voltage generator results from a reduction ·in the amount 
of current flowing acro!?s the generator and into the load. 
The current flow within the· generator is the same as under ideaL 
conditions, however, a portion of this current is shunted back 
through the conducting fluid outside the generator. Sutton also 
shows that the efficiency of the constant current density case 
increases with increasing Hall effect or Hall parameter o(. 

3 Sutton, G. W., End Losses in Magnetohydrodynami·c Channels 
with Tensor Ele~trical Conductivity and Segmented Electrodes, 
R 62SD35, General Electric Mi'ssile and Space Vehicle Depart
ment, March 1962 
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The problem of end current loops has also been investigated by 
Dzung in Reference \4. Both tensor conductivity and finite length 
segmentation were considered. Finite segmentation is considered 
in an approximate manner by the use of a factor, ¥ , which is 
determined by t~e hlodified ratio of Hall electric field to cross
stream electric field with segmentation as seen in the Lagrangian 
coordinate system. This factor is seen to be determined by the 
relationship , 

or in our notation 

~FF : 

o-. 
{ 1 Z) . 

OE H ~ I +- y { (.1,.) T ) 4. { 13) 
o; o \ -+- tw I"') .1.. 

The factor ·cr can be determined from the results of Section 1. 
above. Hence the end effect power loss can be determined. 
The d!eeto of mo.gnetie field extension and the u&e of in&\.1• 

lating baffles was not investigated. 

The calculation of end effects as reported in Section II. B. 3. of 
this report is based on the conclusions and results of all these 
methods. 

End Current Leakage -The existence of grounded electrically 
conducting surfaces upstream and downstream of the MHD genera
tor, as shown in Figure 59, could result l.n the establishment 
of axial current. These currents would flow through the genera
tor decreasing the effectiveness of the segmentation. The losses 
resulting from this current can be expressed as the ratio of actual 
power to ideal power. This factor is plotted in Figure 60 for a 
range of w T versus the Hall current leakage factor A For 
a derivation of the equations used to determine this plot see 
Volume VI of this final report. The main conclusions that can 
be reached by considering this curve are that power output is 
very strongly affected by Hall current leakage and that this 
detrimental effect increases with increasing Hall parameter 

4 Dzung, L. S., Hall Effect and End Loop Losses in Magnetohydro
dynamic Generators, Symposium on Magneto-Plasma-Dynamic 
Electrical Power Generation, Inst. of Elec. Engr s., Univ. Durham, 
Newcastle upon Tyne, Sept. 6-8, 1962 
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( o<. or w r). Care must be taken either to eliminate grounded 
structures within these regions or to quench the conductivity 
between the active MHD generator and the grounded points. 

C. Conclusions 

Based on the system analysis of the 1000 megawatt - rf converter 
system and the 250 megawatt generator the following conclusions 
have been ·reached. 

I. The integration of MHD power generation with rf converters is 
possible with either crossed-field or linear-beam rf devices. 
No major areas of incompatibility exist between the MHD 
generator and the rf converter. The high voltage requirement 
of klystron rf tubes can be met either by an interconnected 1000 
megawatt generator or by four series-connected 250 megawatt 
generators, to achieve a 1000 megawatt MHD generator - rf 
system. 

2. The 250 megawatt power range yields an MHD generator that 
offers more advantages if development were to be undertaken. 
Some possibleadvantages are lower development cost and 
greater flexibility of operation in powerplants requiring more 
than one unit of this size. · 

3. Physical integration of the rf converter and the MHD generator 
to take advantage of the fringing magnetic field of the generator 
is not desirable. It is both more efficient and less costly to 
distribute electrical energy rather than rf energy. Therefore, 
placing the rf converters as close to the load as possible is 
indicated. · 

4. The correlation between one-dimensional prediction modified 
by two-dimensional losses and.actual test performance must be 
improved. An extensive program of analysis and testing would 
be necacsary to achjev"' th~ accuracy necessary i&. performance 
prediction. Experimental testing should evaluate· whether the 
plasm.a is frozen_ or shifting in composition. 
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III. ENVIRONMENTAL.TESTING 

This section of Volume I presents. the results of environmental tests 
conducted with magnetohydrodynamic generators and components of 
practical configuration to obtain information on plasma conductivity, 
structural concepts and combustion phenomena. Results from these 
tests were used in support of the conceptual design studies of large 
MHD generators reported in Volume VI "Preliminary Design .of 1, 000 
and Z50 Megawatt MHD Power Generators, 11 of the final report on 
Contract AF 30(60Z)-Z487. 

Measured plasma conductivities. agreed nearly exactly with the most 
optimistic theory for hydrogen-oxygen plasmas. For JP4 + oxygen 
plasmas, the measured conductivity was consistently lower than 
ideal theo:cf!tical by factors of Z to 3 dependin~ on 0/F, but these 
values were bracketed by theory, correctec'l by two dU:fe:rent 
methods ior heat and/or corr:.bustion losses. 

An aerodynamic method of reducing boundary-layer voltage drop 
was conceived an.d tested. 

Problem ·areas inv.olved in the construction and testing of MHD 
generators of practical confir-uration under realistic conditions 
·were isolated, studied, and eliminated or els.e practical solutions 
were s-uggested for future developmen·i; testing. 

Methods of detecting, evaluating, and correcting for deviations from 
ideal conditions were developed or investigated and suggestions· for 
future work made. 

Test rigs, facilities, and procedures were developed to a high point 
of capability and flexibility, Mf{D gener.a.tors utilizing nominal 
5000 oF plasmas and capable of operation and power generation for 
periods up to 1-1/Z hours'~ either continuously or with numerous 
starts were developed. Fuel, seed, and other operating condition 
changes including switchover from applied voltage conductivity 
testing to power generation could be achieved at will during a test 
rw1 without shutdown. 

Plasma conductivity and structural concept tests were conducted using 
hydrogen and hydrocarbons as fuel -..vith oxygen to provide high temper
ature plasmas which wer·e seeded with a hydrous solution of potassium 
nitrite, when required, to enhance the elec;:t:x;ical conductivity. Tc::;t:;; 
with and without applie-d magnetic fields were run. Supersonic plasma 

* limited by propellant supply of test facility 
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flow was provided in the test section by various area-ratio, converging
diverging nozzles so that Mach numbers could be varied from 1. 7 to 
2.4. 

Combustion studies using hydrocarbon fuels with oxygen to provide 
high-temperature plasma were conducted with chamber pressures from 
30 to 120 psia and oxygen-to-fuel mass ratios of 2. 0 to 3. 3. Supple
mentary work on fuel distribution, seed injection and plasma temper
ature measurements was accomplished. The effects on MHD generator 
performance of several mechanisms which contribute to combustion 
inefficiency were .studied analytically. 

The discussion of these studies is divided into three basic areas: 

1) Plas:na conductivity m.easurements, 
2) Structural concepts, and· 
3) Combustion phenomena. 

A. Plasma Conductivity Measurements 

This section presents results of a.test program conducted with devices 
or'practical configuration to provide high-velocity plasma measurements 
over a broad area of variables in an effort to experimentally substanti·
ate analytical methods of predicting plasma conductivity. Two principal 
areas· were investigated, core flow conductivity, and boundary-layer 
effects. Local and overall measurements were made both with and 
without a: magnetic field presen~. The detailed, theoretical discussion 
of plasma conductivity is include'd in'Volume V and will not be repeated 
here. · 

Due to the extreme nature of the conditions encountered in a test MHD 
generator of practical configuration where velocities approach 6, 500 
ft/sec, plasma temperatures range from 4,500 to 5, 700°R, heat flux 
is 100 to 300 BTU/ft2 - sec* , the flow is highly reactive, and high 
voltages are present, very careful atte~tion must be given to the 
mechanical and electrical integrity of the rig. Careful attention must 
also be given to the experimental techniques used to obtain information. 
The equations used, and experimental techniques employed based on 
these equations are presented in Appendix 5. Rigs, facilities, instru
mentation and test procedures used are described in Appendix 6. 

* This range of heat flux falls within that experienced· for short 
periods by ICBM and satellite re-entry vehicle nose cones 
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Test conditions do not usually coincide with the ass-umptions made in 
the derivation of the equations used in the investigation. This includes 
both the equations used to theoretically predict plasma conductivity and 
those used as a basis for the experimental determination of plasma 
conductivity. If the departure from ideal conditions is not compensated 
for, errors may result. A discussion of the more important loss 
mechanisms which contribute to these errors is presented in Appendix . 
7. Methods of compensating for them are also presented. 

Plasma conductivity may be affected by many variables. The variables 
experimentally studied in this invesiigation included: 

1) Fuel composition, 
a) JP4 

·b) Hydrosen 

2) Oxidizer-to- fuel ratio, 

3) Magnetic field strength, 
4) Mach number {nozzle area ratio), 

a) A/A*= 1.5 
b) A/A*= 2.0 
c) A/A*= 3. 75 

5) Electrode temperature (4), and 
6) Boundary layer thickness and temperature. 

Factors to be held constant were: 

1) MHD channel static pressure (8 psia nominally) 
· '·), 'PPT rM'IT c::~.;-d P-%), . 
3) :!vfHD generator chan.nel $h:e 

( 1. 65 inches wide x 3. 30 inches high x 7. 0 inches long ), and 
4) Oxidizer {oxygen). 

The test progr.am based on these parameters is presented below 1n 
table form. 
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SCHEDULED TEST RUNS 

Mach Electrode Type of 
No. B Pc Boundary Electrode Measurement 

Test A/A* ~~ 
WEB/M2 Fuel 0/F PSIA Laxer TemE• Overall Local 

I-a-1 2.0 2.0 0 JP4 2.6 60 Thick-Cool TI Yes Yes 
I-a-2 .. .. .. .. .. ,, 

T2 
,, 

I-a-3 ... .. " " ... T3 " 
I-a-4 " " " " T4 " 
I- b-1 " " " " Thin-Hot Tl " 
1-b-2· .. .. " " T2 " 
1-b-3 " " " " " T3 :i 

I-b-4 " "' " " " T4 
,, j 

1-c-1 ,, 
" 

... 3.2 Thick-Cool T2 .. .I 

1-c-2 .. ... ,, 
" T4 " " 

·:i 

1-d-1 ,, 
" " " " Thin-Hot T2 

,, 
" ,, 

1-d-2 .. " " " " " T4 " " 
,; 

11-a-1 " i. 0 ... 2.6 
,, Thick-Cool T1 " 

11-a-2 " " .. " " 
,, 

T2 
,, 

11-a:.3 " " " ... " " T3 " 
11-a-4 " " 

,, ,, 
" " T4 

,, 
II- b-1 " " ·H2 6.0 ... " T2 " 
11-b-2 " " " " " " T4 " 

rn-a 
,, 

0 JP4 3. 2 " ,; 
T4 " Yes 

ill-b " .. 0 .. 2.6 " " " " Yes 
m-e " " 2.0 " 2.6 " " " " 

IV-a 1. 5 1. 7 0 " 3.2 37 " " .. Yes 
IV-b " " 0 

,, 
2.6 .. " " " Yes 

IV-c " " 2.0 " 2.6 " " " " 

V-3. 1.75 Z.4 0 " 3,2 145 " " 
,, 

Yes 
V-b .. " 0 ·" 2.6 " " " " Yes 
V-c " " 2, 0 " 2; __ 6 " 

,, 
" " 

-----· 
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1. Discussion 

Tests us.ing MHD generators of practical configuratio·n were run to 
obtain data on the conductivity of plasma flowing at supersonic speeds. 
The plasma was obtained by the combustion of either JP4 or hydrogen 
with oxygen. The electrical conductivity of the plasma was increased 
·to practical levels through the addition of an easily-ionizable alkali 
metal in the form of a hydrou·s solution of potassium nitrite (KNOz) • 
.Some of the thermal energy ot the piasma was converted to kinetic . 
energy by expanding it through converging-diverging nozzles of various 
area ratios, providing flows whose nominal Mach nurnb~::r raug~::u fror~1 
1. 7 to z. 4. The tests, who~e duration ranged from sec-onds to 1 1/Z 
ho.urs, were run both with and without a magnetic field imposed on the plasm;~. 
Wh~::u d rudgu~::llc fl~::lu Wdb lrupu~t:u, l11c Elv!F u<o.:.u t.:. pr.:.vidc th.:. 
electric fields and current flow necessary to analyze the plasma was 
generated within the plasma in the MHD generator channel and the 
power produced was measured and dissipated through suitable equipment. 
When no magnetic field was applied, the necessary EMF was sup;>lied 
by a variable output DC generator. Overall and probing type rriea::;ure
ments of plasma conductivity under these conditions were made using 
methods described in Appendix 5. Measurements of both core-flow 
(free-stream) and boundary-layer conductivity were included. Factors 
affecting the latter, such as boundary-layer thickness, ·boundarr-iayer 
temperature and electrode temperature were varied. Electrode 
composition and configuration were also varied. 

Efforts to obtain various boundary-layer conditions (thick-cool and 
thin-hot) through the use of devices which sucked off the buunclary 
layer ahead of the electrodes were abandoned, in favor of a much 
simpler method which relied, for its operation, on the inl~::raclion of 
flow curvature with the boundary-layer profile to provide high energy, 
streamwise boundary-layer vortices whose axes were parallel !"o the 
stream. The results of tests employing this method, which not only 
provided a convenient and s1mple way ot altering bOiil:l.dary-layer 
conditions; but which also has direct application to the improved per
formance of large MHD generators, are reported and discussed. 

Combustion pressures were varied,dependin~ on nozzle area ratio, to 
p1·ovide static pressures in the MHD generator channel of approximately 
eight pounds per square inch. · 
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The test equipment used in this project, including MHD test rigs,· 
facilities and instrumentation is described, discussed and shown in 
Appendix 6. The run procedures are also outlined in Appendix 6. 

A narrative of the work performed is presented. The data is summa
rized, discussed and compared with theory. Tables and plots showing 
the effect of the most powerful variables as revealed by the tests are 
shown. This includes two summary tables containing pertinent infor
mation on scheduled and support runs. Reports of individual test runs 
which include information on variables encountered during the course 
of the program and necessary for a proper· evaluation of the data are 
presented. Tests run in support of the contract-effort are also reported. 

Negative findings, some of which led to or suggested improvements in 
technique and equipment are discussed. Areas revealed as needing 
additional study are outlined and discussed. 

Special analytical and experimental work undertaken in support of the 
contract effort to provide a better under standing of the data, to increase 
the precision of the results and/ or to provide new methods o.f obtaining 
the data not subject to the restrictions of other method~ is de scribed 
in Appendix 8. 

The discuss~.on of the results of the test program to experimentally 
determine plasma conductivity is presented before the section contain-: 
ing the record of work performed (summary tabies and abbreviated run 
reports). The work performed section may be referred to for supple- -
mentary details on individual runs as de sired. 

2. Results 

The most significant results are summarized first and then discussed 
in greater detail along with other results. 

The most significant effect obse:rved was that of 0/F on boundary-layer 
volto.ge crop. It :.>.ppf'<O.T.'P.r:l tn OVP.rsha.dow aU other boundary-layer ef-
fects* except possibly those due to the appli~d magnetic field during 
power generc..tion. ·When this effect was small or constant, the effect 

'~ The only effect that approached this one in magnitude was that due. 
to the use of ablating electrodes 
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of ramped electrodes used to energize the electrode boundary layer 
through the generation of high energy streamwise vortices, was 
observed. Combustor efficiency was observed to have a strong effect 
on the core-flow plasma conductivity as were the secondary effects of an 
applied magnetic field. 

The test methods referred to in this section and the equations upon 
which they are based are presented in Appendix 5. The facilities, rigs, 
instrumentation, and test procedure are described in Appendix6. The 
melhuds used tO theoretlcaily predict and analytically correct plasma 
conductivity are discussed in Appendix 7 and the nomenclature i::; dc·
fincd. 

Ideal conductivity refers to that which would be present at the entranc:P. 
to the te:lt :lC..:.tiou u! llie lv1HD g'l:!nerawr, based Oh theoretical calcu-· 
lations, if no losses were present, the flow were i.n complete t.h.~rmo
chemical equilibrium, were perfectly homogenous, one-dimensional and 
had been expanded isentropically from measured* combustion. chamber· 
conditions through a nozzle of measured** area ratio. 

Summary Tables I and ll,which follow this section, provide information 
on test runs made to study plasma conductivity. Summary Table I 
contains both the proposed runs and conditions and data·on the runs 
made to satisfy these conditions. All of the. runs pr~sented. in Summa~y 
Table I were made with one type of rig ("Chase-Around" Rig) in an 
attempt to minimize unwanted variables. These runs are grouped 
according tote st conditions. Summary Table II contain,; data on other 

. runs presented in chronological orde·r which ill~~trate the· evolution of 
test rigs, technique, test stand flexibility, and rig perfor~ance. 

t;: The total pressurt usedJ pt* J is that ·calculated to be present in 
the nozzle based on the pressure measured at the. injector face, 
Pc , corrected for momentum losses as described in Appendix 7 

···~ Th(: area ratio ~sed is the: measured geometrical are·a ratio divided 
by the discharge coefficient of the nozzle 
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Plasma conductivity as obtained by Method No. 3 *and reported in 
Summary Table I is plotted in Figures 61 . and 62 versus oxygen
to-fuel mass-flow ratio, o/F, to illustrate graphically the effect of 
this variable and to provide a basis for other plots. 

Figures 61 and 62 also include data on theoretical predictions of 
. conductivity. Theoretical adiabatic conductivity, based on measured, 
corrected** combustion-chamber conditions and measured nozzle area 
ratio is plotted for each run along with a curve of theoretical adiabatic 
conductivity for a nozzle -exit static pressure of 8 psia and a weight 
per cent seed of 2.0. Values of conductivity, based on measured, 
corrected combustion-chamber conditions, obtained theoretically irom 
two methods, described in Appendix 5, w!-i.ch attempt to compensate 
for nonideal test conditions are also included. The first method adjusts 
·plasma conductivity for measu:;.·ed heat-out in BTU/lb of plasma by 
analytically reducing the initial enthalpy of the plasma before its isen
tropic expansion throLlgh the nozzle. The other method includes the 
preceding correction plus an analytical removal of fuel to match the 
measured C* through the effect of an increase in 0/F on C* ideal (see 
Figure 63 ). The predicted conductivity is then based on the lowered 
temperature, flow rate, and adjusted 0/F. All three of the above 
methods assume complete thermochemical equilibrium. The dashed 
lines in Figures 61 and 62 are fitted to the experimental and 
corrected theoretical points. 

The experimental data in Fig-;:;re 61 .. exhibits some scatter, as do the 
points representing the corrected theoretical values. However, -the 
lines fitted to the data show that the experimental values fall between 
the theoretical values determined by two different methods. There 
appears to be little agreement in trend since both of the theoretical 
corrections yield a decrease in conductivity with increasing 0/F 
(above 0/F = 2. 9) while the experimental conductivity value increases 
continuously for all 0/F values. In general, the experimental data is 
about a factor of two lower than the measured heat-out prediction but 
is appro:d•natoly 4 to 10 ti.mes greater than the measured "heat-out
plus-unburned-fuel-correction" values (except for 0/F ( 2. H). Since 

;~ Sec Appendix'> 

;~~~Sec Appendix 7 
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most of the experimental conditions noted in Appendix 5* as contributing 
to errors in measured values of conductivity would give values lower 
than those which actually exist in the plasma, the line fitted to the 
experimental data can be taken as a lower limit •. Data from 
electrode three, where blooming is at a minimum, as shown by 
Teledeltos paper analog studies, is used. 

The determination of the magnitude of these errors would take extensive 
additional study. The data from which Figure 62 was plotted is too · 
sparse to provide as strong a basis for comparison as that in Figure 
61. However, the same general trends can be noted. 

In an effort to reduce the apparent scatter in data, the ratio of experi.;. 
mentally measured conductivity to theoretical conductivity (corrected 
for measured heat out) was calculated and is pl0tted in Figure 64. 
This should remove apparent scatter due to variations in chamber·. 
pressure, per cent seed, nozzle throat area changes, fuel and oxidizer 
temperature, combustor efficiency, and viscosity, etc. The results 
do show less scatter and indicate increasingly better agreement with 
the theoretical measured heat out correction as 0/F increa.ses. This 
increasingly better agreement may be due to one or more factors. The 
reduction in corrected theoretical conductivity for measured heat out 
incx:.eases as O/F increases. At the same time, the actual conductivity 
may be imp~oving with 0/F due to better performance of the injectors 
at higher 0/F in spite of the fact that the values of't\.~determined for the 
injectors (Figures 65 and 66 ) used did not change appreciably with 
0/F. The change may have been due to better seed distribution or to 
some other undetermined cause. 

* Except for the blooming effect and possibly the effect of the boundary 
layer in region 3 (see Figures 216 and 217 ). If, as assumed, .the 
boundary layer voltage drop is a· constant in this region, then the 
l'eaialdUC~ uf the boundary layer, R bl' is proportional to I-1 where 
I is the current through the boundary lr~yPr :=~n.d the conductivity 
d.etermined by Methods 1 or 3 should be accurate. If however, 
RbL """'-" I-"' where ·n > I , then the conductivity detertnined from 
the slope of the line in region 3 will be lower than that which exists 
in the core flow of the plasma 
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A plot of conductivity versus nozzle area ratio, A/A* for .two values of 
O/F (2. 6 and 3. 2) is presented in Figure 67. Both the curves 
representing experimental data and those representing the measured 
heat out approximation were obtained by crossplotting the curves in 
Figures 61 and 62. Again, the agreement with the theoretical. 
value is within a factor of two to three but the tr.ends do not agree. over 
the entire range. The experimental values do, however, approach the 
theoretical values, as A/A* increases. An explanation for this may 
be that the combustion efficiency, "'tc*, for most injector -combustion 
chamber combinations*, increases as the ratio of combustion chamber 
area-to-noz.zle throat area, ( ~~ )• increases. This effect could mani-

fest itself through the effect that )1.c*has on plasma conductivity, that 
is, the effect of "Y!c*may be superposed on the A/A* variation. Since 
several different injectors were used in the course of the investigation, 
each having different characteristics as shown in Section III. C. and in 
Figures 65 and 66, some scatter and uncertainty in the comparability 
of the data is introduced. 

It should be· noted that changes apparently due to 0/F may, in fact, be 
due to other effects induced by changes in 0/F, that is, the .measured 
conductivity variation with 0/F may be, in part,a secondary effect. 
For instance, in nearly all cases present, the electrodes were made of· 
silicon carbide + 25 per cent graphite. Since the free oxygen present 
in the very hot plasma increases with 0/F, as shown in Figure 68 
oxidation of the electrodes may alter the character of the boundary . 

. layer and/or the coatings commonly found on this type of electrode, 
effectively altering the assumptions upon which the method (No.3) for 
determining plasma conductivity is based. Experimental evidence of 
this effect is available. For instance Figures 69, 70 , 71 , 72 , 73, 74 
and 75 show that oxidation of carbide-type electrodes does take place 
even during nominally fuel-rich conditions. The report on the run of 
25 June, 1962 discusses this effect in connection with zirconium carbide 
electrodes in which case the oxidation appears to be mor·~ severe. 

* An.exception to this trend is the 37-element injector used exclusively 
for the A I A* ::; 1. 5 tests (see Section III. C. below) 
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These secondary 0/F eff'ects may also account for the behavior· of the 
boundary layer electrical characteristics illustrated by the data in 
Figure 76 , which shows electrode boundary-layer voltage drop vs 
0/F. The effect of 0/F on boundary-layer voltage drop appears to 
override all other effects except possibly those encountered duxing 
power generation runs. Neither electrode temperature nor boundary
layer thickness appears to have nearly as powerful an effect. Proof of 
this thesis is demonstrated in the results of the modifications made to . 
the 61 fuel element injector (Figure 77 ). The modifications, involving 
intentional blocking of approximately hal£ {13) of the fuel orifices in the 
peripheral ring of orifices and five of the oxygen orifices near the center 
of the injector (called 48-element injector in Figure 77 ), ·almost 
certainly resulted in a much leaner (high 0/F) region of plasma near 
the walls. It would also result in a higher concentration of seed near . 
the walls since the seed is carried into the combustion chamber by 
the oxygen,' though this effect may have been secondary. Prior to this 
modification, the boundary layer voltage drop obtained with this injector 
(for the run of 11 Oct. 1962, Test Point l-c-2) was 160 volts. After 
modification, the boundary-layer V9ltage drop was 7. 0 volts (run of 
27 Nov. 1962, Test Point I-a-2). The slight variations in test conditions 
can be seen in Summary Table I. Note ·that the measured core-flow 
conductivity was somewhat higher for the 61-element case,indicatin1; 
some change in core-flow conditions which may be attributed to the 
higher 1'1 c*. Unfortunately, damage to these injectors precluded any 
further. testing within the contract period. · 

The data presented in Figure 76 , for A/A*= 2.0, suggests that 
phenomena associated with an applied ~agnetic field and po~er gener
atiOn result in a much higher l;>o\l,ndary-layer voltagP. nrop t.hari nhsP.TVP.il. 
during applied voltage runs. This is not i.n disagreement with theory 
since it has been shown (Eq. 12 in the Appemlix 5) thatthe effective 
conductivity of the plasma is a very strong function of the degree to 
which the Hall (axial) field (Ex) is. shorted. . · 

That is 

where 

A :: 

cr 
-r <X.., 
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At the surface of the electrode, the Hall field is· completely shorted, 
so that other effects~ aside, the effective plasma conductivity would 
be reduced by a·factor of about 5 since the limit of A for E.. x = 0 

I 

is 0'.. which, for our case, is approximately 2. The surface effect 
decreases'~*.as the distance from the electrode increases. Naturally, 
the effect may be alleviated by compensating effects such as ohmic 
heating of the boundary layer and/ or nonequilibrium ionization due to 
the high electric field and severe gr.adients of temperature and density 
pre sent. Intensive a·dditional experimental study, including develop
ment of suitable instrumentation, would be necessary to reveal exactly 
what is occurring. For instance, oxidation of the electrode may be 
accelerated by the greater ohmic heating of the boundary layer and 
subsequent increase in electrode temperature during power runs due 
to th·e Hall-induced increase in boundary--layer resistivity, ·with. the 
result that the boundary layer is more contaminated with lower-con
ductivity gases~ Another effect possibly contributing to the higher 
observed electrode boundary-layer voltage drops during power runs 
may be that due to the J xB body force on the plasma. This retarding 
force would tend to thicken the electrode boundary layer thus increasing 
its re si"stance. 

Neither the effect of electrode temperature nor boundary-layer thickness 
was clearly defined, since in the first case measurements of elec(.rode 
temperature indicate no appreciable change in spite of the changes iri 
backup spacer configuration shown in Figure 78 • In the·second case, 

. equipment was not available to quantitatively determine the effect of 
the ramps used on the boundary layer and no clearly defined change in 
electrical behavior was noted with these ramps during the scheduled 
contract runs. It should be noted,however, that in previous runs with 
higher ramps, significant changes were observed. However, the 
height of the ramps used in the scheduled contract tests was reduced 
by a factor of two in order to avoid unpredictable shock wave-induced 
variables in the stream and boundary layer. Much more work is 
necessary in both these areas, especially in the instrumentation used. 

* Temperature, nonequilibrium, etc, 

** UAC Report R-1852..:2, "Analysis of Magnetogasdynamic Generators 
having Segmented Electrodes and Anisotropi.c Conductivity, by 
J. c. Crown 
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The effect of magnetic field on plasma conductivity ciue to variations in 
collision time i wilt" not be discussed as this effect would be expected 
to be smaller than the Hall effect illustrated by Equation 14, and hence 
not separable in the data. In spite of good MHD generator electrical 
integrity, as evidenced by the interelectrode Hall voltages presented 

. in some of the abbreviated run reports, the uncertain electrical in
tegrity of the exhaust flame shield apparently allowed indeterminate 
amounts of Hall-i.nduced current (lx) to flow. As previously pointed 
out, this effect alone can cause the apparent plasma conductivity to 
vary by as much as a factor of five or more for the conditions under 
·.vhich these tests were made. Unfortunately, Hall electrodes, designed 
to short out the axial field and thus cause J\. to go to its limit eX , 
were not completed in time to use on the contract tests*. The values 
of measured and predicted conductivities are, however, presented in 
Summary Tables I and II. 

The runs made using hydrogen as fuel gave conductivities' that were 
surprisingly high (60-64 per cent of ideal-adiabatic)** in view of the 
low values of "Vlc* obtained (0. 69 to 0. 78)***· These runs also . 
yieldeC. the highest output power densities (0. 82 megawatts/ft3') obtained 
although some of the runs made on .JP4 closely approached this value. 
Part of the explanation for this high performance is the very low 
boundary-layer voltage drop (0-5 volts) observed. The equation derived 
from equations in Appendix 5 for generated power density at maximum 
power transfer, given below 

( 14-b) 

illustrates the effect of boundary-layer voltage drop. It is also apparent 
that not only the rig but the exhaust flame shield electrical integrity must 
havE;! been very good to minimize the effect of the quantity Jx,/ Jy i11 

. E'luation ( 14-b)· 

* 0.: ~an be checked a~lytically, and by measuring Ix and obtaining 
the ratio JxfJy = ex. • It can then be used in Equation 14 to correct 
the value of apparent conductivity measured during a power run 

** If the allowance for the effect of segtnented electrodes is included 
(0. 6) as reported in UAC Report R-1852-2, the values agree with 
theoretical, ideal-adiabatic conductivity . 

**'~ These values are doubtful due to uncertainties in the accuracy of 
the fuel flowmeter ue:od in the hydrogen fueled runo, The true 
value was likdy higher · 
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Effect of Electrode Ramps -A series of runs was made to evaluate the 
effect of the electrode ramps. The rigs used in this run had a nominal 
channel size of 1. 65 x 1. 65 x 4. 2 inches and a nozzle area ratio of 2. 0. Each 
rig had 3 pairs of 1.0-inch long electrodes made of zirconium carbide. 
The BeO interelectrode spacers were 0. 4 inch long. The insulating 
sidewalls were of BeO. In some runs, the center pair of electrodes for 
the runs had straight ramps. The ramped electrodes were 0.050 to 
0. 060 inch higher at the downstream end than at the upstream end. 

There was considerable electrical leakage in these :-:uns. The exit of 
the rig was a metal flange and this provided a shorting path. A Tele
deltos paper analog of the rig was made and tested. This test showed 
that, with the bare metal end plate, the ratio of apparent conductances 
for the three electrodes would be 1. 1 : 1 : 1. 65. ln addition to the 
leakage to the end plate, leakage through the rig housing may have 
occurred. The resistance of the path through the rig housing was found 
by the method. discussed in Appendix 6 under Electrical Integrity. The 
necessary corrections were then made to the raw data. · 

The run of March 7, 1962 did not have.the ramps. Conductance ratios 
for the analog run, the raw data from this run, and the corrected data 
from the run are given below 

G 1/G 2 G2/G2 G3/G2 

Analog run 1.1 '1 1. 65 
Raw data (7March, '1962) .. · 1 I 1. 9 
Corrected data (7 March, 1962) 1 1 1. 7 

Note that the corrected data agrees very well with .the analog data. 

Two more runs were made at similar conditions except that these rigs 
had ramps on the center electrodes. The run conditions, leakage 
resistances, and v'altage-current s!ope are tabulated below. Using the 
March 7th run as a base case, the change in plasma n:sistanec for each 
electrode is shown in the lower table. 
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Pc O/F of., I< RA., "'RA2. "'RA:s d.V.t/d.Irn d.vJJ.I,.~I..-.3 
March 7 '57. 8:psia 3.13 1. 87 00- 00 32£1. 7.7 7.7 4 

*March 16 63. 5 3.26 1.99 300£1. pOO.n 120 7.15 4.22 3~2 

' ~.{arch 28 74. 3 3.23 2,00 337 19.7 23.6 10 3,48 . 2. 68 

* Ramps on Electrqde 2 

&.Vt/d.Irr~ ·is the slope of the averaged raw data 

is leakage resistance ·measured after seed has 
been shut off (see Appendix 7) 

-~6Ra,. 1o~~:a doARH 
M;1roh 7 

*March 16 
*March 28 

3-16-I 
3-28-I 

* Rg = Rcore + Rboundary layer 

-6. 5o/c 
+30o/c 

D.A.SE CASE 

-46o/c -30o/c 
-44o/c - 35o/c 

The great reduction in resistance for electrode 2 and 3 for the ramped 
runs can easily be seen from· the second table, It is significant that 
the effect extends do'>vnstream to the next electrode, from the ramped . 
electrode (No, 3), 

As can be seen from the above discussion. much work still remains 
_to })e _done iri evaluating the effect of ramps. The ramp effect seems 
to be greater for the rigs run in this test seri~s. This could b.e · .. 
because the boundary-layer thickness is less with this rig, Another 
possibility is that the ch*mfered blocks (See Appendix 6) at the entrance 
to the chase-around rigs could' be mixing the boundary layer thoroughly 
before it reaches the. electrodes so that the vortices are already present 

. whether. or not the electrode ramps.are used. 

3. work f'erlormed 

The work performed is presented in two supplementary forrr1s. summary 
tables and abbreviated run reports. 

Summary Table I contains a list of the scheduled. runs and conditions 
grouped according to variables, Each run, designated by a test point 
number, is followed, in the table, by the test runs that were made to 
satisfy it. Run data and results are included, 

*See Appendix 6 for description of chase-around rig 
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PRATT a WHITNEY AIRCRAFT PWA-2170 

Summary Table ll contains a list of all runs made during the contract 
period, except those listed in Summary Table I. In this case, the runs 
are listed in chronological order • 

The abbreviated run reports are presented in chronological order so 
that the evolution of techniques, equipment procedures, and refine
ment of data may be seen. These include the test point designation 
where applicable so that they may be readily referred to Summary 
Table I. 
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P ~it••·u iiC ,Uf. 
FJ .. t Pro·~a. C Kh Rh .... · .. philo 

n .. t 
Fl•: 

Flo.t 
Flat 

fl .. t 
Fl;.: 

T,. -.:l.-r.e Rh 
C Rl'l Rh 

T,. fl;,...ne Rh 
T,. NQn~ Rh 

C None PI 
c !\:lo:'IC' p, 

R.omp " C Rh • Rh 

R•mp " Ta ;.."one Rh 

R .. mp " T"' :->on~ Rh 
R .. mp " T ... N"ne Rh 

f'l•t Pouith·r C :'1/one PI 
f"l;,t Pr.-u. C Rh Rh 

R.;r,mp 
1\.i.mp 

f"l .. t 

F'l•l 

....... .... : 
Fl .. l 

R.unp 

NonC' Rh 
Kft Hfi 

T• r-;,.~ ~h 

C Rh Rh 

C Rh Rh 

c 
c.; 
c 

: .. , .•• PI 
:', ... :wl" 
Hh Hh 

T.. :.:uno: Rh 

PWA-Zl70 

SUMMARY TABLE I 

BeO BeO B.ars B~ f> 0.9Z Z.lZ 47Z7 SS£0 O.ES 7.0 J1 U.l 19.1! <1.0 s. 77 

a.o 

.• 

" 6 

61 

bl 

• 

61 
bl 

• 

~.5. X.S. 46'lf) SS70 o.s,..; ~.1 N.S. ·l.6.S N.C. d.O 4.7Z 
0.80 I.?S· 1171 ~HO O,Z:6 7,.\ N ... , 1-t.P. aq,, ci,Q 1. .. ) 

0.~7 Z.4S 4546 S56Z o.·z 6.9 N.S. ZS.l ZO.S <1.0 1.7 
0,.•7 Z.4S 4S46 SSbZ O.el 10.9 N.S. lS.l 10.5 <,1,0 1,7 

Run l•iled be<".~•e c.~nt .. ('t pin• did not •vorlt . 
r.sJ· :.65 470-' 551?0 0 • .:-4 6.5 N.S. ZS.l ZI.B <1.9 5.4 

1.0 !.9 454l i-191 O.fJ 8.5 lfi.S Z6.0 19.0 <1.0 1.5 

o. 68 z. sz 4610 ssso o. til 6. 9 6.5 Z6.1! Z0.7 <.1.0 l.1 

Not atu-mpted 

0.71 Z.O o1S7Z SSOO O.~z 7.Z N.S. ZS.4 lfi.l <1.0 1.5 
0·.66. Z.6 4690 iS?O O.F4 S.i N.S. ZS.6 ICJ.6 <1.0 4.0 

Sch~duh·d lilr 10 Ikc.l9bZ miued condllion• 

N.C. N.C. 4710 .\.lhn n,P7 II,• N.S. Z6.0 :O:.C. N.C, N,C, 
O.SS Z.IZ". 4517 '5-150 o:s1 JO.I r\".S. Zb.J ZZ.4 <1.0 t.Z 

o. 79 

l.li 
llr ~ 
II. I 

0.81 Z.1 .4570 SJSO O.SS 10.5 Zl Zl.S 

i:I,O ii.O dii,O 
IC,"' '!..,_ 

18.8 ·t.46 l.l 

0.9Z Z.1Z .f7Z7 SSSO O.ES 5.6-7.0 N.A.. ZS.O 19.4 <1.0 5,"67 37l 266 

U.HH 1.9! 4b7b 5570 O.S4 4.6 N.A. lS.6 18.1 <1.0 1.6 J6J Z66 

U.l'l l.4~ 4'J.Ib S"Sbl O.SZ l.Z N.A. 2S.6 ZO. J <1.0 1.-, H•9 H6 

0.19 .l. OJ 4fZ9 ;t>)O 0.1'!6 8.1 N. A. ZS. 5 N.C . .C:I. 0 S •. z 1.60 Z61 

.. 6m .... dif. l,b S.O 49l5 119b O.b9 6,05 N.~\. 11.1 l'i,C. N.C. N.C: . ...; r. \\1 

,,., .. r~;l • 1 c;, 1o c;,t.7~> ·n 7~> :r.1 >: •• \. 11.1 li.C, u.o: u . .:;, 'i)) ~H 

P>iilo)olrl. 4.l ~.b ~b'll: :.!71 O.n 7.1 N.A. 11.1 N.c!. N.C. N.C. :t'iS Jl7 

Z6 

? 
u.a.~ 

41 

•• 

10 

Z1 

" 

.... 
9 . 

10 

• 

'·' 
71 

•• 

" 

U_l 

70 . 

N.A. N,A. 

IZ+ 

N.C. N.C. 

SlZO 

46ZO 

1800 

ll56 

Note I 

Note) 
Note J 

Nott! 4 

NoteS 

Note 6 
Note 7 

Note 8 

tl."fM ~t•t;l 

IO.VU\1 
18.000 
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CAR 14401-L-1 15.9 Flat Pre ... C None F 
1094-L-4 15.0 Flat " C Rb II 

14401-L·I IS.S n.t C None f 
14194-L-4 IS.O Floo~.t C Rb 

14403-L·I IS. 9 Fl•~ C Ncne f 
14194-L-4 IS.O Flat C Rb 

14404-L·I 16.Z. FJ.t " TdoC None P. 

14406-L-1 11.4 Fl&t " T•liC None 1' 

14404-L-1 16.1 Floo~.t " Tit.lcC None f\ 

144C6·L·I 11.4 FLit.t " T••C None 1'-

14404-L-l 16.Z Flat " Tat.C Nonfl 1'i 
14404-L·l 16. Z Flat " Td·C None l\ 
14406-L-1 11.4 Flat " T&&..C None J'o. 

14404-W-R Zl.9 FW C Rb 

Po1itiTO 
14401-L-Z. 8. 9 Fl•t Pru1. C Rb ru 

14191-L·l 14.1 
14404-L-Z-R l7.9 Fl.t C Rh R1 

Note Z lnjcctor mod. app.~.rently re•pon1ible for Hy•ter1nilln 
V-1 d.ata 

Note 10 Sidewall temperit.ture rnea1urcd and equal to about Z.900•F (f'e('IJ; 
'-"Oltage probe tell ma~ durina the run 

M;Jt.a S Sa.me firlna ch&nae In •lope of V -1 data 

Note 4 Side•All tempeuture mea1ured and equ.&ltu .w .. t Z900•F(B.OJ 
woltaae probe te1t rnacle durina the run 

Nolo 5 Hy•erelh In V ·I data 

Note 6 Fiut of) cycle• - r"m;u prob•bly ln aood ccnditlon 

Xote 1 Third of} cycle• • ramp• probably in worn down condilion 

Note 8 Second of ) cycle• • ramp• aetttna ••un do•n 

See abbreviated run reporU which follow. Cc.r more detailed information 

Note II Bre;dr; 

Note IZ. CM.m.ber pre ... ure re•din& failed 

Note ll Hy1terell• IC.J.tcer in d..u, 

Note 14 Ch•mber pre,,ure ~adina r .. Ued 

Note IS Sc .. uer in dat. 
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l.O 

ZOO...r.tl JP 4 

'·' 
lOJ.an.t.l JP 4 

to.o 
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l.bl 1'!1,0 I"C 

l.O 
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14Zll-L-Z O.S i'lat 
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* Abbreviated Run Reports 

Keystone Electrode Rig {Build 14221-L-4) 

Run Dates - 16 Feb. 1962 and Zl Feb. 1962 

PWA-2170 

Four runs were made with applied magnetic field fpr a total of 164 
seconds firing time. ·Data obtained du~ing the first two runs is not 
valid because of instrument failures • 

. ' 
During runs 3 and 4 measured conductivities were 5.7 and 3.0 mhos/m 
respectively. · 

Hall voltage could not be maintained. 3. 5 KW was generated during run 
3 anci 1. 9 KW during r\4n 4. 

Four runs were made on this rig to obtain conductivity data by Method 
1 at 1. 5 per cent K, and 0/F's of 3. Z and 2. 6. Firing duration was 
36.8, 33.5, 47.8, 50.9 seconds for runs 1-4 respectively. The 
Keystone Electrode Rig was used with zirconium carbide electrodes 
for runs 1 and Z, and with P03 graphite electrodes for runs 3 and 4. 
The Hz cooled nickel sidewalls were coated with Rokide A (Alz03 
base coating). The 37-element injector was used. Nozzle area ratio 
was 2. 0. No voltage probes, thermocouples or pressure taps were 
inst?-lled in the rig. · · 

After coolant flows and magnet current were adjusted, the rig W.as lit 
on JP4 and Oz. As soon as these flows were set, KNOz was initiated 
and the load sequence was started. Auto~atic load switching was used. 

Conditions ·for the four runs were 

Run Pc 0/F~ o/cK 'l!.c* ideal B 

1 62.3 psia 3.49 . 2.4 W/M2 

2 65.4 3.59 Z.4 

~ 63.0 3.31 1. 4Z .92 2.4 
4 60.0 2.45 1.62 .91 Z.4 

·The KNOz flow rate was not .obtained during the first two runs .be
cause of an instrument failure. The ammeters failed to.function 

* Descriptions of test procedures, apparatus, instrumentation and 
facilities are given in Appendices 5, 6 and 7 
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properly during the first two runs, so no conductivity data was obtained. 
However, voltmeter readings indicated about 8 KW was generated during 
the first run. 

Runs three and four were more successful. Plots of voltage vs current 
for electrode 3 are shown in Figures 79 and 80 • Conductivities calcu
lated from these data by method 1 are: 5.9 and 3.0 mhos/meter. 
Boundary layer voltage drop-was 60 and 93 voits for runs 3 and 4 
re spective1y. 

Theoretical conductivities for these runs were 

Run 3 

22.5 
3.5 

Run 4 

23.0 

3.7 

mhos/meter ... " 

for ideal adiabatic combustion and expansion. Hall voltages were low 
and .erratic indicating poor electrical insulation between adjacent elec
trodes, so measured conductivity should be compared·to O"'t • 

Measured conductivity was higher than 0"-t: for run 3. This may be 
because the Hall field was not completely shorted out·. 

Maximum power generated was 3. 5 and 1. 9 KW for runs 3 and 4 
Te spectively. 

Runs 1 and 2 w~·re ·unsuccessful because ·or instrumentation failures.· 

Runs. 3 and 4 were successful, but electrical insulation in the rig was 
not good enough to sustain the Hall voltage. Measured conductivities 
were representative of <l"t • Considerable losses were incurred due 
to the boundary layer voltage drop which was 60 volts for run 3 and 
93 volts for run 4. · 

Keystone El~ctrodc Rig (BnHrl 14~79-L-4) 

Run Date 5 Apr. 1962. 

A run of 46 seconds duration was made to obtain _conductivity data by 
Metl'lod 1. 

The rig shorted <;>ut so that only about 3 KW of power was ·generated, 
and the data are not valid for determination of conductivity. 
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The purpose pf this test was to demonstl·ate p·ower generation with ZTA · 
graphite electrodes, and obtain conductivity data. with an applied mag-· 
netic field. The key"stone electrode rig was used, with Z'J.•A graphite· 
electrodes and BeO interelectrode insulators. A more complete 
description is given in the section on structural concepts. The 37-
element injector and nozzle with an area ratio of 2. 0 were used. No. 
voltage probes or electrode thermocouples were installed. · 

The ·fig was fired on JP4 and 02 without warmup; after coolant flows 
and magnet current had been set. Seed flow was initiated as soon as 
JP4 and o2 flows were stabilized~ Automatic load sequence wa:s· then 
$llu Leu. As suun as the load cycle was completed the rig was shut 
down. Run duration was 46 seconds. 

To.rt,ct anJ a..:.LuAl.le:;L cum.llLluns were 
C* ideal-

Pc C* adiabatic B 
psia 0/F o/cK ft/ SP.C ft/ sec ""1'\c* w/n.-.2. 

.Target 75 3.2 2.0 2.0 
Actual 55.5 2.51 2.78 4360 5540 0.79 2.28 

The large discrepancy was due to a faulty oxygen regulator. 

Voltage.- current data for electrode 3 is shown in Figure 81 . • Con
ductivity calculated from this data by Method 1 is 11 mhos/meter. Total 
power output was 3 KW~ Open circuit volt;~.ge was 324 volts initially, 
and decreased to 200 volts before the first load was applied: Hall voltcige 
WaS nut ~erO at Open circuit, and decreaserl i'l S thP Tlln p-rogX"91ifiOQ. 
Tln::!>t: Lwu Iacturs indicate that the rig was shorting internally in both 
the transverse arid axial directions, as the ~un progressed.· 

If this is the case, conductivity and·boundary-layer voltage drop as 
determined by Method 1 have very little. meaning •. For this reason no 
further analysis of this data was made. .The mechanical performance 
of the rig is discussed in the sectiQn on struc:tnral r.nnrPpts. However, 
it is worth me,ntion.here that a carbon deposit about 0.030-inch thick 
formed on the interelectro.de insulators which was probably rrsponsible 
for the axial short circuit. 

The rig shorted out progressively with tim·e, causing power output to 
be low, auu vultage-current data to be useless for determination of 
conductivity. 
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Keystone-Electrode Rig (Build 14279-L-6') 

Run Date -. 25 June 1962 

A run of 98 seconds duration made on the keystone electrode rig is 
de scribed and discussed. The scalar conductivity, a

0 
was obtained 

by Methqds 3 and 5. Method 5 indicates a conductivity approximately 
twice th.at of Method 3 ( 14. 13 mhos/meter vs 7. 84 mr.os/meter). The 
difference may be explained from the fact a ZrOz coating built up on 
the ZrC ·electrodes during the run and suggests that Method.5 is. the 
better o£ the two techniques available, at least for the case when coating 
and contact resistance of indeterminate value are present. 

The object of this test was to measure ·plasma conductivity by two 
different methods in the absence of a magnetic field, and compare 
the results. 

The keystone-electrode rig with 75 per cent ZrC-: 25 per cent 
graphite electrodes was used. Electrode pairs 1, 3, and 5 were the 
ramp- step-type, while pairs 2 and 4 were the flat type. ·The 
spacers between the electrodes were of. iJoron nitride. The 
sidewalls were of stainless steel coated with Rokide A which was 
stoned smooth. The right sidewall (looking upstream) had four SiC 
voltage probes installed in it. The.61 fuel-element injector was 
used. The nozzle area ratio was· 2. 05. The exit was an uncooled 
steel flange. 

The standard procedure for battery-applied voltage was followed, 

The .condit~ons for a stabilized ppint. wer.e. 

C*, ideal 
Fe, psia C*, Me as adiabatic ideal 
measured. 0/F o/cK Wt, lbs/ sec 

Nominal 
Measured 

60.0 
62.0 

3. 2 z. 0 . 
3.03 2,32 1. 05 

ft/sec ft/sec a·diabatic 

4857 5452 o. 89 

No combustio~ instabilities were. noted during the run. 

Figures 82 and 83 show probe voltage versus distance from the cathode 
for various applied.voltages. The probe readings were corrected by 
algebraically a<iding the zero applied voltage reading to the potential 

·measured by the probes. The figures indicate a variation in the scalar 
conductivity across the stream, The core conductivity is higher as 
expected. The values, however, are subject to uncertainty because the 
data is obtained by substracting two relatively large numbers (i.e. the 
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potential at each point) and small discrepancies in measuring the 
potential, ·~an lead to unreliable values of conductivity •. The values of 
0' 0 obtained by using the slope of the line obtained by a le.ast squares 
fit to the data are 

Volts 
Applied 23 17 11.5 6 
conductivity 
rnhos/m 10.67 14.13 16.05 10 .. 83 

descending voltage 

0 

0 

6 12 17.2. 

11.70 11.47 10~88. 13.01 

ascending voltage 

Figu1·c 8.4 sho"':'s voltage versus <;urrent density for electrode 3. The 
other four electrodes exhibit similar trends. 

The value o of ()I) obto.ined by Method 3 a:..·u giv.;,n Lclow 
1 2 3 4 5 

Electrode rnhos/m rnhos/m mhos/m mhns/m mhos/m 
For descend-
ing voltage 7.84 6.30 7.41 7.47 10.90 
For ascend-
ing voltage .5. 89 4.42 5.32 4.47 6.45 

Predicted adiabatic conductivity is 26. 8 mhos/meter·. Note that in 
every case the measured conductivity is higher for desc!'!nding voltage 
than for ascending voltage. The coolant temperature data. appeared 
to be invalid, hence there was no combustion chamber and nozzle 
heat flux data for this run •. 

An examination of the ri~ after teardown showed the Zr07. buildup on 
the ZrC electrodes was heavier on the downstream end (see Figure 70 ). 
An explanation may be that the boundary layer is getting hotter and 
more reactive as it is warmed up due ·to the turbulence and consequent 
mixing with the. hot co.re gas and to ohmic heating when current is 
passed through the boundary layer. There has been some question as 
to .when this coating forms on the electrodes. Several of the electrodes· 
were found cracked and. pushed into the duct after the run, (See Figure 
71 ). There was no rounding of the edges on the breaks and the split 
electrodes were pushed so far into the duct that the pieces would have 
been swept out if gas had beP.n flowing. Thus the cracking occurred 
at or near shutdown and not during the run. If the coating had occurred 
because air r.ushed in and oxidized the hot carbide electrodes, the inter
faces Of the cracks would also have been coated. An inspection of 
Figure 72 reveals no coating on the interfaces, .he nee the coati~g 
occurs during the :run. 
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Button Electror!P. Rig*(Build 14301-L-1) 

Run Date: 13 Aug. 1962 

PWA-2170 

A conductivity run using Methods 3 and 5 is described .. The button 
electrode r.ig was used. The measured conductivity between the 
buttons was .significantly higher than the conductivity between the 
electrode plate., indicating high resistance in the corner and sidewall· 
boundary layers and/or a marked conductivity profile across the core 
flow. · 

An applied-voltage conductivity run was made with a button electrode 
configuration. The purpose of this configuration was to obtain con
ductivity data by Methods 3 and 5, minimizing the effects of fringing 
and leakage to the sidewalls. For this build, the 61-eleme.nt injector 
was used. The measured nozzle area ratio was 1. 99. The rig was 

' equipped with a thermocouple -behind one of the electrode plates. 

The sta-ndard run procedure was used. The total firing duration was 
approximately i50 se...;onds. One applied voltage cycle wa.s executed, 
lasting for less than 15 seconds. During the time when voltage and 
current dat3. was collected the combustion conditions were constant, 
and were 

Actual 

Pc (measured chamber pressure - psia) 65.2 
Wt (total weight flow of propellants -lbs/ sec)l. 04 

. 0/F (oxygen.- fuel ratio) 2. 65 
o/cK {per ct.nt potassium) 2. 13 
C* (measured - ft/ sec) 5223 
C* {ideal adiabatic - ft/sec) 5500 
""\c* {ideal-adiabatic) 0. 932 
B W/m2 · . 0 

Nominal 

60 

2.6 
2.0 

0 

Plots of applied voltage versus current for the middle and downstream 
. buttono a.nd for the eJectrnrl.e plate are shown in Figures 85. 86, and 87 

respectively. No useful data was collected from the upstream button 
because of a short circuit. The conductivities calculated by Method .3 
a:re given 

middle button .18. 5 mhos/m 
downstream button 1·8. 0 
electrode plate 11.0-

*S ~-e-e_A_p-pendi-~ .6 f~~cription oi this rig 
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The theoretical conductivity, corrected for 'V\ C* by the heat removal 
method to match C*, was 8. 1 mhos/m; the ideal-adiaqatic theoretical 
conductivity was 25 mhos/m. The voltage axis intercepts indicating 
boundary-layer voltage drop were 

middle button 
downstream button 
electrode plate 

47.7 volts 
42.6 
37.1 

No useful heat transfer or voltage probe data was obtained. Figure 73 
is a photograph of the top elec;troc;l~ after the run. The hnttnnR w~T~ 
not cracked at all, but both electrode plates were cracked in several 
places (Figure 69 ). It is belj.<;!ved that the cracking occurred late in 
the run or while the rig was cooling, for the reasons discussed in the 
June 25, 1962 run report. The electrodes were coated with zirconium 
oxide. The coating appeared to be heavier on the buttons than on the 
plate. A temperature difference between button and plate may have been 
the cause but no temperature data was available. Another possible ·e:;..-pla
nation for the heavier coating on the buttons is that the buttons may have 
been slightly reces·sed during the run,thus subjecting the coating to less 
erosion. 

The measured conductivities were 18.5 mhos/m and 18.0 mhos/m for 
·the middle and downstream buttons respectively, and 11. 0 mhos/m for 
the plate. This indicates that the conductivity in the center of the 
stream may be much higher than the conductivity along the edge where 
the plasma is affected by both temperature and velocity boundary layers._ 

C!1ase-Around Rig (Build Number 14403-L-1) 
Test Points Ilia, Illb, Illc - Run Date 11 Oct. 1962 

. One firl.ng ofapproximately 13.9 minutes duration was made. Two 
applied-voltage cycles with no magnetic field were made, and one load 
cycle with magnetic field was made to obtain data fo-r Test Points Ilia, 
b, and c. Data obtained during the first cycle gc.-.;e a conductivity of 
8. 4 mhos /meter. Loss of electrical" continuity during the· second cyde 
resulted in unusable data for the remainder of the run. 

One firing was made to measure conductivity by Methods 1, 3 and 5, 
Test Points lila, b, and c in 3 consecutive cycles. The h3.sic rig was 
used with the following modifications or conditions: 
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1) T4 electrode configuration, 
2) Platinum plating on the backs of the electrodes, 
3) Carbon contact pins, 
4) Nominal.nozzle area ratio was 2. 0, 
5) 61-element injector, and 
6) Flat electrodes. 

Instrumentation was standard except: 

1) Voltage probe leads were tungf!_ten wire brazed to nickel plating 
on the probes, and 

2) Static pre s·sure taps were connected at the 2nd and 14th sidewall 
blocks and 1 each in the upper and lower corner spring chambers 

Nominal and actual conditions for Test Point Ilia v·ere 

0/F o/cK wt Pc C* C* Ideal 11.c* B 

lb/sec pRia ft/ see £t/ sec W/mZ 
Nominal 3.20 z.o·o 60.0 0 
Actual 3.07 1.87 1.02 60.0 4730 5.460 0.866 0 

The static pressure tap in the upper spring chamber failed to give data. 
The data for the other 3 taps is plotted on Figure 88 ·• A pressure _ris~ 
of about 2. 3 psi is apparent. This is an indication that there may be 
oblique shocks present in the channels since the theoretical pressure 
rise is an order of magnitude less. 

There were significant deposits of silica on the BeO electrode wall, 
insulators, {Figure 74 ). The electrode 'contact pins seized in their 

. insulating- tu-h.es during the early part of the second cycle of this run, 
resulting in unusable electrical data for the remainder of the run. 
Voltage probe data was not obtained because of failure of the brazed 
joint .between the probes and their respective leads. 

A plot of applied voltage vs current for·the third electrode pair, Figure 
891 shows o V to be 160 volts. This was constant within 20 volts 

for all electrodes, and the data shown is representative of lhat £o1· the 
other electrodes. Conductivity determined by Method 3 for all 5 elec
trode pairs is shown below 

Electrode 
Conductivity, rrlhos/m 

1 
8.0 

2 
8.0 
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The relatively high conl:luctivity indicated for the 5th electrode pairs 
may be due to the scatter in the data above the knee of the voltage
current curve or t<;> excessive blooming effects. Figure 90 is a plot 
of temperature measured at the back surfaces of 4 electrodes during 
the warmup pbase of the run. Temperature increase with time is seen to be 
quite unsteady, and still increasing when the thermocouples were dis-· 
connected. 

The calculated ideal adiabatic conductivity is 26.0 mhos/meter. 

The second and thiro cycles, which were to have-supplied data for points 
Illb and c were unsuccessful because of binding between the contact 
pins and insulating tubes which resulted in loss of electrical continuity. 
The warmup procedure imposes quite high initial rates of heating in 
the electrodes, and probably also in the sidewalls. 

Brazed joints are not satisfactory for the voltage probe leads. 

Chase -Around Rig (Rig No. 14403-L-1) 
·Test Point llic - Run Date 12 Oct. 1962 

A run of 154 seconds duration was made to obtain data for test point 
· Il~c, but was unsuccessful because some of the electrode contact pins 

seized in their insulators, breaking electrical continuity in three load 
circuits. 

This run was a second attempt to otiain test point IIlc~ 'The first, on·· 
11 Oct. 1q112, W?. i'l nnc:nrt;>P<"<:fn-1. AJ.l. apparat\l!i ~n,j in~t;r•,>rnPntatinn 

was identical to that of the run of 11 Oct. 1962 except that the voltage 
JJl''JlH:!S and thermocouples-were 1noperative._ .H.epaus to the electrode_ 
co1'!tacts were made. 

Standard warmup and test procedure for a run with magnetic field was 
used, except that the run was terminated at 154 seconds because of 
poor performance. No useful conductivity data was obtained from. th,is 
run because the electrode contact pins again seized in the insulator, 
breaking circuit continuity on 3 electrode pairs. The photographs·, 
Figure 75 and 91, show that the condition of each of the electrode 
walls and sidewalls is very good after a total run time of 13. 9. minutes 
with two s.tarts. Note the SiO., deposits downstream 0 £ the SiC elec
trades. Apparently-the electr';des oxidize during·a run because of the 
free, unreacted, oxygen present at the high temperatures, in spite of 
the fuel-rich mixture. 
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Mechanical performance of the rig was good except for the electrode 
cont'act pins. The electrodes oxidized during- tl-..:: run to form SiOz. 

Chase-Around Rig (Build 14404-L-1) 
Test Point IV -c - Run Date 24·Qct. 1962 · 

A conductivity run o.f 6. 9 minutes duration was made. Two load cycles 
were made giving measured conductivities of 8. 35 and· 5. 95 mhos/meter. 
Power generation was 3. 56 and 3. 67 KW respectively. · 

The purpof?e of this run was to obtain data for Test Point IV -c by 
Method 1. The basic rig configuration was used with flat electrodes. 
Electrode walls were built in the T 4. configuration. The contact pins 
for the first and second electrode pairs were tantalum ·while the other 
pins were carbon. There were no electrode thermocouples. The area 
ratio of the nozzle was 1. 58. The 37-element injector was used. 

Standard test procedure was followed. The actual and nominal conditions 
were 

1st Load Cycle 2nd Load Cycle 
Actual Actual Target 

. P . (psia) . . 41.0 41.~ 40.0 
· vi~ (lbs/ sec) 0.815 0.821 
0/F 2.65 2.65 2.6 
o/cK 2.06 2.09 2.0 
C* (measured - ft/ sec} 5200 5190 
C * (ideal-adiabatic -ft/ sec) 5560 5560 

"YtC* (ideal - adiabatic 0.936 0.934 
B (webers/m2) 2.17 2.17 2.0 
Maximum total power ge;!lerated 

(.kilowatts) 3.56 . 3.67 

During this run the propellant flows and seed flows remained fairly 
contant. However, some combustion surges were observed. These 
combustion surges caused the power generated to be erratic. Figure 
92 shows a plot of total power versus time for the two ·load cycles. · 
At open circuit the Hall voltmete-rs· read zero, indicating no leakage in 
the transverse direction. 

In Figure 93 the static pressure is plotted as a function of time and 
distance down the MHD channel. The measured value of the pressure 
gradient is much larger than the predicted gradient. Figures 94 and 
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95 are plots of terminal voltage .versus output current for the third 
electrode pair at various points during the load sequence. :Jhe apparent 
conductivities calculated by Method 1 are .8.35 mhos/m and 5.95 mhos/m 
for the first and second load cycles respeCtively. 

The calculated theor.etical conductivities were 

1st Load-Sequence 2nd Load Sequence 

Ideal 
Measured heat removed approx. 
Heat l"t::moval to match C:* approxi-

30.6 
23.3 

mation 12.9 
Unburned fuel plus measure.d heat-
0"t to match C>~o d!JJ.l:roxirnation ;n. 2 -

mhos/m 30.6 
23.4 

12.6 

ZJ.l 

mhos/m 

The measured conductivities were 28 to 30 per cent lower during the 
second load sequence. It is possible that the contact resi~'<tance changed 

·.after or during the first load sequence. It was also noted that open 
circuit voltage increased 15 volts. This is an indication that flow con
ditions may have changed, causing the drop in conductivity. 

Boundary-layer voltage drops for electrodes 2, .3 and 4 WP.l."e 

Electrode 1st Load Cycle 2nd ·Load Cycle 

2 79.6 volts 75.2 volts 
3 76 •. 2 68.9 
4 70.1. 7Q,} 

The heat flux from the noz7.1~ Wi'\F. .1. 1 Dtu/iu2 -:~ec whilt:: lhe heat Uux 
from thP. combustion chamber was about 0. 97 Btu/in2 -sec during_ the 
run. 

This run lasted for a total of 113 seconds. The rig vyas in ·excellent· 
condition after the run and another run was made shortly thereafter 
without the applied magnetic field. 

Chase-Around Rig (Build No. 14404-L-1) · 
Test Points IV -a and IV -b - Run Date 24 0<;.~~ 

A run of q.1 minuteo dur21t.i.:.111 was made tu rneaS\ii'e the plasma con
ductivity by Method 3. The measured conductivity was 8. 9 mhos/meter 
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for Test Point IV-a. Test Point IV-b was unsuccessful because of 
excessive scatter in the data. 

The purpose of this test was to measure conductivity by Method 3 for 
test points IV-a and IV-b. 

The 37-element injector was used. The nozzle area ratio w..ts 1. 585. 
The rig did not have electrode thermocouples. The rig had been run. 
for 413 seconds prior to this run. 

Standard test procedure was used. Two applied voltage cycles were 
made.: one at an 0/F of 2. 6 and another at an 0/F of 3. 2. The fuel 
and oxygen flows were quite steady, but the KN02 flow drifted slightly 
and had to be reset several times. 

The nominal and actual conditions were 

~c• psia 
WT lbs/sec 
0/F 
"/cK 
C'~ Measured-It/sec 
C* ideal - adiabatic - ft/sec 

-ftC* ideal .-__ adiabatic 
B (W/~2) 

Cycle 1 (IV -b) 
Actual 

41.0 
0.818 

. 2. 60 

2. n 
5185 
5570 
0.93_!. 

0 

Nom. 

40.0 

2.6 
2.0 

0 

Cycle 2 (IV -a) 
Actual Nom. 

41.3 
0.844 
3.23 
2. 11 
5059 
5392 
0.908 

0 

40 

. 3. 2 

·2.0 

0 

The plots of applied voftage versus current for the middle electrode 
pair are shown in Figures 96 and 97 for both ascending· voltage and 
descending voltage. The least-squares fits to the data points are also 
shown. There is considerable scatter in the data, especially for the 
cycle at an 0/F of 2. 6. It may I?e that there was arcing or poor elec-
trical contact at the terminal pins. · 

The apparent conductivities for electrode 3 calculated by using the 
slopes of the least squares straight· lines are shown below 

A see nding applied voltage 
Descending applied voltage 

4. 70 mhos/m 
4. 29 11 
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The boundary-layer voltage drop ranged between 6. 0 volts and 48 volts 
for the first cycle and was lOS volts for the second cycle. Because o{ 

excessive scatter the data from. Cycle lis unreliable. 

The heat fluxes from the combustion chamber and nozzle were 

Combustion Chamber Nozzle 

Cycle 1 (0/F = 2. 6) 
Cycle 2 (0/F = 3. 2) 

0. 86 Btu/in2 sec 
1.2 

1. 3 Btu/in2sec · 
1.4 

Figure 98 shows plots of static pressure versus time and .pressure 
versus dista· -::e down the MHD channel. The chamber pressure was 
unstable during this run and this instability is reflected by the static 
pressures. The insets of Figure 98 show the pressure gradient down 

. the rig for oxygen-fuel ratios of 2. 6 and 3. 2 when the flows and cham
ber pressure were fairly constant. The drop in pressure near the rig 
entrance may be due to incomplete expansion of the plasma as it expands 
from the nozzle throat. No voltage probe data was obtained because of 
high frequency hash. 

Cycle 1 was unsuccessful. Cycle 2 resulted in data forT.est Po{nt IV-a •. 
This rig ran for a total of 973 seconds during two separate runs.· The 
sidewalls showed some cracking and erosion but the electrodes and 
spacers were in excellent condition. 

Chase-Around Rig (Build 14406-L-1) 
Test Point IV -C - Run Date 26 Oct. 1962 

A run of 250 second:; was made. Conductivity measured by Method 1 
.Was 11. ~ mb.os/ meter. ~ome comparisons are made w1th the perform
ance of an identical rig equipped with SiC - 25 per cent graphite elec
trodes which indicate that the latter is a superior electrode material. 
1. 2 KW was geneTated. 

The purpose of this run was to obtain data for Test Point IV -C in a rig 
equipped with ZTA graphite electrodes and compare its performance 
to a ng equ1pped with ~iC- Z!> per cent graphite electrodes. '!'he ng 
used for this run was the same as for the runs of 24 October 1962 
except that· flat ZTA graphite electrodes were used •. The 37-element 
injector was used. 

The test procedure for this run was standard. The target and actual 
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conditions for this run were 

Co:1ditions 

Pc - psia 
W} - lbs/ sec 
OF 
o/cK 

· c* measured - ft/ sec 
c* ide.al-adiabatic - ft/ sec. 

"Y\.c* ideal-adiabatic 
B - webers/mz 
Maximum total power generated (kilowatts) 

Actual 

41. 1 
0.85Z 
2.49 
2. 04. 
4990 
5590 
0.893 
2.17 
1.19 

PWA-2170 

Target 

40 

Z.6 
2.0 

2.0 

·Figure 99 is a plot of total power generated versus time. Power out
put was rather erratic which is probably·due to combustion surges. 
Figure 1:00 is a plot of terminal voltage versus output current for the 
middle electrode pair. The apparent plasma conductivity calculated 
by Method 1 was 11.8 mhos/m. This is significantly higher than the 
8.35 and 5.95 mhos/m calculated for the run of 24 October 1962 witlr. 
SiC - 25 per cent graphite electrodes. 

The large amount of scatter in the data makes the 11.8 mhos/m 
mea.surement somewhat doubtful. 

The calculated theoretical conductivities are 

Ideal 
Measured heat removed approximation 
Heat ·removal to match c* appr.oximation 
Unburned fuel plus measured' heat-out to 
match c*. approximation 

·30. 5 mhos/m 
21.6 
3.06 

19.7 

Boundary-layer voltage drops for electrodes 2, 3, and 4 were 178, 180 
and 180 volts respectively. The boundary-layer voltage drop ·for the· 
ZTA electrodes is more than twice as high as for the SiC electrodes. 
A possible reason for. the high boundary-layer voltage drop with graph
ite electrodes is ab.lation of the graphite. Ablation keeps the electrode 
boundary layer cool and makes the resistivity of the boundary layer 
quite high. The heat flux from the nozzle and combustion chamber was 
1. 2 Btu/in2 -sec and 1. 0 Btu/in2 -sec, respectively. 

No useful data was obtained from the four static pressure taps. 
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The results of this run indicate that SiC-25 per cent graphite is superior 
to ZTA graphi'i:·~ as electrode material. The rig equipped with ZTA 
graphite electrode-' had a much higher boundary-layer voltage drop, 
and lower output. The apparent conductivity was higher for -ZTA 
graphite electrodes, but the data showed considerable scatter. The 
run lasted for 250 seconds, including hydrogen-oxygen warmup and 
cool-down. The electrodes showed some signs of erosion. The data 
from this run does not indicate any appreciable difference between the 
carbon and tantalum contact pins. · 

Chase-Around Rig (Build No. 14406-L-1) ZTA Graphite Electrodes 
Test Points IV -a and IV -b - .l{un Date 29 Oct. 196Z 

A conductivity run of 7. 3 minutes duration without an applied magnetic 
field was run in a rig equipped with Z'I'A gra\)hite electrodes to ubLaiu 
data for Test Points IV-a and IV-b and to compare the results of t.'tis 
run with a similar run made on 24 October 1962 with a rig equipped . 
with SiC - 25 per cent graphite electrodes. There was considerable 
scatter in the voltage-current data and the conductivity data is not very 
reliable. The conductivity measured for the graphite electrode appeared 
higher, which may have been due to the absence of the high resistivity 
oxide coating commonly noted on the SiC electrodes. The electrode 
boundary-layer voltage drop was considerably higher for the rig 
equipped with the graphite electrodes, whi.ch is probably due to the · 
ablation products in the boundary layer, and the cooler electrode 
temperature. Silicon carbide was far superior to graphite in its ability 
to withstand the high temperature and erosive actio_n of the MHD plasma. 
The graphite electrodes were almost completely eroded away after .11. 5 
minutes· <lnd two startups, while the silicon carbide electrodes showed 
no appreciable wear after 16 minutes·and two hr1ngs. 

The purpose was to obtain data for Test Points IV-a and IV-b by Method 
3 and to compare the performance of ZTA graphite with SiC - 25 per 
cent graphite as electrode material. The rl.g for this run was the same 
::me run on 26 October for 250 seconds. The 37..:element injector was 
u::Jed. The standard run ·procedure was followed. Two applied voltage 
cycles were executed. The oxygen and fuel flow rates were fairly 
steady but the KN02 flow had to ~e reset several times because it had 
a tendency to drift lower as the pressure in the tank decreased. Th~ 

chamber pressure transducer failed, consequently no reliable chamber 
pressure data was available and accurate calculations of C'~, 7\.c*,and 
the·oretical conductivity cannot be made. The chamber pressure read 
from a gage in tre control room was about 40 .psia. The data indepen-
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ent of chamber pressure is shown in the following table for two applied 
voltage cycles. 

Cycle 1 IV-b Cycle 2 IV-a 
Actual Target Actual Target 

WT- lbs/sec .812-.818 .838-.847 
0/F 2.56-2.67 ~.6 3.11-3.26 3.2 
o/cK 2.15-2.16 2.0 2.09-2.15 2.0 

B-W/m2 0 0 0 0 

Figures 101 and 102 are plots of applied voltage versus current for the 
middle electrode pair. 

The apparent conductivities and boundary-layer voltage drops calcu
lated by Method3 from the high current data of Figures.101 and 102 are 
shown below 

Ascending applied voltage 
Descending applied voltage 
Boundary-layer voltage drop 

Cycle 1 Cycle 2 

6.1 mhos/m 11.2 mhos/m 
5.0 
75 - 100 120 volts 

The heat flux from the combustion chamber and nozzle w~ 

Cycle 1 (0/F:: 2. 6) 
Cycle 2 (0/F - 3. 2) 

Combustion Chamber Nozzle 

1.·1 Btu/sec-fnC 
1.6 

1. 4 Btu[ sec-inC 
1.8 

Total t"ime for this run was 7. 3 minutes, for a total run time on the 
build of 11. 6 minutes. 

The SiC - 25 per cent graphite electrodes are superior to the ZTA 
·,_.graphite in durability as shown by Figures 103 and 104 • The.values 

.of the measured apparent conductivity are somewhat higher for the 
:graphite. Electrode boundary-layer voltage drop is significantly 
higher for the graphite electrodes. The fact that the electrode bound-

. :ary-layer voltage drop is higher for graphite· electrodes may be due to 
cooling and contamination of the boundary layer by ablatio·n and erosion. 
The higher measured conductivity for the graphite electrodes may be 
due to better contact resistance and the lack of a high resistance oxide 
coating commonly noted on the Si02. In both rigs the sidewalls held 
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up very well. There was some cracking and a slight amount of erosion 
of the BeO near the exit. The _BeO spacers were in excellent condition. 

Chase-Around Rig (Build No. 14404-L-2) 
Test 1-a-2 - Run Date 27 Noy. 1962 

A test of 8. 3 minutes duration was made to determine conductivity for 
test point 1-a-~. A conductivity of 5.1 mhos/rri. was measured at the 
center electrode pair. The voltage-current characteristic for the 
center electrode pair was essentially a straight line with a voltage 
intercept of 7 volts. An injector modification-apparently was responsi
ble for this unusually low boundary-layer voltage drop. 

This test was made to determine the plasma conductivity using Methods 
,} .at\4 5 (or 1'est Point I-a-Z, The basic rig configuration was used 
with flat electrodes. The nozzle area-ratio was 2. 04. The BN backup 
pieces were arra.nged to give· electrode temperature T 2 • Standard 
instrumentation was provided, except that measurement of electr.ode 
temperature was not attempted. Electrical contact was made with 
tantalum pins. The back faces of the electrodes were coated with 
rhodium to improve electr.ical contact between pins and electrodes. 
The 48-element injector was used in this test, in a.n attempt to provide 
more even distribution of propellant and oxygen. 

The test procedure was standard. Actual test conditions are compared 
to target conditions for Test Point 1-a-2. 

C* (ideal- · 

PC 0/F o/cK Wt C*(meas.} adiabatic) ·YlC* · B -----
N'mn:lnal 60pst~ '1. •• 6 

lb/ t>ec ft/ sec ft/ sec 
?.., f) 0 

Actual 57 psia 2.64 2.19 o. 975 4690 5570 0.84 0 

Combustion was stable during the first cycle and no abnormalities 
were noted. A second cycle attempted during the same firing was 
discontinued due to loss of electrical contact to electrode pair.; 4 and 
5. Total run time was 8. 3 mi"nutes. A plot of applied voltage vs 
current for the third electrode pair is shown in Figure 105. The static 
pressure in the test section was essentially constant at 9. 7 psia· during 
the applied voltage portion of the test. 

'!'he measured conductivity determ.ined by Method 3 lor the thifd elec
trode pa:ir was 5.1 mhos/m. Theoretical conductivities were: 
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Ideal Measured Heat Removed 

26.Jmhos/m Not calculated 

Heat Removal 
to Match C.* 

< 1.0 mho/m 

PWA-2170 

Unburned* Fuel 
Approximation 
to Match C* 

4. 72 mhos/m 

The voltage probes used in this test failed to operate properly and 
conductivity could not be calculated using Method 5. The bo.undary-layer 
voltage drop for the third electrode pair was 7 volts. The voltaae
current characteristic was essentially a straight line except for th; 
usual data scatter. The thermocouple used to· measure combustion 
chamber coolant temperature rise failed to operate properly. This 
prevented calculation. of heat flux and theoretical conductivity for the 
measured heat removed condition. 

The voltage-current characteristic for the 1-a-2 test shows no break 
and a voltage axis intercept of only seven volts. This is believed due 
in part to the injector modification that was made. The original 61-
element injector was designed to give an excess of fuel near the walls 
of the combustion chamber. This design was used to par1:ially cool the 
chamber walls and it is believed that this cool, fuel-rich boundary layer 
carried through the nozzle into the MHD test section,adversely affecting 
the boundary-layer conductivity. The injecto·r was modified by plugging 
a number of fuel holes in the outside ring of injector elements and oxy
gen holes in the center portion of the injector, thus presumably pro
ducing a more uniform 0/F distribution across the test section. 

Chase-Around Rig (Build 14403-L-2) 
Test Point V-b -Run Date 28 Nov. 1962 

A test of 8.9 minutes duration was made to satisfy Test Point V-b. The 
measured conductivity was 7. 1 mhos/m and the indicated boundary-layer 
voltage drop was ·11 volts. The low boundary-layer drop is believed 
due to the use of the 48-element injector which presumably provided 
a more uniform 0/F distribution and hotter boundary layer. 

This test was made to dete.rmine conductivity at the conditions specified 
for Test Point V -b. Methods 3 and 5 were to be used to determine 
conductivity. The basic rig was used. The flat type electrodes plated 
on the-back face-with rhodium were used. The electrode contact pins 
were carbon with rhodium plated tips. The. 48-element injector and 

* Without measured heat removed 
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area-ratio 3. 75 nozzle were used. No pressure taps were installed in 
the rig. Thermocouples were installed in the back faces of both up
stream electrodes. 

Nominal and actual conditions for the test ·were 
C*(ideal-

~ 0/F o/cK Wt ·c,~(measured)1 adiabatic) "l?_c_*_ ~ ·z 
lb/ sec ft/-sec ft/ sec . W 1m 

Nominal 145 psia Z. 6 z.o 
Actual 149 psia 2. 73 2. 11 1.26 5333 5614 

0 
0.95 0 

No combustion instabilities were noted during the test. The normal 
test sequence was followed throughout the run. A plot of applied volt-:
age vs current for electrode three is presented in Figure 106. The 
thermocouples that were installed to record electrode· temperature 
failed. The voltage probes also failed to operate properly during the 
test. 

The conductivity determined by Method 3 was 7. 1 mhos/m. Predicted 
conductivities were .. 
Ideal 
Measured heat removed 

() (mhos/m) 
17.1 
Not calculated 

Heat removal correction to match C* 6. 9 
Measured heat removed plus unburned 
Fuel correctionto match C* · .16.·7·- -· 

· The boundar'y-laycr voltage drop was 11 volts. Instl·umentatior~ failure 
prevented measurement of coolant temperature rise,th,us making heat 
flux calculations impossible. 

.. . .... .. ..:,. ... " 

The voltage-current characteristic obtained in this test was very nearly 
a straight line, showing a boundary-layer voltage drop of 11 volts. 
This is the same type characteristic as was no.ted in Test 1-a-Z made 
on 'L7 November, 1962. !t appears that the 48-element injector used 
in both tests produces a more uniform distribution of fuel and oxygen 
within the test section, thus giving lower boundary-layer voltage drop. 
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Chase-Around Rig (Build 14404-L-2-R) 
Test Points V-a and V-c- Run Date 7 Dec. 1962 

A run of 13.9 minutes duration was made to obtain data test points V-a 
and V-c. The measured conductivity for Test Point V-a was 6. 5 rnhos/m 
and the bo1~r:da:::-:,-12.j·er voltage drop was 24 volts.· Measured conduc
tivity for Test Point V -c was 4. 4 mhos/m. Open circuit voltage was 
not recorded for Test V -c, thus boundary-layer voltage drop could not 
be determined. 7. 03 KW was generated. 

This test was made to obtain conductivity data for Test Points V -a and 
V-c. Conductivity was to be determined by Methods 3 and 1 respec
tively. The basic rig was used. Flat electrodes with rhodium plating 
on the back faces were used. Except for two, all the electrode contact 
pins used were rhodium-tipped carbon pins. One of the two remaining 
pins was of tantalum and the other was a carbon pin without rhodium 
plated tips.. The 6-element injector and area ratio 3. 75 nozzle were 
used. No thermocouples, voltage probes, or pressure taps were in
stalled. 

Standard test procedure was used. Nominal and actual conditions for 
Test Point V-c were 

Pc 0/F o/cK Wt C*(Measured) C*(ideal) "ltc* B 

lb/ sec ft/ sec ft/ sec viJrn2' 
Nominal 145 psia 2.6 2.0 2.0 
Actual 1_32 psia 2.95 1. 99 1. 16 5194 5550 0.94 2.17 

Combustion was smooth. The plot of voltage vs current for Test Point 
V-c which is presented in Figure 107 ·shows some scatter at the lower 
load resistances. These data in general, however~appear to be valid. 

The conductivity calculated by Method 1 for electrode 3 was 4, 4 rnhos/m. 
Predicted conductivities were 

Ideal 
Measured heat removed - not calculated 
Heat removal correction to match C* -
Measured heat removed + unburned fuel 
correction to match C* -

O"(rnhos/m) 
18. 1 

6.7 

13.5 

Maximum power generated was 7. 03 KW. The Hall voltage at maximum 
power was 195 volts. Open circuit voltage was not recorded for this 
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test so boundary-layer voltage drop was not obtained. The voltage
axis intercept was.274 volts which was only 63 per cent of the ideal 
open circuit voltage, 434 volts. The heat transfer data recorded 
during this test appeared-to be in error arid thus were not recorded • 

. Nominal and actual conditions for Test V ~a were 

. pe 0/F o/rK 3. C*{Measured) C*(ldeal) . 'Ylc* .!!. 
lb/sec ft/ sec ft/ sec w/in2 

Nominal 145 psia 3.2 2.0 0 
Actual 148psia 3.35 2.05 1. 31 5158 5440 0.95 0 

The normal test procedure was us• {; No abnormalities were noted. . 
Combustion appeared to be stable. A plot 'of applied voltage vs current 
is pres~nted in Figure 108. The fifth electrode circuit opened during 
this test so the voltage-current data recorded beyond this time are not 
presented in Figure 108. 

The conductivity calculated by Method 3 was 6. 5 mhos/m. Predicted 
co~ductivities were 

!deed · 
Measured heat removed 
Heat removal correction to match C* 
Measured heat removed + unburned fuel 
correction to match C* 

O'(mhos/m) 
16.~ 
not calculated 
7.9 

t'o. 8 

The boundary-layer voltage drop for electrode 3 was 24 volt's. The 
heat transfer data recorded during this test was inconsistent a~d is 
not reported. The rhodium - tipped carbon pins were in good condition 
·after the test. The uncoated carbon pin was badly damaged on both 
·ends while the tantalum pin was coated'with oxide on the electrode end. 
The total run time for this test was 13. 5 minutes. 

The rhodium-tipped carbon pins gave better performance than uncoated 
carbon pins or tantalum pins. TheC* efficiencies recorded with the 
3. 75 area-ratio nozzle were higher than those recorded in tests with 
area ratio 2. 0 nozzles. It would thus appear that C* efficiency for the 
injector-combustion chamber system used is a function of combustion 
chamber pressure and/ or chamber- to-throat area ratio, si~ce all 
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tests were run to obtain a channel.ste1;tic pressure of 8 psia. 

Chase-Around Rig (Build 14404-L-2-R) 
Test Points ll-a-·2 and I-a-2-R - Run Date 10 Dec. 1962 

A test of 14.5 minutes was made to satisfy Test Points I-a-2-R and 
il-a-2. The conductivity measured in Test I-a-2-R was 7. 5 rnhos/m 
and the conductivity for ll-a-2 was 4. 6 rnhos/m. ·The test showed that 
carbon pins were not suitable for use as electrode contact pins. 

The purpose of this test was to obtain conductivity Jata by Methods 3 
and 1 to satisfy Test Points I-'c-1 and II-a-2. Test conditions for Test 
I-c-1 were not achieved and actual test conmtions were those specified 
for test point I-a-2. This test was designated as I-a-2-R since it was 
actually a repeat of Test Point I-a-2 which was run on 27 November 
1962. Test conditions for Test Point ll-a-2 were achieved. The rig 
used was a rebuild of build 14404-L-2. The electrodes used for this 
test were of the standard flat-face configuration, with back faces 

· rhodium plated in the area of the electrode contact pins. The electrode 
contact pins were carbon with rhodium plated tips. The 6-element 
injector and area ratio 2. 0 nozzle were used. 

No voltage probes or static pressure taps were used j.n this test and 
no electrode temperature measurements were attempted. 

The conditions achieved in Test I-a-2-R as compared to nominal 
conditions were 

0/F o/cK C*(measured) C*(ideal) YlC* B ~ '!!i_ ----
lb/ sec ft/ sec ft/ sec 

Nominal 60 psia 2.6 2.0 0 

Measured 59.5 psia 2. 72 2. 14 1.00 4771 5570 0.86 0 

The test was carried out according to standard procedure with no 
apparent abnormalities. No combustion instabilities were noted. 
Chamber pressure and total weight flow remained essentially constant 
throughout the test. A plot of applied voltage vs current for the center 
electrode pair is presented in Figure 109. Inspection .of Figure 109 
shows that as voltage was increased the apparent coliductivity also 
increased, giving a break in the curve at about 150 volts. It is noted 
that as the voltage was decreased, the characteristic showed no break 
and did not follow the same curve as the increasing voltage character-

istic. 
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The measured conducti~ity calculated by Method 3 from the data for 
I) IZ amperes of the voltage-current characteristic was 7.5 mhos/m. 
Predicted conductivities were · 

Ideal 
Measured heat· removed 
Heat removal correction to match C* 
Measured heat removed plus· unburned fuel 
correction to match C'* 

O"(mhos/m) 
25.8 
19.4 
J.8 

6.3 

The indicated boundary-layer voltage drop for I> 12 amperes from the 
voltage-current characteristic was 8Z volts. For the descending voltage 
portion (3<. I< IZ amperes) the indicated boundary-layer drop was 27 
volts. Test conditions achieved for this test are essentially those 
achieved for Test I-a_.2 made on 27 November, 1962. The conductiv-, 
ities for Tests I-a-2 and I-a-2-R are similar while the boundary-layer 
voltag.e drop is ZO to ·75 volts higher for the I-a-2-R test. The 48-ele- · 
ment injector was used for Test I-a-2 while the standard 6-element 
injector was used for Test I-a-2-R. Si"lce the basic difference between 
the tests was the different injectors used, it appears that the 48-element 
inJector gave a better propellant and oxygen distribution, thus giving a 
lower boundary-layer voltage drop. The core-flow composition temper
atu-re and pressure appear to be similar in view of the identical conduc-· 
tivities observed, unless compensating variations are present. The 
av'erage heat flux for the chamber was 0.·8 Btu/in2 sec. For the nozzle 
th~ average heat flux_ was 1. 95 Btu/in2 sec. 

Test II-a-2 was made to determine gas conductivity by Method 1. ACtual 
test conditions are compared to nominal conditions in the following ta
ble, 

PC 0/F . o/cK Wt G*(meas.) C*(ideal) C* B 

lb/ sec ft/sec ft/sec W/m2 
Nominal 60 psia Z. 6 .2.0 2. 0 
Measured 57.6 2. 68 1. 99 0.99 4676 5.570 0.84 2.17 

Combustion appeared to be stable during this test. The voltage-curr.ent 
characteristic for the third electrode pair is presented in Figure llO. 
Inspection of Figure 110 shows a considerable amount of scatter in the 
data, which is believed due primarily to poor electrical contact. Pic
tures of· the contact pins taken after the t~st are presented in Figures 
Ill and 112. These pictures show that the contact pins suffered 
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considerable damage on the ends that were in contact with the electrodes. 
The damage appears to be due to overheating prol;>ably caused by elec-· 
trical arcs between pins and electrodes. Pictures of the test rig after 
thi"s test series are presented in Figures 113 and 114. The rig appears 
to be in good condition in view of the fact that a large number of the 
liner parts had been used previously. 

The conductivity calculated by Method 1 for the third electrode pair was 
4. 3 mhos/m and the boundary-layP--.:- v0ltage drop was 68 volts. The 
maximum power output of the rig was 4. 6 KW at a nominal load of 13.5 
ohms. Predicted conductivities are presented in the following table. 

Ideal 
Measured heat removed 
Heat removal correction to match C* 
Measured heat re~oved plus unburned fuel 
correction to match C* 

a (mhos/m) 
25.6 
18.3 
0.3 

3.6 

Measured open-circuit voltage for this test was 266 volts. Ideal open
circuit voltage for complete combustion is 363 volts, indicating a 
velocity deficiency of (363-266)/363 = 27 per cent. Averageheat flux 
for the combustion chamber was 0. 88 Btu/in2 sec while average heat 

· flux for the nozzle was 1. 92 Btu/in2. ~ec. 

The carbon contact pins did not pe·rform satisfactorily even·when coated 
with rhodium. The hysteresis 0.ffect note~ in the voltage-current 
characteristic of the I-a-2-R test appears as a function of applied 
voltage but it should be noted that the effect is also a function of time. 
It is thus possible that factors other than voltage or current density 
could be re.sponsible for the hysteresis effect. 

Chase-Around Rig (Build Number 14394-L-4) 
Test Points III-a, and III-b - Run Date 12 December 1962 

A test· was made to satisfy Test Points III-a and III-b. The conductiv
ity calculated by Method 3 for Test III-a was 10. 1 mhos/m. The 
voltage-current characteristic was a straight. line. The conductivity 
calculated by Method 3 for Test III-b was 6. 5 mhos/m. The voltage
current characteristic exhibited marked hysteresis. The cause for 
the hysteresis is attributed to boundary.:layer phenomena and elec
trode temperature changes. The sidewall face temperature was about 
Z860•F. 
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This test was made to satisfy Test Points III-a, III-b, and Ill.-c and to 
obtain information on voltage probeE". Conductivities were to be ob
tained by Methods 1, 3, and 5. Test Point III-cis discussed under a 
separate heading. A variable resistance was connected in parallel 
with the galvanometer reading data from one of the voltage probes. By 
varying the resistance,- the variation of indicated probe voltage with 
probe current can be obtained. The results of this test are reported 
under voltage probes in the section on Support Testi'lg •. The basic rig 
configuration was used with the following exceptions. ·:rhe backs of the 
flat electrodes were plated with rhodium in the contact area. The 
electrode contact pins were carbon with rhodium-·plated ti'ps. An In
cone! sheathed platinium-platinium-10 per cent rhodium ungrounded 
thermocouple was installed in the left sidewall of the rig. The thermo
couple was located in a pressure tap hole i~ the No. Z sidewall block 
as shown in Figure 11~. 

The ~lectrode face temperature and rig static pressures were not 
measured. The 6-element injector and area ratio 2.0 nozzle were 
used. 

The nominal and actual conditions for Cycle I, Test Point Ill-a were 

0/F o/cK Wt C*(meas.) 

Nominal 60.0psia3;2 2.0 
Ibm sec ft/sec 

Actual 57.0 . 3.07 1.96 1.05 4517 

C*(l.deal-
adiabatic) 1'lc* ~ 

lbs/ sec W/m2 
--- 0 

o. 83 0 

The rig ran very smoothly with no combustion surges noted. Standard 
te~;t procedure was followed. The heat transfer data is given below 

Combustion chamber 
Nozzle 

Q 
BTU 
sec 

101.0 
113.0 

Q/A 
BTU 

inZ sec 

0.58 
2.12 

Temperature vs time for the sidewall thermocouple is shown in Figure 
115. The thermocouple was disconnected before voltage was applied 
to the rig. When the thermocouple was plugged back in at the end of 
the run, tbe temperature indicated was about 300 "F higher. However, 
the temperature vs time curve had not levele.d off when the thermo-
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couple was disconnectP.d. 

This suggests that warmup times ·or one minute are not sufficient to 
reach steady state on the sidewalls. The ma:;;:imum temperature 
recorded on the thermocouple was 2340 •F •• Based on one-dimen
sional slab heat transfer and the measured Q/ A, which was 0. 4 
BTU/in2 sec, the temperature of the front face of the sidewall wa·s 
calculated to be 2860•F. The plot of voltage applied vs current for 
electrode 3 is shown in Figure 116. · The characteristic was a straight 
line. 

The conductivities calculated by Method 3 were 

Electrode 
O'{mhos/m) 8.4 

2. 
7.9 

3 
10.1 

The voltage probes did not function. 

4 
9. 1 

The predicted conductivities are given below 

5 
12..0 

cr {mhos/m) 

Ideal 2.6.3 
Measured heat removed 2.2.. 4 
Heat removal approximation to match C*· -'I. 0 
Unburned fuel plus measured heat removed 
to match C* 1. 2. 

The boundary-layer voltage drop for electrode 3 was 8. 7 volts. 

The nominal and actual conditions for Cycle II, Test Point.III-b are 
.shown·below · 

C*(ideal-
~ 0/F o/cK Wt C*(meas.) _adiabatic) ~c* ~ 

Ibm/ sec ft/ sec . ft/sec W /mZ 
Nominal 60.0 psia ;::. 6 2.. 0 o 
Actual 58.5 2..562.01 L03 4704 5590 0.84.$) 

The combustion was smooth as in Cycle I. The heat transfer data is 
given below 

Combustion Chamber 
Nozzle 

Q BTU/sec Q/A BTU/in2 sec 

92..4 
87.0 
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The plot of voltage vs current for electrode 3 is shown in :figure 116 • 
The characteristic for this point exhibits marked hysteresis wi!]t a 
sharp break in the curve at- 205 volts. The reason for this hysteresis 
has· not been determined. Among the possible causes is ohmic heating. 
of the boundary layer. The phenomenon seems to be a function of 0/F, 
electrode temperature, or electrode erosion since these are the major 
differences between Cycles I and II. 

The'apparent conductivities calculated by Method 3 for decreasing 
voltages were 

!!:lectrode 
(fmhos/m 

1 
4.2 

l 

s.o 
~ 

6.5 
4 

7.0 
5 

8.9 

Again the voltage p1'6bes d1d not !unction. The predicted conductivities 
are 

Ideal 
Measure heat removed 
Heat removal approximation to.match C* 
Unburned fuel plus measured heat removed 
to match C* 

{mhoshn) 

25.7 
21.8 

1.9 

5.4 

The boundary-layer voltage drop for electrode 3 was 32 volts. 

The measured voltage axis intercepts for Test-Points III-a.and III-b 
are 8. 7 volts and 32. 1 volts respectively. The thermocouple data 
indioatoo that total Wlll'l'l.lUf' tiin¢q A'l o::.l!.~wo::~~ vf Z 1uiuult:s d..n: llt::\:t::;:;.try 

in order to achieve steady- state sidewall face temperatqre. 

Chase-Around Rig {Build 14394-L-:-4) 
Test Point III-c (also 11-a-4)-Run Date 12 Dec. 1962 

Two cycles were made, one at an O/F of 2.53 to satisfy Test Point 
III-c and the· other at an 0/1' of 3. OZ. The maximum power generated 
was 3156 watts, and ·7355 watts, respectively. The difference in power 
is due to the fact that the boundary-layer voltage drop for the O/F of 
2. 53 is more than twice that for 3, 02. The measured conductivity at 
the third electrode for an 0/F of 2. 53 was 8. 7 mhos/m. The conduc
tivity for 0/F = 3. 02 was 7. 1 mhn$/m. Four separate test$ were made 
without shutting the gas generator down, demonstrating rig durability 
and stand flexibility. Tot?l run time for the four tests was 15 minutes. 
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The J?Urpose of this test was to satisfy Test Point Ill-c which required 
measurement of plasma conductivity by Method 1. The .run was to be 
continued for a test at an 0/F of 3. 2. A description of the rig can be 
foand in the preceding report. The standard test procedures were 
employed during these tests. The voltage probes were disconnected 
during power generation to prevent burning out the recording galvano
meters. The conditions for each cycle were 

C*,ft/sec '1.C*, 
Fe, psia B · Wt C*, ft/sec ideal ideal 
measured W/m2 0/F o/cK lbs/sec measured adiabatic adiabatic 

Nominal 60 2.0 2.6 2.0 
Actual 59. 1 2. i7 2.53 2.06 1.02 4829 5630 0.86 

(Cycle I) 
Nominal 60 2.0 3.2 2.·0 
Actual 56.3 2.17 3.02 1.81 1.04 4496 5500 0.82 

• (Cycle II) 

No combustion instabilities were noted during the tests. Figures 117 
and 118 are plots of voltage versus current and.power versus calculated 
load resistance at each condition for electrode 3. The other four elec
trodes are comparable. No Hall voltage measurements are available. 

The conductivities obtained by Method 1 were 

Electrode 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Test Poi11t Ill-c 0/F 2. 53 

I 

O'app = 7.8 mhos/m 
7.6 
8.7 
9. 1 

10.4 

.The pr.:dicted conductivities were 

0/F- 3.02 
I 

O"app = 7.9 mhos/m 
7. 1 
7. 1 
8.3 
9.5 

Test Point lll-c O/F = 2. 53 0/F 3. 02 

Ideal adiabatic conductivity 
(mhos/meter) 

Conductivity for heat removal 
approximation (mho/~eter), to 
match C* 

PAGF. No.85 

I 

a"'" 
~= 

25.5 
6.0 

1.0 
1.0 

I 

cr-26.o 
6. 1 

"-1.0 
£..1. 0 
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Test Point III-c .0/F = 2. 53 0/F 3. 02 · . 

Conductivity for unburned fuel plus 
measured heat out approximation 
(mhos/meter) to match C* 

cr' =10.8 
O"t = 1. 9 

1.1 
<1.0 

Two least squares fits were· made to the data shown in Figure 117. 
The apparent conductivity for· the low.current leg is 2.95 mhos/'meter 
and that for the high current leg is 8. 72 mhos/meter. ·The break in 
the curve is at <tpproximately 7 am.pe.:ref.l, There wa.s a similar brcalt 
noted in the applied voltage vs 'curre.nt curve for Test Point rn-a, ~hen 
it occurred at approximately 10 amperes. It has been. S11gg.-,sted that 
the reason for· the break in the voltage-current curve is a· change· in the 
character of the boundary layer from one that acts as a constant resist
ance to one that· acts as a constant vt?lta"e drop. More data is ner.eJ;;s;t>:y' 
before any conclusions can be drawn. The maximum power generated 
for each 0/F was: Cycle I (Test Point III-c). 3156 watts; Cycle II- 7355 
watts. Since the gas conductivity in each case is approximately the 
same, the apparent reason for the large ·difference in power is the fact 
that the boundary-layer voltage drop at an O/F of 2. 53 was more than 
twice. that for an 0/F of 3. 02 (see Figure 117). 

The boundary-layer drop for. electrode 3 was 131 volts for Point III-c 
and. 38 volts for the 0/F = 3. 02. cycle. Heat. transfer data for a sta
bilized point in each cycle were 

CyCle I (III-c) 

.6 BTU/sec Q/A. BTU 
iu2 se~ 

Combustion chamber 67,0 
Nozzle 104. 7 

0. 39 
2.01 

Cycle ll 

6 BTU/sec 6/A 'BTU··· 
inZ sec 

95.0 
ll:7.0 

0,55 
2.45 

Pictures of the rig taken during teardown are shown in Figures 119 and 
,120 • The erosion on the sidewalls was quite marke-t. As noted in 
other runs, the erosion appears to start from the cracks between the 
sidewall blocks and becomes progressively worse downst:r.:~TTl. Very 
little erosion was evidenced on the electrodes. 

There is strong evidence pointing to the existenc.e of a large boundary
layer resistance at the Of.F of 2. 53. ·The maximum power point for an 
MHD generator occurs when load resi!>tance and internal rie rc:RiAtr~.n.~e 
are equal. For the case in which rig resistance decreases with increas-
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·ing current, this point changes as the loads are changed. This would 
tend to. flatten the power vs load resistance characteristic. In particular, 
for this run, the applied voltag.; vs current characteristic was approxi
mated by 2 straight lines as shO'Hll in Figure 117. When points taken 
from these lines are plotted in Figure 118, two peaks are seen. Figure 
117 shows that for Test Point III-c the plot of voltage versus current is 
not a straight line. If the boundary layer has a pure, constant resist
ance, the slope of the line can be expr~ssed by the following equation 

The slope of the line in Figure 117 decreases with increasing .current. 
It is possible that this occurs because ohmic heating decreases the 
resistance of the boundary layer. The current increased by almost 10 
amperes from electrode 1 to electrode 5. This phenomenon may be 
the result of ohmic heating and turbulent mixing of the relatively .cool 
boundary layer from the water-cooled nozzle. It may also be due to a 
temperature increase caused by weak oblique shocks in.the generator. 

The boundary-layer voltage drop and measured conductivity for Test 
III-c (0/F = 2. 53) were both higher than those for the 0/F 3. 02 test. 

Chase-Around Rig {Build. 14406-L"-2l 
Test Points I-a-1 and ll-a-1 - Run Date 14 Dec. 1962 

Test Points I-a-1 and II-a-1 were run. during a continuous firing of ! 1. 
minutes and 21 seconds duration. For Test I-a-1 the conductivity 
determined by Method 3 for the de.~cending voltage data was 7. 0 mhos/m 
and the boundary-layer. voltage drop was 26 volts. The conductivity for 
Test II-a-1 determined by Method 1 was 5. 9 ·mhos/m. Boundary-layer 
voltage drop was 71 volts. Electrode temperature was calculated to be 
about 2950•F. 

This run was made to obtain data for Test Points I-a-1 and II-a-1 by 
Methods 1, 3, and 5 •. The· basic rig was used with electrodes. in t..lte 
T 1 configuration. Modifications were 

1) Electrode contact pins were rhodium tipped ·carbon, 
2) Electrodes were rhodium plated on the back surface to provide 

good elt!ctrical contact, 
3) Nozzle throat area was 2. 72 in2 , giving A/A*::; 2. 0, and 
4) The 6-element injector was used. 
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Instrumentation was standard exce:.~~ that two thermocouples were in
stalled, one each in the top and bottom upstr..:am electrodes. The 
standard Hz - Oz warmup cycle was run. After a switch to JP4 was 
made, conditions were held steady until electrode temperatures leveled 
off and thermocouples were disconnected. Seeding was then turned on 
and two sets of conductivity data were run, the first with applied voltage, 
and the second w;.!;h magnetic field. Seed flow was then cut off, and 
electrode thermocouples reconnected·. Conditions were held steady for 
55 $econds ~t which time norm~l $ln~tdown procedure was $t~;rted, Run 
time was 681 seconds. 

Target and actual test conditions are summarized in the ~ollowing table 
for Test Points I-a-1 and Il-a-1. 

C* ft/sec 
C* ft/scc ideal 

0/F o/cK Pc A/A* Pt* wt .lbm/sec measure adiabatic 'tc* 
Target 2.6 2.0 60.0 2.0 
Actual 2.59 2.17 58.9 2.0 57 •. 1. 1. 07 4727 5580 • 85 

Recorded data for Test Point I-a-1 was as follows. Figure 121 is a 
plot of voltage versus current for electrode 3. A hysteresis effeci. was 
observed that has not· been satisfactorily explained ·at this time 
but may be due to ohmic heating of electrodes and/or boundary layers. 
Figure 122 shows curves of electrode back surface temp~:":"ature versus 
time. Temperature was still increasing at 170 seconds. When the 
thermocouples were reconnected one was burned out. The other oii.e · · 
indicated a temperature of 2690"F, and dropped to 2470•F in 55 seconds. 
The initial increase ~ay have been due to ohmic heating in the electrode 
at the contact point, or in the· boundary layer. Propellant flows a.nil 
chamber pressure were essentially constant over the interval during 
which conductivity data were taken. Voltage probes were· used for this 
section of the run. Data for 6 values of current density selected for 
their consistent readings are shown on Figure 123 along· with values of 
conductivity calculated from the dat~. )ligurc 124 chows data taken 
over a 0. 5-second interval at 266 seconds. The range. of scatter is 
apparent. 

Conductivity calculated from electrode 3 data is compared with theo
retical conductivity below 
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1) Measured Method 3 
2) Measured Method 5 
3) Ideal adiabatic . 
4) Me as. heat rem, approx. 
·5) Heat rem. to match C* 
6) Meas, heat rem. +unburned fuel 

approx. to match C* 

PWA-2170 

O'o 

5,6- 7,0 mhos/m 
23-35, average 31 
25.7 
19.8 
0,34 

5.77 

Boundary-layer volta.ge drop was 23 volts for increasing voltages and 
26 volts for decreasing voltages as determin~d from a least squares 
straight line fit to the voltage-current data for electrode 3. Measured 
heat flux was 

Chamber 
Nozzle 

Average Q/A 

0, 92 BTU/in2 sec 
2.32 

The Q/ A 1 s for the electrode walls were used with electrode temperature 
measurements from Figure 122 to calculate electrode surface temper
atures. These are 2950•F for both top and bottom electrodes at 170 
seconds .• 

Recorded data for Test Point ll-a-1 was as follows. Figures 125 and 
126 show plots of voltage versus current and power versus. load resist
ance for electrode 3. A least squares fit to the data is shown on Figure 
1 2~ and a line derived from this is shown on Figure 126. Hall voltages . _ \i 

at short circuit are shown below -

Hall Voltage at Short Circuit 

Electrodes· 

Top 
Bottom 

1-2 

42 
42. 

2-3 

44 
46 

4-5 

44 
42 

. volts 
volts 

Voltage probes were disconnected before this test. 

Conductivity as measured by Method ·1 is compared-with theoretical. 
conductivity below 

Meas. 
Ideal adiabatic 
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Meas. heat rem. 
Heat rem. to match C* 
Meas. heat rem. +unburned fuel to 
match C* 

<Y' 

19.4 
0.34 

5.67. 

PWA-2170 

Powe.r output for all electrodes totalled 5. 3 KW. Boundary-layer 
voltage drop, along with opi:m circuit voltage is shown below 

Electrodes 1 2 3 4 5 

Voc 266 266 266 266 266 volts 
Vnint 198 ?.04 195 7.01 1.97 Vt;\lt!l 

ov· 68" 62 71 65 69 volts 

Kig condition wa.s ex:~ellent after this run. Many oi the parts were 
reused in build 14406-L-3 which was run on 20 December 1962.· 

Boundary-layer voltage drop was appreciably higher .during the cycle 
with magnetic field than the previous cycle With applied voltage. High 
conductivity calculated from voltage probe data along with the scatter 
shown on Figure 124, indicates that the probes are still not reliable. 
The difficulty is probably poor connections. Hysteresis was observed 
in the applied voltage test data. This may be due to heating of the 
electrodes or boundary layer at high currents. More study is required 
to be certain of this. Conductivity measured with no m~gnetic field 
was 5. 7 mhos/meter for increasing voltages, .7. 0 mhos/meter for 
decreasing voltage. Conductivity with magnetic field was 5. 9 mhos/ 

·meter. 

Chase-Around Rig (Build 14403-L-3} 
Test Point 1-b-4 and I-d-2 - Date of Run 18 Dec. 1962 

A run of 630 seconds was made to obtain data for Test Points r.:.b-4 and 
I-d-2. The plasma conductivities calculated by Method 3 were 7. 2 and 
8.25 mhos/m for Cycles 1 and 3 (Test Point 1-b-4}, and 10.8-mhos/ 
meter for Test Point I-d-2. Conductivity calculated by Method 5 was 
18.8 to 22.8 mhos/meter for the top-to-center and bottom:-to-center 
probes respectivelyifrom data taken during Cycle 2. 

The purpose of this run was to obtain data for Test Points 1-b-4 arid 
1-d-2 with ramped electrodes and to compare the results with Test 
.Point's Ill-b and Ill-a which were run with flat electrodes at the same 
conditions. Methods 3 and 5 were to be.used to obtain plasma conduc- . 
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tivity. The basic rig was equipped with ramped electrodes, rhodium
plated in the ·contact area. Tantalum contact pins were used. The 
upstream electrode on the bottom was equipped with a thermocouple. 
The electrode walls were built to yield temperature T 4 • The 6-element 

·injector and area ratio 2. 0 nozzle were used. 

The test procedure for this run was standard. Three applied voltage 
cycles were executed, one at a nom).nal 0/F of 2. 6,one at a nominal 
0/F of 3. 2, and the final cycle at nominal 0/F = 2. 6. These cycles 
are designated as Cycle 1, Cycle 2 and Cycle 3 respectively. The 
nominal and actual firing conditions were· 

Cycle 1 
Cycle 2 
~yclc 3_ 

Nominal Conditions 

Oxygen-Fuel Ratio 

2.6 
3.2 

. 2. 6 

o/oK 

2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

Chamber Pressure 

60 PSIA 
60 PSIA 
60 PSIA 

Measured· Conditions 

Pc(Measured chamber pressure - psia) 
Wt(Total weight flow of propellants 

lbs/ sec) 
·· 0/F (oiygeri-fuel ratio) 

o/cK (per cent potassium) 
C* (measured ft/ sec) 
C * (ideal-adiabatic - ft/ sec) 
11.C* (ideal-adiabatic) · 

I-b-4 
Cycle 1 

60.2 
1. 07 

2.65 
I. 99 
4572 
5590 
0.837 

I-d-2 
Cycle 2 

58.8 
1. 07 

-3.38 
1. 99 
4570 
5380 
0.850 

I-b-4 
Cycle 3 

60.5 
1. 07 

2.68 
I. 97 
4690 
5590 
0.840 

During the applied-voltage cycles, the combustion was steady and the 
propellant and seed flows were essentially constant. Data was obtained 
only during the decreasing voltage portion of Cyc~e 1, so alter Cycle 
2 the te ~t was repeated. 

Figures 127 and 128 and 129 show the plots o.f applied voltage versus 
current !or the third electrode pair. The apparent conductivities 
calculated using Method 3 are 7. 2, 10. 8, and 8. 25 mhos/m for Cycles 
1, 2, and 3, respectively. During the second applied-voltage· cycle 
some useful data was obtained from the three voltage probes between 
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the third electrode pair. The cor : 1ctivity from the data is 22.8 ::1:: 2. 4 
mhos/m between the bottom probe and the center probe and 18.8 ::1:: 2. 7 
mhos/m between the center probe. and the top probe, averaged over 12 
points where probe voltages were over 35 volts. 

The' calculated theoretical conductivities were 

·Ideal 
Measured heat out approximation 
Heat removal approx. (to match C*) 
Unburned fuel plus measured heat out 
approxim<i.tion (to match C*) 

Cyde 1 

mhos/m 

. 25.4 
18.3 
0.21 
3.5 

Cycle 2 

mhos/m 

23.H 
18.8 

1. 46· 
1.7 

Cyclt: 3 

mhos/m 

25.6 
19.6 
0.34 
4.0 

Boundary-layer voltage drops were '/,1, 3.31, and 30.6 volts for 
Cycles 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Runs made on 12 D~cember 1962 
for Test Points III-band III-a with flat electrodes showed boundary
layer voltage drops of 32 and 8. 7 volts, which are to be compared with 
Test Points 1-b-4 and I-c-2,respectively. It is not certain on the basis 
of these tests whether the ramps had a significant effect on the boundary 
layer. The ramps may have been eroded enough during the run to 
cause the increase in boundary-layer voltage drop observed during the 
third cycle. The heat flux from the combustion chamber and nozz~e 
were 

Cycle. 1 
Cycle 2 
Cycle 3 

Combustion Gho.mbcr 

0.73 
0.81 
0.66 

Nozll1e 

2.0 
2.7 
2,8 

BTU/in2 sec· 
BTU/in2 sec 
BTU/inZ cec 

The thermocouple imbedded in the bottoin electrode of the first pair 
failed. No useful static p.~essure data was recorded. 

There was not good agreement between the theoretical conductivity 
predictions and the measured conductivities. 

Chase-Around Rig (Build 14403-L-3 1 

Test ll-b-2 - Run Date .19, Dec. 1962 

A run of 22. 1 minutes was made using Hz fuel to satisfy Test Point 
II-b-Z. A comparison run wali made with J.P-1/0z. Th..: ma.x.imu1u 
power for Point II-b-2 was 18,000 watts while the maximum power 
for the JP4 cycle was 2245 watts. Boundary-layer voltage drops of 
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100 volts for the JP4/02 cycle and 10 volts for the H 2 /o2 cycl~ were 
observed. The large difference in power between JP4 and Hz is caused 
by the lower velocity and higher boundary-layer voltage drop noticed 
with JP4. 

Chase-around rig 14403-L-3 was run to satisfy Test Point II-b-2. The 
purpose of the run was to measure the plasma's conductivity with a 
magnetic field present, by Method 1. This was the same rig run for 
11.5 minutes on 18 December 1962. The injector was the 6-element 
configuration with the fuel orifices enlarged to 0. 070 - 0. 075 inch 
diameter. The rig was warmed up to 165 seconds. Conditions were 
set and seeding was turned on. With povirer being generated, the loads 
were cycled. twice._ For comparison a switch from H 2 /o2 to JP4/02 

·was made, seeding was turned on and the loads were cycled once. 
After the JP4 cycle a transfer back to hydrogen was made, another 
load was applied, and then the rig was cooled down in the usual manner. 
A comparison of nominal conditions and actual conditions at a typical 
point are given below 

C*ideal 
Pc,psia 

measuredO/F B W/rrf.o/cK 
Wt C*meas adiabatic"l'l, c*, 

lbs/sec ft/ sec ft/ sec adiabatic 

Nominal (Test 60 
Point ll-b-2) 

6.0 2.0 2.0 

Cycle I and II 54 6.09 2.17 1.99 5678 7277 o. 78 
Nominal (Com-

60 3.2 2.0 2.0 
parison Run)" 

JP14to2 55 3.43 2.17 1.88 
Cycle 

4040 5120 0.79 

The gas generator ran well. •No instabilities were noted during the 
power cycles. The electrode thermocouple failed. It was check~d 
after the run and found to have a broken lead. No useful static pressure 
data was recorded. Figures 130 and 131 are plots of voltage versus 
current and power versus calculated load resistance for electrode 3. · 
The rea.dings on the Hall voltmeters indicate that the electrical integrity 
of the rig was good. Typical values for the ·H2 /o2 cycles were 
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F:lame shield 
to Ground 

V No.3 Iy No.3 (volts) Interelectrode Voltage 

TOP BOTTOM 
1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 1-2 2-3 3-4 4,-5 

Open 
337 0 120** 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 16 

C~rcuit 

Maximum 
ll6 21.6 324** 40 36 Power 36 32 40 44 36 38 

Maximum 
Current* lOl 27.9 396** 50 46 46 48 54 48 40 46 

The readings for both Hz cycles were almost identical, indicating little 
or no deterioration during the interval. The JP4/0z Hall voltages were 
lost when the recording instrument failed •. 

The conductivities obtained by Method 1 {rom ·data in F'igure 130 were 

Point II-b-2 JP4 Cycle 

Apparent conductivity (mhos/meter) 
Electrode .1 

If z 
If 

If 

If 

Ideal- adiabatic conductivity 
(mhos/meter) 

3 
4 
5 

7.5 
7.7 
7. 1 
8.0 
8.4. 

8.2 

22.8 
. 4.4 

During the JP4/0z cycle t&ere was an 1nstrument failure aml uu vult
age-current data was recorded. The voltage and current at each load 
in the cycle were recorded by hand for electrode 3. The average open
circuit voltage for the JP4 cycle was 177 volts. 

The boundary-laye:r drop for the JP4 cycle was 100 volts and that for 
the Hz cycle was 5 volts. No predicted conductivities which use the 
standard correction approximations are available. The· maximum 

* Ammeters pegged, unable to reach short circuit 

** l)ata from flameshield-to-ground voltmeter is questionable 
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power generated for the test was: Cycles I and II (Test Point II-b-2) 
18, 000 watts, JP4 comparison cycle - ZZ45* watts. The total ideal 
power for the actua1 conditions of Test Point II-b-Z based on predicted 
conductivity and predicted velocity is 36, Z50 watts. The measured 
power output of the rig is then about 50 per cent of ideal. The power 
density is 47Z watts/in3. The JP4 power was 18 per cent of ideal with 
a power density of 59 watts/in3 • The main reasons for the large dif
ference in power between JP4 and Hz are: 

1) The boundary-layer drop for JP4 is 100 volts as compared with 
5 volts for Hz. 

Z) The velocity is much less with JP4. This is apparent when one 
considers that, ideally, the open circuit voltage o(JP4/0z should 
be about 78 per cent of Hz/Oz and actually it is approximately 
58 per cent of the Hz/Oz open circuit voltage. 

Heat transfer data for a point representing conditions in both cycles arc· 
given below 

Cycle .I and II (Test Point II-b-Z) 

Combustion chamber 
Nozzle. 

6.. 
BTU/sec 

707 
Z95 

6./A. 
BTU /in2se·c 

4.Z 
5.6 

6. 
BTU/sec 

14Z 
157 

JP4 Cycle 

Q/A, 
BTU/i.n2sec 

0.84 
3.0 

The reason for the higher heat transfer rate of hydrogen is not obvious 
since the theoretical total temperatures are about the same (57oo•R at 
0/F = 6. 0 for Hz versus 5830•R at 0/F = 3.4 for JP4) and the theo
.retic.al heat tr.ansfer coefficients are approximately the same. One 
possibility may be that a film of cool, unreacted JP4 flows near the 
walls. Since the fuel orifices in the injector were enlarged to handle 
the high volume rate of llydrogen flow, the JP4 leaving the orifice 
would have been at t<>o low a velocity, re suiting in poor atomization. 
Also, because of a time shortage, the fuel elements were enlarged with 
a hand drill. This might re suit in poor impingement of the fuel streams 
with a further decrease in atomization and increased possibility of un
·reacted fuel near the combustion chamber walls. The comparison of 

· tbe boundary-layer voltage drop of the JP4 cycle with that of the Hz/Oz 
.cycles gives-further evidence of a cool film assodated with the JP4 

·run. 

* Five times t~e.,third electrode value 
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The total run time on this rig was 32.6 ·minutes. Figures 132 and 133 
are photographs of the rig after teardown. As can be seen, damage to 
the sidewalls was. extensive. There are two possible reasons for the 
hP.avy damage: 1) the high temperatures melted the A 120 3 pins which 
combined with the BeO to form a lower melting point complex, 2) the 
literature* suggests that, at high temperature, beryllia combines with 
water to form the hydroxide Be(OH)

2
. The reaction is as· follows:. 

Since .the product of· combustion of hydrogen and oxygen is superheated 
steam. the reaction is po~;~:;ible and n1ay be one of the causes of the 
deterioration of the sidewalls. 

The ~;tauility of the Ilz/Ol.flamo wali excitl!~!'t, ::~s PviitP.nc:ed by th(: 
almost identical data obtained during Cycles 1 .and t.. The objectlve 
of the run to measure plasma conductivity with magnetic field present 
for Test Point II-b-2 was achieved. 

Chase-Around Rig (Build 14406-L-3} 
Test Point I-b-1 - Ru~ Date 20 Dec. 1962 · 

A run of 6. 3 minutes duration was made to satisfy Test Point I-b-1 and 
an additional point at 0/F = 3. 2. The conductivity calculated by Method 
3 was 8.5 mhps/m for Test Point I-b-1 and.ll.l for.the nominal 0/F = 
3. 2 run. The .boundary-layer voltage drop· for electrodes was 10 volts 
for Test 'Point f-b-1 and l volts for the 0/Jl = 3. Z point. The ro::rnoval 
of the Alz03 dowel _pins appears to improve the sidewall.performance __ 
markedly. 

This firing included two applied-voltage cycles in the absence oi an· 
applied magnetic fie1d. The target c.onditions for the fir~;t t:yde were· 
those of "I:est Point I-b-1. The second cycle was made at identical 
conditions except that the target O/F was 3. 2. The basic rig was used 
with the area-ratio 2.0 nozzle but with the following exceptions or modi
fh:ations: 

1) The elect;rodes were ramped. The straight ramps were 0. 0!30 inch 
high. The backs of the electrodes were rhodium-plated in the 
contact area. 

* Inorganic Chemis.try by E. deBarry Barnett and C. L. Wilson, 

Longrnans Green and Company, P. 148 
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2) The electrode contact pins were carbon and the tips were rhodium 
plated. 

3) The 6-element injector was used. 
4) The aluminum oxide pins were omitted from between the sidewall 

blocks. 
5) The boron nitride backup pieces were ungrooved with the direction 

of maximum thermal conductivity parallel to the direction of heat 
flux. This or-:entation gives the T 1 test condition. 

6) Teflon gaskets were used between the sidewalls and electrodes. 
7) There were no static pressure taps on this rig. A thermocouple 

·was located behind the first electrode on the top electrode assembly. 

This rig had been run previously on 14 December, 1962. The sidewall 
pieces, BN backups and the electrode wall BeO pieces used in this run 
were all used in the previous run except for the sidewall piece in which 

. the voltage .Probes were located. Thus most of the pieces had exp~ri
enced 11 minutes of running prior to this run. 

The r1.1n followed normal sequence. The nominal and actual run con
ditions for Cycle 1, Test Point l-b-1 were 

C*ideal, 
.Wt C*meas adiabatic 

(lbm/ sec)· (ft/sec) ,(ft / sec)· "l'tc* B 

Nominal 
Actual 

60.0 
63.9 

2.6 2. 0 
3.02 1.81 1.17 4542 5491 

0 
0. 83 0 

The discrepancy·between nominal and ·actual conditions .was caused by 
an improperly set 0 2 flow rate. 

The combustion was quite steady throughout the run. The heat transfer 
data for the combustion chamber and ~ozzle is shown below 

Combustion chamber· 
Nozzle 

Q ( BTU) 
sec 

170 
203 

Q/A BTU 
( in2 sec 

1.0 
3.9. 

The thermocouple located behind the first electrode gave fairly good 
readings. A plot of thermocouple reading versus time is shown in 
Figure 134. No reason is apparent for the sudden drop in temperature 
at 110 seconds. The temperature appeared to level off at 2150•F before 
the the.rmocouple was disconnected at the beginning of the run, however, 
when it was plugged in again at the end of the run, the temperature· was 
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2700"F. The 0/F at the beginning of the run was 3. 02 while at the end 
of the run it was 3. 65._ This O/F difference would account for the dif
ferences in reading, especially in view of the increased heat flux noted· 
at the higher 0/F. The temperature recorded before the thermocouple 
was disco~nected can be used along with the measured Q/A to calculate 
an electrode face temperature of 2400 •F. After the run the calculated 
electrode face temperature was 2900•F. The applied voltage .versus 
current plot for electrode 3 is shown in Figure 135. The voltage-cur
rent characteristic is a straight ·line with no hysteresis or change in 
slope apparent. 

The conductivitie-s calculated from a least squares fit to the voltage
current data for Cycle 1 were 

li:l<ictrot;!e 
(J (mhos/m) 

1 

7.9 

'J. 

7.2 
3 

8.5 
4 

io.z 
<;· .. 

B.l 

The voltage axis intercept for electrode 3 was 10 volts. The voltage 
probe data is presented below 

(J 1-2 (mhos/m) 
(J 2-3 
0:1-3 

Range of Values Average 

12.3- 15.3 
10 - 47 
17-20.4 

13.8 

18.5 

As can be seen the data is not reliable.· The data is sl-own graphically 
in Figure 136. The theoretically predicted conductivities for the various 
correction method-s are given below 

Ideal 
1v1easu.1.·ed heat :..·en.oved 
Heat removal approximation to match C* 
Unburned fuel plus measured heat removed 
to match C* 

a (mhos/m) 
26 
19.0 
~1 

1.5 

The conductivity obtained from the slope of the voltage-current curve is 
bracketed by the measured heat removed prediction and the heat removal 
prcdicVon but docs not fall close to either one. · 

The nominal and actual run conditions for Cycle 2 are shown below 

wt C* meas C*ideal,adia-
Pc.lpsia) 0/F o/cK (lbm/sec) (ft/sec) batic(ft/ Sec) 11 c* B ----

Nominal 60.0 3.2 2.0 0 

Actual 62.6 3.65 1.77 1. 19 . 4373 5315 0.82 0 
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As in the first cycle, the discrepancies were caused by an improperly 
.set oxygen flow rate. Again, the combustion was quite steady through-
out the run. The heat transfer for chamber and nozzle is presented 
below 

0 (BTU ) Q/Af. BTU 
sec . 1nz sec 

Chamber . 211 1. 24 
Nozzle 215 . 4. 14 

The applied voltage v.ersus current curve for electrode 3 is shown in 
Figure 135. The .voltage-current characteristic is a straight line with 

. no hysteresis or change in slope apparent. 

The conductivities calculated from a. least squares fit to the voltage
current data for Cycle 2 were 

Electrode 
c:5 (mhos/m) 

1 
12. 1 

z 
10.2 

3 
ll.l 

4 
13. 1 

5 
15. 9_ 

The voltage axis intercept for electrode 3 was Z volts. The voltage 
probe data is presented below: 

·Range of Values Average 

0' 1-2 (mhos/m) 
0'2-3 
Q' 1~3 

11.2-15.8 
15 - 59 

13.3 - 18.8 

12.9 

15.8 

The data is shown graphically in Figure 137. There is considerable 
scatter. The theoretical conductivity is shown below lor the various 
predictions · 

Ideal 
Measured heat removed 
Heat removal approximation to match C* 
Unburned fuel plus measured heat removed 
to match C* 

~ (mhos/m) 

22.0 
15.6 
(.1. 0 
(.1.0 

Figures 138 and 139 show photographs taken of the rig after teardown. 
The voltage probes can be seen in Figure 138. The erosion on the 
sidewalls was much less severe than on previous runs. The decrease 
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in erosion is believed to result from the removal of the Al 20 3 pins.·. 
The problem of materials compatibility at high temperature must be 
considered carefully when designing MHD rigs and other high temper-· 
ature de·.rices. 

Another noteworthy point brought to light in the pictures is that the 
coloration of the bcryllia pieces varies across the rig and the pattern 
is not· symmetrical with respect to the center line. This sugg·ests that 
the flow from the nozzle is not perfectly axial. This· is probably be
cause of poor alignment between the rii and the nozzl~, This phenom-· 
enon could explain some of the variation in voltage probe data. 

The characteristics of the voltage-current plot are much different than 
previous runs which had flat electrodes. The fact that the probe data 
ir; er·ratic is in all p.robability due to the poor electrical contact made 
with the probes and to the high erosion rates of the probe material. 

Chase-Around Rig {Build 14404-L-3) 
Test Points 1-b-2 and 1-d-1 - Run Date 20 Dec. 1962 

A test of 7. 8 minutes was made to obtain data for Test Points 1-b-·2 
and 1-d-1. Measured conductivities for :rests l-b-2 and 1-d-1 were 
6. 9 and 11.2 mhos/m respectively and boundary-layer drops for the 
respective tests were 27 and 10 volts. Ramped electrodes were used. 

This test was made to obtain conductivity data for Test Points 1-b-2 a·nd 
1-d-1. Methods 3 and 5 were used to determine conductivity. The 
basic rig was used,, with electrodes in the T2 configuration. The elec-

. trodes were rhodium plated. The electrode contact pins were of tan
talum.. The 6,.el.,m'ilnt injlil<:tol' and. tho area ratio 2. 0 n01mlo were uocd, 
Only the three cross-stream voltage probes were used. One thermo
couple was installed in the back face of electrode 1. 

Nominal and actual conditions for Cycle 1, Test Point 1-b-2 are com
pared in the following table 

wt C*(meas) C* (ideal) B 
p psi a 0/F o/cK {lbl!'lec) (ft I sec) {ft I sec) Ytc* W/m2 

Nominal 60 2.6 2.0 
______ .,. ------ 0 

Actual 59.3 2.64 2.04 1. 06 ·4630 5580 0.83 0 

Combustion appeared to be stable during. the test and no abnormalities 
were noted. A plot ot applied voltage vs curr~ul fur Lh~ lhird electrode 
pair is presented in·Figure 140. Inspection of Figure 140 shows that 
the voltage-current characteristic exhibits the previously noh:d hys
teresis. A plot of the temperature· at the back face of electro'de 1 is 
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plotted vs time in Figure 141. The thermocouple recording temperature 
·was disconnected when voltage was applied in· Test l-b-2. The thermo

couple was reconnected after the applied voltage cycle for T~st I-d-1. 
An increase in electrode temperature of about 650 degrees during the 
test was indicated. Static pressures in the test section were essentially 
constant during the test. The downstream pressure tap failed to giv~ 
readings during the test. The static pressures recorded by the up:
stream taps 1 and 2 are presented in the following table 

Press-ure Tap 

1 
2 

Static Pressure 

10.6 psia 
11.2 psia 

Chamber pressure and total weight flow were essentially constant 
during the test. 

The conducthrity determined from the slope of the descending voltage 
portion of the voltage-current characteristic for the third electrode 
was 6. 9 mhos/m. PredictP.d conductivities are shown in the following 
table 

Ideal 
Measured heat removed 
Heat removal correction to match C* 

Cf (mhoslm) 

26.8 
20.7• 

0.2 
Measured heat removed + unburned fuel correction 
to match C* 

2.7 

Cross-stream voltage profiles as recorded with the voltage probe·s are 
presented in Figures 142 and 143. The~ condu-ctivities calculated from 
the voltage gradients between various probe pairs are shown in tables 
on Figures 142 and 143. The calculated conductivities show 'consider
able· variati"on during the test and in general look questionable. The 
boundary-layer voltage drop for the third electrode pair was 27 volts. 
Average heat flux for th~ combustion chamber was 0. 68 BTU lin2 sec 
while the average heat flux for the nozzle was 2. 52 BTUiin2 sec. 

Actual and nominal test conditions for Cycle 2, Test Point I-d-1 are 
presented inthe following table 

Wt C·~(meas) C*(ideal) ~ 
p!.; psia OIF o/cK (lblsec) !ft I sec) (ft I sec) "Ytc* Wlm2 

Nominal 60 3. 2· 2.0 0 
Actual 57.5 3.21 2.04 1. 07 4440 5410 0.82 0 
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Combustion was stable during this test and no abnormalities were noted. 
A plot of applied voltage vs current for the third electrode pair is pre
sented i.n Figure 144. The plot is essentially a straight line showing 
none of the hysteresis effect noted in Test 1-b-2. The static pressures 
recorded on pressure taps 1 and 2 are presented in the following table 

Pressure Tap Static Pressure 

1 10.4 psia 
2 10.6 psia 

The conductivity calculated from the slope of the voltage-current charac.
. teristic for electrode 3 was 11. 2 mhos/m. Predicted conductivities 
are show~ in the following table 

Ideal 

0' (mho~/m) 

27.3 
Measured heat removed 21. 0 
Heat removal correction to match C* 0. 6 
Measured heat removed +unburned fuel correction .(1. 0 
to match C* 

The voltage probes failed to operate properly during this test. The 
boundary-layer voltage drop for electrode 3 was 10 volts. The average 
h~at flux for the combustion chamber was 0. 79 BTU /in2sec. For the 
nozzle the average heat flux was 2. 52 BTU/in2sec. 

The hysteresis effect noted in the voltage-current characteristic obtained 
in Test 1-b-z- appears to be a result o(an increasing boundary-layer 
temperature. This conclusion is supported by the measured electrode 
temperature data which shows that electr.ode temperature had not 
reached steady state when test 1-b-2 was begun. The voltage probe 
data obtained during Test 1-b-2 is questionable at best. It appears, 
however, that with some refinements in the probe design and installation 
techniques the voltage probe will become a useful tool for conductivity 
measurements. 

Chase-Around Rig (Build 14404-L-3) 
Test ll-b-1 - Run Date 21 Dec. 1962 

An Hz/02 run of 7. 6 minutes d~ration was made to satisfy Test Point 
ll-b-1. Because of a low hydrogen surply pressure the flow could not. 
be m:l.int.l.ined conctant during tho run and the O/F incroacod from 6. 49 
to 7. 84. The seeding decreased from 2. 86 to 1. 48 per cent K. The 
conductivities calculated by Method 1 for electrode 3 are 7. 1 mhos/ 
meter at 2.86 per centK and 6.1 mhos/meter at 1.48 per cent K. 
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The maximum power generated was 13,700 watts. 

Chase-Around Rig 14404-L-3 was run to obtain data for Test Point 
II-b-1. The purpose of. the run was to measure the plasma conductiv
ity with a magnetic field present. The rig was the same as that run on 
20 December 1962 for 7.S·minates. One hundred and thirty two seconds 
were allowed f. or warmup .and the setting of. C()nditions. The loads were 
cycled and the rig shut down without a cooldown because of. lack of. hy
drogen. A comparison of. nominal conqitions and actual conditions at a 
typical point are given below 

C* C*f.t/sec 
Pc, psia B 
measured W/m-z; 

Wt, 
0/F o/cK lbs/sec 

·me as ideal "yt c* 
f.t/sec adiabatic adiabatic 

Nominal 
Actual 

60.0 
47.7 

2. o. 
2. 17 

6. 0 2. 0 
6.49 1.48 .802 4935 7196 0.69 

B:e.cause of low hydrogen supply pressure; the weight flow of. hydrogen 
could not be held constant. Consequently the 0/F increased from 6. 49 
to 7·. 84. An attempt was. made to keep the per cent K constant during 
this· time. During the time the 19.5 load was connected~ per cent K 
changed from 2. 86 to 1. 48 resulting in a reduction in conductivity, and 
an apparent increase in boundary-layer voltage drop from 8 volts to 
30 volts .. This can be seen on Figure 145. Later on in the run, when 
the 3. 5-ohm load was connected, performance became very erratic, 
resulting in loss of data above 24 amperes. A plot of. terminal voltage 
versus current and power versus ca-lculated load resistance fo.r electrode 
3 is shown in Figure 145 and 146. The other four electrodes show simi
lar .trends. The readings on the Hall voltmeters indicate the electrical 
integrity of the rig was good. Typical values during the run are given 
below 

Open 
Cir-cuit 

Maximum 
Power 

Flame shield 
VtNo.3 'IyNo.3 to Ground 
(Volts) (Amps) (Volts) _.:.._ _ __...:._ 

332 0 . 120* 

235 11.7 264* 

Interelectrode Voltage 
TOP BOTTOM 

1-2 2-3 3-4 4--5. 1-2 ?-3 3-4 4-5 

o o o o o o· 6. 8 

24 20 20 20 12 14 12 13 

* Data from flameshield to ground is questionable since it does not 
agree with the interelectrode Hall voltages 
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The Hall meter readings at short circuit conditions are not given be:.. 
cause the ammeters were .pegged at 30 at:'lperes at a load of 1. 5 ohms. 
The values measured for the interelectrode voltage indicate that the 
electrical integrity of the rig was good. No detailed analysis. of the 
Hall field will be made. Static pressure instrumentation failed to give 
data. 

No predicted conductivities have been made because of changing test 
conditions. The maximum. power generated for the test was 13,651 
watts. The ideal total power out for the conditions of this run based 
on a reasonable predicted conductivity and predicted velocity is 34, ZOO 
watts. The ideal total power was calculated from formula 

PMA.X 

where 

IDEA\. 

(c.v ..... B H)z. 

4 R. op~ 
where 

c..;, = nozzle velocity coefficient 

H 
(j·A 

.1 

The measured power output is then 39. 5 per cent of ideal and yields a 
power density of 358 watts/cubic inch. 

A plot of power versus calculated load resistance for electrode 3 is 
shown in Figure 146. The other four electrodes show similar trends. 
The indicated boundary-layer voltage drop was small for all electrodes. 
The data for a point representing conditions during the-load cycle are 
given below 

Combustion cha.mber 
Nu:t.zle 

Q, BTU/sec 

614 
258 

• . 2. . 
Q/A, BTU/in sec 

3.6 
!i.O 

The heat transfer rates are compa1·able .with the H 2 /62 power run made. 
on 19 Dece111ber, 1962. 

The total run time on this rig was is. 4 minutes. Figures 147 and 148 
are photographs of the rig after teardown. As can be seen, damage to 
the sidewalls was extensive. A discussion of the probable causes is 
given in the writeup on the run of 19 December, 1962. 

This run was an attempt to obtain data for Test Point II-b-1. However, 
the actual run conditions during this test were appreciably different 
from the nominal conditions required and they .varied considerably 
during the run. The run data can not be used for Test Point Il-b-1. 
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Chase-Around Rig (Build 14394-L-5) 
Tests 1-a-3 and II-a-3 - Run Date 27 Dec. 1962 

A run of 18.4 minutes duration was made to satisfy Test Points 1:-a-3 
and II-a-3. The measured conductivity for the first cycle on Test 
1-a.--3 was 6. 9 mhos/m for eleCtrode 3. When this point was repeated 
later in the run the measured conductivity was 10.9 mhos/m. The 
voltage -current characteristic seems to be a .strong function of elec
trode temperature. For Test ll-a-3 the conductivity with magnetic 
field was 3. 2 mhos/m. The maximum power generated wa-s 2800 watts. 
Low power output· was attributed to low flow velocity and to shorting of 
the Hall potential due to failure of the electrical isolation of the exhaust 
flame shield. The sidewall durability was very good.· The improved 
performance is attributed to the removal of the A 1 203 dowel pins.· 

The firing included three cycles. The first cycle was made to obtain 
conductivity data for Test Point 1-a-3. The second cycle was made to 
obt.;;~.in conductivity data for Test Point ll-a-3. The third cycle was 
made to obtain conductivity data for Test Point 1-a-3, iman attempt to. 
show the dependence of the voltage-current characteristic on time 
transients such as electrode temperature. The rig was Chase-Around 
Rig 14394-L-5. It was the standard rie: with the following exceptions: 

·1) The flat electrodes were rhodium-plated in the contact area. 
These electrodes had been used previously. The electrode contact 
pins were tantalum. 

2) The A 1 203 dowel pins between the individual sidewall blocks were 
omitted. 

3} The gasket on the spring cover housing was Silastic. All othe.r 
gaskets were Teflon. . 

4} A thermocouple was loc.ated behind the first electrode on the top. 
5) There were no pressure taps on t.~is rig. 
6} The nozzle nominal area ratio was 2. 0. 
7} The 6-ele:nent injector was used·. 

Standard procedure was followed throughout tne run except that in Cycle 
3.the voltage was varied up and down successively several times. The 
nominal and actual run conditions are shown below. They were the same 
for .all three cycles. 

Nominal 
Actual 

Pc (psia}. 0/F o/cK 

60 2. 6 2. 0 

Wt 
lbs/ sec 

C*meas. 
(ft I sec} 

60.8 2.72 1.9-2.21.10-1.11 4564-4528 
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The KN02 flow varied during the run. The period of the variations was 
about 20 seconds. The variation is attributed to an improperly bled 
KN02 tank. The 0/F and chamber pressure remained steady through-· 
out the run. The thermocouple in the electrode failed. The heat trans
fer data is given below. It ·was taken at 500 seconds after firing. The 
data remained constant throughout the run. 

Chamber 
Nozzle. 

BTU/sec 

148 
127 

BTU /in2 sec(averag~ 

.·0.87 

2.45 

The voltage probe data exhibited considerable scatter and is considered 
to be unreliable. 

The pi'ot of applied voltage versus current to the plasma fr;>r Cycle 1 
is shown in Figure 149. The slope of the curve changes quite markedly 
until currents greater than 9. 5 amperes are reached. 

The conductivities as determined ·by Method 3 are 

Electrode 
0" (gmos/m) 

1 
6.0 

2 
6.6 

3 
6.9 

4 
7.9 

5 
10.0 

The conductivities above were determined for currents above 9.5 amperes. 
The boundary-layer voltage drop was 47 volts for electrode 3 . 

. The· magnetic field for Cycle 2 was 2. 17 webers/m2 . The open-circuit 
voliage averaged 236 volts for electrodes 1 to 4 correspondine to a. VP.

locity of 1110 ft/see. This velocity is much lower than theo:rett'cal 
prediction based on perfect one -dimensional expansion which is, 
Voc ideal = 368 volts. 'the plot of terminal voltage versus current to 
the load.for electrode 3 is shown in Figure 150. The average boundary
layer voltage drop was 31 volts. The average of the intere!ectrode 
Hall voltages is given below along with the flameshield-to-combustion 
chambg;p Hall volto.ge, 

Open circuit 
Ma.xi~um power 
Short circuit 

!"laMe shield-to
Average of Interelectrode Combustion Chamber 

Hall Voltages (volts) {volts) 

0 
5 
8 
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The conductivities as calculated by Method 1 are 

Electrode 
0 mhos/m 

1 
2.3 

2 
2.5 

3 
3.2 

4 
3.8 

5 
5. 1 

PWA-2170 

The maximum power generated was 2800 watts. The maximum power 
point occurred at a load resistance of 14.3 ohms. This indicates an 
average plasma conductivity of 3. 9 mhos/m. 

The plot of voltage applied versus current for Cycle 3 (a repeat .of 
Cycle!) is shown in Figure 151. The shape of the curve is the same 
as that observed in Cycle 1 and the region of constant slope once again 
occurs when the current is greater than 9. 5 amperes. The conductiv
ities as determined by Method 3 for points with current above 9. 5 
amperes are given be~ow 

Electrode 
(J mhos/m 

1 
11. 1 

2 
10.7 

3 
10.9 

4 
11.8 

5 
12;'3 

The boundary-layer voltage drop for electrode 3 was 96 volts. Shorting 
on electrodes 4 and 5 was observed at the end of this run. Figures 152,· 
153 , and 154 are pictures of the rig after the run. Severe arcing 
damage can be seen on bottom electrodes 4 and 5. Arcing damage was 
also noted at the rig entrance .. Current apparently flowed from the 
electrodes via the arc to the electrode backup.structure and then back 
to the plasma through the arc at the rig entrance. The arc may have 
been started by breakdown of the BN and BeO resistivity because of" 
water spraying into the rig trom the flameshield. Aside from the arcing 
mentioned, which must have occurred very near the end of the run, the 
sidewalls performed very well. 

The predicted conductivities are listed be-low. The predictions are the 
average of predictions for the two seed flow rates. 

Uo 
I 

0' O't 

Ideal 25.7 25.6 5.9 
Measured heat removed 20.8 20.3 4.6 
Heat removal approximation to 
match C* d.O <1.0 <: 1. 0 
Unburned fue1 plus measured heat 
removed to match C* 1.3 1.3 ~ 1.0 

As seen, the predictions bracket the measured conductivities but do not 
come close to hitting the measured conductivity. 
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The voltage-current characteristics for the applied voltage conductivity 
run (Cycles 1 and 3) demonstrate that the effect of boundary layer is 
important. It appears that there is a change in boundary-layer resist
ance with current and time. This change could be due to ohmic heating 
of the boundary layer or nonequilibrium ionization effects in the bound
ary layer. Since the maximum current of the power run data falls below 
electrode currents of 9.5 amperes, the main effect seen in the data is 
probably that of the boundary layer. The power generated was quite 
low. Reasons for the low Hall potential and the low flow velocity: The 
low flow velocity could be a result of poor alignment between rig and 
nozzle. There is often a slight step as the plasma enters the MHO 
section. This will cause at least weak oblique shock waves at the rig 
entrance resulting in a reduction in velocity and increase in static 
temperature and pressure. 

4. Conclusions 

Summary Tables I and ll give pertinent data on the runs, rigs and· 
results. The major effort was spent in developing a dependable, dura
ble MHO test rig of practical. configuration which had the ne.cessary 
mechanical and electrical integrity. An MHO generator of novel ·design 
(chase-around rig) using very high temperature refractory ceramic, 
insulating sidewalls and electrodes was ·conceived and built. Its success
ful operation provided information on the performance, as it affected 
MHD generators, of the injector, combustion cha1nber, nozzle and other 
components. The rig also revealed the need for improvements in in
strumentation and recording apparatus because of the extreme conditions 
present. 

Efforts to remedy the various deficiencies in equipment were begun imc: 
mediately and analytical procedures and corrections ·in some cases were 
accomplished in time. In general, however, the needed corrections 
could not be made within the time remaining in the contract period. 

In spite. of the knowledge that improvements were needed in various 
areas before truly refined data of high reliability was obtained, the 
tests that had been proposed were run as scheduled, since some of the 
more important improvements would have involved extensive develop
mental effort. In some cases, as can be seen in Summary 'Table I, 
more than one .test was made in an attempt to satisfy the condition. 
The data is presented and compared with theory. However, the lack of 
a proven method of compensating for combustor inefficiency, one of the 
most powerful factors affecting MHD generator plasma conductivity, 
precluded a complete experimental verification of the plasma conductiv
ity theory. The lack of knowledge of the state of the thermochemical 
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equilibrium also contributed to the uncertainties of the corrected 
theoretical values. In spite· of these deficiencies, values of conductivity 
were measured during JP4 fueled runs. The measured values of con
ductivity wel'e bracketed by theoretical "predictions which included 
corrections for heat loss and combustion inefficiency made by two 

·different methods. Measured values of conductivity mad~ during 
. hydrogen-fueled runs agreeq almost exactly with theory uncorrected for 
heat loss or combustion inefficiency. 

The lack of repeatable, reliable ·voltage probe data precluded experi
mentally obtaining plasma conductivity by two semi-independent methods. 
Thus the assumptions regarding the electrical characteristics of the 
boundary layer could not be verified. ·Two powerful mechanisms by 
which apparent boundary-layer voltage drop could be appreciably re
duced were observed, however. One was the result of a deliberate 
attempt to decrease boundary-layer volta,ge drop by increasing bound
ary-layer energy and temperature through the use of ramped electrodes. 
The other and more powerful effect noted was the influence of high 0/F 
on boundary-layer voltage drop, at least with ceramic carbide elec
trodes. The free oxygen present at the higher values of 0/F apparently 
reacted with the .carbides, oxidizing them and, in the process, adding 
thermal energy to the boundary layer,· decreasing its resistance. 

The experience gained during this effort provided the basis for future 
project activity. 

5. Recommendations 

Analysis of the test ruris discussed previously has shown that many 
improvements in hardware, instrumentation, test procedures, and 
th,eoretical prediction methods must be made in order to achieve better 
agreement betwee·n theory an·(t experiment .. These improvements will 
also aid in the development of practical, larger-sized generators. The 
most important of the areas needing further ·study are noted here. 

a. Hardware 

Hardware improvements to components other than the MHD channel 
needed to refine experimental rigs are rioted below. Improvements 
needed in the MHD channel structure are d1scussed below umler 
Structural Concepts. 

b. Nozzles 

One problem encountered •.vith the MHD rig has been that of aligning 
the MHD channel with the nozzles so that flow in the MHD channel 
is ptrfectly axial. Another problem associated with the nozzles is 
that they expand and warp as their temperature increases. Nozzle 
design should be improved so that no?.zle dimensions change very . 
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little or at ieast so that they do not warp because of the high heat 
flux encountered during testing. Design of the rig and/or nozzles 
should also allow for adjustment so that the rig and nozzle can be 
aligned easily and accurately. Nozzle design should inclt•de con
sideration of the variation of o with axial distance as the plasma 
expands through the. nozzle. 

c. Combustion Chamber 

. To help reduce· heat loss in the chamber it is suggested that a 
thermally insulating liner be used in the combustion chamber. 
Increasing the chamber-to-throat area ratio will reduce. the heat 
flux per unit area and the chamber Mach number. Thus by in~· 
creasing the chamber area it may be possible to decrease total 
boat locc and i.ncrea.10o .re~>i.denco ti.mo wi.th ·a. ro~>ultinl? i.ncroa.se i.n 
combustion efficiency. Optimum sizing of the chamber area should 
be investigated analytically and experimentally. 

d. Injector 

A more efficient injector design must be found. The C* efficiencies 
obtained with the current designs are so low that conductivity pre
dictions cannot be made with any degree of assurance. Injectors 
must also produce a constant O/F and per cent K over a cross
section· of flow so that these variables are known over the regic)n 
in which the conductivity measurement is being made. It is also 
highly. desirable to have an injector-combustion chamber combi
nation which will provide a constant C'~ efficiency regardless of 
chamber press~re, 0/F, per ce~t K and .nozz-1~ area ratio •. · · 

e. Procedure 

The time required to reach steady-state wall temperatures and the 
optimum warmup procedure should be investigated thoroughly by 
experimental and analytical techniques. It appears that addition of 
a significant percentage ~f nitrogen flow to the hydrogen/oxygen 
warmup combustants would decrease the total temperature and 
decrease the rate of increas,e of hot waH temperature. By experi.
mentahon, a warmup procedure could be iound. that would m1n1m1ze 
the time required to reach steady-state wall temperature without 
damaging the rig through thermal shock. 

f. Instrumentation 

There is, of course, room for improvement in the reliability,resistance to 
high common mode voltages, and in the accuracy of much of the instru-
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mentation. In addition to this obvious recon1mendation, more in
strumentation, particularly with regard to electrodP. temperature 
measurement, static and total pressure ·measurement,and voltage 
probe measurements would be helpful in interpreting the test results .. 

Total pressure should be .measured at the downstream end of the 
combustion chamber in order to determine experimentally the 
pressure losses associated with burning finite sized.fuel ·droplets 
at finite vP.locities,and in order to correlate the theoretical pre
dictions of total pressure loss. 

The .unreasonable static pressure gradients (decreasing pressure 
in the initial portion of the supersonic duct) noted, at times, in 
the rig give rise to suspicion of the static pressure data. This 
problem may be solely a result of faulty sealing of the pressure 
top connections, but the problem should be investigated. 

Experience with the chase-around rig has demonstrated that elec
trode temperature mr~y increase by as much as 600"F during an 
applied-voltage cycle. The electrode temperature seems to have 
a large effect on the voltage current characteristic and the con
ductivity determined from the slope of this characteristic. It is 
suggested that instrumentation be developed that will allow accurate 
determination. of electrode temperature when high common mode 
voltages are pre.sent. 

Recommendations regarding the use of voltage probes, voltage 
probe i!lstrumentation, and the AC conductivity _probe are disc1:1ssed 
in the section on Special Support Work. 

g. Theoretical Predictions 

As noted previously some of the important influences on MHD 
performance are: 

1) Atomization, vaporization and acceleration of the liquid fuel 
droplets, 

· 2) Nonuniform composition across the injector and MHD channel, 
and, 

3) Finite reaction rates. 
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The first of these influences is discussed in the references* and in 
the combustion section of this volume. The second is also discus sed 
in the combustion section. The third influence is discussed in 
Section III. A. above. It is quite possible that more thorough con-· 
sideration of these effects may help to explain some of the dis
crepancies between theory and ·experiment. It is recommended 
that they be investigated thoroughly. 

It is suggested that experimental methods of determining local 
plasma temperature and composition be investigated. Catalytic 
and spectrographic methods of determining plasma composition 
should be investigated. By using a sampling probe it would be 
possible to experimentally determine the 0/F distribution. This 
area should be investigated. In general, then, improvements in 
MilD performance and prc~iction can be realized by refining the 
hardware and instrumentation, developing more realistic prediction 
methods, using new measurement techniques (voltage probes, AC 
conductivity probe) and by measuring more parameters (plasma 
temperature and composition). Another area that should receive 
further analytical and experimental attention is the boundary layer. 
This area should be studied extensively with regard to heat trans
fer and voltage drop. 

* NASA 'l'echmcal J{eport l:{-6'1, Propellant Vaponzahon as a Design 
Criterion for Rocket Engine Combustion Chambers, Richard J. 
Preim and Marcus F. Heidman 

Stable Combustion Processes in Liquid Propellant Rocket Engines, 
5th Colloquium of the Combustion and Propulsion Panel NATO; 
April 1962, S. Lambiris, L. P.Combs, and R. S. Levine 
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B. Structural Concepts 

1. Introduction 

The purpose of this section is to present the results of tests by 
which information on structural concepts for use in MHD 
generators was obtained. The results contributed to ·the design 
of the 1000 and 250-megawatt generators reported in Volume VI 
of the final report. Tests were run in MHD generators designed 
to generate high power densities using hydrocarbons or hydr·ogen 
as fuel with oxygen. The reactants produced plasma temperatures 
up to 6000°R. The flow Mach nurr.bers ranged from 1. 7 to 2. 4 
which represents fl.;:,w velocities up to approximately 6, 700 ft/sec. 
The flows were seeded with a hydrous solution of potassium nitrite 
to· enhance electrical conductivity. Voltage gradients due either 
to the self-induced EMF through the application of magnetic fields 
to values of over 2 w/m2 or to externally applied voltages 
approached 1500 volts /ft. Several different structural configura
tions including the use of numerous materials were investigated 
in an effort to develop a structural concept.capable cif meeting 
the requirements of the mission and environment. 

MHD generators ·using alkali metal-seeded plasmas produced .by 
the combustion of a hydrocarbon fuel with oxygen must operate 
with plasma temperatures in" the ·range of 4500°R to 6000°R to obtain 
practical values of electrical conductivity. Plasma velocities 
;:,lust be very high since pow~r output is pr"oportional to ~eloc~ty. · 
squared. Optimization studies reported in the System Analysis 
section of this volume show that the flow Ma.:h numbers should 
be supersoni\= ·and in the range of 2 to 3. The same studies also 
show that plasma ·static pressures in the MHD generator channel 
should be about 8 psia. This combination of static pressure, 
Mach. number and composition dictates a con1bustion chamber 
pressure ranging from 60 to 400 psia depending on the appiication. 
The heat fluxes resulting from this combination of conditions 
approximate those experienced, for short times, by .the nose 
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cones of re-entering intercontinental ballistic missles and earth 
satellites (50-300 Btu/ft2 sec). The MHD generators must 
withstand these conditions for long periods of .time and maintain 
not oniy mechanical but electrical integrity as well. The strong 
adverse effect which small amounts of electrical leakage can 
have on performance is discussed in Volume VI of the final 
report and will .not be ·repeated here. 

Because the generators must have mechanical as well as electri-· 
cal integrity, both areas must be considered ln the design of all 
components 1.:. The electrode walls are required to operate ·at 
high temperatures (T > 3000°R) to minimize boundary layer 
voltage drop, anii .must wit!->stand inton&9 lili"Osivo and corrocrh•c 
conditions as well as severe thermal stress and thermal shock, 
with no loss in interelectrode electrical insulation or insulation 
fron1 ground. The development of electrode walls also requires 
detailed examination of electrical leakage through insulators, 
leakage through debris (seed and/ or combustion products) along 
insulator surfaces due to conducting deposits and arcing to side
walls and conducting and/or grounded support structures. Gas-. 
cooled metal electrodes require consideration of surface tempera
ture measurement, surface temperature control, sealing of high 
pressure coolant, protection of seals from the hot gas str<'!am, 
thermal stresses between unlike metals, warpage and embrittle
rnent oi welds, brazes', or electrode metal due to interaction "with 
the coolant at high temperatures. Ceramic electrodes call for. 
the investigation of erosion by the supersonic corrosive plasma, 
rPr~rtinn "'ith th9 ph&:rn:a and otho;r (;ompononto, ouidation, :reoio 
tive and/or conductive coating formation, thermal stress and· 
shock, investigation of :;arface temperature control with the use 
of electrode backups with differing thermal conductivity and/or 
radiation gaps ·and fabrication problems. 

Sidewalls must meet even more stringent requirements in order 
to perfonn as desired, Besides mechanical stress, thermal 
gradients and high velocity, reactive atmosphere, the sidewalls 
are subjected to large voltage gradients. The development of 

* SeP. Volume VI of the Final Report for an ex-tensive discussion of the 
problems encountered due to the operatiner.onciitions in MHn gPnPr;~tor:;i 
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practical metal sidewalls requires the investigation of types of 
coolants and rate of cooling, prevention of warping! arcing from 
electrode to sidewall and magnetic pP-rmeabiEty. Metal sidewalls 
must use an insulating coating to prevent shorting. The technology 
of refractory coating must be master·ed. Methods of application, 
materials to be used, resistivity at high temperatures, porosity, 
adherence an'd scale-up problems are areas to be investigated in 
the field of coatings. Ceramic sidewalls have problems similar 
to ceramic electrodes. Warpage, contact with coc;>ling surfaces, 
high dielectric strength coolants, allowance for thermal expansion, 
toxicity, plus the majority of the items mentioned for ceramic. 
electrodes, an must be considered. in the development of a useful sidewall. 

The joining of the electrode wall to the insuJating sidewall has 
unique problems which must be overcome. The allowance for 
thermal expansi'on in both walls, while maintaining minimum 
space between components to prevent collection of conductive 
debris are requirements which must be met. The housings for 
the electrode and sidewalls must be insulated from each other 
and from ground, must be properly cooled and must be fabricated 
in such a way as to minimize distortion due to thermal and · 
mechanical stress. 

2. Discussion 

The results of tests which yielded informatio_n 5>n structural con- . 
cepts are discussed in the .order· in which they were run. Various 
problem areas are discussed along with solutions attempted to 
overcome weaknesses revealed in the tests. Some of the tests 
mentioned here are also discussed in the section on Plasma 
Conductivity Measurements. The evolution of rig design, con
struction and operation as experience was gained is illustrated. 
Unless otherwise noted, the tests were conducted with JP4 
and 0 2 at0/F's ranging from2. Oto 4. 0, chamber pressures from 
40 to 90 psia and seed percentag-es 'from I. 0 to 4. ·o. 

22 No.vember 1961 
Build 14221-L-1 

The first 'Mho* rig run was built as follows: 

*Refers to the I. 65 x 3.-30 x 7. 0 inch channel MHO test generator 
. ( 15 KW nominal output) 
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1) .Hydrogen-cooled nickel electrodes {keystone type.~ 
Figures 155, 156} 

2) Hydrogen-cooled molybdenwn sidewalls, 0. 005 inch 
Rokide A coating 

3) "rater-cooled, A/ A*=Z, Inconel nozzle 

There was a fire 3 seconds after ignition. The rig was shut 
down and pressure checked. Large cracks were found in the 
molybdenwn sidewalls {Figures 157 and 158). Failure was believed 
due to the preloading of the sidewalls at assembly and to thermal · 
shock which cracked the extremely brittle molybdenwn .. Because 
of the difficulties of fabricating molybdenwn (brittle·, hard, diffi
cult to braze, pieces crack during braze cycle), nickel and stain
less steel sidewalls were used for all subsequent runs of this type 
of rig. 

7.0 nPrPrnhPl" 19f.1 

(Build 14LZ1-L-Z) 

Build 2 of the keystone electrode rig was assembled as follows: 

1) Hydrogen-cooled nickel electrodes 
2) Hydrogen-cooled nickel sidewalls." 

with plasma gun rather than.Rokide 
. 3) Water-cooled Inconel nozzle 

AI
2
o

3 
coating put oil 

process 

The test was to be an applied-voltage. conductivity· test but prior 
to the intended shutdown there was a fire and the run was termina
ted. Inspection showed the inter electrode gaskets were burned 
through, allowing hydrogen to leak into the tes~ section .. The 
Alz03 coating cracked in spots. The Inconel nozzle collapsed 
when the combustion chamber and nozzle coolant (HzO) waf? over
pressurized. Subsequent runs used copper-lined no:l;zles because 
of !he Inconel nozzle's prohibitive cost and marg'inai thermal 
characteristics. 

17 January 1962 

Samples of silicone resin varnish, Alz03, nickel-chrome spinel, 
BeO and insulating paint were submitted for dielectric strength 
tests to help evaluate the applicability of these materials as insulators. 

'n J<'mtr.r}' 196Z 
(Build 112 79_-L-l) 

The alternating-sidewall rig was tested. The 1. 65-inch wide wall 
was made up of BeO blocks .. The 3. 30-inch wide wall contained 
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five pairs of 0. ?-spaced graphite-bonded ZrC electrode~> insulated 
from the housing by Al

2
0 3 blocks (see Figure 159). 

Four of the ten electrodes blew out on startup and those remaining 
were found to be cracked. The Al

2
o

3 
backup block was badly 

cracked from thermal stress and mechanical shock. Subsequent 
runs were not attempted since the design would allow complete 
failure of a sidewall or electrode assembly if any one component 
cracked and fell into the stream. 

16 February 1962 
(Build 14221-L-4) 

A modified version of the keystone electrode rig was run. The 
rig was buiit as follows: 

1) Electrodes - Runs 1 and 2 spring-loaded .zirconium carbide, 
Runs 3 and 4 spring-loaded P03 graphite, power takeoff 
studs - mild steel 

· 2) Coolant bypass - stainles.s steel - c.oated with 0. 020-inch 
Rokide A,interelectrode spacers - BeO 

3) Sidewalls - hydrogen cooled- plasma sprayed with 0. 010-
inch Al 2o 3 0. 040 inch had to be removed from Armco iron 
sideblock inserts to allow for warping of the ~idewalls on 
previous ·runs 

For Runs l and 2, total run time was 70 seconds and-maximum. · -
power generated was 8 kilowatts.· Runs 3 and 4 lasted a total of 
99 seconds and a maximum of 3 to 4 kilowatts was generated. The 
difference in power was probably due to deteriorated rig electrical 
integrity and to the cool boundary layer formed because of ablating 
graphite electrodes. 

A post-test parts inspection revealed that plasrna-sprayed Al 2o 3 
on dummy end electrodes and sidewalls was partially removed. 
"The Al 20

3 
spacer between the electrode wall and sidewall ( 11 

inches long) was shattered. It was noted that these spacers broke 
almo1;t every time the rig was run. This was probably due to 
distortion and therma! stress while running. The piece was 
segmented on later runs. After both sets of runs, the .majority 
oi. the electrodes were cracked and several BeO interelectrode 
spacers had cracked and fallen out. 
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5 April 1962 
(Build 142 79- L-4} 

A power run was made using the modified keystone electrode rig. 
The parts used were: 

1} ·Electrodes - Z TA graphite 
2} Interelectrode spacers - BeO 
1} SirlPw:~lh - hyrlT'ngen~r.onl~d ~tainless steel ~;oated with 

0. 020-inch plasma-sprayed Al 2o 3 

A maximum of 3000 watts was generated during the 49-second 
run. A shorted Hall field and a cool electrode boundary layer 
due to· the ablating carbon electrode is tht:: probable reason !or 
the low power. 

A post-test parts inspection found all ZTA electrodes badly 
eroded. One electrode was broken and most of the. B.eO inter
electrode spacers were broken. A conductive coating found on 
the BeO spacers was analyzed and .found to be pure carbon (see 
Figures 160 and 161 }. It was not possible to determine 
whether the carbon was from electrode erosion or from Unburned 

, carbon in the gas flow. This conductive coating, in effect, made 
the electrodes a continuous conducting slab with no segmentation 
and was the cause of the Hall field short circuit. The coating 
indicated the electrode wall spacers were running too cold. The 
stainless steel sidewalls were badly warped. A hydrogen leak 
developed between the electrode coolant bypass and the dummy 
end electrode causing a small external fire. 

9 May 1962 

The initi<~.l test results of dielectric strength tests of various. 
coatings were: 

aluminum oxide, 0. 010-inch 
coating at 70 ''F 

beryllium oxide, 0. 010-inch 
coutine nt 70°F 

Test Weight 
Corner Radius 

sharp ·corner 
0. 060 inch 

sharp corner 
0. Of.•O iuo~ll 
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nickel chrome spinel, 
0. 003-inch c-oating 
at 70°F 

silicone resin varnish 
(Dow-Corning 806A) 

. 0. 002-inch coating 
at 70°F 

siliCone resin varnish 
( Pratt & Lambert 480) 

0. 004 inch coating at 70 oF 

0. 004 inch coating at 500°F 

5 June 1962 
(Build 14307.-L-1) 

Test Weight 
Corner Radius 

PWA-2170 

Breakdown· 
Voltage 

Sample broke down at very 
low voltages 

sharp corner 
0. 060 inch 

sharp corner 

0. 060 inch 

sharp corner 
0. 060 inch 

1000 
1000 

2000 

greater than 4600 

800-1300 
700-1000 

This first run of a toadstool electrode rig was made to measure 
scalar plasma_ conductivity and to test.the structural integrity. of. 
the rig. The electrodes were ~TA graphite. The electrode
retaining stems were tantalum coated with TaC. An attempt was 
rp.ade to decrease the cracking of parts noted in past rims by 
using a slow hydrogen-oxygen warmup prior to the run on JP4 
and Oz. The total run time from ignition to shutdown was 127 
seconds. 

A post-test examination showed the sidewall insulating coating 
was undamaged but heavily coated w:lth carbon. Thfs allows 
detrimental leakage currents and indicates the sidewalls were 
running too cold. The estimated surface temperature was 1350°F. 

The tantalum carbide on the plasma-side s·urface of the electrode 
retention pins- was missing and the pins were eroded (Figure 162). 
The BeO intei'electrode spacers were badly cracked (Figures 162 
and 163). An inferior shipment of BeO was beiieved to be the cause· 

of the ·spacer failu:r;es.· The electrode coolant passage was badly 
war.ped. 
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The use of N2 as a coolant for the electrode wall was an improve
ment since the fire problem was eliminated but the higher flow 
rates necessary required higher pressures. The ·O-ring seal 
used between the electrode cover plate and electrode coolant 
passage made it vei:y difficult to seal the 500 psi nitrogen coolant. 
Later rigs were modified by welding tubes to the coolant 
passage. 

18 June 1962 
(Build 14221-L-6) 

The keystone ·electrode rig used in this test was built as follows: 

1) Hydrogen-cooled segmented nickel electrodes 
2) Hydrogen-cooled stainless steel, coated with 0. 010-

inch Rokide A 
3) Thermocouples were brazed to the face of electrodes 

No. 3-top and bottom· 

Total run time on this conductivity rig was 102 ·seconds. A post..: 
test parts inspection revealed the Rokide coating was missing 
from the dummy end electrodes (see Figure 164). The aluminum 
oxide interelectrode spacers had cracked and fallen out. There 
was arcing between electrodes and sidewalls (Figure 165). During 
later runs all sharp corners in the joint between the electrode 
and sipewall were rounded to decrease arcing. 

25 J\me l96Z 
(Hu1ld 14£.7';1-L-b) 

This run, discussed in another section of this Yolume, was the 
thiTd configuratfon of the keystone electrode rig .. Figure 71 
illustrates one of the basic problems with this rig. Contact with 
the ·electrode wa!3 .made by spring loading ;:~. t;:t;ntalu~ pin on the 
elet:trode backf;;u~c. 

Thll:l u1elhud of contact superposed loadmg stresses on the ind~ced 
thermal stresses in the electrodes and caused them to fail. Another 
problem with this method was that the contact resi.stance between 
the electrode and contact pin was much higher c;:ompared to 
other methods. 
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Figure 70 illustrates other problem areas. A heavy coating of 
Zr02 builds up on the ZrC electrodes. The zirconia coating 
acts as a re:?istance of undetermined value. The sprayed 
coating on the sidewalls obviously lacks mechanical integrity 
without which electrical integrity is impossible. 

20 July 1962 
(Build 14307-L-2) 

This second run of the toadstool electrode rig was built as follows: · 

1) Graded ZrC, integral-pin electrodes with ramps 
2) Sidewalls were hydrogen-cooled stainless steel with 

a 0. 020-inch stabilized zirconia coating, Astroceramed 
and stoned smooth 

The total firing time for this power run was 172 seconds. Maxi
mum power gP.nerated was about 1500 watts. The electrodes 
were made in graded layers (pure ZrC in the front face to 20 
per cent graphite in the back face) in an attempt to reduce cracking 
due to thermal stresses. Carburized tantalum pins were imbedded 
in the electrode to eliminate contact resistance. The carburized 
pins were very brittle and easily broken. Apparently, in the 
manufacture of the integral-stem electrode, the tantalum was -
brought above the recrystallization temperature during the hot
pressing cycle, allowing the crystal size in the tantalum to 
increase. In some cases,. crystal s-izes were almost half the 
diam~ter of .the pin (s-ee F.igure 16b). 

The sidewalls were coated with lime-stabilized zirconia to improve 
the acl.he:cence of the coating. It was hoped the sidewalls would 
run cold enough to keep the resistivity of the zirconia at an 
acceptable level without causing undesirable condensation of 
carbon and seed products. The purpose of covering the coating 
with an Astroceram paste and stoning it smooth was to fill the 
pores of the zirconia coating. All sharp corners ~etween the 
sidewall and electrode were rounded to reduce the tendency to 
arcing. A post-test examination·of the parts showed that the 
zirconhun carbide electrodes were heavily coated with zirconium 
oxide (see Figure 167). The tantalum pins were badly oxidized. 
The stabilized coating' had chipped but exhibited better mechanical 
integritythan previously-used coatings. There were no arcing 
marks. 
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13 August 1962 
Build 14301-L-1 

PVI A-2170 

This first run of the button-electrode configuration is also discussed 
in another section of this volume. The purpose of this electrode 
configuration was to allow measurement of the. plasma core con
ductivity without errors due to blooming effects and leakage to 
the sidewall. The electrode and electrode plate were made of 
zirconiwn carbide. The sidewalls were hydrogen-cooled stainless 
coated with 0. 010-inch Rokide A. After a successful conductivity 
run of 150 cccondo, · n post-test im>J:Jection of parts was made. (see 
Figures 69 and 73 ). The main electrode plate was cracl(ed in 
SP.VPr<~l pl<~r.;o"! <>.nd thwro wao a ZrOl coa.tiu~ uu the buttons and plate. 

The effect of cracking of the plate c·ould be minimized by using a 
pla.to made of ocvcral pic..:.c~ with a J.lTOV1s:!,¢h for ma.ir.t<~inlng .;-1.;-o::tri.;. 
cal continuity among the· segments. 

The heavier coating on the buttons probably resulted .from the fact 
that they wer.e slightly recessed and out of the sweeping action of 
the plasma. The formation of the resistive Zr02 coating on ZrC 
appears to be a basic fault of the material. However, further 
investigation should be made into its use in MHD generators because 
of its good erosion resistance. · 

28 August 1962 
Build 14394-L-1 

Bec.ause of the proble:ms n1entioned above • a new rig configuration, 
the "Chase-Around Rig''• was built and run. An extensive desc·iii>
tion of th~ rie is givP.n in AppPnrHv F. (!199 Figu;ro 168). The ,toto.l 
:r1.1n time for this first run was' 278 ~cconds including wannup and 
cuu1tluwu. 'fhe rig behaved very well. 'l'h~ rig endured an applied 
voltage of 200 volts .a~d currents up to 25 amps per electrode with 
no evidence of arcing. 

A post-test parts inspection: showed-portions of the leadin~ edge of 
one of the sidewall entrance pieces was broken. away and had fallen 
out. (See Figure 169 ). All BeO sidewall blocks were cracked or 
broken. None of the cracked blocks fell out, thus proving the idea 
of ~etaining brittle ceramics by compressive forces ·and of using 
redundant supports (i.e .• the Al203 pins) to maintain the mechanical 
integrity of the ceramic s truch.lrf" *· All the electrode opa.ccrs re-

*During some runs these Al203 dowel pins melted. indicating 
that the BeO sidewall blocks were operating at temperatures above 
3720•F . 
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mained intact although some were cracked (see Figure 170). The 
difference in the amount of cracking between the sidewalls and inter
electrode spacers is noteworthy. It indicate·s that the size of the 
BeO has an influence on its ability to resist cracking (i.e. the 
smaller pieces sustain less cracking). A clear siliceous coating 
covered the interelectrode spacers and the spacers downstream 
of the electrodes (see Figures 75 and 170}. On this and some 
of the subsequent runs, wh·~n the coating was present, it showed 
definite evidence of having flowed downstream from the electrodes 
and over the spacers. 

I 

An analysis by x-ray diffraction showed the coating to be silicon 
dioxide whose melting point is 3056°F, thus indicating that the 
BeO spacers and electrodes were operating at or above this 
temperature. The electrodes themselves were in excellent 
condition with no electrodes c·racked or broken and only the 
slightest erosion .being noted. The backs of the electrodes were 
pitted in a circular area where the carburized tantafum pin 
contacted the electrode. The pitting may be a result of the 
relatively high contact resistance between the pin and the back 
surface of"the electrode which would result in very severe local 
temperatures, gradients~ and induced therma.l stresses. Later 
runs used rhodium-plated electrodes in an attempt to reduce the 
contact resistance. All other parts were in excellent condition 
with no arcing evidence noted. 

24 and 29 October, 1962 
Build? 14404-L-1 and 14406-L-1 

Two chase-ar.:-und rigs approximately identical except that one 
wa13 bt1ilt with silicon carbide electrodes and the other was built with 
ZTA graphite electrodes were run in an atte:r:npt to compare 
effects of electrode materials. The electrical results of these 
runs are described in detail in the section on experimental . 
plasma conductivity · "leasurements. 

While there was relatively little difference in the apparent plasma 
conductivity, there was a marked difference in the power generated 
and the boundary-layer voltage drop. The ZTA graphite-equipped 
rig generated 1. 2 KW and had a bounda!y layer drop of over 175 
volts while the rig· equipped with silicon carbide electrodes generated 
3. 6 KW and had a voltage drop of about 80 volts. The high boundary 
layer voltage drop is probably due to cooling and contamination of 
the boundary layers by ablation of the graphite. 
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There is also a marked.diffE!rence between the erosion-resistant 
properties of the. silicon carbide electrodes and the ZTA graphite 
electrodes .. Figures 103 and 104 are photographs of the rigs after 
running. Both rigs had gone through two separate runs, one for 
power generation and one with applied voltage for conductivity 
measurements. The graphite electrodes were almost completely 
eroded away after 11. 5 minutes of running while the silicon- . 
carbide electrodes showed no appreciable wear after 16 minutes. 

15 November, 1962 
P. uild 14422 -L-1 

Thio endurance run of the chase--around rig wns built aa follows: 

1) The electrodes were ramped SiC - 25 per cent graphite. 
The ra.l"npB were curved to elin"\ino.te shnrp corners in 
the flow and so minimize shock wave strength (Figure 171) 

2) The electrode backups were ungrooved boro11 nitride 
arranged to give electrode temper.ature T2 (see 
Figure 78 ) 

3) Contact with the electrodes was ·made with tantalum 
pins 

4) The back surface of the electr.ocies were coated. with 
0. 0005 inch rhodium 

Excluding the above modifications the rig was standard. The 
measured run conditions are given below· 

P<; (measured) psia
O!F 
o/oK 
B w/m2 

58.6 
Z.6 
1. 74 - 2. 02 
2. 33 

The length ·of the run was 86 minutes and power was produced 
for 78 minutes. The maxi~um power· generated was 13, 000 
watts. This was generated with only .four electrodes operating 
since electrical continuity was .lost on Elec:trode 5. Had the 
faulty electrode operated, the maximum power would have been 
16, 000 watts .. 

Fi.gun:::.. 172, 17J, 174,175, and i76, arephotographsof'therig 
after the run. As can be seen, the erosion, in general, v1as quite 
bad. However in Figures 173, and 174 note that the upstream 
sidewall pieces were not eroded at all while the downstream pieces. 
are badly eroded. 
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It is believed that the aluminum oxide pins (between the sidewall 
block), which have a relatively low melting temperature (3720°F) 
compared to the melting point of BeO (4658 °F), melted and flowed 
downstream over the BeO, combining with it to form a lower 
melting point complex. In Figure 174 the fact that the Al203 
melted and flowed downstream over the BeO blocks is evident. 
An Amercian Ceramic Society paper* contains an Al203-Be6 
liquid-solid phase diagram which shows 'the marked effect of a 
small percentage of .dissolved Al203 on the melting point of BeO. 
The Al203 pins were to be replaced with BeO pins to prevent 
recurrence of the melting but were not available within the contract 
period. The interaction of the BeO and Al203 indicates the area 
of high temperature material compatibility thatmustbe investigated 
thoroughly if the run length of MHD generators is to be signifi
cantly increased. 

28, 29, 30 November 1962 
(Build 14403-L-2) 

The chase-around rig was fired five separate times on these dates. 
The A/ A* 3. 75 nozzle was used on 2~ November .for the first 
firing which lasted 8. 9 minutes. This firing met the test objectives 
and is described in another section of this volume. 

On 29 November three firings were made. Because of various 
problems, the runs were unsuccessful. ·The reasons were: 

first firing - chaniber pressure did no.t record" · : · 
second firing·- ammeter switches burned out 
third firing - loss of electrical contact between the 

electrodes and the contact 'pins.. This was 
caused by excessive arcing and burning of 
the- contact pins 

The contact pins were replaced and another firing was attempted 
on ~0 November. This run was terminated because oi a loss oi 
electrical integrity in the rig. 

·~Phase Diagrams for Ceramists, Lavin, McMurd.ie and Hall, The 
Ame·rican Ceramic Society, Columbus, Ohio 
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This rig accumulated 35 minutes firing time on five separate 
firings. Although the last firing demonstrated that the electrical 
integrity of the rig had been destroyed, its mechimical integrity 
was still good. This demonstrates that the chase-around design 
incorporates the ability to withstand the severe thermal shocks 
ass.ociat:.:;d with startup transients. 

19 December, 1962 
Rig 14403-L-3 

This fir::;t power run of the chase-around rig using hydrogen and 
oxygen w?.s bU:ilt as follows: 

1) The electrodes were ramped SiC - 25 per cent graphite 
Z) The electrod,e backups WP.rP grnnvP.d boron nitl·ido 

arranged to adjust electrode temperature to T4 
(see Figux-e 78 ) 

3) Contact with the electrodes was made with tantalum pins 

Excluding the above modifications the rig was standard. 

Approximately 18, ·000 watts* was generated in spite of the fact 
that, theoretically, Hz is not as good a fuel for MHD purposes as 
JP4. A detailed analysis of the electrical portion of this run is 
made in another section of this volWI1e. 

The total run time on this rig was .32. 6 minutes, Figures 132 and 
133 are photographs of the rig after teardown. As can be seen, 
damage to the sidewalls was extensive. ·There are two possible 
l'easono? !<:>A' the heavy rlam:~g"': J) the high tompel'o.tures melted 
the Alz03 pins which combined to form a lower melting pt:\int 
complex, or 2) literature** suggests that at.high temperatures 
beryllia combines with water to form the hydroxide Be(OH)2in the 
reaction · · 

BeO + HzO ~ Be(OH)z · 

*This represents an output power density of 0. 81 megawatts/ft3. 
This level was closely approac.hed on some of the .TP4 fuPl:ed :runs 
with this rig, but due apparently to less efficient combustion ·did 
not exceed it 

**Inorganic Chcmiotry, fi. oir.n .... I y Bo~ruwll :md.C. L. \iJiloon, 
Longmans Green & Co. 
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Since the product of combustion of hydrogen and oxygen is 
superheated steam, the reaction is possible and may be one of 
the causes of the deterioration of the sidewalls. 

4, 7, and 8 January 1963 
Build 14422-.L-2 

A second long-duration run was made with a chase-around rig 
that was the same as Build 14422-L-1, except that flat electrodes 
were used and the aluminum-oxide dowel pins between the side:.. 
wall pieces were not nsed. Propane was used as a fuel. 

The purposes of this run were: 

1) The first long duration run (15 November, 1962) was 
made· with the Alz03 dowel pins. This run and subsequent 
runs and investigations showed that the· Alz03 pins were 
melting and contaminating the BeO and causing the BeO 
pieces to melt at a much lower temperature. Thus one 
purpose of this run was to demonstrate the extended 
endurance of the sidewalls with the Alz03 pins removed. 

2) · The high power levels achieved with Hz and Oz even 
though the measured 'l?c*'s were very low, indicated 
that. the combustion was much more efficient with gaseous 
propellants: The Hz/Oz runs produced more power 
than comparable JP4/0z runs even though theoretical 
performance with hydrogen iuei is. not as good as theoret
ical performance with JP4 fuel (because of the relatively 
high OH concentration in.the Hz/Oz products of combus
tion). This run was made using propane as a fuei with 
the idea that the propane would vaporize easily ·upon 
ente.ring the combustion chamber, thus combining the 
high combustion efficiency of a gaseous fuel with the 
highel' theo:retical conductivity of a lower hydrogen content 
fuel. 

Because the equilibrium pressure of propane was so high at the 
ambient temperatures at the tinie of firing, the propane flashed 
to vapor upon entering the pump. This caused cavitation in the 
pump and made it impossible to achieve the desired flow rates. 
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'The turbine meters used to measure the fuel fl_ow operate on 
volume displacement and because of the low density of the propane 
gas, they were overspeeded and failed. Thus no calculation of 
~he run conditions can be made. The combustion wae quite unsteady. 

Because of the inability to achieve the desired propane flow rate, 
the chamber pressure achieved wag low (37-42 psia), the· 0/F was 
probably very high (severe oxidation was noted on the copper 
nozzle). 

Allhough the conditions were far from ideal, thre~ ~,;eparate 
firings were made. The maximum power achieved on these 
firings was 14. 3 KW. 

Three fi:tmgs were necessary because of problems with the pro
pane supply. The total accwnulated run time was 88 minutes. 
The sidewalls performed very well as can be seen from Figures 
177 and 178. Note that the one A1203 pin which was inadvertently· 
left in .caused extensive erosion. The electrodes eroded quite 
badly. It appears that more cooling is necessary on the electrodes. 

3. -Conclusions 

An MHO generator of practical and durable design was built,· tested 
and used to satisfy contract requirP.ments. An extensive develop
ment progra1n was conducted in an effort to produce a design 
philosophy that would allow the construction of a satisfactory experi:: .. 
mental rig and of a much larger practical generator, As the 
progr~ progrP.IHlPn, t~!ltlll indigatod tho.t; to lt.o.¢1) U!«:: !Jvwlll,uy 
layer voltage drop small and to minimize deposits on the walls. 
th~ gcu~i'd.lor walls must be run very hot. Refractory ceramics 
were used to meet the high temperature· requirement and it 
beciJ.me apparent that presently available ceramics have a low 
resistance to thermal stress and low tensile streneth. They had 
to be retained by controlled compression and redundant supports 
if they were to perform satisfactorily. The chase-ar.ound rig 
demonstrated the soundness of the philosophy and the methods 
used to irnplentcnt it. 

4. Recommendatio~s · 

An experimental MHO generator of satisfactory design was developed 
and used to meet the c·ontract requirements .. A rig of superior 
design could be realized with imp:-ovements in several areas. 
The more obvious improvernents needed are noted here. 
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Electrodes 

The SiC-ZS per cent graphite electrodes do not. have sufficient 
durability for run durations much longer than hour. If ,the 
electrodes were to be run cooler, they might last longer but 
there may be too much of a penalty paid in the rig's electrical 
performance. Since the plasma subjects the electrodes to an 
oxidizing atmosphere, probably no carbide or any other oxidizable 
material (one that does not form a protective oxide film) will be 
satisfactory for long duration runs. Recently the Garborundum 
Company ·.,.·!oped a new material, Boride Z, which from the 
literah1:·. ·:trs to be a potential electrode material. It requires 
testing. 

Better control of the electrode temperature is a necessity and 
should be further investigated. 

A more positive contact between the ceramic electrode and the 
power take-off pin is required. Refractory metals could be 
reconsidered if loss of strength due to recrystalization can be 
minimized. 

A design was proposed to enlarge the contact between the pin and 
electrode surface. The essential features are shown in Figure. 179. 
Further work should be done to exploit tnis concept. 

Advanced refractory metal electrodes should be investigated and 
further work. should be done on methods· to reduce dec trode · ·· ·· 
boundary-layer voltage drop. 

Sidewalls 

The sidewall design of the chase-around rig, with some modifica
tions, appears to be quite adequate for rigs of this size. Future 
ver!iions of this sidewall concept should be built with either BeO 
dowel pins or no dowels at all. Running the walls slightly cooler 
may also help to improve their performance. 

A decrease in the thickness of the block in the sidewall may 
decr·ease· cracking and improve performance. To maintain electrical 
integrity for extended periods of time, no cracking can be tolerated 
because it allows cooled plasma and seeding materials to collect 
and it lessens the effectiveness of the insulating properties. 
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For larger-sized generators other schemes should be tested 
(for example, see the sidewall design described in Volwne VI 
of the final report, which is based on the design principles 
successfully tested in the chase-around rig). 

Materials 

As pointed out in the long-duration runs, the area of materials 
and thermal-stress resistance must be consiiiP.rE'!n r<lrPfnfly in 
the design of future rigs. An excellent paper* in this area can 
be found in the literature. 

*Equilibriwn Considerations for Intera<;tion o'f Hieh TrmpPr:l.ture 
Materials with Their Environment, Symposiwn, Stanford Research 
Institute, June 1956 
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C. Combustion Phenomena 

1. Introduction 

This section reports work done on combustion and. mass transfer as 
part of the MHD environmental testing effort. Combustion test work 
·directed toward obtaining design information to support the 1000-mega
watt and 250-megawatt MHD generator designs, and calibration of gas 
generators for the MHD channel test program is presented. The gas 
generators were designed to burn JP4 and gaseous oxygen w\th a 75 
per cent KN02 -25 per cent HzO solution introduced as seed material. 
Desired gas generator properties for the test program included depend
able operation and high combustion efficiency over a combustion-chamber 
pressure range from 30 to 120 psia and an oxygen-to-fuel mass flow . 
ratio range from 2. 0 to 3. 3. Combustion tests using 3-inch diameter 
(nominal dimension) chambers over a range of chamber lengths, pressure 
and oxygen-to-fuel flow rate ratios are reported. Supplementary work 

. done to determine the distribution of fuel from concentric-type elements 
by using water and air to simulate the fuel and oxygen, respectively, is 
also included in this section. The development of several methods of 

. introducing easily ionized seed mater.ials. into the combustion chamber 
is described. Tbe relationship between MHD power output and combus
tion efficiency was calculated for several possible mechanisms of" 
incomplete combustion. 

The need for a basic understanding of combustion and mass transfer 
phenomena as· they affect MHD generator performance is pointed out 
elsewhere in this volume. This understanding can manifest itself. in 
either the form of theoretical predictions of the various phenomena or 
as correlations of test results on a variety of test devices. 

The complex manner .in which the various phenomena can affect com
bustion performance makes the correlation method more practical in 
the enginee.ring solution of MHD power generation. This section con
tains the test results and correlation thereof as well as a report uf 
tests conducted to increase the understanding of the fundamental pro
cesses. 

2. Dis.cussion · 

This section contains a discussion of the various combustion phenomena 
studied. These studies include gas generator tests of various injector, 
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combustion chamber and nozzle configurations·, intended to proVide a: 
correlation of combustion efficiencies with the significant var1ables. 
Methods for improved seeding techniques are presented along with 
representative experimental data. Several incomplete combustion 
phenomena and their effects on MHD performance are considered as 
are several possible diagnostic techniques for studying these phenomena. 

Gas Generator Tests - Tests were conducted wi.th eight 3.,.inch diameter 
configurations of a gas generator for use with the 15 K\V MHD channel. 
Pertinent geometric values are given in Table 3, and the general con-. 
struction is shown in Figure 180, which also shows the three types 
of injectors tested. The showerhead type injector had numerous holes 
through the injector face through which the oxygen entered dle.coznbus
tion chamber. The fuel passed through the injector inside a number 
of tubes, which were brazed to the injector face. In the concentric. 
type injector, the fuel entered the combustion region through. tubes, 
put the oxygen .ports were annuli concentric with the fuel tubes. The· 

·.third injector type called like-on-like shower, consisted of shower
type oxygen injection ports supplied through tubes, while the fuel was 
supplied to s.everal pairs of holes inclined towards each other. Each 
pair of fuel streams impinged upon each other to produce droplets. 

The gas generators designed for possible use ~n the MHD generators 
were tested on a rocket engine type test stand. The :t:esults of these 
tests are presented in Tables·-4 to 11. The parameters measured 
or calculated which are included in these tables are: chamber pres
sure at the injector end, (PC..

0
); oxidant.to fuel ratio, (0/F); weight 

flow rate of seed, (Ws); total flow rate of fuel, oxidar.t, and seed, 
(\Vp); heat loss per pound of ;reactant flow. (6/Wp); and three .para
meters C*, 1j c'~, and Le/Ki which will be explained below. 

The parameter C* is a characteristic velocity and is obtained from test 
data by the relation 

* c = 
Pc AT.9o 
wp 

where Wp was <;:lefined above, Pc is the total pr.essure at the nozzle 
throat, ::J 0 is the gravitational constant, and At is. the nozzle throat 
area. 
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A correction was made for the loss of total pressure between the mea
sured value near the injector to the value at the nozzle throat, based 
on an approximation fitted to data from a more accurate calculation. 
The _ap,l)roximation used was 

Pc.o-Pc. 0.15 ·001 
Pc. = /Ac/ATt + . 

where Ac is the chamber cross-sectional area. 

ij c.* is a com·mon measure of rocket combustor performance and is 
defined as 

C,'t' tHASURI!D 

C* •DEAL. 

where C* ideal is determined by 

* c IOL'AL ~ (p l.t) IOf.AL. 

nc* •t, is refeFred te> as C* efficiency·. 

The measured quantities mentioned above were obtained in the following 
manner. The fuel and seed material flows were measured by turbine 
flowmeters whose accuracy was ±lper cent of the scal'e reading. The 
output signals were recorded on strip charts accurate within 1/2 per 
cent full scale reading. The oxygen flow was calculated from the ex-· 
pression 

where cl - a calibration constant 

Pt· = measured pr.essure upstream of 
a venturi having sonic flow velocity 
at the minimum ~ross-section 

Tt = oxygen total temperature 

The pressure was sensed by a pressure. transducer and the signal 
recorded on a strip chart. The overall measurement accurac.ies for 
the fuel flow were expected to be about' 2. 6 per cent at 30 psia and · 
l. 2 per cent at 12·0 psia. Corresponding accuracies for the seed flow!> 
were 5. 2 and l. 3 per cent and for the oxygen flow 5. 5 and l. 4 per cent; 
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Water flows for chamber and nozzle cooling were. measured by a turbine 
meter and the output was read on a voltmeter. The cooli~g water flow 
was set before the run, and not continuously recorded; Overall accu
racywas expected to be within 10 per cent. The .chamber pressure was 
measured fro·m a tap in the injector face by a 0-250 psi pressure trans
ducer of ±1 per cent full scale.accuracy, and rec·orded on a strip chart. 

The values of C* efficiency are plotted in Figures 181, 182 and 183 
for test configurations 42, 54, and 61 respectively. Typical data are 
plotted. The solid lines shown were. fitted to much larger amounts of 
data some of which was omitted from the figures and tables in the 
interests of clarity and brevity. The dashed lines shown in Figure 181 
were obtained by interpolation and extrapolation from other lines 
fitted to data at intermediate pressures. Tw'o trends which can be 
seen from these curves and from the tables are that C* efficiency. in
creases with increasing pressure and with increasing oxygen-to-fuel 
mass ratio, 0/F. The data scatter for these runs is given in 
Table 3 •. 

Three configurations were run using the same showerl1ead injector and 
contraction ratio nozzle but with different lengths (configurations 48, 
55, and 58). Since there was a very large amount of scatter in th:~. 
hec!t-loss data in these tests, the heat loss was ignored in cot .. ,"uting 
C* efficiency values. Corrected efficiencies would be 1 or 2 per cent 
higher. Efficiency data scatter for configuration 48 varied from 
±6 per cent at 66 psia to ±2. 7 per cent at.75 psia. For configuration 
55, data scatter varied from ::1:1 per cent at 12·0 psia to ::1:1.5 per cent 
at 60 psia and ::1:3 per cent at 30 psia, while the confi~uration 58 data 
scatter was ±1 per cent or less at all pressures. The data for the 
short chamber length, configuration 55, showed a great deal more 
variation with bothO/F ratio and chamber pressure than the ·data for 
the long chamber length. This trend was expected, since the resi-. 
dence time of the burning reactants in the combustion chamber was 
ab<?ut three times longer for configuration 58. What was not expected, 
however, was the low level of C* efficiency for the long chamber. The 
small variation of C* efficiency with either chamber pressure or 0/F 
is inconsistent with the low level of C* efficiency obse·rved for config
uration 58, which suggests that this level is in error. The small 
variations observed are characteristic of much higher levels of 
efficie.ncy .. The configuration 55 data appears, however, to be con
sistent with the short residence times present. At an 0/ F ratio of 
2. 6, the C* efficiency was about 74 per cent at a pressure of 30psia, 
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79.5 pe·r cent at 60 psia, and 82 per cent at 120 psia. The above rea
soning is supported by the higher value of C* efficiency, about 92 
per cent for the intermediate length configuration 48 at a pressure of 
75 psia. Through previous experience with small scale rocket motors, 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft has developed a correlation in which the C* 
efficiency is a function of.an effective length parameter, given by. 

L.= L< [IP<~:J J!J:, (161 

where Le = effective length 
Lc = combustion chamber length 
(Pc>ref= an arbitrary reference chamber pressure 
n = an empirical exponent ranging from 0. 5 to 1. 0 
N = number of injection elements 

It was realized that this correlation did not ailow for variations in the 
effectiveness of different injector types, or for variations in efficiency 
due to off-design values of 0/F rat_io. Therefore, a modification of 
the ·previous correlation was developed which took into account both of 
these factors. For greater flexibility,· the form of the pressure effect 
was changed to a coefficient that was not necessarily exponentially 
related to the pressure. The correlation method is described below. 

The form of the effective length was c~osen to be 

where 

(17) 

Kf is a coefficient depending only on 0/F ratio 
Kp is a coefiic~ent depending only on chamber· 

_pressure 
Ki is a coefficient depending on all other factors, 

mainly jnjPr.tor type and cha~ber geometry 

Values of C* efficiency were plotted vs 0/F ratio, and lines of con
stant chamber pressure drawn through the data, as illustrated in . 

. Figure 184a. The C* test. values were also plotted as in Figure 184b 
as a function of 0/F and constant pressure lines drawn. From thes·e 
two plots, graphs of C* efficiency and C* were made vs chamber pres
sure at a-reference 0/F ratio of 2. 7. By assuming that Kf had a 
value of 1. 0 at the 0/F ratio of 2. 7, the coefficient Kp could be expressed 
as: 
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(Le/K;) (18) 

Using P c = 100 psia as a reference value-of chamber pressure·, 

(KP)Pc.. 

(KP)P,•IOO 
:. 

(L. ~ ) 0/f "' z..7 
K, Pc. 

L Jt:J ~ 0/F. 2..7 
c. Wp7e.: roo (19) 

or, for a given configuration, 

____,_( K--=-p~) P...._c:. - "" 

1 .• 0 

Since 

Then 

K,. = 

Pc. AT 9o 
Wp 

fLe\otF"2..7 
\K; J Pe · 

(~ ~) 0/F = 2.7 
I . PI-,. I 00 

l(..;.,p) 0/F .. 2.7 
\[ P, • 100 

(20) 

Wp : Pc.~;So: CONSTANTJP~ (2.1) 
lc 1 · · 

c. ~( Pc; tOO (ZZ) 
(; 

P J'c*) otF =- i.-; 
I 0 0. ( C *) ~~" "' 1. 7 

With the reference correlation curve of C* efficiency vs Le/Ki shown 
in Figure 184c the test values of C* efficiency from Figure 184c were 
used to obtain values of (Le/Ki}. A reference value of (Le/Ki} was . 
obtained in the same way by using the C.* efficiency· for Pc .. 100 and 
0/F = 2. 7. These values of (Le/Ki} were substituted into Equation 
(22), along with C* values from the smoothed curve in Figure 184d,. 
to obtain values of Kp. The K values were plotted vs Pc and a 
smooth curve drawn through tf:e points, as shown in Figure 184f. 
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In a manner similar to that for determining Kp, Kf was found from 

(K ) p,, IOO (Le)Pc.~IOO (c *)~~~~oo 
Kf 

f OIF K i 0/F 
:. 

(Kf)P,~too c~e) ( c *)1',•10.0 -- Pr..= 100 
0/F ~ 2...7 K i OIF= 2.7 

OIF = 2.7 

A smooth curve was drawn through the calculated points as shown in 
Figure 184g. The final curves of K and Kf are shown as Figures 185 
and 186, respectively. . p 

Since some of the data showed large scatter, as previously stated, 
only data that was reasonably consistent within itself was used for the 
final correlation. All the data at any nominal pressure for a given 
configuration was eliminated if the scatter for the set was greater than 
:1:2 per cent. For the data that remained, the curves of Kp and Kf were 
used to calculate the (L/Ki) values shown in Figure 187. Although 
the points scattered a good deal around the reference curve, the points 
for a given configuration seemed io fall roughly parallel to the refer
ence curve. Accordingly, a value for Ki was chosen for each configura
tion which made the data fall about the reference· curve, as shown in 
Figure 188 . Since the chamber lengths of ll. 75 and 30. 32 inches, 
respectively, made the only difference between configurations 55 and 58, 
the value of Ki used for configuration 58 \VaS t~ken to be the same as 
for configuration 55. This made the data for the longer chamber fall 
far below the reference curve, and indicates that there probably was 
a consistent error in the test measurements for configuration 58 which 
caused the calculated efficiency to be much lower than the actual effi
ciency. Although it cannot be proved that the low efficiencies are 
incorrect, it is difficult to conceive of a mechanism that would allow 
only a negligible increase inC* efficiency for a threefold increase in 
chamber length, ·unless the efficiency level were above 90 per cent. 

B"ased ·on the rnost valid data obtained and the correlation achieved, 
the information is now available for designing gas generators using 
JP4 and oxygen having efficienci-es at least as high as 97 pe.r cent 

. by extrapolation of the correlating parameter: 
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The designs of the 1000 and 250-megawatt MHD generator combustors 
were evaluated by this correlation, and the C'~ efficiencies, based on 
theoretical shifting equilibrium C* values reduced by the effect of 
chamber heat loss, estimated to be 97 per cent. Since the small-scale 
data was obtained at much lower chamber pressure values than those 
chosen for the 1000 and 250-megaw;~.tt designs, a value for Kpwas 
obtained by using an exponential form, i.e., Kp = (Pc/100)" . The 
exponent was estimated from Figure 185 to be 1. 0 which i.l'l hi.gher than. 
the exponent of 0. 66 found by other investigators* for liquid oxygen and 
heptane combustors with like-on-like elements. Since the mechanism 
of atomization o{ the fuel for concentric type elements is basically. 
different from that of like-on-like elements, the difference in the 
pressure coefficients appears reasonable. However, sn~~U scalt: gas 
generators should be tested at the chamber pressure levels of the 1000 
anc! 250-megawatt MHD gas generators to confirm pressure coefficient 
extrapolation. · 

Seeding Methods Development ·- Introduction of potassium into the hot 
plasma to increase its conductivity is generally refe.rred to as seeding 
the plasma, and the par.ticular potassium compound or solution used 
is called the seed material or the seed .. There are a number of essen
tially different methods of introducing the seed material into the plasma 
and each has certain advantages. The aim of any seeding method, ' 
however, should be to distribute the seed material (and t.herefore the 
putasslum and the free electrons {t produces)· as evenly as possible 
.throughout the plasma that is enter~ng the MHD channel._ Because of 
the high velocities involved at the nozzle throat <:~nd beyond, the se'itd 
distrihntinn <~ tt::~.imtd :~.t the 1\0nnl.:: ~l!AV<~.L i:; uul rrqu:l1 t•h;mgPt1 .;~ r rh,o. 
MHD channel entrance. · 

* Dobbins, R. A., Light Scattering and Transmission Properties 
uf Sprays, A Technical Report on Contract AF 18 (600) - 1527, 
Dept, of Aero. F.n.gr., Prineetol\, N.J., Noveu1uer ZJ, 19{,0 

Lewis and Von Elbe, Combustion, Flames and Explosjons of 
Gases, Academic Pre~s, Inc., 1951 

Loeb, L. B., Basic Processes of Gaseous Electronics. University. 
of Califuntid Press, 19 60 
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One method of seed introduction is through a separate set of injection 
holes into the combustion chamber. The seeding holes. are fed from 
a manifold, so that three manifolds are required for the total injection 
system, one each for fuel, oxidant, and seed. For the range of seed 
material flows normally required, the number of injection holes is 
severely limited compared to the number of fuel or oxidant holes, 
because of practical limits on minimum hole size. To obtain rea-· 
sonably uniform seed distribution under these conditions, long mixing 
lengths must be used. The additional heat losses to the wall of the 
long combustion chamber penalize the MHD performance, as discussed 
below. 

In all of the combustion testing for MHD gas generators reported here, 
the seed material was a solution of 75 per cent by weight potassium 
nitrite (KN02) and 25 per cent water. The solution was injected into 
the oxygen supply pipe upstream of the gas generator. The" large 
velocity differences between the oxygen and the seed solution resulted 
in shear forces that atomized the solution to a fog. This fog of seed 
material was swept into the combustion chamber by the oxygen, and 
the relatively large injection area thus utilized minimized the length 
of chamber needed for complete mixing. The short length necessary 
for mixing after injection is indicated by the test sho.wn_ in Figure 189 
in which water simulated the seed solution and air simulated the 
oxygen flow through six showerhead-type holes. This method of seed 
injection is simple and effective and gives good values of power per 
unit area in an MHD generafor as discus·sed in the section concerning 
theoretical plas·ma performance. However, the water necessary for 
the solution reduces MHD performance from that available using 
several dry seed materials because of the electron affinity of the OH 
ion. Preliminary tests were performed in which a fluidized dry pow
der was injected into the oxygen supply pipe, producing an apparently 
uniform distribution of seed material out of the injector. The powder 
did not clog in the injector, and the uniformity of the seed distribution 
can be seen in Figure lYO. · 

A different method of injecting the seed material into the. combustion 
chamber is to premix "it with the fuel storage tank. A number of methods 
were investigated, with varied amounts of success. The first of these 
methods tried used potassium carbonate, K2C03, ground very fine in 
a ball mill with 3 per cent potassium soap and an emulsifier, Co-mulse
A. The milled seed, soap, and an emulsifie.r were then mixed into 
JP4 and allowed to stand in a test tube·. The seed tended to settle after 
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a time, and left. a region of clear fuel at the top of the fluid column,. as 
shown in Figure 191 . Also shown are trapped pockets of JP4 all the 
way down the tube. The amount of settling, expressed as the height 
of the settling border ratioed to the full h~ight of the fluid column, L 0 , 

is shown in Figure 192 as a function·of time up to 3.00 h~urs. For this 
system, the use of 4 per cent Co-mulse-A increases the time before 
appreciable settling begins from 0. 7 hour to lO·hours. 

For applications where some delay in remixing cc.uld be accepted, 
allowing the settling level to drop to 0. 9 of the original height woul<i 
increase the time between mixing to 11 hours if no Co-mulse-A b used, 
and to 200 hours if 4 per cent Co-mulse-A is incorporated into the 
tnnctnrf':. 

Additional tests were performed using K2C03 milled with various 
amounts of the emulsifier, but without the soap. For each amount of 
the emulsifier, the settling border fell rather soon to a level whkh 
then stayed constant for the duration of the test (30 to 75 hours) as 
shown in Figure 193 . With zero per cent Co-mulse-A, the settling 
border fell within an hour to a steady level of about . 92 of the original 
fluid height. With 2 per cent emulsifier added, the relative settling 
border fell to .. 45 after about 2 1/2 hours, and with 4·per cent emuls'ifier, 
the border fell to . 47 after about 2 1/2 hours. The stable level achieved 
by the K2co3 suspension without either soap or emulsifier ·was found 
to be a function of the percentage of seed· material in the mixture. This 
effect is shown in Figure 194. The maximum ·stable settling border. 
relative height of . 92 was obtained with 26. 0 per cent K2C03, with 
19.9 per cent seed giving a stable relative height of .61 and 28.6 p.er 
cent seed producing a stable height of about . 9 of the initial fluid· 
height. 

A gelled fuel approach was a~so inYe:stigated. Conventional aluminum
soap gelling agents were found to bE' useless because of a chemical 
reaction with the K2.co3 . Acetylene-black powder, however, was 
found to be .effective in stabilizing JP4 - K

2
C03 suspensions. Table 

12. shows that' a mixture containing about 6 per cent by weight 
of acetylene-black is su££iciemtly gelled to suspend 2. 8 per cent by 
weight of K 2C03. This would provide 1. 5 per cent K in the plasma 
at 0/F = 3. 0. This mixture is thixotropic., exh.ibiting a heavy, ketchup
like consistency when at rest, but having a low apparent viscosity 
under shear forces, as when stirred or flowed through a pipe. Increases 
in the concentration of K2Co3 ·result in reductions in mixture viscosity, 
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necessitating increases in acetylene-black concentration to thicken the 
mixture. 

The ideal seed-in-fuel system would be a true solution of a potassium 
compound in JP4. A thorough literature search and prelirr.inary 
experimentation indicated the improbability of dissolving a potassium 
salt in JP4 to a high concentration, but as interest in low seeding rates 
increased, the search was renewed. Experimentation with alkanyl
succinic acids of potassium salts, conducted by Humphrey and Wilkinson, 
Inc., under contract to Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, produced a compound 
that contains approximately 14 per cent potassium by weight, and is 
soluble in JP4 in any proportion. Although the compound contains mainly 
hydrogen and carbon, the heating value was found to be lower than 
expected and theoretical performance at 2 per cent potassium in the 
plasma was calculated to be 53 per cent lower than with the KNOz -
water solution. At a potassium concentration of 1 per cent in the plasma, 
however, the relative performance was only 7 per cent below that of 
th~ KNOz -water solution, and beiow 0. 7 per cent concentration, the 
alkanyl-succinic acid had equal or better performance, as shown in 
Figure 195. The compound prepared is one of a family of compounds 
that can theoretically be made' to contain up to 17 per cent potassium. 
This potential compound would have performance equal or superior 
to the KN02 -watc r solution at seeding concentrations up to l. 8 per cent 
potassium in the plasma. Figure 195 compares three alkanyl-succinic 
acid compounds with the 75 per cent KN02 -water solution in terms of 
power per unit area and potassium concentration in the plasma. 

Incomplete Combustion Effects - In an actual combustion system 
inefficiencies exist which result in a reduction in both combustion and 
MHD performance.· Although the relative contributions of the mechanisms 
causing inefficienc.ies in any particular combustion. system are unknown, 
several mechanisms were postulated a:nd an effort made to determine, 
theoretically, whether a general correlation exists between combustion 
and MHD perfo.rmance. To this end it was convenient to define combustion 
efficiency as being identi_cal with C;~ efficiency which was previously 
defined and MHD performance as: 

'1 MHO. : 
( (}" v lIp t) A C. T 

(o-V~jpi)Tt4 

Where the expression (o-v~ /pi) is proportional to the power generated 
per unit area.* The quantities o-, V and p represent respectively, 
the conductivity, velocity and density of the plasma. 

* This term is Qerived and discussed in Report PWA-1940, 
RADC-TR-61-104 
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A general correlation between )')MHO and lJ c• was anticipated due 
to the fact that both C* and crv~ I?~ depend on the characteristics 
of the reactions invclved, particularly on the combustion temperature 
and the molecular weight of the combustion products. In both cases 
propellants yielding low molecular weight gases and high combustion 
temperatures are desirable. The effect of these parameters ·on ·c* 
is well known*· The effect on power per unit area (ie ., o-V'</pt) may 
be observed in Figure 196 and anticipated by a consideration of the 
variation of V and p with m , the molecular weight of .the 

. combustion products. 

To determin~ the effect of nonideal conditions, ·an 0
2

/ JP4, potassium 
seed system was investigated assuming the following combustion 
inefficiencies: 

I) Incolupl~te combus-tion uf the reacting mlxlurl:! wilh l:!ither fwl:!l 
or oxidant unreacted, 

2) Heat loss from the combustion chamber, and 

3) Liquid droplets of unreacted fuel in tbe exhaust gases. 

Of the above postula.ted mechanisms, 2), and particulai-ly 3) may· be 
considered realistic representations of actual conditions: The presence 
of me.chanism 1) is questionable due to the rapid rates of reaction en
count"ered at the elevated temperatul'e:> under consideration. The re
sults of the investigation are discussed below. 

Incomplete Reaction,Fuel or Oxidant Unreacted The first·mechanis:qt· 
of inefficiency studied considered that a portion of the fuel does not 
react as·it goes through the gas gene1·ator, but is heated until it is in 
thermal equilibrium with the gaseous combustion products. Using 
these assumptions, it was determined that there is an optimum 0/F 
ratio for each value of combustion efficiency as shown -in Figure 197. 
At 0/F's greater than 2, the MHD efficiency continually decreases as 
C* efficiency decreases. T~e relationship for a typical 0/F is shown 
in Figure 198 by th~ <;:u:rve labeled JP4 Unreacted. In evaluating MHP 
the quantity l (j V 31'2J p 1/'J. ) , i.'e. relative Pi A, power per unit area, 

·is taken as that value at YlC* equal to 1. A C* efficiency of 95 per cent 
would cause an MHD efficiency of 82 per cent by this mechanism. Below 
an 0/F of 2, the 1\n-ID efficiency passes through·a maximum due to the 
fact that as the amount o£ JP4 unburned is increased, a larger fraction of 

* Barrere, M., Jaumotte, A., et al , Rocket Propulsion, Elserier 
Publishing Company, New York, 1960 
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the carbon from the JP4 that ~oes burn is converted to CO2 rather. 
than CO. This results in a larger heat release. Operation at these 
reduced 0/F's should however, be avoided due to the low values of 
P /A ob'ta ine d. 

The second combustion inefficiency mechanism assumed was that in
volving the unreacted JP4 cracked to lower hydrocarbons, carbon and 
hydroge,n as it was heated to the equilibrium temperature. The compo:
sition of the cracked JP4 was obtained from a thermodynamic equili
brium calculation for JP4 and the cracked products over the required 
temperature range. Figure 199 shows the enthalpy of the cracked 
and uncracked JP4 as a function of temperature. It should be note.d, 
however, that in an actual combustion chamber the residence time of · 
the unreacted JP4 would be extremely short and it is not known, due 
to lack of kinetic data, to what exteru JP4 would crack under these 
conditions. 

The results of this second assumption are also presented in Figure 199 
by the curve labeled Cracked JP4. For a C* efficiency of 95 per cent 
the crackecl fuel mechanism would produce an MHD efficiency of 92 
per cent. The higher performance of the cracked JP4 system may be 
attributed to several factors, but primarily to the reduction in M ·of 
the b-urned gases due to the presence of the low molecular weight 
cracked products as compared with the high molecular weight of un
cracked JP4.· Another factor is the similarity of the enthalpy versus 

·temperature curves (see Figure 199 ) which indicates that·the heat 
reguired to raise the cracked and uncracked JP4 to the combustion 
temperature should be similar for both cases. 

·An ·analysis ·similar to the first mechanism described· above was per
forme·d assuming that a .po~tion of the oxygen passed through the gas 
generator without reaction but was heated to thermal equilibrium with 
the burned gases. This caused a very sharp reduction in MHD·efficien
cy since a 95 per cent C* efficiency would produce only· a p. 5 per 
cent MHD efficiency, as shown in Figure 198 .· This pronounced· 
effect may be attributed to'-tne sharp drop in exhaust temperature as 
the unrt:';~~tP.cl Oz varied f:rom 0 to 40 per cent of that initially present. 
The large drop in temperature was caused by a reduction in the CU2 
formed, the formation of C02 yielding a large heat release, as well 
as the heat required to raise the 02 to the combustion temperature. 
Since 0 2 has a lower heat capacity than JP4 it would require a greater 
temperature drop to absorb the same amount of heat as JP4. There is 

·also a reduction in the amount of water formed, which is a heat-rel.;as
ing rea,:tion. 

Heat Loss - Heat losses to the walls of the gas generator and nozzle 
contribute to the inefficiency o£ .the process •. The heat loss was simu
lated by analytically withdrawing heat from· the gas generator. This 
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resulted in a final combustion temperature lower than that for adiabatic 
operation. For a typical 0/F (i.e. 2. 4) the resultant MHD efficiency 
lies between that calculated for unreacted JP4 and unreacted oxygen, 
giving an MHD efficiency of 54 per cent for a 95 per cent <:;* efficiency 
(see Figure 198 ). 

Liquid Droplets of Unreacted Fuel - The final mechanism considered 
as affecting MHD efficiency was that liquid JP4 droplets leaving the 
gas generator represent a momentum loss in the plasma, and a 
conductivity loss due to electron capture by fuel drops and composition 
changes resulting from the presence of unreacted fuel. These two 
effects were calculated as follows: 

Powel" por unit area for o:n MHD generator may be expressed as: 

.f. -= ()' ,8 
A 

•A• here 

and the other symbols are as previously defined. 

Now, the loss in power per unit area may be computed by the expression: 

6 (~) -= rr ~/3 + fi ~ cr 

The second term of the r .ighthand member of the above· equation, j3 6 cr , 
represents the loss due to the conductivity decrease. Therefore, the 
loss due to momentum effects can be computed ::..·om 

and the loss due to conductivity ~ffects from· 

( 2) vz. . 
/3 6 (X. :: -y 

? ootAL 

Computer calculations were made assuming the unburned fuel to be JP4 
liquid at the fuel inlet temperature to the chamber for 0/ F ratios of 
1. 6 to 3. 6 and 'u.p to 40 per cent of the fuel unburned. Ideal values of 
conductivity, '(elocity and density were obtained from calculations 
assuming complete burning, and the actual values were from the 
unburned fuel calculations. 

Contributing to the reduction in conductivity is the number of electrons 
captured by the liquid droplets. This effect vias calculated from the 
following relationships 
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(/J f(Te)" kTe h. J M; 
T Me 

Q <r = v = ,. r 4Tfr 2 

ne _g_ 
l! 

N :. If 't/ fJ ... 
4 11' r'/3 

where 

¢ = floating potential 
k =Boltzmann's constant 
T e = electron ten1.perature 
q = charge .on electron 
Mi = mass of. ion 
Me= mass of electron 
6 = permitivity of frer :5pace 
r = ra<i~us of droplet 

ct.' = surface charge density oi droplet 
Q = total charge in droplet 
ne = number uf dectrons captured per 

droplet 
N = number of droplets per pound of 

system 
't =mass fraction of unburned fuel 
f,_ = density of droplets 
If' = pounds of fuel per pound of system 

Using the above equations, it can be shown that the mole fraction of 
electrons removed·, >.. · , ·can be expres·sed-as 

I. 4 S3 X 10 
-12. 

where M=molecular weight of the products of combustion 
and r =droplet radius in microns. 

The calculations indica~e that electron capture by the liquid droplets 
has a negligible effect on MHD performance. The results of the 
calculation are tabulated below for various ct F ratios. The equilibrium 
concentrati~n is included fer comparison. 
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Mole Fraction of Electrons Captured by Droplets 

Q/ JP4 

1.6 

2.0 

A , mole fraction of electrons 
captured by droplets 

r 10 microns r 20 microns 

1.55xlo..: 12 

1.80 x Io- 12 

3. 86 X 10- 13 . 

4.51 x 1o-13 

2A(nominal)l. 81 x 10-12 4.53x1o- 13 

z.s 

3.2 

3.6 

t.n. x lo- 12 

1. 61 X 10-12 . 

1.44x 1o- 12 

4. 02 X 10- 13 

3. 60 x w-13 

e-, · equilibrium 
mole fraction 

of electrons 

1. 72 X 10-5 

1. 208 x 10-4 

1. 89 X 10-4 

1.. 985 x 1o·4 

1. 87 .X 10-4 

1. 69 X 10-4 

The overall effect of unreacted fuel droplets on MHD and combustion 
efficiency is shown in Figure 200 for 0/F's ranging from 2. 4 to 3. 6. 
At 01F's less than 2. 0 the levels of absolute power per unit area are 
too low to warrent considerati,oQ. :For purposes of comparison the 
relationship between '7 MHD and ~ C* at an 0/F of 2.1 is shown in 
Figure 198 For a C* effiCiency of 95 per .cent, the droplet effect 
will produce an MHD efficiency of 75 per cent. 

The summary plot of the effect oil MI-J:O efficiency of the various 
mechanisms studied (Figure 198) shows that there is a wide va:dation 
in results for the different mechanisms. To predict with any reasonable 
accuracy·the relationship between C* efficiency and MHD efficiency, 
the actual mechanisms of incomplete comb~stion mu~t be known. If 
several mechanisms contribute to the inefficiencies, as is certainly 
the case, then the relative degree of importance of each must be known 
also. The penalty in MHD performance due to C;~ inefficiency is so 
severe for· some of the mechanisms, however,· that a strong effort 
would be justified to determine the valid incomplete combustion 
mechanisms. 
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Incomplete Combustion Effects, Advanced Analysis and Evaluation·
The previous analysis of incomplete combustion mechanisms strongly 
indicated that for the combustion systems contemplated for MHD gen
erators under this program, unvaporized fuel droplets were the major 
cause of performance loss due to the combustion system. Therefore, 
it was planned to use a detailed calculation for the combustion system 
performance in which the vaporization of fuel droplets was the control
ling· factor. In order to utilize this calculation, several kinds of tests 
were required to obtain basic input information. One test determined 
the fuel distribution spatially as it .spread from the orifice of a single 
injection element. Another test was designed to determine the volume
surface mean drop size for the liquid spray from an injector element. 
Mean drop size has been defined as the drop diameter· that has the same 
ratio of liquid volume to surface area as the complete spray. Since 
the vaporization rate for a liquid drop is a function of the surface area, . 
the definition of mean drop size was especially useful. The third test 
was chosen to provide values of vaporization rate for fuel drops under 
actual gas generator combustion chamber conditions. Description of 
the three tests follows. 

Spray Distribution Tests - For the liquid spray distribution tests, a 
concentric type injector element was tested using water and air to 
simulate fuel and oxygen, respectively. The concentric element pro
duced a liquid jet surrounded by an annulus of air. A probe system 
consisting of a row of twenty adjacent tubes was used to collect water 
along a diameter across the center of the spray downstream of the 
injector element. The water was collected in bottles and measured, 
and the amounts used to calculate values of water flow per unit area, 
as a function of radius from the spray centerline .. Plots of this data 
for three ·typical runs are shown in Figure 201, showing a rather 
bell-shaped distribution, but with a highly peaked value on the spray 
centerline .. The test data·for' all runs is presented in Table 13. 
where the nondimensionalized liquid flow per unit area maximum values 
are given for two probe sizes, and the values at·the 50 per cent flow 
position are given for the standard probe size. The nondimensional 
values were defined by dividing local values by values for the liquid 
jet based on the orifice diameter. The position·of the 50 per cent 
flow point was also nondimensionalized by dividing the spreading radius 
within which was 50 per cent of the liquid flow, Sso. by the liquid ori
fice diameter. Also presented in the tabl.e a~e nondimensional values 
for the spre?.dine radius within which were 97 per cent of the liquid flow. 
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To determine possible correlating parameters for the data, an analysis 
of jet atomization was conducted. It was postulated that the mechanism 
of atomization was that protuberances formed on. the liquid surface by 
jet instability or wavP. formation by the adjac:ent gas stream would be 
sheared off because of relative velocities between the liquid jet and the 
gaseous annulus. Expressions for the drag force on a liq\lid wave 
around the circumference of the jet · 

F = C .. Ps { V:t -Vw / Tf D L b 
I) 2 

and the liquid mass in the wave 

M.= tL rrDL 6 
2 

were substituted into the 

dVw 
dt 

equations of motion to give 

=.A_ (Va ·Vw)" C 
p 2 ~ p 

I. 

where co = drag coefficient DL liquid jet diamete.r 

~ 
gas density in annulus 8 = height of wave on 

= annular gas velocity jet surface 
vg = liquid wave velocity PL liquid density w 

't time 

For the small displacements ( x ~ 0 ) necessary to shear off the wave, 
it was assumed that the wave velocity was approximately .equal to the 
liquid velocity. Integrating the equation of motion twice resulted in the 
equation for wave positio:1. during the shearing operation: 

x · • .E:J.. (Va - v\-r c· ~~~ ·-t· ·v t 
wAv t f I, 2 b o 2 L. 

it was assumed that the wave height, 6 , is proportioned to the jet· 
diameter and that the time involved can be expressed as t :Xie~IVL 
Also, for a constant distance the injector, Xiel. /DL =constant= C 1 

Using these relations in the above expression, a liquid displacement 
factor, (/; = Xw~v£ / D~ can be expressed as · . 

where 

I'll = c. 1 [?' (Vs - vJ2] C C + /1 'f' ' aVl Z-'1 
I L L . 
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The dynamic pressure of the gas relative to the liquid 

0 _ P?J (V:~ - V~..) 2 

t...~r- - 2 ':}o 
where 9o 
the liquid, 

is the gravitational 

<jl-:: fL (V._1 /2 ~o) 
constant, and the dynamic pressure of 
were substituted into the equation for 

(/> to give 

. rf; " C. [t~•:) C • C, + 1] 
By using the definitions of c1 and cJ> , this expression was manipulated 
to obtain a ratio between the positions of the wave being torn· off the 
jet and the position of the jet 

X wAvE 

X JET 

This equation indicates that the ratio of the gas relative velocity head 
to the liquid velocity head might be a correlating parameter ior spray 
distributions from a concentric injector. 

A small value of the liquid dh;placement factor, cP or of (X wave/ X jet) 
indicates a small liquid shearing rate and therefor.e low spreading rate 
of the spray. A high value of ¢ indicates a high shearing rate, but 
also implies severe axial gas forces that will limit the radial spreading 
rate. ·At a constant value of the velocity head ratio, the shearing rate 
per unit time should be constant also, but the spreading will still vary 
at a given distance from the injector bec:ause __ of the changin_g v_elocities_: 

Values of (qgr/q1) for the test runs are recorded in Table 13. 

Figure 202 substantiates the above reasoning by showing that for a 
given liquid injection velocity; increasing the relative velocity head 
ratio from zero results in a rapid rise in the radial spreading distance, 
up to a maximum value of.spreading. Further increases in velocity 
head r:;.ti.o re~ult in " gradual lowering of the amount spreading at the 
probe position. Increasing the liquid injection velocity decreases the 
spreading for any value of the velocity head ratio. .The spreading of 
the spray at the midpoint of the mass distribution (Sso) agrees.with · 
the .trends for the total spreading (S97). As the liquid droplets spread 
radially, the liquid concentration on the jet centerline decreases to a 
minimum as the velocity head ratio·increases to a value of about two. 
At hi? her values of the· velocity head ratio, the centerline liquid con
centration increases slowly, apparently due to the shorter time available 
for spreading. This effect is shown in Figure 203. 
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Rough correlations were obtained for the relationship between liquid 
spreading and liquid concentration. As shown in Figure 204 , a plot 
for the various injection conditions of the nondimensional liquid spread
ing.for the 50 per cent liquid flow point, s50/DL, against the nondimen
sional liquid concentration at. that point, Gso/Gi' can be represented 
by a straight line of negative slope. Plots of S97/DL vs Gmax/Gi and 
Sso/DL vs Gmax /Gi show the same kind of trend. The scatter of 
some points from the general trend is considerable, and is probably 
due to nonsymmetry of the actual sprays, where complete symmetry 
was assumed in the analysis. 

The second type of concentric element tested had a small spray nozzle 
for fuel injection. When no gas was flowing through the oxidant annulus, 
the li.qui.d spray angle was 90 degrees. The Hquid spray distribution 
during the tests using air and water, was found to be similar to that 
obtained for the plain concentric element, but with lower peak values 
of concentration on the centerline and slightly higher concentration at 
the outer radii. Typical liquid concentration profiles are shown in 
Figure 205 , and the pertinent test data is given in Table. 13. The 
initial value of liquid flow per unit area, Gl' was based on the total 
liquid orifice area, because the discharge coefficient of the orifice was 
not known. The data plotted in Figure 204 shows that the nondimensional 
spread of the liquid from the spray nozde element is more nearly 
constant for variations in injection conditions than that from the plain 
concentric element. 

. . 
In order to increase the initial spreading of the liquid, a third element 
type was designed and teoted in which the liquid was injected through 
an annulus and the gas through a central hole. The expansion of the 
gas Stream diameter alter mJechon was expected to aid In the droplet 
formation process, and to distribute more of the liquid outward frcffi 
the element centerline. Although only two tests were made of this. 
configuration, the liquid concentration profile obtained for the inverted 
concentri:: element are much flatter and thus more spr~ad out than those 
of the normal concentric element. Two tests of normal concentric ele
ments were made at injectbn conditions close to those of the inverted 
concentric tests, and the concentration profiles are compared in 
Figure 20b.. The. profiles are somewhat nonsymmetrical, probably 
because of assembly tolerances on concentricity, and the probe device 
was not wide enough to reach the edge:> of the spray, but the very large 
reduction in peak concentration is evident. It is apparent that the 
inverted concentric element should provide uniform combustion products 
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within considerably shorter chamber lengths than necessary for normal 
concentric elements. The lower heat loss of shorter chambers would 
provide increased gas temperature and therefore increased gas con
ductivity in the MHD generator. The heat transfer rate to the injector 
face would probably be increased with this injector elemen~ type because 
the shorter length required for mixing would allow burning to commence· 
nearer the injector face. · 

Droplet Size Detetermination - For determining the volume-surface 
mean diameter for liquid sprays, an optical system was constructed 
based on work done by R. A. Dobbins* at Princeton University. This 
method of droplet size measurement depends upon the fact that for 
droplets.larger than about 10 microns, the portion of a_parallellight 
beam that scatters at small angles is scattered almost entirely by 
diffraction. The intensity of the light scattered diffractively is des
cribed as a function of the scattering angle by the expression 

where -e = 
I a = 
Eo = 
Di = 
'A = 
OL; = 
Jl = 

= E ('"tr Di:l)l 
o 4 "A [ 

2 J, ( Ol i e >] 2 

oe.; e 
light scattering angle from the optic axis 
intensity of s~attered light at angle e 
flux of incident light 
droplet diameter 
wavelength of incident light 

~rDi/'A 
first order Bessel function 

Based on thin lens theory, the droplet diffraction pattern will be in
dependent of the position or motion of the dropl~t within the light beam. 
For more than one droplet in the optical field, the intensity of the ringed 
pattern will be increased, but the _pattern will remain the same as long 
as the drop sizes are the same. For liquid sprays, however, a range 
of drop diameters are present. In this case, the diffraction patterns 
for the different drop sizes overlap and merge to form a symmetrical, 
continuous distribution of light intensity varying from a maximum at 
the center, on the optic axis, to a negligible amount at some radius 
from the optic axis. · 

* Dobbins, R. A., Light Scattering and Transmission Properties of 
Sprays, A Technical Report on Contract AF 18(600)-1527, Dept. of 
Aero. Engr, Princeton, N.J.,. November 23, 1960 
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If the locallight.intensity on the focal plane is normalized with respect 
to the intensity on the optical axis, and the fraction of the total number 
of drops having a particular diameter Di is given by 

M; no. of drops of diameter Di 
X; = N ::. total number .of drops 

distribution of light intensity can be expressed as 
.- 4 [2.3";(«.19)]2 

2 ( 8) ::; I., =- E xI D; ~ ;EI _ 

· "T:.o E x · D · 4 

then the 

I I I 

For a typical continuous spray distribution the relative intensity J (e) 
can be related directly to the volume-surface mean diameter, D32• of 
·a. group of droplets, where 

The relationship is of the 

3 
~ x;Di 

"' __._, ----,z.-
~ Xj Di 

form 

, as shown in Figure 207. 

If a photographi~ plate is placedat the focal plane of the receiver lens, 
as shown in Figure 208. exposed to the scattered light, and developed, 
it will show a highly exposed, or dense dot, surrounded by a symmet
rical. region with decreasin,g density at inc-reasing radii from the center. 
The film can be calibrated by exposing a portion of the film to the un
scattered monochromatic light thro~gh a commercial step tablet. The 
film density can be determined for the scattered light area and for the 
calibration regions with a microphotometer. Since the transmittance 
values for the calibration step tablet are known, the film density 
values in the test region can.b.e. converted to .values of relative light 
intensity vs radius from the center of the pattern on the film. .Values 
ot the light scattering angle, e , are cal<;ulated from the system 
geometry, since 

sin e = 
radius from optic axis on film 
focal length of r~ceiver lens 

Because the unscattered light does not for.n!'l at a point, but over a srn~U 
region, the scattered light near the optic axis is obscured by the dot 
formed by the unscattered light, and the. intensity profile must be extra
polated to the optic axis. 
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If the test intensity curve is normalized by dividing each intensity value 
by the intensity at the optic axis, the resulting curve can be compared 
to the theoretical curve (Figure 207) and a value of D32 chosen that 
will make the experimental and theoretical curves correspond the best .. 
This value of D32 is then the volume-surface mean diameter for the spray. 
Analysis of all the errors that can affect the technique shows that the. 
value of D32 is accurate within± 10 per cent over a wide ran.ge of dis
tributions of liquid mass vs drop size. 

The optical rig described above was calibrated using polystyrene beads 
in salt solution to simulate the drops in a spray. The rig is pictured 
in Figure 209 and test intensity profiles obtained such as that shown 
in Figure 210. 

It was planned to determine the fuel vaporization rate under actual 
combustion chamber conditions by analyzing streak photographs of 
burning fuel drops in a transparent two-dimensional combustion chamber. 
Use of a !ligh speed motion picture camera without the framing .prism 

·allows the recording of burning fuel drops as streaks of light on the 
film. Knowledge of the film speed permits determination of the speed 
of the burning dr.op at each position along the chamber. Since the very 
small drops will travel at essentially the gas velocity because of their 
high drag-to-weight ·ratio, determination· of the highest particle speed 
at each· position along the combustion chamber allows a close estima
tion of the local gas velocities. By making the reasonable assumption 
that vaporized fuel mixes and burns in a very short time compared to . 
the rate of fuel vaporization, the fuel vaporization rate can be cal
culated. 

Since the necessity of using advanced combustion .. per.formance calcu
lations for the MHD system gas generators was not apparent until 
relatively late in the contract period, it was not possible to obtain 
information on mean drop size for an injector element, or to run the 
transparant combustion chamber to obtain droplet trajectories through 
the chamber. Therefore, without most of the essential input informa
tion, no combustion performance calculations. could be ma:-de. 

It ~s recommended that the combustion performance calculation be 
done for the normal concentric element and for several other elements 
that might allow smaller combustion chambers. To support this cal
culation for the element types considered, data should be obtained on 
liquid spray distribution, volume-surface mean drop size, and droplet 
trajectories in a transparent combustion chamber. 
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Electrostatic Probe - Because of the strong dependence of MHD gen
erator performance on combustor performance,due to variations in 
plasma properties the need became evident for instrumentation to 
measure plasma properties to compare with analytical predicted pro
perties. Temperature is one of the most important properties of the 
plasma. 

The elevated temperature of the JP4/0z plasma (5000"F) precludes the 
use of conventional temperature measuring devices such as thermo
couples, thermometers, etc. At these high temperatures the gas corn
position will consist of species that will probably n'ot be iri thermal 
equilibrium 'with each other. The concept of temperature may be 
assigned to a species or group of species in a particular energy state 
if they obey the. Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution law. Therefore, it is 
possible to have several ''temperatures" associated with a particular 
gas mixture. The sodium D line reversal technique only averages 
the temperature across the !'!arne and does not give a measurement at 
a point. As Lewis ·and Von Elbel have pointed out, such methods require 
careful control of flame environment and thickness. The electrostatic 
probe method has been used in gaseous dischargesZ• 3, 4 to obtain 
electron temperatures. This method allows measurements to be made 
over a small region in a plasma. Recent work by Calcote5• 6 has in
dicated that the electrostatic probe may be used for m.easurements in 
flames .. 

Lewis and Von Elbe, Combustion, Flames and Explosions of Gases, 
Academic· Press, Inc .. , 1954 

2 Loeb, L. B., Basic Processes of Gaseous Electronics, University 
of California Press, 1960 

3 Langmui.r, D., aut.l Mott~Smilh, H. M. Gene1·al Electdc Review 27, 
449, 538, 616, 762, 810, (1924) 

4 Johnson, E. 0., and L. Malter, A Floating Double Probe Method 
for Measurements ·in Gas Discharges, Physical Review, Vol. 80, 
No. l, October, 1950 

5 Calcote, H. F., Ion and Electron Profiles in Flames, 9th Combustion 
Symposium, 'August 1962 

6 Calcote, H. F., and King, I. R., Studies of Ionizations in Flames 
by Means of Langmuir Probes, Fifth Symposium on Combustion 
P• 123, Rhcinhold Publie:hing Corporation, New YorY., 1955 
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From Langmuir 1 s theory for the glow discharge plasma the current 
equations for a cylindrical probe may be obtained.' The two equations 
for charged particles if their velocities form a Maxwell-Boltzmann dis
tribution are as follows 

i = 2 Trrl I f.)a [1- F..Rf/j.a>~ ]+ ERf ~1 for acceleration potentials r a. -r ~ 
l 

where 

and 

Also, 

i =- 2. r.r ~I e.,' for retar.ding potentials 

"I. ::. 

= 
r = 
L = 
a = 
I 
v = 
k = 
T = 
e = 
N = 
m = 

eV 
y, T 

Ne Fik 
current received by probe 
radius of probe 
length of probe in plasma 
charged particle sheath radius 
random current density 
potential difference between probe and plasma 
Boltzmann's constant 
temperature of particle 
cha.rge on particle 

. particie concentration 
z-:-.?-ss of particle 

From the equation for retarding potentials we obtain by taking the log
arithm of both sides 

lo~ e i = ~V + C.ONSTANT where 

since the positive ion contribution to the total current is considered 
small in the slightly negative region, a plot of logei versus v should 
yield the temperature of the electrons as shown in Figure 211 • 

Temperature of electrons = 11, 606 ,. ., 

For large saturation voltages, the acceleration potential equations are 
applicable. Making the simplifying assumption that the quantity in the 
brackets does not change appreciably 

i "'"'-' I or i""'-- N {T 
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For changes in temperature from 1000-3000 •K, VT docsn 't vary more 
than a factor of 2, so the current is roughly a measure of the concen

tration. 

A double probe theory has been developed by Johnson and Malter. This 
has the advantage that the current drawn is limited to the positive ion 
current which is many tin1es smaller than the electron current. The 
theoretical voltage-current characteristics are shown in Figure 212. 
Their final equation is 

where 

I I Jo I . (.A · 4' V c J · 
0 ~ e -··-·--:-- e 

. A a Jot 

vd = potential difference.between two probes 
vc = contact potential between two probes 
A1, Az ~ areas of probes 
joJ, joz = random current densities to respective probes 
i = ipl + i 2 = total positive ion current to both probes 
.P p 
lcz = E"lectron current to second probe 

.From a plot of loge (ip/iez) versus vd the slope and thus the electron 
temperature can be obtained. 

After initial laboratory testing of materials, a probe was constructed 
using stainless steel tubing. The probe was mounted on a traversing 
mechanism which rotated the probe through the flame to be studied .. 
The probe sweep speed was chosen to be fast enough to prevent over
heating of the probe by the flame, but slow relative to the combustion 
gas velocity. Laboratory tests were made using both single. and double 
probes and a Meker burner utilizing propane and air, <";l,l;rrent vs voltas:f: 
curves were similar in shape to those obtained from theory for the 
single probe, but saturation currents varied and for most of the tests 
no linear portion was found in tho:: plots of the natural log of the current 
vs the voltage. The former effect was probably due to chariges in the 
thickness of the charged particle sheath around the probe, and.·the latter 
t:ifect w~s ptobably due to an eiiect of probe size, o~ to ~!!ects of drift 
velocity between the plasma and the probe. Double probe measurements 
gave curves similar in· shape to that obtained by Johnson and Malter, 
but shifted with respect to the voltage axis {that is, the p1·obe current 
was not zero at zero PI_"Obe voltage). 
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Calculated electron temperatures for the few tests where a slope could 
be determined for the plot of1og current vs voltage ·were about 250° 
Kelvin or 450• Rankine higher than the electron temperature n1easured 
by Calcote for peak fuel/air ratios. A good comparison was obtained, 
however, between the shapt'S of the curves of the random electron current 
in the saturated region and temperatures obtaincd by the sodium D line 
reversal apparatus for a range of fuel/air ratios • 

During the testing of the probe in the exhaust of a gas generator, ioni
zation profiles were obtained in a plane normal to the exhaust stream. 
Typical traces are shown in Figu.rc 213 for several 0/F ratios. The 
ionization profile shown at the bottorn of Figure 213 was taken :1cross 
a seeded exhaust flame. The sensitivity of the probe is shown by the 
clear definition of large variations in the ionization level, representing 
between 500 and 1000 cycles p~r sec..,nd at the probe swec:>p speeds used. 
Comparison of the shapc of a plot of the square of the saturation current 
vs fuel/air ratio for an unseeded flame with the shape of the temperature 
curve obtained by the Godium-line reVf~rsal technique shows quite good 
agreement. 

From the work done, it was concluded that relative ionization levels 
can be n1easured. The swept single probe will measure nonuniformity 
in ionization levels. However, care must be taken to insure that the 

. electron return is not·changed from one test to another in order to 
allow valid comparisons be:tween tests. Absolute ionization level 
measurements.are dependent upon a knowledge of free electron temp
eratures. 

· :l'vieasurement of free electron temperatures requires further investiga- · 
tion in the laboratory. Work to date .indicates that the double probe 
technique, because it disturbs the plasma least, is the more reasonable 
apparatus. But a probe must be developed that is small enough to 
cause negligible. hydrodynamk·distortion. 

Electron tt:!•uperaturc me.'lliuremPnts on high velocity, high temperature 
rocket exhaust will require perfecting a voltage pulsing technique and a 
method for evaluating the data statistically. This'is necessary because, 
as has been shown by high speed moving pictures, the rocket exhaust 
is nonhomogeneous. A measurement at any one point will not be rep
resentative of what is happening at another point or at the same point 
at a later time. Statistical methods can combine the results of a 
nun1ber of probe traverses at the same conditions to describe the plas
ma conditions more completely. 
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Conclusions 

1. Combustion efficiency increases with increasing chamber pressure, 
oxidant-to-fuel ratio, combustion chamber length and residence time. 
The effect of pressure and oxidant-to-fuel ratio on combu~tion efficiency 
decreases with increasing length or residence time. Heat losses to the 
injector face, combustion chamber wall, anrl nozzle.lower c()mbustion 
efficiency. 

2. The correlation procedures developed appear to be valid within the 
range of test pressures. However the existence of some poor test data 
hmtts the conclusions that can be drawn from the correlation results. 
Quantitative extrapolations of the correlated data to higher pressures 
than were run would be questionable and would require more test result~ 
at the desired pressures. However, qualitative use. of the results is 
a significant aid in estimating performance of higher pressure combus
tion chambers. 

3 .. The injector element type tested that achieves the most complete 
mixing of oxidant and fuel in the shortest distance is the inverted con
centric. The use of this element with its early mixing characteristics 
could result in injector face-cooling problems. However its use would 
probably result in the highest combustion efficiency for a fixed length 
or in substantial length savings to achieve a given combustion effic.iency. 

4. The effect nonideal combustion could have on MHD generator per
formance is serious regardless of the nonideal condition assumed. 
Heat loss from the combustion chamber is an obvious loss mechanism 
that will exist. The existence of 1 i.quid droplets is believed to be the 
most powerful loss occurring in present combustion chambers. It is 
!:lhuwn theol'etically that unreacted Uz would result in a v·ery serious 
degradation of MHD generator performance. However·, it is believed 
thatpresent designs have solved this problem. 

5. Significantly better design procedures could be developed using a 
calculation which assumes that fuel droplet vaporization is the controlling 
mechanism for combustion performance·. This calculation procedure 
is available but requires information from further tests for its use as 
a design tool. 
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IV. SUM[\1ARIES OF VOLUMES II - VI 

This section contains summaries of the other volumes of this final 
engineering report. The summaries are included so that a compre
hensive report on all aspects of this study are available within one 
volume. A breakdown of the problem considered in these volumes is 
included in Section I of this volume. The 'conclusions reached in this 
volume as well as in the five summarized volumes are reported in 
Section V of this volume. 

Summary of Volume II, Integration With CrossPd-Field Devices 

Volume II presents the results of an investiga~ion of the generation of 
large amounts of microwave power in conjunction with the use of a 
magnei:ohydrodynamic. gene.rator as a source of primary power. This 
study was performed by Raytheon Company on a subcontract from 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division. 

The study included an evaluation of all classes of crossed-field devices. 
The objective of the cor_tract was to yield a design of a crossed. field rf 
generator in the superpower r~nge that would be compatible with MHD 
power generation. 

The large a.nount of DC power available for conversion to rf power 
( 1000 megawatts) and the existence of an intense magnetic field over a 
large vofume (that portion of the MHD generator's field lying outside 
the generator itself) were determining factors in selecting the approach 

. to be followed. It was decided to consider approaches capable of 
generating rf power several orders of magnitude greater than the 
existing· state of the art. This approach is in sharp contrast to the 
usual approach of extrapolating existing techniques by one order of 
.magnitude or less. · 

This approach resulted in the conception of a new class of tube knowr, 
as· the electromagnetic amplifying lens (EAJ,.). This tube .concept has 
features that a conventional tube does not have, but· also utilizes q1any 
px;inciples based on prior experier1ce with tubes such as the magnetron 
and the amplitron. 

A detailed investigation of the EAL concept therefore constituted the 
major portion of the work under the study contract. This work 
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consisted of several principle parts. The first part consisted of a 
theoretical investigation of many of the properties of this·device. The 
second portion consisted of a limited amount of cold test work on an 
EAL anode of respectable electrical size and which would have a 
reasonable physical size if it were reduced to a: hot tube of high dis
sipation density design (several megawatts of average rf power output). 
A third part dealt with the paper design·of an extremely high powered 
X-band tube of the layer cake type of construction. The average power
handling capability of this design lies in the.lOOO megawatt class. Still 
another part deals With the economic implications of large tube develop-. 
ment and subsequent manufacture. Included also is a discussion o£ the 
.distinct posr;ibility of building superpower tubes in the millimeter re- · 
gion. 

All ph a so s of the studies· were promising and it· appears that an rf 
device capable of producing 1000 megawatts of rf energy can be 
designed within a single en'.'elope. The t::conomic implications of this 
study are that this device could he produced for a r:osl of less than $1 
per kilowatt, assuming that development costs have bE'en written off 
and that oower supply test equipment is ~ot included. This low cost 
brings into sharp foCI!!' thE' fact that primary power rather .than tube 
cost will be the major bottleneck in any microwave system calling for 
large amounts of microwave power. 

Summary of Volume III, Integration With Crossed-Field and Linear
Beam MicrowavP Devices 

Volume III summarizes the results of a study program investigating 
superpower microwave genera,tion pf':rfnrrnqd by the Litty11 Eh:L.!.r11n 
Tubo Gorpor11Li.uu una Si.Ibcontr;:~ct {rom Pratt & Whilney Airc;raft 
.!)!vision. 

The objective of this subcontract was to design a microwave genera
tion system which yields optimum operational performance in conjunc-· 
tion with a given MHD prime powP:r genP.rator and lends itself to 
electrical integration with the. MUD eem~r.;.~tor. 

The evaluation was ba::;cci on tlw anticipated slate of the art in micro
wave tube manufacture five years from now. This restriction excludes 
all concepts which have not progressed at least to lhe experimental 
model stage. 
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It was also assumed that the tube would be operated continuous wave 
(CW) at X-band frequency .. This assumption gives a basis for com
parison of the various tube types considered. 

The study was divided into two phases. The first phase was concerned 
with establishing the basic feasibility ·of such a system, frorn the rf 
tube designer's point of view, and an evaluation of the relative merits 
of different superpower 'microwave generation schemes. It was shown 
that both crossed-field and linear~beam devices are feasible in such a 
systen"l. After careful evaluation of the desired system characteristics 
it was concluded that a linear-beam device offered the better solution. 
It was further concluded that an extended interaction circuit klystron 
tube· would be the best of these devices. 

The second phase of the project was a detailed study of specific klystron 
designs and their compatibility with the MHD generator. In this phase 
of the study a 200 kilowatt klystron was selected as the final choice for 
a number of practical rea.sons. First, 200. KW appears to be the limit 
for reliable handling of CW power in a!l.X-band system. Even though 
the state of the art will eventually be' extended in a number o.f compo·
nents, 200 KW appears to be a practical limit at present. The most 
important component is the output window 'of the tube; and knowri 
window materials cannot be extrapolated beyond approximately 200 KW 
at X-band. Another rea.son for the 200 KW power level is given by the 
amount of beam power that can be generated in a gun and focused 
through the beam tur:net'. Permanent magnet focusing is an essential 
requirement for a system that uses so many tubes and because perma
·nenf magnets are limited in the value of magnetic field which they can· · 
produce, this also gives an upper limit fo·r the beam power. 

So~e of the_ pertin~nt characteristics of the design tube are: 

I. DC Parameters 

Total DC input power 
Regulated DC input power {for 

phase st9.bility) 
Unregulated DC input power 

(collector) 
Beam voltage 
Beam current 
Beam per:veance 

Heater power approximately. 
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333.3 KW 

13.3 KW 

·320 KW 
30 KV 

II. II amps 
2.12 x 10-6 A/v3/2 

30 w 
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2. RF Characteristics 

Rf output power CW 
Gain 
Conversion efficiency 
Center frequency 
Phase stability 
Focusing field 

3. Mechanical Characteristics· 

Total length 
Max. diameter without magnets 
Max. diamP.tPr with magnet" 
Total weight without magnets 
Total weight with magnets 
Cooling collector (liquid} 

pressure drop 
body (liquid} 
pres sure drop 

Focusing 

200 KW 
50 db 
600/c 
10 Kmc 
• 06 • /volt 

1000 gauss 

18 in. 
3. 5 in. 
4. ~ iu, 

25 lb 
50 lb 
16 gpm 
40 psi 

5 gpm 
40 psi 

permanent magnet 

PWA-2170 

The collector is des:gned to take only 130 KW of dissipation power. 
This assumes that the full beam power is never on without the rf drive. 

An econorn.ic evaluation of the klystron approach· was made in addition 
to the technical considerations. Only manufacturing .costs were 
considered since development and engineering costs will be. negHgible 
in COmparison. It is estimated that the COSt of the 2Q'Q l<W rnicr!IW;.!VP 

generators will approach, depending on volume of Ji>roduction. 0. (, 
~..eul::. !Jt:r walt of rf power,or 3. b million dollars per 600 megawatts 
of rf output. · 

Summary of Volume IV, Materials 

Volume IV presents the results of a Pratt &: Whitney Aircraft study of 
the problem area of MHD generator materials.. The object of the study 
was to tesl and evaluate existing and new materials for use in the 
power generating section of a magnetohydrodynamic generator. 

The problem of selecting materials for nsP. in the power-generating 
section of the MHD generator is very complex. This is a result of 
the environmental conditions encountered in this area, the diversity in 
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required properties, and the lack of information on material properties 
under the operating conditions. The desired materials fall into two 
categories, 1) highly refractory .electrically-nonconducting mate rials, 
and 2) highly refractory electric11lly-conducting materials. 

The prirne requirement for insulator materials is an electrical resis
tivity significantly higher than that of the plasma .so that the generator 
will not short out. Since the resistivity of insulator materials decreases 
rapidly as the temperature of the materials is increased, this require
ment is difficult to ·meet. Very little information is available in the 
literature on electrical resistivity of materials at very high tempera
ture, and much of the available information is useless because .of 
inadequate descrit:tion of the material being tested. Conversely the 
prime requirement for the electrode materials is that the electrical 
conductivity be greater than that of the plasma at elevated tempera
tures. In general, the conductivity of conductor materials decreases 
slowly With increasfng temperatures. The conductivity of materials 
at high temperatures cannot be prP.dicted with any deg.ree of accuracy 
from their low temperature values and therefore must be measured. 
As is the case with insulator materials this information is not usually 
found in the literature. The materials evaluation program was divided 
into three phases, 1) a literature survey and preliminary analysis, 
2) laboratory· investigation, and 3) an environmental testing program. . . 

The purpose of the literat~re survey was to select materials for the 
laboratory investigation. Both the published literature and unpubli.3hed 
data from various laboratoties was surveyed for high temperature 
properties of materials. 

The laboratory investigation included the design and construction of 
specialized high temperature testing equipment, the production of test 
data, and the evaluation of these results. First the electrical resistance 
of insulating ·materials and the electrical conductivity of ceramic 
conductors were measured. Those materials having promising electri
cal properties were then tested for chemical c:ompatibility with,.and 
erosion resistance to,plasmas of the types found in an MHD generator. 
The third part qf the laboratory investigation was the determination 
of the high temperature mechanical properties. Tho:>e measured were 
the linear thermal expansion and mod1.1lus o{ rupture. 

The specific electrical resistivity as a function of temperature has 
been measttred for eleven refractory insulating materials, aluminum 
oxide, beryllium oxide, magnesium oxide, thorium oxide, zirconiuu1 
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silicate, magnesium aluminate, strontium zirconate, barium zirconate, 
calcium zirconate, thorium zl.rconate, and boron nitride. In making 
the electrical measurements, samples in the form of short rods were. 
heated in a tungsten resistance furnace, either in a high vacuum or in.· 
a purified argon atmosphere. 

_ Of the materials tested, beryllium oxide, magnesium oxide, strontium 
zirconate and calcium· zirconate were the best. The best of the com
mercial beryllium oxide s·amples was hot-pressed to a high theoretical 
density from a very high purity starting material. The electrical 
resistance of this material at 2000°C was 400 ohm-em, a value higher 
than any other commercial material tested at this temperature. 

Tho clootrical roGictivity of ton coramic conducting matcrialo for .MHD 
electrodes was measured as a function of temperature. These materi
als were columbium diboride, titanium diboride, titanium nitride, 
zirconium nitride, titanium carbide, molybdenum disilicide, high 
density graphite, zirconium carbide + 25 per cent graphite by volume, 

. zirconium carbide + 45 per cent graphite by volume and thorium oxide + · 
5 per cent yttrium oxide*. To measure the electrical conductivity of 
conducting ceramics or metals at high temperatures the samples were 
heated in either the tungsten resistance furnace in vacuum or in an 
argon atmosphere, or in the graphite resistance furnace in a purified 
argon atmosphere. The two best conductors of those tested, titanium 
diboride and columbium diboride, are almost as good conductors as 
tantalum. 

The compatibility test burner consisted of a small water-cooled rocket 
motor to which the test piece 'Nas clamped, and a preheating furnace 
to safeguard the test piece against premature failur·e by thermal shock. 
The chemical compatj.bility test imposed an exhaust of a minimum of 
1, 'lb Maoh number at a minimum tcmpcratur:= of 11)20 •F and contained 
potassium nitride seeding equal to the highest value o~ potassium con
tent suggested for the MHD generator. Materials which gave good 
performance in this test were beryllium oxide, magnesium oxide, 
hafnium oxide, and zirconium diboride. 

The linear ther.mal expansion of twenty-five refractory insulator and 
conductor materials was measured during this program. Many of 
these were measured to temperatures above 2400 •c using a graphite 
resistance furnace and spectroscopic graphite dilatometer rods. 
Measurements up to about 1800 •c were made in an oxide resistance 
furnace wl.th sapphire dllatometer· rods. 

* The electrical resistivity of silicon carbide + 25 per cent .graphite 
by volume .was measured but was not presented due to a lack of 
reproducibility in the ·data 
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Hot rr.odulus of rupture tests were made only on those materials which 
had shown definite promise of usefulness in MHD generators as a result 
of previous tests in this program. IV!easurements were made on three. 
forms of beryllium oxide, magnesium oxide, high density graphite, 
zirconium carbide with 30 per cent graphite, and silicon carbide with 
20 per cent graphite. 

To obtain additional information on MHD materials for use in design 
work, a program, funded by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, was instituted 
at Southern Research Institute for the deterinina.tion of properties not 
included under the in-house program. These properties were ultimate 
tensile strength, modulus of elasticity, compression .strength, shear 
modulus, and thermal conductivity. Materials tested were those which 
had shown definite promise for MHD use. These included two hot
pressed beryllium oxides of different densities and two composite 
materials, zirconium carbide with graphite and silicon carbide with 
graphite. 

The environrnental program consisted of the testing of se-veral materials 
as electrodes and sidewalis in MHD rig s_ection's. During preliminary 
testing in this program, many materials were tested in a subsonic rig 
to determine their ability to withstand the high temperature and cor
rosive atmosphere of an operating Mi-lD unit. The best insulator and 
conductor materials as indicated by these determin<ttions and by the 
results of the laboratory investigation were tested further in a super
sonic MHD rig which more closely approximated the temperature and 
erosion characteristics of an operating MHD unit. The best electrode · 
and insulating materials were mounted fn the supersonic rig and p~wer .... 
was generated. 

During preliminary testing 18 refractory electrode material·s and nine 
insulator materials were run in a simulated MHD environment with a 
subsonic plasma vebcity. Of the electrode materials, dense graphite, 
.stannic oxide, and titanium nitride eroded severely. Materials which 
;had adequate erosion resistance but which cracked severely during 
testing included columbium carbide, molybdenum di silicide·, silicon 
<carbide,· tantalum carbide, tantalum diboride, titaninm boronitride, 
.titanium diboride, and zirconium diboride. Two materials which did 
·not crack and had only mo~erate erosion were high density grain
oriented graphite and pyrolytic graphite. Other materials which stood 
up well in testing were the composite materials consisting of a carbide 
material containing dispersed graphite particles. The carbide com
posites tested were silicon carbide, tantalum carbide, tantalum car-
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bide-zirconium carbide, and zirconium carbide. Of the insulator 
materials tested aluminum oxide melted and boron nitride, magnesium 
oxide, and strontium zirconate eroded badly. Hafnium oxide, thorium 
oxide, and zirconium silicate cracked very badly. Eeryllium oxide 
held up very well during testing with no measurable erosion and only 
minor cracking. 

For the next phase of testing using a supersonic MHD environmental 
rig, four electrode materials and two insulator materials were included. 
The zirconium carbide-graphite material was found to have inadequate 
erosion resistance in these tests but a graded electrode was developed 
having a zirconium carbide surface with the amount of graphite parti:
cle s increasing toward the back of the electrode. This electrode held 
up very well in subsequent tests. Silicon carbide-graphite electrodes 
held up well in the supersonic plasma. The high density, graifi
oriented graphite had no cracking and only moderate erosion but was 
considered inferior to the electrodes mentioned above. The tantalum 
carbide-graphite electrodes, however, eroded badly in the supersonic· 
plasma, The high purity, high density beryllium oxide insulators held 
up very well with no evidence. of erosion occurring,although some 
cracking resulted, Boron nitride eroded very badly and has MHD 
application as backup spacers only. · 

1n final MHD environmental testing, runs were made using beryllium 
oxide insulators and either zirconium carbide-graphite,· graded 
electrodes or silicon carbide-graphite electrodes. These runs were 
made ·with power being generated for from 10 to 30 minutes. 

As a result o£ the materials study the following conclusions were 
drawn: 

1) The outstanding insulator material is high purity, high density, 
hot-pressed beryllium oxide. 

2) Two outstanding electrode materials were found, silicon carbide
~raphite aml zir<;:onium carbide-graphite. The thermal shock 
resistance of both of these materials was improved markedly by 
the controlled addition of dispersed graphite particles within the 
carbide matrix. Both materials showed good e.rosion resistance. 
However the silicon carbide material exhibited better oxidation 
resistance than the zirconiu·m carbide .. 
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3). The results of the final phase of environmental testing indicated 
that significant electrical power can be generated for extended 
periods of time with electrodes of either of the above electrode ___ ... __ :_,_ 
.o..o.&O.L.C.L .La. .a..:;,. 

Summary of Volume V, Theoretical Plasma Conductivity Studies. 

Volume V presents the results of a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division 
analytical investigation of plasma conductivity under ·varying plasma 
conditions. Improved analytical methods were developed for determin
ing tJ-le plasma and boundary layer conductivities in the MHD genera
tor. 

The purpose of the analysis was to investigate the relationships be
tween the current; the electric field, and other current driving forces 
in MHD generators. These relationships were first derived from basic 
principles and then applied to determining the plasma conductivity in 
the uniform main stream, and to the very much more complicated 
problem of determining voltage drop in the electrode boundary layers. 
The study was restricted to.conditions occurring in MHD generators, 
but not necessarily to those found only in hydrocarbon-fueled open-
cycle generators. The first part of this investigation dealt with the 
problem of the main stream conductivity. In this part of the investiga
tion the formulas for the electrical conductivity and diffusion coefficients. 
of a magnetohydrodynamic generator plasma, including ion flow, are 
derived. The electron energy equation is developed, leading to an 
expression for electron temperature. ?:"hese formulas are applied to· 
calculating these quantities in segmented a.nd unsegmented MHD · 
generators. It is shown that in segmented generators these quantities 
have much more favorable values. The expressions derived are also 
compared to the approximate relations in the literature based on con
stant electron collision frequency. It is shown that the approximate 
relations can lead to inaccurate results, especi.:tlly. in the Hall mobility 
ratio. 

It was necessary to restrict the range of conditions of the plasma in 
order to obtain a solution for the conductivity and other transport 
P.roperties. This is because for each range of conditions, different 
sets of assumptions on the relative magnitudes of important parameters 
are valid. Plasmas used as the working fluid for MHD generators have 
the characteristic of high total particle densi'ty with a low proportion 
of electrons. However, because of the high overall density, the 
density of electrons is still higher than usual for most plasmas. 
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In more explicit terms, these general plasma properties lead to the 
following assumptions on the relative magnitude of paramete:r's. .The 
electron-electron collision frequency is much less than the electron
neutral coliision frequency. However, the energy transfer among 
electrons is much greater than the energy transfer to the molecules~ 
An electron can transfer all its energy to another electron in a 
collision, but it can only transfer a small proportion of its energy to 
an atom because of the great mass difference. Therefore it can be 
assumed that the electron-electron collision frequency is much greater 
than the product of the ene1·gy lo~:; p<u-a•ud~r ami the electron-neutral 
collision frequency, except when the neutrals are multi-atom type 
mnlf;'("nl~s. Thl? l?nergy loss pa.ramotoro are the fra.etion of excess 
energy electrons lose per collision with the neutrals. 

"liP.t.i'lnsP nt thPlT mnr-h g:r•nd'i'r m:\li"E", tho volooitioo of the iono enn be 
neglected compared to those of the electrons, even though the current 
due to the ions has to be considered because of their possibly greater. 
density. 

Another very important assumption that has been made in the analysis 
is that the isotropic part of the distribution function of the electrons is 
Maxwellian. This <J.ssumption can be justified on more basic grounds 
under two circumstances. When there are only monatomic atoms in the 
plasma the energy transfer between electrons is much greater than 
the energy transfer to the atoms. Since the energy the electrons gain 
from the electric field is exactly equal to that lost to the ::~toms, this . 
energy transfer rate is also much smaller than the electron-electron 

.energy transfer rate. Thus, in this case the electrons are virtually 
only in thermal contact with themselves and form a canonical ensemble 
which is sufficient to insure a Maxweli distribution. 

When a plasma contains a large proportion of multi-atomic molecules 
the electrons can.transfer energy more easily to the molecules. This 
is because of collisions where the rotational and vibrational states of 
the molecules are excited. However, even in this case, while the 
inequality is greatly weakened, the electrons still transfer more energy 
among themselves. A Maxwell distribution also results from the 
opposite effect. The large electron-molecule energy transfer rate, 
even for small excess of electron energy, prevents the electron 
temper-ature from rising significantly above the gas temperature 1 

whe·n the electric fields are of a magnitude found in the _main stream 
of IviHD gwnerators. Under thcoc circum:Jta.nees, the ele:<.b·uus an: 

practically in equilibrium with the gas and maintain an almost exact 
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MaXviell dist~ibution, independent oithe electron-electron energy 
transfer mechanism. It is shown that in a segmented electrode MHD 
generator the effective conductivity <J = (<JR~to-:. ')/a'" A. is in general not 
equal to the conductivity without a magnetic field a-'0 • They are equal 
only when the electron collision frequency is constant and independent· 
of electron speed. In the potassium-seeded hydrocarbon combustion 
product plasma the effective conductivity varies only slightly with the 
magnetic field. This is true also for a pure cesium plasma. However 
for a cesium-seeded plasma the effective conductivity changes greatly 
with magnetic field from its zero field amount. 

The Hall mobility ratio ex. ·is also, in gene.ral, not directly propo.rtion
al to the magnetic field. This "is again true only when the electron 
collision frequency is independ~nt of speed. The Hall mobility ratio 
is much more sensitive to variable collision frequency than the effective 
conductivity and in almost all cases must be calculated by correctly 
averaging the collision frequency in order to get accurate results. 

In order to obtain a highly elevated electron temperature ·in an MHD 
generator it is necessary that the electrodes be segmented. 

Typical negative ion densities in seeded hydrocarbon combustion 
product plasmas (due to the formation of OH-) are too low to make the 
ion densities so much in excess of the electron densities that ion 
conductivity is important. However if the seed is a potassium halide 
salt the halogen forms a large enough densi~y of negative ions that the 
ion current cannot be neglected. · 

The second part of the study was concerned with the electrode boundary· 
layer. The ordinary momentum equation for a turbulent boundary 
layer was analyzed with the additional Lorentz force present in MHD 
generators. The turbl;llent energy equation of the neutral species was 
·Considered with the inclusion of the energy transferred by the ele_ctrons 
and the enthalpy generated by the changing chemical species across 
:the boundary layer, as well as the heat transferred to the wall. The 
-;velocity and stagnation enthalpy profile fc;>rms were postulated and the 
.:rate of growth of the boundary layer thickness was found by solving 
:the integrated momentum and energy equations. 

The electron continuity equation was then set up allowing for electron 
diffusion, mobility, formation, and recombination. It was assumed 
that while the boundary layer is turbulent, the electron particle dif
fusion far exceeds the turbuient diffusion of the electrons, because of 
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their low mass. Because of the plasma condition that the net charge 
density is zero, the electron plus the negative ion density must be 
balanced by the positive ion density. Also, the divergence of the total 
electric current must be zero. These conditions cause the electron 
and ion fluxes to be tightly interrelated, thus the ion continuity 
equations must be solved simultaneously with the electron equation • 

. The diffusion and mobility were calculated using the coefficients calcu
lated in the study. Next the formation and recombination rates are 
analyzed. These are extremely dependent ·(especially the formation 
rate) Ot:t the electron temperature. Thus to solve the continuity 
equation the electron energy equation muot alao bo oolved for the 

·electron temperature. These must be solved simultaneously as the 
electron temperature is dependent on the electron density and flux. 
In solving the electron energy equation, the energy transferred to the 
neutrals, which is used in the neutral species boundary layer energy 
equation, is found. 

The main external effect solved for was the boundary layer voltage 
deficiency. This deficiency is the difference between the actual. 
vo"tage output and that whic;h would be present if the main stream· 
velocity and conductivity continued all the way to the electrode surface. 
The voltage deficiency comes from tw0 effects: the drop in the electro
motiye force due to the velocity being smaller in the boundary layer 
and, more important, the voltage drop resulting from the increase of 
the elect~ic field compensating for the decline of the conductivity in 
the boundary layer. 

The main results of the-second part ·of this study are that the anode 
voltage drop is approximately one-third the cathode drop, that the 

·voltage drop decreases substantially with increasing wall temperature 
and that there is a decrease in voltage drop with increasing initial 
temperature gradient. It is also shown that the calculated boundary 
layer voltage drop levels out at high current densities but still has not 
become constant for current densities as high as 20,000 amps/meter2. 

Sumrr..aq• of ~!.:·lume VI, Preliminary Design o{ 1 0_00 and 250 
Megawatt MHD Generators -

Volume VI presents the pertinent results of the conceptual engineering 
studies conducted on two sizes of MHD generators. The studies 
ihcluded both arolytical and design eiiorts. Design layouts, conccpto, 
and supporting data are presented and discussed as regards perfor-
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mance capabilities from both the structural and operational points of 
view. 

One MHD generator was designed to produce 1000 megawatts of DC 
electric power for utilization in continuous-wave, radio.-frequency 
energy conversion systems in the high power range, at frequencies 
compatible with present Air Force applications and requirements. 
The other was sized according to potential Air Force requirements, 
resulting in a unit producing a net power of 250 megawatts. They 
were designed, on the basis of present knowledge, to ·have twenty-hour 
operating life,· to be capable of run durations of up to thirty minutes 
and to have startup times of the order of one minute. The generator 
operating parameters were based on systems studies performed under 
the contract and described in Volume I of the final report, on analytical 
studies of the microwave generators, (Volumes II and III), on analyti
cal studies and experimental tests conducted to evaluate various 
materials for use in the fabrication of MHD generator _electrodes and. 
insulating sidewalls (Volume IV) and on the results of analytical studies 
(Volume V) and experimental tests (Volume I) to investigate plasma 
core-flow and electrode boundary layer conductivity under varying 
conditions. The design concepts formulated are cons'ide~ed to be of a 
preliminary nature and serve to provide the basis for eventual project 
activity leading to the development of fully dependable generators. 

For design and discussion purposes, the MHD generator system was 
divided into the following major subsystems: 

I) ·.Combustion section to convert the chemical energy of the re
actants to thermal energy 

2) Nozzle section to convert thermal energy to kinetic energy 

3) MHD generator channel to convert kinetic energy to electrical. 
energy 

4) Diffuser-splitter section to reduce losses due to MHD channel 
end effects and to recover some of the unused kinetic energy 

5) Mixer.section to prevent losses due to Hall current leakage to 
the scrubber section or other grounded structure by destroying 
the conductivity of the plasma with water -injection cooling 

6) Scrubbe_r section to remove seeding compounds and erosion 
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products from the exhaust gases 

7) Magnet to provide the magnetic field with which the plasma 
interacts to produce power 

8) Controls to start, and operate the unit, maintaining power output 
at the required level 

9) Propellant and coolant storage, handling and disposal system 

The efficient performance of the MHO generators depends onthe 
proper functioning of all of these subsystems 

The effort revealed no insurmountable or mutually inconsistent 
situations although technical problems remain for solution by a· power
plant development program. In particular, the need exists for ad
ditional knowledge of: fundamental properties of some materials in 
the temperature ra·nges anticipated (from -273•F to +5, 200•F), precise 
flow and heat transfer data where the combined effects of current flow, 
ionization, recombination and possible catalysis are present, or under 
cryogenic, two-phase conditions, of coolant eiectrical properties · 
including effeCts of impurities, and of-two-phase coolant flow stability. 
In addition, the need exists for. information ~n the effect of condu.'ct:ve 
deposits on the dielectric properties and performance of insulators, 
the effect. of insulating deposits on electrode surfaces and the dielectric 
properties of water spray, consistipg of discrete droplets containing 
contaminants. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS OF THE FINAL REPORT 

Based on the studies and investigations of MHD power gene1ators and 
rf superpower converters reported in the six volumes of this final 
report the following principal conclusions have been reached. 

1. 

2. 

No major areas of incompatibility exist in the integration of MHD 
power gen~rators and ~:f superpower converters. It appears to be 
more advantageous to physicaliy separate the MHD generator and 
the rf converter rather than to integrate the two to utilize the 
fringing magnetic field of the MHD generator for the rf converter. 
The basis for this conclusion is that it is more efficient and less 
costly to distribute power supply to the rf generator rather than 
the rf energy. An extensive development program involving both 
extended analysis and testing would be necessary to achieve a 
reliable MHD generator. Somewhat less development effort wocl.d 
be necessary on the rf co.mponents of t~1.e proposed system. The 
smaller size generator (250 megawatts) would appear to be less 
difficult to develop than the 1000-megawatt generator. 

The environmental testing program indicated several major problem 
areas. The need for and the difficulty in obtaining high efficiency, 
stable, consistent, and predictable combustion of high pressure 
JP4 and oxygen with the addition of a seeding material was demon
strated. The problem of obtaining and maintaining mechanical 
and electrical1ntegrity of the MHD generator _section was solved 
for the range of voltages encountered in the _test program*.. . . . .. . 
However, maintaining electrical ;ntegrity at voltages which are 
typical of the 1000 MW and 250 MW generators will be a much 
more severe pro.blem. 

3. Two methods were found in the environmental testing program· for 
decreasing the boundary layer voltage drop. Ramped electrodes 
were found to decrease the boundary-layer voltage drop by-increas
ing the temperature through induced boundary layer mixing. The 
existence of high oxidant-to-fuel ratio in the boundary layer through 
the addition of e·xcess Oz around the periphery of the injector also 
tended to decrease the voltage drop when ceramic carbide electrodes 
were used. The free oxygen apparently reacts with the carbides, 
oxidizing them, adding thermcil energy to the boundary laye.r and 
thereby decreasing its resistance. 

* ·output power densities up to 0. 81 megawatts/ft3 were produced 
for periods up to 1 1/2 hours 
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4. Correlation procedures have been developed which can be used to 
predict combustion efficiency of combustors operating within the 
pressure range tested. Combustion efficiency was shown to 
increase with increasing ._chamber pressure, oxidant-to-fuel ratio, 
combustion chamber length and residence time. The effects 
pressure and oxidant-to-fuel ratio have on combustion efficiency 
decrease with increasing chamber length or resi"dence time. It 
was also shown that heat loss to the injector face, combustion 
chamber walls and nozzle·, lowers combustion efficiency and 
results in a greater than linear degradation of MHD performance. 

5. ·The feasibility of using either crossed-field or linear-beam rf 
converters was established. Both tube types would require 
development effort to achieve working status, these efforts 
probably bei:1g somewhat less for th~ klystron tube than for the 
new EAL crossed-field device. 

6. High density, high purity, hot-pressed beryllium uxille was found 
. to have acceptable properties for use as a sidewall material in 

MHD generators except -for its r·esistance to thermal stresses. 
The best ceramic electrode material found was silicon ca·rbide 
graphite. The durability of this material for long durations was 
insufficient at the conditions encountered in the MHD environ
mental testing. Therefore effort toward improvement of electrode 
materials and electrode cooling should be continued and develop
ment of BeO as a sidewa:u material should.be exte.nded. 

7. Improved analytical methods were developed for the. problem are<!-. 
of bulk and boundary layer conductivity. It was shown that the 
effective conductivity resulting from the use of segmented electroclP.s 
is in general not equal to-the conductivity without a magnetic field. 
lt was also shown that the Hall mob1hty ratio is not directly pro
portional to the magnetic field strength. A further result is that 
segmented electrodes are essential to the production· of highly 
elevated electron temperatures. The main c0nclusions regarding 
the boundary layer are that the anode voltage ~-t-rop ·is -:thnnt one . 
third the cathode boundary layer and t1.;,.t the voltage drop decreases 
substantially with increasing wall temperature. 

8. Structural concepts and design proceck::es were developed which 
should advance the st<tte of the art of },1HD generators. The 9-esign 
and ·construction of sidewalls and electrode walls with both mechan-
. ' 
ical and electrical integrity was shown to be a major problem. 
However, designs using existing materials were formulated which, 
with intensive developmental work, should be capable of meeting 
the demands of the environment. 
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE FINAL REPORT 

Based on the studies resulting from this contratt and other work 
performed at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, the following recommenda
tions are made: 

1. Parallel efforts should be p~rsued in the following areas, 
a. Further investigations of both ceramic and metallic 

electrode materials 
b. MHD generator structural concepts testing 
c. Combustion studies 
d. Development of diagnostic techniques and instrumentation 
e. Determination of more accurate plasma data such as 

collision cross-sections ofthe plasma constituents in· 
the range of inL:rest 

f. Adoption and modification of the theoretical predictions 
to include various loss mechanisms 

2. With development of more refined rigs, instrumentation and 
calculation methods: a :nore extensive determination of experi
mental values of plasma conductivities, both bulk and boundary 
layer,and power generation parameters should be undertaken. 

3. Following completion of the above a demonstration of the self
sustaining abilify of MHD fo.r reasonable periods of time should 
be pursued, including more extensive studies of the dynamic 
chara~teristics and problems of t'le MHD control system. 

4. Concurrently with the above efforts, development of superpower 
rf cc.nverters should be pursued. 

All of these efforts would co~tribute to the overall advancement of 
MHD power generation and rf conversion in an orderly fashion. 
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.APPENDIX l 

Derivation of Basic Equations 
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APPENDIX 1 

Derivation of Basic Equations 

The performance of the 1\,lliD generator presented in this report is 

ba~ed primarily on the theoty of one-dimensional fluid flow. The 

equations pertinent to the solution are those of continuity, mom en-

tum, energy, Maxwell's law, Ohm's law, and the perfect gas law. 

In a most general three-dimensional solution these six equations 

are actually 23 equations. 

Coordinate System 

The coordinate system used in the following development with super-

imposed vectors indicating the directions considered -is: 
Y,2 

.··· r·E 
J-------~ X. I · 

r-----'L -v 

. . E':l Z,3 

General Equations 

The equations used before any assumptions regarding one-dimen-

.sionality, viscosity, steady state, etc., are: 
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Continuity equation 
. C}p 

~t 
= 0 

Equation of motion (per unit volume) 

p d V,; = _ C>P + "l1 a-:t"<; + o""V,; . +f .. J. B 
cLt oxt 3 ax~axj 11 axc:aXj 'Jk J K 

Miixwell 1 s equations 

E... .3Ek = 
··Jk ax.; · 

oDi ---

- .;)B;_ 
at 

Ohm's law 3; = O::j ( E.i + Eir...n V,_., B,.) 

Perfect gas law 

Ener~y equation· 

d. (Cv T) 
,1"0 

clt 
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( 1 equation) 

(3.€quations) 

(:~ equations) 

(3 equations) 

( 1 equation) 

( 1 equation) 

(3 equations) 

(3 equations) 

- . 
(3 equations) 

(1 "='lnntinn) 

( 1 equation) 
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In analyzing this system of equations the unknowns are V~, ? , p 

T, 1-/ ,Ji., Ei.,B.,D~,Hc:·· 

Therefore, there are 22 unknown quantities and 23 .equations. How

ever, one equation ~~:= 0 is not independent, reducing to 22 

the number of equations. The conductivity tensor O'i.j is determin-

ed outside of this system of equations as a function of temperature, 

pressure, and gas composition. 

Assumptions 

It was ascumcd that: 

1) The flow is nonviscous which implies·that ~= 0 in the equationS' 
of energy and motion, 

2) The system is in steady state which implies that E. -.::0 
3) ·There is no heat conduction, therefore K = 0. at 

Applying these assumptions to the· system of equations and de-

fining the substantial derivative 
equations can be rewritten. 

d. 
d.'t;' 

a .. a 
::: C1t +- Vj ()X. 

. . J. 

Basic Equations 

Continuity equation 

Equation of motion 

, V· ()Vi. = 
,- J ax.j 

Maxwell's equations 

aP - - + f,·J·k JJ· ·BI( 
ax~ 

=0 

PAOP: NO. 17? 
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Ohm's law 

Perfect gas law 

Energy equation 

;oVj 

B~ = ...,u. Hi. 

P = fORT 

Expansion of Ohm's Law fqr. Tensor Conductivity 

conductivity tensor used in the expansion is 

CJ·. = 
~J 

0 

0 

0 

Expanding on J , where J = 1, 2. , 3 

PWA-2170 

(1-3b) 

(1-3c) 

(1-3d) 

(1-3e) 

( 1-4)" 

(1-5) 

(1-6) 

~Tt:::: cri,(E,-tE,,..,.,v., Bn) + O'i'2(E~+E":lrnnV.,.,BJ+cri.-,(E3'+f,3..,nV,..,.,Bn) 

£ j rnr"l = ± I if j f m :f. n 

0 if any two indexes are the same. 
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For one-dimensional flow V2 = v~· = 0 .. tv\-= I 

\3, = B'.l= 0 .. n =3 

Ohm 1 s law can now be written 

E,,3 = 0 

Expanding on 1.. where t = 1, '2., ~ gives 

J, = <Y,, E. 1 + O',~(E 2 -:- V, B3 ) + <r,'3 E 3 

J.,.= cr'2,E., + 0'2'2.(L2-V,B~+a'2~E3 

J"3 = 0"31 E • + 0" 3-:1. (E. 2- V, Ba) + O'a-a E...?. 

Replacing I, 2, 3; by x, \::J• and_-z..and introducing the O'i.j tensor 

. 3x = cr ~ E )f, -1- () H ( E9 - Vx B z) 

.J<&.= - 0'1\ E.x-1- cr'R(£..':1- _V;c.. Bz) 

(l-7a) 

( l-7b) 

(l-7c) 

Since the electrodes or insulators are solid in the Z direction there 
is no Z component of electric field. Hence E-z:='O which implies 
that .T2 :::. 0. 

Eor the case where Hall currents- are precluded, .J;. = 0 , then 

Equation (l-7a) becomes, for the directions indicated on the 

coordinate system 

Jx-= -cr~ Ex:+ C"H(-E':l + V-t. Bz) = 0 

E . - C)' H ( v ·B -. E ) 
X - .uR 'lt z !:f 
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then 

but 
't '2 

0'~ r 0'~ = 
OR 

I 
() * = ()0 

J ~ = cr., ( v'k \3-z.- r::.~) 

PWA-2170 

This is the value of current density when the electrodes are seg-:-

mented and the Hall current Jx is precluded. It is of interest to 

explore the reasons for segmentation. For the case where the el-

ectrodes are solid E.x. = 0. 

ls 

lationship 

s')( = crH c £~ -v'J.. B-z) 

J~ -= cr"R (E~- Vx. B.z)· 

Jy, 
..:: J~ or Jx :::: <S'tt --

- ()H ()'R J~ crR 

deflnetl a:; th~ Hcill ~ocffient w ·r. From the 

<l. '2 

cJ. :::: ()II + 0 f? :::: 
o ()R 

re-

then O"o ::. crR ~ ;_._, T)"2 -1- ,] a.:nd -:;; o·~ 

(tw-1):-2 -+-=1] 

Therefore for values of wT much greater than 1, <JR 

*Volume V of. final Ml!U report, TR--62 1164 (F•:tr thr. C:il.fiel> 

considered, cr' was approximately equal to o'o )· 
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is much less than 0'11 and JY is less than J'~ for the segmented 

case. This results in less power. 

In this section the following assumptions are applied to Maxwell's 

equatic.ns, the equation of motion,. and the energy equation. 

1) Quasi one-dimensional flow whereby 
-a _ a _ 
----0 oz a~ 

2} The applied magnetic field B i.s in the Z direction only. 

Consequence of VJ(£:=0 and One-Dimensionality 

Equation (l-3a), c.. d~K _ Q 
C.LJk. --- - > 

CiXj 
can also be written 

VxE. 0 . This can be expanded out using ·spherical 

coordinates natural for a diverging channel. In this coordinate 

system d ==~=0 
ae a<t> 

. z 
E ell = 0 

The position vector r' = x: + Yj + Z;; 

In general orthogonal coordinates 

V xF = 
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u. 1 • u. 2 and l..l~ as the orthogonal unit vee tors and 

h = or h _ ar= h = dr 
I au., 2- ou.2 3 au., 

In spherical coordinates 

and 

:ar:l 
iari 

X -· r CO& 8 sin ct> 

'( ~ r stn e sinq 

'Z r cos 4> 

~, :::;. r, U'2= e, Ci-a 4>. 

r r cos e siVl ¢ i:' + rsi~ es;nlbj + r cos 4>k' 

ar= = c.os e sin <P t: + 511'1 e s"s\1 <PJ +cos 4>i< 
a-r 

.. · ~~-

= [cos
2

8 sS:n 2<P.+_sin~esiYr ... <l> +- cos2~j = 

e>r 
oe = -

I =h, 

·- 2. . 2 ~ ~ . a. ::t : '2 1 '/2. I r S!Yl 8SI\1 <P + r cos e Stn <l>J = rs"sn <P = h?.. 

dr 
C)<f> 

a-r Ia;! = 

'i/xC. 

= 

. I -'h. r 2 2 "2.. ~ "'" • a. ~ -1!. A--I h L r cos e.c.os ¢ +. r s·sn e cos <1> + rsin '-YJ · =- r = 3 

d 
== 

21 =0 a.nd. 0 ~==0 
ou3 -au.~ ae o<P . 

I i ... rs.si"'<()O, r¢, 
.3 0 0 ·r ~$·an 4> rir-
Er r.si~' <PEe 0 
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I. 
I ': 

·' 

., .·· 

'· 

. . 
But' 

~· . 

Bui 

s \t'') ¢ :::: 0 

E. e· · ~ · · dEe ::h 
-::: ----- '+'I + '+' f 

r dr 

r 

. E 6 .. 
r 

oEe 
Ee 

= 0 

. E 8 r ::::: constant 

However, tJ the di.stance between the electrode wallsp can be 

expressed as a !unction of r by the following r~lationship 

~ ·::! c, + C2 r 

B.ut at r c: 0 • id ::=. 0 il therefore c. = 0 

·~ • 1 •• 
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Hence or 

Therefore E& 'j = constant. 

At the centerline E!:f is exactly the same as E.
6

• The greatest 

discrepancy between them occurs at the wall where E& is per-

pendicular to the wall but at an angle e to E9 • For values of 9 

equal to 13 o (the maximum angle used) the cos 9 st o 97. Therefore 

the discrepancy at the wall is only about 3 per cent. Hence 

Ey<J =constant. 

Result of Small Magnetic· Reynolds Number 

Introducing Equation (l-3d) , Bi.. = _,M. H C: into (3b) yields 

Ji. = -'- E .. k dBI( 
~ 'J 3Xj. 

This equation can be equated to Equation (1-4), Ohm's law, givmg 

·· I c · oBr< - I'>C •• ( E · + s:: • · v· · B ) 
M Li.jk. oX· - v<J J ~LJK J K 

J 

Let E: = E' ( UB
0

) where U is an average velocity 

v = v'u. 

B0 is the average applied mag
netic field 

E.' is a nondimensiona:lized 
electric field 

I 

where V is a nondimensionalized 

PI\Gii NO. 

velocity 

B' is a nondimensionalized 
magnetic field 

x'· is a nondimensionalized length 

1136 



. ··.: 

. · . . . , .. 

•'• 
' ·.-

Then• ' ' 

. . The magnetic Reyn()lds number 'RW\ is defined by A L O"i.j u 

Therefore 

' ; 
Now 51<. is the nondiniensionalized total magnetic field 

Then 

(-' 

t . 
. ' . 

. . , 
I 

·< 
t 

.. 
Since the curl of the applied magnetic field is .zero anci; since the f 

exciting current is external to the flow 
l 
~ 

.{ 
f • . 

. i 
f 

; i 
.. I 

' ' t 
) -.. i 

For the MHD generator considered for this application the pat• l 
~ 
~ 
~ ameter ,...u L cr.. U 

~J 

.For R~<< t 

ahd •. since E.; 
. ' 

is found to be much less than 1. 

'\!X B~ . 

-:.J v and B' 

<< 
f 
i 
i 

are nondimensiortless they are: 
. . ·: 1 

~ 
. ofdhe order of one and V X Bi < < I , say 0. 
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Consequence of V l< B == 0 and One-Dimensionality 

B = Bo +Be:. 

where B0 is the applied field 

Bi is the induced field 

PWA-2170 

It has -been shown that the indue ed field is small~ Considering 

Equations (l-3b}, (l-3d} and 

V>< B =,AA. J 

v" ( Bo+ Be:)=~ J 

where J is the induced current.-

Then 

Then r, rsin<J>S: r¢, 

vx B = I a 
r<tsil'l<l> ar 0- 0 

0 0 t"Bcp 

r 2 sil'l q, [rsin d J ¢ e, CJr ( r B ~) 

-- e~-( 
r 

B~ + r oBt~>) 
or 

. ~ + oB<f> 0 .. -r ar 
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I nt'egrating 

r B·~ = constant 

z and since · Z is z.ero at r = 0 

.Therefore r =: Z' . 
constant 

and B 4> Z "" ·constant. 

In a inanne.r similar to the proo(that E :~-is cons'~ ant it can be 
. . . . . ~ . ," 

show.n that Bcp V" = constant i~ the sa.'~.e a,s "8:z. Z being constant . 

. One-Dimensional Flo·w Equations 

Consider the equation <;>f motion 

;oVj ~~~ =- ;~i; + '{tJk. Jj 8" 

., . d.· - .-,. .. · 
·;;X·i.· = oXj - ~oX.: only 

V is· only in· the x or 1 direction.· 
. . . 

. ·-"'~·'- ~·---· . -- ·~- .......... ~- -··----. --
J is only in the y 9r 2 direction 

B is only irithe z or ·3 direction· .. 

K = 3· 

Therefore 
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Expanding on L 

1..= I 

Thus 

pV, ()V, 
ax. 

aP + , B - .J~ ~. 
('))(.I 

oP PVx av~ = 
. ox -ax + J~ B-z. 

.' 

C>V<J. V: == v'2. = 0 = 0 (. ox, 

olP 0 dP 0 
cl.X2 d.y -

v· "''v3=0 av~o = 0· l ax, 
olP 0 = d.Z 

Cons-ider Equation ( 1-6), the energy equation 

V d ( Cv T) 'dV.: = 32 
;O j oXj + PS,J· CJXj 0" 

Expanding on j and L 

p v, J(Cv T) 
x ax 

+ P av>< 
. ox 
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· .. ;-
· .. · 

Then 
'd :• ·. d:V 

p V d.X (Cpl- :Rl") +<PdX· 

J:J =. <J_ (V)(~B~.:... E~)' 
2 

~!:.!. ~ J';i ( Vx-B;z '--.J;:~) , . 

= J'J V.x Bz ~ ·..r'il E.~ · 
... 

p v ct (CpT)- ;0 v..f!:. (RT) + P cl.V =: 'J~ V{B~:,., .J~ E~ 
d.x dx · ax . . . 

As above the momentum equ.ation is 

;<:>V" c!Vx .:. ;_ d.P -~ ·J: B 
.. (IX_ ... d.X.. ~ .. :a 

The coordin.ate system shows. Bz. to' b.e 'i~ the negative· di.rection. 
. . . :. . ... 

Therefore momentum equatio·n when multiplieci·.~y V,.. yi~lds 

.. pV: ~~ + V~ ~: =- J~·Bx ~ . and .. · .cl{Cp:'f} =: dh 

Then 

·' 

· · ·· V c:th _ t6V d.(RT) ~ ·p dY =:::__pV-2. ctV:...::vaP ~··j:· E · - ·---
fO ~X ' · ~X : +- · ct.X . · . olX · .. ·Of:X ':1 !J 

·From state P=roRT 

and from continuity m.·=- pV.A 

then 

.vV'i . 
v __ ~ t-'A.-

! ; 

·.:. • . 

. ; 

.· 
... · .. · .... ·; 

. ; " .. ~' . . . 
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"""V d. h - p V d. ( RT) + ,-o V 2 cl V + -n d.d VX + V d.oLPX - - J E. 
,- d.X d..X c:lX 1 

- ~ ~ 

pvdh 
. ctx 

But 

;.~nrl 

cL c Pv) 
oLX 

_ pdV + yd.P 
. d.X . d.X. 

pV d.("RT)-+ ·rov:z. dV + 
d.X. d.~ 

PV = mRT 
A 

cL (pv) 
d. X 

d. ( PV) = ol ( m RT) 
d.X d.X A 

FromEquation(1-1) d(,oV) 0 -a:x--
,-oV = constant YY\ = constant and it 

A 
can be taken out of tpe derivative. 

Then 

_4_( m RT) =- ~ cl (RT) 
alX . A ... A .. c:t.--x-

The equation finally reduces to 

pV d.(RT) ··. ax 

· 0 \~' c.-ll1 +. ..-.. V G. r;.( \/ ;_' 
I ' -- lp --- -

cO<. d..X 

This equation will henceforth be referred to as the energy equation. 

Summary 

The l"t!S ull of this appendix can be summarized as follows 

Momentum equatio1i 

v cl v)( 
;o. x d.X - (1-H) 
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Energy equation 

pvd.h . 
. a.x . 

. Ma:xwell 1 s equa~ion 

+ tOV'2d.V 
d.~ 

·E.,:{'d .==.constant·-_ 

Small magnetic·. Reynol'ds: numb~:r·· 

·B,.<< Bo 

... -

- .__ .. - - --~- ....:....;- ... ~-·· • • ~·--:u ... ·~~--· 
. -~ 

PAGi?: ~0. 

'~ .... · .. 
-··-:- -·-;- .. 

... _. , .. ·. ~-.- ---
·-··:. 

.·.::-·:·-
·----:.... ._·.:. ..... ': _..;-_· _ _..;... ~- ·:\_..:... __ . .. 

·; .. 

( l-9} 

:(1-10) 

(1~11} . 

..... 

. -~· 

· ... · .. ·-
· .. -~ .... 

·. -- '· 
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Derivation of MHD Generator Performance Equations 
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Constant Enthalpy ··, : 

. "~-- :·. 

Among the so~ution typel:;. ar~ tho_s·e,_.bf·~.bnst_ant.-~,eiocity;., ~onstant 
. : ..... ·.. . . . . . : . . .. >~· .·,. . . . ·,. 

._, '· -~· 

.. ~nergy ~qua~_i()_n ._,, :.~ . .. .. -:--~-- :.-· _.;_:·-· -··-· ····-··-

h= 

or 

constant. 

. ·- ·. 

.Pv~·4v· ~ 
. E~:blx 

·,. 

·' 

.;.·· 

,_· ... :,;·. ,. ···" 
.:... .J< ·o.X .... 
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Introducing the momentum equation 

pVcJ.V + d.P = - Ju Bz 
otx olX .J 

.10 vc<V ~ d.P =. _ J..,d..X. 
8 2 'B2. 

Equating Equation (2-4) to (2-2) yields . 

;a v av + cl.P 
a'Z. ·a .. 

. As a. further restriction take E!l a~ a given cons~ant. 
v~ ... 

F1·um the state equation 'P = P'"RT 

Then 

Substituting Equations (2-8) and (2-5) 

·or 

. ~ V dV + ciP = PB'& V2d.V 
RT . RT E~ 

. RT d.P 
p 

Vd.V 
B:zV _I 
. E.'f 

PWA-2170 

(2- 3) 

(2-4) 

(2-5) 

(;!-(,) 

(2-7) 

(2-8) 

(2- 9) . 

(Z-1 0} 

(2- 11) 

on:us can be integrated if the quantity RT is as~llm'\ed const<tl\t. 1-·or 

COnstant enthalpy, temperature is close to COnstant OVI:lr <1 narroW 

range. 
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Integrating (2-11) yields 

~·r r = RT l~ p (2-12) 
2. I (BE V -0 .I 

2. 
~~ 

!J . . . 
v~ RT 1 ( P2) (2-13) -·-'- =(BE: -9 n P, '2. '2. 

v.~r· v'2. = r 2. "RT In ( -¥.:) + (2-14) 

L (Bf_~ -I) 
In this computer program pressure is tb,e1ndependent varl.able. 

As a function of enthalpy and pressure the gas composition, density, 

temperature,and gas constant are determined. The initial value 

of velocity for the generator is given and average values of"R and T 

used for calculating V?. in Equation (2-14}" 

The energy equation can ·be written using stagnation conditions as 

pV dh-r = ·- J .... f.u ;_ . 
. d.X ~ .. . 

now == VYl 
A. 

:::.- power 

J'or a specific power output and total enthalpy change the mass flow 

'is determined. The MHD duct area variatio'n is found by using the 

continuity equation, since rYl is a constant, p.iid /:l and V are functions 

of pressure and enthalpy. 
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From the chemical thermodynamics part of the program the stagna-

tion enthalpy and pressure are determined for various values of 

static pressure. A governing criterion for the generator exit in this 

design point type generator is total pressure. 

From Maxwell's _equations V><B =pJ and V><E:=O. It has been 

I 

shown that Bz times Z (the insulator distance) is constant, and that 
' 

E~ tirnes !:f (the electrode distance) is const~.nt. 

The geometry of the generator, variation of B field and cross-

stream electric field E.~ can be determined from Maxwell's equations· 

and the restriction that EB is constant. The geometry resulting . . v 
from these relations has curved walls and a nonconstant value of 

the aspect ratio, i. . In other instances of constant P.nthalpy cases 

was kept constant and {E
9

) (~)relaxed. This too resulted in 

oul'..,•cd wn.ll.!i with •uu1·e c~.~.:~.:entuated curvatures • 

. The current density J~ is calculated from the Ohm's law relation, 

~quation ( l-4),and from J~, the current I is obtained. 

B. Specified Geometric and Electrodynamir. V;~,.i:;~hle~P (FrGacn 
Neutral Constituents) .·.. -

In order to eliminate wall curvature, (more realistic and practical 

from a construction standpoint) and to study off-design performance, 
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a program was set up whereby cert"ain geometric parameters could 

·be specified in .conjunction with several electromagnetic parameters. 

·As became evident in the constant thermodynamic derivation, certain 

boundary conditions or restrictions had to be imposed for a meaning-

ful solution. Six parameters were considered for use as boundary 

conditions. These parameters are:·. area, i, E'j y , B
1
Z, .B and 

E. 
VB 

To solve the set of equations it is necessary to specify.four 

of the parameters as functions of the independent variable, length. 

These parameters could be held constant or allowed to vary in some 

predetermined manner. This made it possible to adhere strictly 

to the relations derived from the Maxwell equations V><. B ;=,1-A-J and 

V ><. E. =0 , relax these relations if desired, operate at some .desired 

value .of cross-steam potential," or with some variation in ,;-B. 

In this program the gas composition, gas constant, and specific 

heat are frozen at the MHD inlet. However, changes in electron 

concentration are taken into account for the purpose of calculating 

conductivity by using the Saha equation. The initial value of electron 

concentration is computed by the chemical thermodynamics p'rogram 

which considers the possibility of K ~ 0.;, OH- as well as many 

other ions existing. The Saba equation is. used in the program., 

considering only the ionic reaction. K!:;: K++ e-to scale the initial 

value of electron concentration. 
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Following is the derivation of equations of flow used to compute the 

performance of the specified geometric and electrodynamic variable 

program. 

Continuity m ::. to VA 

State ? = p RT 

Substitution for p in Equation (2-15) gives 

m RT =:; 'PV.A,. 

Differentiating with respect to x 

m R d.T + mT ciR + TRd.m-= pVdA + p~ +VA ol'P 
a.x dX d.x ax -·cA.X ~ 

R = constant 

·• m = constant 

cL'R ==0 
c:t.x 

d.m == o 
c(.x 

_Dividing by A. 

now 

then 

m t< d.'T :::. PV dA · .... pcl.V + V cl'P 
A d.X A d.X . d.X C[X 

R -.::. Cp- Cv and 

m C co-1) d.T = PVd.A ~ pd.V 
A P If c::{X A cLX . . c:iX 

i- V d.P crx: 
from continuity m I A = fO v 

pVC d.T 
p G\.X. -,._, 
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Noting that Ct=> d T = d.h this expression can be substituted into the· 

energy equation . 

.2_ [ ?V d..A + pclV + vcAP J + PV:z&V = -J. E 
?'-1. A cO<.. dX d..X. . clX !:f \:J 

From Ohm's law 

Then 

Consider the momentum equation multiplied by V 

Solving for 

pV-:a _cLV 
ctx 

ci.P 
vax 
V _cl.P = 

d.)( 

(2-22) 

(2-23) 

(2-24) 

(2-25) 

(2-26) 

Substitution of Equations (2-26) and (2-24) into Equation (2-22) gives 

""1" fPV J.Pr i- pdV -J VB -pV':I.d.V]+f:N~J..V =el (E~- VE:~B ) (2-27) i=!1 A cl'l( Tx !:1 z dX clX o :1 _ z 

Dividing through by P 

y__ [V ~A+ clV _ J"yVBz_ PV~Vl+ t='V~V =~E=- VE~ Bz) (2-28) 
1'-1 [A d.X: d..X P . . P d.X .l · -p d.X . 'P . . - . 

Fromstate P=PRT and ~=RT 
p . 

Now the sound velocity a. = V Y RT 

:1 v:z. 
MN = Q.:z. = 

v:z. 

""f RT 
The term· 

M~ ("tRT) d.V 
Rr d .. X 
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Equation (2-28) now becomes 

_L [ V c:l.A + d.V _ J:t V.Bz -o.{""dV]+ -;)'M: J.V = O"o(E~ -VE:t B~) (2_29 ) 
o-l ·A c:tx c~.x. p "'dx dX P . . 

From Ohm's law J~ :=. 0'0 ( Vx B 2 - E~) 

Finally 

clV I {O"o[o-1( J ( -:z ::z.~ VdA} _ = -- - - E:':I-V£_,1=!. - VE."B -VB ) --dX 1- M,: P · "f J '7. ... z z.. A d. X (2- 34) 

Now the momentum equation 

{2-35) 

{Z-36) 

The generator performance is found by solving Equations (2-34) and 

(2-36). As in the specified thermodynamics program the initial 

values ·of all the variables are known. Since the geomet:ry has hPPn 

specified-as a function of X , h·om the four p::~r::~rr,~t~r~ montioned 

previously,. the electric field E and magnetic field B. can be 

determined as a function of X • The only varia~loc ·needed for a. 

..:omplete solution then are the thermodynamic quantities, temperatur~ 
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pressure and density, and the velocity and Mach number. Conductiv-

ity is computed locally as a function of X • In the solution of the 

equations the Runge-Kutta method utilizing fourth-order accuracy is 

used to find ~VX and~ over an increment of length . o.x. . 

The procedure used is as follows, where the subscript i. indicates· 

the initial value and the subscript R. the last or final value. 

and 

Define the following 

and Xi. +~X= XL 

Then 

Where all variables in the O...V and g relationships are evaluated at X.,. 
. c:lX """ 

K
2 

= (c!V\ ~'f.. 
Cc;tx.1"" 
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where V = V0 T ~~ and P =_flo+~; all ether variables are evaluted 

·at )(M. 

where V = Vo + ~::l 

evaluated at XM. 

(d..P) . 
i, 3 = \:a. X Ml::l.X 

and R = P 0 + 1.2 ; all other variables are 
2 

I<+ ~ ~)L ~ '1, 

i.,_ = (~~lllX 
where V ·= V0 + K3 and P= Po + Jl. 3 ; all other variables are 

evaluated at XL· 

This procedure is repeated over all intervals of X. 

Utilization of this _procedure ~nd the d.V .and d.P ~x~r-es~ion~ as 
ciX · olX 

wd.ttcn reoulto in.ditiiculh~li noe~.'\' M:1r'k nnmhP.r- l. 0. IuE(IuAtion 

(2-34) the term Q _1M,l) becomes increasingly large as the Mach 

number approaches 1. 0. Consider the case where Mach number is 

close to 1. 0, say 1. 1. d.V will be negative if the large te1·m inside a.x 
thP. parenthesis is positiv.e, since (I I ) is negative. This 

-M,..1 

chang~ in clV will lower the velocity, possibly to less than Mach 
c:J.,X 

1. 0, to , 9 Io:.•r lnst::.no:-~. Nnw is ireater than 7.ero and 
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cl.V 
d.)(. 

will be positive. This oscillation around Mach 1. 0 will 

t~erefore cause instabilities in the computer computations. One way 

to circumvent this problem is to reduce the increment size for 

values of Mach number in. this regime. Another method would be· 

to change the form of the equations so that the mathematical insta-

bility would no longer exist .. 

At present a constant value of D.X is used except for the last lncre-

ment. Since the flow is generally not near Mach 1. 0 a varying 

increment size within the generator will not be incorporated. 

In this program all of the generator inlet conditions are specified, 

including area and mass flow. Hence the power output for a parti-

cular exit total pressure cannot be specified. The primary purpose 

of the program is to calculate off-design performance for a specific 

duct, letting the power and stagnation pressure be dependent varia-

bles. However, as mentioned previously on the discussion of the 

specified thermodynamics program, the stagnation pressure is an 

important consideration for determination of the exit conditions of 

a design-point generator. This program has been modified to 

optionally include design-point performance. In this option the power 

output and exit stagnation pressure are specified and the length is 
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treated as the dependent variable. At the desired pressure the 

actual power is compared with the design power and the performance 

recomputed on. the basis of a new inlet area. The wall shape is then 

deter·mined by keeping the angle the same as in the original guess or 

keeping the original exit-to-inlet area ratio the same. 

The conductivity calculation in this program uses the method whereby 

the collision cross-section 62 is kept constant for some species and 

the collision frequency constant for others*. 

The main criterion for optimizing an engine is cost. Because of 

this, various additions have been made to the program, including 

magnet weight and cost, diffuser cost, ·gen·erator cost, mass flow 

cost, and total cost. The method used for optimizing a generator is 

discussed in Section B. 2, Part II of this voiu:ine. 

C. Specified Geometric and .l!;lectrodynam1c V<..nables (::>h1l'ting 
Equilibrium) 

Another program in which certain geometric and electrical variables 

were specified was completed late in the contract period. The pro-

gram is being used to validate test results, but it was not finished 

:r.c Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Divis ion Report PW A- 19:40, RADC TR 61-.! 04 
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in time to use in the analytical optimization of the generator. This 

program is similar ·to the one previously discussed in Appendix 2 

above except for: 

1)· An improved method of calculating conductivity has been 

incorporated where it is not necessary to consider either collision 

cross-section Q or collision frequency~ , constant. Instead, curves 

of collision frequency versus electron velocity are integrated at 

each value of temperature for each constituent (see Volume V of this 

final report). 

2) Shifting equilibrium has been assumed and incorporated into the . 

program in the form of tables of the the.rrp.odynamic p:roperties and 

gas composition. 

For a particular seed, oxidant, and fuel proportion, tables of 

enthalpy, entropy, sonic velocity, density, gas constant, specific 

heat, electron concentration, conductivity, and changes of gas 

constant with respect to pressure and temperature are utilized. 

These tables perm.it very accurate computation of Mach number, 

stagnation temperature, and stagnation pressure. In the frozen 

equilibriUm program it was necessary to use an expression such as 
"{ 

( 1 4- "YZI. M!)"i"=T. with constant'( to compute stagnation pressure. 
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If the composition is allowed to vary the expressio~ is innaccurate 

due to difficulties in defining a value of Y to fit the process: The 

sensitivity of total pressure to If is apparent ~hen values of If 

less than 1. 2 are used and the exponent can change significantly . 

. 3) Boundary layer voltagt: d1·op has been included. 

4) f>erformance of a nonsegmented electrode generator has been 

lncl u<1~tl. 

The basic method of solution used in this program is the same as 

the one used in the frozen program. The same options regarding 

exit total pressure, power, and length exist, and the calculations 

involving weight and cost are also included. Due to the fact that 

. the composition is ass\lTrled to be in chemical equilibrium in the 

duct· at all times, the values of gas constant and specific heat change. 

Bt:~:.aus~ uf this, expressi9ns such as cl.R=O and dh= Cpc{Tare not 

incorporated into the solution. 

Followi~g is the derivation of the final flow equations used in the 

machine computation, !or: Jx- = 0. 
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Momentum 

pvciv + d:P = -J~ 'Bz IT olX 
Energy 

pV olh 
d..~ 

+ v.z.cJ..v . J 
p d. X=- 'J "E.~ 

. 
(OAV YY\ -

Continuity 

Ohm's law 

State·equatio!l 
?=toRT 

Substituting Equation (2-41) into (2-39) 

r-n =- A v(_E_\ 
RT} 

vY1 RT = PA.V 

Differentiating Equation (2-43) with respect to )!.. 

vVi Rd.T+- m Td.'R ·= PA d.V + PVd.A +AV d.P. 
d..X dX . ctX dX &.X 

Introducing the momentum Equation (2-37) 

pV d.V + d. 'P -::: - JB 
o(.X aX B='B2 and J = J~ 

Multiplying by V 

· '2 clV. cLP pV- +V-=-VJB 
. d.,c, d.X 
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(2-37) 

(2-38) 

(2-39) 

{2-40) 

{2-41) 

(2-42) 

( 2-43) 
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(2-45) 

(2-46) 
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Substituting Equation (2-47) into (2-44) 

m"R c:lT + mT clR = Pl>.d.V +Pvd.A -A(VJB +toV 2 d.V) 
d.X cl.X d.X ciX clX 

(2-48) 

Now to eliminate dR consider the state equation (2-41) "Pv- = R,T 

Differentiating at consta~t P 

Pov)p e; ·R,dT) ..... + THR)_,. 

Dividing by R -aT)p 

P a..r) = 
R Q)T p 

I+ ToR) 
"R "dT P 

From the state equation 

Then 

Therefore 

P=.L 
"R v 

OC. = . I + . .I_ oR) . 
. R ~T p 

ex.- I =I_;.,~·) 
P. ~T. P 

oR) = R (cx.-1) 
cT p T 

Again consider Equation (2-41) P1.r-= RT 

·Differentiating at constant T 

P au"\- -r lf' o 1-')T = T C5'R)T 

Dividing by V C)p)T 

'P dV) + 
-v dP T 
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Now 

Therefore 

Then 

Now co:Asider 

r - P 
v- R 

P d \T) + I = __!: ~R) 
v-aP r .· R.;>Pr 

P chr) _ 
- v oP ,..= !8 

£ dR) = \-{3 
Rap,. 

oR) = R ( I _ t-3) 
aP ,. .p 

R = R (T, P) 

Differentiating gives 

d.R= C>"R' d.T+ oR) cJ.P 
aT)p aPr 

But from· Equation (2-49k) 

dR) _ R (I-~) 
oP T- P 

arid from Equation (2-49f) 

OlR). R (Ol-l) 
dT p = T . 

PWA-2170 

{2-49i) 

(2-49j) 

. (2-49k) 

{2-491) 

Where 0( and {3 are determined in the chemical thermodynamic 

program. 

Then 
d.R=R(<X.-l)dT t- ~ (l-(3)d.P T p 
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Substituting for d.R in Equation (2-48) gives 

m R d.T + m T [R (OL-1) cl.T -r B.. ( 1-15') clPl = PA clV . 
d.Y. T olX p d.X j olX (2-51) 

+ PV d..A - A(V.JB + pV 2 c.lV) 
ciX . d.X ... 

Expanding 

~-d~ ciT+ m RO\. ci.T- mR c:!T + m R T d.P- m R T.tSd~ 
c;I.Y. d.X ClX Pol.X P c:LX(·Z-Sl) 

= PA d.V + PV d.A -AVJB -ApV 2 cLV 
dX· ~X ~X 

From the momentum equation 

d. p = - J B - fO V .cJ. V 
~X dX 

(2-53) 

Introducing energy Equation (2- 38) 

/.)V d.h .+ -nV2. dV = 
,- d..X t.~ d.X JE . (2-55) ... 

The enthnlpy h of a ohomioa.l cy~>tom can b&. '."dtt.,-n h = ~ YY'i. h 1 
. "' 

where mi. is the mass fraction of the i.. th species and hi. , the 

enthalpy of the (. th species 

Also 

h ::. h ( T, P) 
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Differentiating for a reacting gas where changes in V"nj_ are permiltt!d 

Rearranging the terms 

cth = L. [m-(:ahi\ +h .(:ami)l d.T + 2: r m. (ah&\ + h· ( oi'Y\i) l (2-56b} 
· i. ~dTJp L=-df:PJ t.L'<rP1T ~a?TJ 

This can be rewritten using C.p, the specific heat at constant pressure, 

and C -r the constant temperature coefficient, where the ·c p and 

Cv values indicate reacting quantities. 

If the expression h = h (T;P) i~ considered and differentiated the 

following expression is obtained 

c:;lh == ( G1h \ d.T + ( ohj dP 
<rr':lp oPT 

(2-57a) 

In this expression h -=-~ YY\i. hi. therefore the two equations for 
" . 

c\h are equivalent, that is, (oh' == C p· . (for a reacting gas} and · 
·oilp 

(~~JT = CT (also for a reacting gas). 

d.h = . T dS + '\T d. p (2-57b} 
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Then 

as). ()'\]") 
aPT=-. OlT p 

Then 

()h' .= V- T~) 
. Dr-'T .::n p 

oh) ~ V( I_ T dVJ ) 
C>P T \T ;;lT -p 

ex. = T av-) 
v- aT P 

cih\ I · 
·aPJp - -p( I- ex.) 

Equation (2-57a) 

dh = Cpd.T + (I- 0\.)d.P 
. fO ~ . 

Substituting this into Equation (2--55) 

fOVCpd..f' + V(l-oc..) dP +.t...:>V~olV =-- .,TF.. 
~X · dA ~X . 

d..T -JE V d.V (1-<X.) d.P 
clX. = - p V C p- C p d.X - . fO C p d.)<. · 

Introducing Equation (2-53) into (2-54) 

d..T =- JE _ V d.V -t ( l-01..) JB + (l-ot) V d..V 
dX I" VCp Cp c=tX · ,o Cp . · Cp cl.X 

olT __ JE. _ c:x.V dV + (1-0..) J'B 
d. X - to---vc'""p C p d,X. p C p 
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Introducing Equation (2-61) into ( 2-54) 

y)1 RrA [- .JE. _ o...V d.V + (I-11..)JB1 + h-tRT(-JB-,oV cl\/J 
. pVCp Cp olX. toCp :J -p CfX_ 

+mpRT,:3LrJB + toV-~~~.: =- 'PAciV + 'Pv'd.A -AVJB-ApV~d.V 
.... ~...~ d.X di CD[ 

Expanding 

-m R01. JE. _ v¥l RV ""-~ cl.V + m R01. je- rV.R <7.-a. Je- ~ 'RT JB 
p V Cp Cp d.X pCp PCp -p-

- m RT pV ~ -t--~ JB +h. RJ pV(3 dV ==- PAcl.V + PV ~A 
P aX .- ? dX dX oi.X 

Collecting~ terms 

-AVJB- APV 2
dV dX 

(2- 62) 

(2-63} 

d.X . 
cl.Vr_m'R.V<X2

_ mRTPV1-m'RTpV/.3dV_PA+ApV2.~= mR17,. JE 
cix L c P P P oa . . J P v cp 

_ m R~ JB .,. t\, R01.2.JB.,. mRT JB _ mRr f.33'B + pydA _ AVJB (2-64) 
PCp ,oCp p ? . d..X 

. 
Dividing through by rn and noting that RT 

p ·- I 
p 

d..V l_'RV<X.::t_ V+YAJ- 'RT -t-V 1.:=- Roc.n:.-1-.rBR~Co.-~- P JB + 'RT dA 
c:tX L Cp . v j - ,0 VCp fOCp - . p . . A d. X . 
. . . (2-65) 

Solve for c{V/d.X · 

Solve Equation (2-53} 

d.P = 
d. X 

Introducing Equation (2-59) 

-JB -pvd.V 
d. .X 

d. T · = __ 1_ [ J E + V ~~· + (I - oc..) d. P l 
cl.X · Cp · pV d..'f- fO d.Xj 

(2-66) 

(2-67) 

Equations (2-65), (2-66), and (2-67) are the flow equations solved 

in the computer program, and will be made correct dimensionally 

in the next section. 
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Derivation of the Flow Equations 

In Appendix 1 Ohm's law for Ex= 0 was derived. Although Jx :/: 0 

J ·E.:: J~ E!l as in the case of J x = 0 However J::l does not 

equal 

2 2 
0""' + t:r~ !uJ.' 

0'~ 

($o ==- a"R [ ( wi)
1 + 1] 

can now be written .J.., ;. .. ~ ( Vx 1) - \!_,.) 
" I+ (uiT):l ' . 3. "'' 

Therefore for the case :E.x=-0 the only change in the 3 fina1 equations 

of flow, is the inclusion of l+(wT)
2

in the denominator of those 

terms containing 

For this case J .>< B has a j component as well as an I. 

component. 

Ther:efore 

L J K 

JxB = J">( ..r~ 0 :::. - T J ~ B4 + J J)l. Bz 

0 0 -Bz 

·:·[";.·aLL & Whitney Aircra{t Division Report PWA-1940, · 
. RADC( 'IR 61-1'04, p. 13 
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This yields an additional equation of momentum 

P v. a v!l + P v_ _c; v~ + P v!1 c1. Vy + d. Py 
x c;x z. az ct~ d.!:J 

However V~ was assumed equal to 0 in Appendix 1. 

Then c:L p~ = Jx. Bz d.y 

and j x = W T J <:f 

Therefore d P~ = ~ 1" J ':t Bz. d.~ 

PW A-21 70 

...... 
These same three equations are the dimensionally correct equations 

for J~=-0 if all the ~ t- (wrf] terms are replaced ~y L Tlie sol-· 

ution of the ti1ree final !low equations for E. ::.0 or .J'x=-0 is effect-
- . l(; 

ed by the Runge-Kutta method. Values of the thermodynamic and 

r) rctrical variable-s required in- the equations are obtained from the 

table for every pass through the three equations. 
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PRATT 6: WHITNEY AIRCRAP'T 

a. 
A 

AR 
B 
c 

Cp 

Cv 
C/c.+~ 

C-tg/A 
D 
E 
Eo 

ENB 
E.lY 

E,d£y
0 

. 
"""' 
MN 

NI 
0/F 

p 
P .. · 
Q 

~ 
R-. 
T 
v 
X 

'( 

z 

sound velocity 
area 

APPENDIX 3 

Nomenclature 

aspect ratio 
magnetic field 
conductor length 
specific heat at constant pressure 
specific heat at constant volume 
conductor fraction of electrode length 
electrode length-to-channel width ratio 
electric displacement 
electric field 
ideal electric field 
electrical effic.iency 

·cross-stream voltage 
actual axial electric field-to-ideal cross

stream electric field ratio 
· gravitational constant 
insulator length 
enthalpy 
·channel width 
current 

.. current d~nsity 
mass flow rate 
Mach number 
number of ampere .turns 
oxidant-to-fuel ratio 
pressure 
chamber pressure 
collision cross.-section 
gas constan~ 
magnetic Reynolds number 
temperature 
velocity 
axial distance 
dimension in Y direction 
dimension in Z direction 

PACIE NO. 219 
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PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 

~i 
~la-o 

ltj 
¢ 
sP 
4.) 

y 
z 
1 
2 
3 
0 

Hall mobility ratio 
.segmentation factor 
ratio of specific heats 
effectiveness 

·dielectric permittivity 
electrical efficiency 
ideal electriCal efficiency 
generator wall divergence angle 
thermal conductivity 
Hall current ·le.akage factor 
magnetic permeability 
.density. 
electric charge density 
plasma electrical conduGti.vity 
plasma electrtcal conductlv1Ly 1ri 

absence of magnetic field 
effective plasma electrical conduct;vity 
plasma electrical conductivity 

PWA-217.0 

perpendicular to electric field and magnetic field 
plasma electrical conductivity transverse 

to electric field and perpendicular to magnetic field 
plasma electrical conductivity tensor 
effective-to-scalar conrhJctivity ratio 
electron collision time tensor 
voltage 
current strean1. function 
cyc!n~ron frequency 

.A. dii'o!:CtiOI1 
y direction 
z direction 
x direction 
y direction 
z. direction 
initial conditions 
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PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT PWA-2170 

TABLE 1 

1000 MW MHD Generator Characteristics 

Gross power 
Net power 
Inlet total pressure (nominal 

combustion chambe'r pressure) 
Nominal mass flow rate 
0/F (Oz + JP4) 
Oz fl()W rr~te 

JP4 flow rate 
Weight% seed (potassium) 
Seed flow rale (KNOL, + u,o) I 

MHD generator inlet Mach number 
Inlet E/VB (electrical efficiency) 
w"r max.. · 
Cross-stream voltage (ideal) 
Axial voltage (Hall potential) 
Exit E/VS (electrical efficiency) 
Exit Mach number 
Exit total pressure 
MHD generator axial length 
Inlet height, Y0 
Inlet width, Z0 

Inlet aspect ratio, Y0 / Z 0 

Exit height,· YE 
Exit mi.rlth, 7.E 

"P".~Ir. rt ~JH!t:L r d.liv. Y 11;/ Z.c; 
Elec:trode wall divergence 
Insulating wall divergence 
Plasma conductivity, inlet 
Plasma conductivity, exit · 

Magnet (overlap at both .ends to 
reduce end effects) 

Fl.eld strength 
Field power 
0 2 flow 
Current (coils in series) 

PAGE NO. 222 

1300 MW 
1000 MW 

350 psia 
I 650 lbs/ sec · 

2.9 
1 225 lb/ sec 

420 lb/ sec 
0. 1 

4. 78 lb/~i~C 
3.0 

0.60 
4.6 

14, 600 volts 
40,800 volts 

0.81 
1. 52 
22.0 psia 

13. 3 1 ft 
9. 43 ft 
5. 58 ft 
1. 70 

15.63 ft 
6. 74ft 
2. '37 

no 
z.s· 
2. 8 mhos /meter 

10.4 mhos/meter 

3 web/meters 2 

68.7 MW 
612 lbs/sec-coil 

'7 600 amps 



PRATT 81 WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 

TABLE 1 (Cont'd.) 

NI/coil 
Axial lengt'h (centerline dimension) 
Average height (nominal) 
Average coil separation (nominal) 
Number of turns per coil 
Wire dimensions (square cross-section) 
Wire hole diameter 
Field weight 
Exit field strength 

PAGE NO. 223 
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9.5'i x 106 ampere -turns 
19.48 ft 
15. 56 ft 
.10. 17 ft 
1,260 
0. 772 in x 0. 772 in 
o. 386 in 

305, 000" lbs 
2. 5 webers/.meters2~ 
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TABLE 2 

250 MW MHD Generutor Characteristics 

Gross power 
Net power 
Inlet total pressure {nominal combustion 

chamber pressure) 
Nominal mass flow rate 
0/F (jP4 + 02) 
Oz flow ralt: 
J .1-' 4 flow rate 
Weight "'o seed (pot«ssium) 
Seed flow rate (KNOz + HzO) 
MHD generator inlet Mach number 
Inlet E./VB {electrical efficiency) 

,W'"t'max. 
Cross- stream voltage (ideal) 
Axial voltage (Hall potential) 
Exit E /VB (electrical efficiency) 
Exit Mach number 
Exit total pres sure 
MHD generator axial length 
Inlet height, Y0 
Inlet width, Z 0 

Iu1l!t aspect ratiu, Y0 /Z0 

Exit height, YE . 
. Exit width, ZE 
Exit aspect ratio. YE/ZF. 
Electrocle wa II cii.vergence 
Insulator wall dlv!::!rgeuce 
Plasma conductivity, inlet 
Plasma conductivity, exit 

Magnet (Overlap at both ends to 
roduco end effects) 

Field strength, inlet 
Tula1 fic}u puwer· 
02 flow 
Cur rent, coils in se ri.P. s 

PAGE NO. 224 

325 MW 
250 MW 

350 psia 
387 1bs/ sec 
2..9 
282 lbt~~:c 

lJ6 lb/ sec 
0.8 

9 lb/ sec 
3.0 
0.7 
4.4 

8, 066 volts 
17,150 volts 

0.86 
1. 46 

22 psia 
7. 06 ft 
4. 53 ft 
2. 66 ft 

1.7 
7. 79 ft 
2. 91 ft 
2,6~ 

U" 
1 g 

6. 8 mhos/meter 
22. 0 mhos/meter 

3 webers/meter2 

21. 1 megawatt · 
141 lbs/sec-coil 

~.'lRO amps 
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd.) 

NI/ coil 
Axial length - (centerline dimension) 
Average height (nominal) 
Average coil separation (nominal) 
Number of turns per coil 
Wire dimensions (square cross -section) 
Wire hole diameter 
Field weight . 
Exit field strength• 

PAGE NO. 225 
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6. 59xl06 amp-turns 
13. 62 ft 
9. 16ft 
6. 79 ft 

1,840 
0~ 688 in 
0. 344 in 

230,000 lbs 
2. 7 webers/meter2 



Gas General 

Configuration Injector type NOX NF 0 ox DF A To' OX ' 

42 like-on-like 6 6 . 1630 . 0240. . 125 
fuel shower-
head 

46 concentric 6 6 . 1040 . 302! 

48 showerhead 54 37 . 0935 . 0410 . 370i 

53 concentric 6 6 . 1040 . 3021 

54 showerhead 96 6.1 • 0700 . 0330 . 369! . 

55 showerhead 54 37 . 0935 . 0410 . 3701 

sa showerhead 54 37 . 0935 . 0410 . 370l 

61 showerhead 54 37 . 09J!i. . 0410 . J70l 

,. 

·I 



TABLE 3 

Gas Generator Configurations Tested 

A
0

x Total 

• 0240 . 1252 

1040 

. 0410 . 3708 

. 1040 . 3028 

. 0330 . 3695 

: 0410 . 3708 

• 0410 . 3708 

• 0410 . 3708 

AF Total. L c 
A /A 

c t 

• 0027 19.25 . 1. 685 4. 20 

7\1 ?<; I f..R<; 4 7.0 

. 0488 20. 75 2:111 2.6o 

• 0510 20.75 2. 765 2. 59 

. 0522 20.75 2.717 2.60 

• 0488. 11.75 2.717 2.60 

• 0488 30. 32 2.717 2.60 

• 0488 18. 75 2. 405 .1. 84 

Nominal P , 
. c 

ps1a 

30 
75 

"\0 

60 

60 
75 

50 
100 

30 
60 

120 

30 
60 

120 

30 
60 

120 

60 
120 

Data 
Scatter o/o 

::1:5 . 
:1:0.5 

+0. 5 
::1:2.3 

::1:6. 
::1:2. 7 

::1:6. 
. ::1:1. 0 

::1:1. 5 
::1:0.8 
::1:0.6 

::1:3, 
.LL 5 
::1:1. 0 

::1:1. 0 . 
. ::1:0.5 

::1:1. 0 

::1:4. 
::1:2. 

.PWA-2170 

"'? c*average 
at 0/F = 2. 6 

• 85 
. tl\1 

. 835 

.a95 

rv- . ?2 (extra
polated) 

. 94 

. 895 

. 92 

.93 

,...., • 75 (extrapo
. 7?'j 1ato;:.I} 

......., . 82 (extrapolated) 

. '"V; 83 

. 83 

. 835 

.1:195 
·. 905 

2 26 



TABLE. 4 

Test Data for Configuration 42 .. 

Pco psia 0/F Wglb/sec. Wplb/sec C* ft/ sec 0/Wp Btu/lb ~ L /I<· e 1 

28.6 2.248 0 . 3352. 4534 209.2 80.72 26.0 

34.6 2. ~'B . 3730 4930 219.6 87.04 26.4 

30.5 2.229 . 3390 4781 229.2 85. 15 26.8 

36 .. 4 3. 108 . 4190 4617 225.5 85.37 34.7 

38.4 3.298 . 4470 4565 226.5 85.04 37.0 

32.S 2.523 . 3370 4624 226.8 82.72 28.7 
N 
N 

28.4 2. 125 .3250 4652 377.8 84.29 25.5 -.I 

27.3 2.099 .3130 4635 392.3 83.94 25.2 

29.3 2.252 . 3350 4656 401.2 84.20 26.4 

28.0 2.242 0 .3355 4435 . 209. 1 78.96 25.5 

29. 1 2.229 .3390 4562 229.2 8 t. 52 24.8 

30.~0 2.229 .3390 4703 229.2 83.76 26.5 

35. 1 3. 137 . 4220 4420 218.6 81.81 34.2 
'tl 

35.9 3. 137 . 4220 4521 218.6 83.68 34.6 ~ 
). 
I 
N .... 
-.I 
0 



' 

I 
I 

'· . 

I 
i 

N 
N· 

.()) 

Pcopsia 

.7C. 9 

71.0 

7E.5 

7!:.5 

7!.6 

TABLE 4 Cont'd 

Test Da~a for Configuration 42 

0/F Wglb.'sec Wplb/sec ,C*ft/sec 0/WpBtu/lb ·?c* Le/Ki 

l. 979 0 .7332 5019 141.2 86.55 30.3 

2.319 . 7370 5000 . ._145. 5 88. 07 . 33.2 .. 
· 2·. 664 .8141 5007· 210.'6 '89. 47 3.7.7 

2.558 ' .7802 5023 206.2 89.28. 36.2 

2.495 .7595 5031 190.0 . 89.30 35.2 
l. 

i 
1 

. i 

I 

. ~ . 
,. ! 

' I 
j 
I 
I 

I 
'U i 
~ I ~ 
I 1 
N 

1 .... 
....J I 
0 ! 

~· 

. . . .. ' .......... .-...... -........... _--:----··M·-·~-----0- o-

• • I ·~ 

:- .... • +, .:..- -·-·-i.-----.. ---~: . ..: .......... ~ ...... ~'"' .... '-- -~ .. ~- ..... -(~-. --~ ....... _ _,.;-~01>~--- ... ·~-- --~-· 
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TABLE 5 

! 

Test Data for Configuration 46 

Pco 0/F Ws: Wp C* 0/Wp ~ L /K. 
-·- e .1 

60.9 1. 864 0 . 6656 5570 334.4 87.56 34. 1 

64.0 1. 946 . 6847 5563 410.9 89.57 35.3 

"' 
61.0 2.000 . 6678 5679 282.0 85.74 34.7 

63.7 2. 146 . 6852 5539 508.7 89.46 36.2 

62.5 2.045 . 6694 5694 360.7 87.39 35.6 

64.0 2. 151 . 6834 "5597 427. 1 89. 19 36.4 

"" "" 72.8 2.605 .7816 5598 408.4 88.69 39.7 -D 

73. 1 2.558 . 7924 5649 233.2 87.04 39.3 

74~5 2.589 .0228 .8044 5530 419. 1 89.26 40.3 

30.9 1. 998 0 : • 3627 5570 318.4 81.53 29.8 

30.2 2.320 • 0102 . 3537 54q! 403.5 83.34 31.4 

64. 6 1. 983 0 . 6932 4967 396.3 88.87 35.9 

62.5 2.076 0 . 6730 4950 308.9 87.30 . 35.6 "d 
:::: 
:X.. 

63.5 2.085 0 . 6720 5036 408.8 89.83 36. 1 I 

"" .... 
-.1 

72.8 2.570 0 . 7775 4991 434.8 89. 17 39.7 0 

•' _1' 



TABLE 6 

Test Data Configuration 48 

,.) 
0/F ~ wP C* 0/Wp )J c* L /K. e 1 

61.5 3.428 • 0392 1. 1152 4666 2 85. 43. 94.0 

62.2 3.489 0 1. 0550 4993 9.0~ 16 97.5 

65.4 3.587 0 l. 1100 .4985 91.41 97.6 

63.0 3.305 • 0442 1.0732 4967 90.4Z 96.5 

60.0 2.454 • 0467 .9897 5130 89.29 92.0 

58.0 3.500 • 0353 1. 1153 4400 80.87 91. 3 
N 
w 56.4 2. 511 . 0873 1. 0843 4401 77.36 85.4 0 

78.0 3.576 • 0690 i. 3320 4955 91. 34 98.3 

78.0 3.576 • 0804 1.·3434 4913 90.68 97.7 

60.3 3.253 • 0392 1. 0982 . . 4646 84.32 93.2 

61.5 3.361 . 0392 l. 1032 4717 86.07 94.3 

62. 1 3.458 . 0392 l. 1092 4737 86.85 94.5 
I'd 

59.7 3.449 . 0392 1. 1202 4509 82.68 92.3 ~ 
)> 
I 

1. 0769 
N 

54.6 3.403 .0289 4290 78.47 89.5 --..1 
0 



F---.-

,. 

Pco. 

55.5 

54.0 

76.0 

78.0 

79.0 

N 79.0 
l.io.l 

77.0 

TABLE 6 Cont'd · 

Test Data Configur.ation 48 

0/F Ws Wp C* 0/Wp K L /K. . e 1 

2.511 . 0873 1.0843 4331 76. 15 84.8 

2.511 .0873- 1.0843 4214 74. 11 83.6 

3.576 0 1.2630 5092 93. 12 99. 1 

3.576 0 1. 2630 5226 95.54 100.8 

3.591 . 0848 1. 3518 4945 91. 36 98.0 

3.591 . 0848 1. 3518 4945 91. 36 98.0 

3. 591 0 l. 2670 5142 94. 10 99.9 

l. Theoretical' C* value uncorrected for heat loss since measured 
heat loss riot considered correct 

2 .. Theoretical C* uncorrected !or heat loss, heat loss data unavailable 

'tl 

~ 
I 
N --..1 
0 



TABLE 7 

Test Data for Configuration ;3 

Pco 0/F 'IVs Wp C~· 0/V.,-p :!.£ L /K. 
e 1 

48.2 2.592 (!) .8190 5520 4"'8 91. 12 26.3 

49.8 2. 592 .0350 .8540 5407 51)8 91.99 26.3 

45.0 2.909 .I) .9030 5484 3~5 77.96 2:5.9 

51. ,3. 2.909 ) .9030 5481 3:71 88.69 28.5 

51.3 2.952 . )263 .9393 5370 502 86.88 28.3 

46.S. 3.812 :r 1. 0250 5308 2-92 73.38 37.4 
N 

"" N 55.5 3. 812 0 1. 0250 5206 402 89.05 52:1 

56 . .; 3.812 - .0360: 1. 0610 5102 4"1'6 89.02 53. 1 

96.~ 2. 175 <> 1.5940 5970 3S.9 91.37 65.9 

97.8 2. 187 • 0452 l. 6452 5581 ~83 91. 05. 66.9 

98.4 2. 191 • 0452· 1.6472 5581 ::83 91.52 67.7 

99.q 2.719 0 1.6030 5602 ::a2 95. 19 92.7 
"d 

100.~ 2.738 .. 0262 . 1. 6262 5557 ~C·1 95.37 94.4 ~ 
::s> 
I 
N 

100.5 2.738 • 0518 1. 65 18 5519 4(•9 94.80 94.4 ... 
-.1 
0 

100.5 2. 738 . • 0625• 1. 6625 5496 <127 93.91 94.2 
" 



TABLE 8 

Test Data Configuration 54 

Pea 0/F Ws Wp C~' Q/Wp 'fJs!:_ . Le/Ki 

63.2 2.279 . 0292. 1. 0292 5191 102.2 91.10 114.7 

65.8 2.903 . 0320 1. 0820 5143 109.2 92.99 119. 6 

.66. 4 3.333 . 0580. 1. 1370 4939 104.5 92.08 118.8 

33.2 3.452 . 0300. .5910 4746 226.2 90.66 108.6 

32.6 2.690 • 0240 .5590 4936 147.8 89.77 108.4 

N 
35.0 2.857 . 0392. \,J 

\,J 
• 6062 4880 146.0 90.24 109.6 

65.0 2.852 • 0420: 1.0820 5076 135.7 92.06 119. 1 

106.4 2.587 . 0812 1.7312 5197 141.4 92.75 122.9 

124.3 2.441 . 0832 1 1. 9862 5290 133.4 93.37 124. 5 ' 

124.3 2.752 • 0980 2.0340 5166 111. 9 9.2. 60 126.4 

121.8 3. 477 . 0812 2.0512 5021 171.4 93.61 126.4 

29.5 3.981 0 .5380 4643 258.4 89.55 105.7 
1-t::J 
::;; 

33.8 3 .. 271 . 0380 . 6060 4712 203.6 89.43 108.3 > 
I 
N ..... 
-1 
0 



TABLE 8 Con't 

. Test Data Configuration 54 

Pea 0/F Ws Wp C* Q/Wp "Yjc* L /K. e 1 

31..4 2.889 0 .5250 5051 166.9 91.48 110.5 

32.7 2.690 • •)320 • 5670 4879 as.7 89.21 107.6 

32.9 2.690 . J386 .• 5730 4848 1·±4.2 88.96 107.3 

34.5 2.857 . ::>412 . 6082 4795 145.5 88.78 108.6 

31.8 3.440 0 .5550 4846 2:17.2 90.90 10'}.2 

60.5 2.447 0 .9790 5228 112 .. 7 91. 39 116. 4 

N 
65.7 2.258 .0600· w 

"" 
l. 0700 5193 U9. 7 92.22 114.6 

66.5 2.857 0 1. 0800 5204 110.0 92.77 120. 6 

66.5 2~951 • 0680 1. 1150 5044 1.17.2 92.64 119. 3 

63.5 3.011 0 1. 0470 5127 U6.6 92.75 119.9 

66.3 3.146 0 1. 1070 5066 lC4. 3 91. 67 119.9 

64.8 3.255 0 1.0850 5050 EOl. 6 91.91 119.6 "0 
~ 

66.2 3.320 .0420 1. 1220 4990 105.9 92.48 119.5 ~ 
I 
N 
...... 

64.0 3.320 0 1. 0800 5009 J02.7 91.51 119. 1 ....] 

0 

,I 



TABLE 8 Cont'd 

Test' Data Configuration 54 

Pco 0/F Ws Wp C* 0/Wp '7c* Le/Ki -.- --
100.0 2.796 .0 1. 6020 5276 140.0 93.45 125. 1 

104.3 2.615 0 1. 6450 5362 112.4 93.84 125.4 

106.9 2. 626 • 1020 .1.7590 5139 150.7 92.36 122.7 

104.6 2.626 0 1.6570 5338 122.3 93.53 124.9 

107. 1 3.466 0 1.7910 5056 161. 1 92.82 125. 1 

N 123.9 
U> 

2.441 . 1020 2.0050 5224 136.5 92.58 123.8 
,~ .- V'l 

120.8 2.455 0 1. 9000 5376 . 122.5 93.27 125.4 

117.8 2.881 0 1. 8860 5282 138. 1 93.75 127.9 

123.6 2.752 . 0560 1.9920 5245 115.9 93.30 127.4 

121.5 ·2. 757 0 1. 9350 5308 164.9 93.77 128. 1 

125.8 2.961 0 2.0200 5264 114.3 93.58 129. 1 

125.8 3. 056 0 2.0440 5202 115.0 92.96 128. 6 "d 
~ 

118. 6 3.485 0 1. 9690 5094 136.8 93.29 127. 0 :> 
I 
N ..... 

122.8 3.446 . 1292 2. 1032 4936 183.3 92 •. 79 125.3 -:1 
0 



TABLE9 

. Test Data Configuration 5~· 

Pco 0/F Ws Wp· C* 0/Np '7 c·~ Le/Ki 

57. 1 2.412 0 1. 0610 4552 78.46 1 45.8 

57.3 2.550 0 1. 0580 4576 79.45 .. .47. 5 

63.2 2.793 • 0750. 1.1750 4544 80.78 49.6 

28.9 3.000 . 0380 .5980 4089 74.29 41.5 

28.8 2 .. 82 1 . 0870 .5720 4262 76.69 41. 3 

N 30.5 3. 680 ' .o .5990 4304 80. 11 44.4 """. 
C1' 

59.0 3.026 0 1. 0910 4751 81.49 50.4 

57.8 3 .. 149 0 1. 0830 4511 80.99 50.5 

118.8 2.815 .• •0665. 2. 1265 4723 82.87 54.4 

123.0 2.917 .0730 2. 2080 4709 83. 10 55.0 

56.8 2.380 0 1. 0650 4507 77.56 45.2 

59.7 2.412 .0760' 1. 1370 4442 77.42 43.5 'U 
::::; 
> 

60.2 2.508 '0680 1. 1310 4502 78.77 46.9 I 
N ,_. 
-l 
0 



TABLE 9 Cont 1d 

' Test Data Configuration 55 

Pco 0/F ws w· C* 0/Wp ~ Le/Ki p ·--
57.5 2.475 0 1. 0530 4617 79.84 47.0 

59.6 2.898 0 1. 1030 4571 80.89 . 49.8 

59.2 2.842 0 1.0950 4574 80.69 49.4 

62.7 2.793 . 0690 1. 1690 4535 80.56 4q. 4 . 

29.9 2.979 . 0530 . 6140 3983 72.55 41. 0 

28.5 2.821 . 0340 ·. 
N 

. 5690 4241 76.26 40.9 
\..) 

--.1 
64.8 3.250 0 1. 1900 4603 . 82.96 51.9 

60.5 3. 119 0 1. 1080 4616 82.67 51.0 

61.4 3. 160 . 0735 1. 1675 44.45 80.63 50.4 

59.5 3. 134. 0 1. 1080 4539 81. 39 50.5 

56.9 . 3. 184 0 1. 0710 4491 80.79 50.2 

59.5 3.202 . 0720 1. 1350 4431 80.59 50. 1 't:l 
~ 

116. 6 2.774 0 2. 0680 4765 82.98 54.3 
!> 
I 
N· .... 
--.1. 
0 

.... ·---· ---



N 
w 
CXl 

Pco 

120. 1 

L2. L 0 

124.5 

119.5 

0/F Ws. 

Z.791 • 1045 

2.944 0 

2.882 • ll50 

2.882. () 

TABLE 9 Cont'd 

Test Data Configuration 55 

Wp C"" Q/ ·i·;p 

2. 1705 4679 

2.. 1300 4804 

2.2500 4677 

2.. 1350 4733 

))c* 

82. .. 2.3 

84.42 

82..62. 

82..90 

L /K· e .1. 

54.0 

55.6 

54.9 

54.8 

~ 
> 
I 
N .... 
--.1 
0 



TABLE 10 

. Test Da,ta Configuration 58 

· Pco 0/F Ws Wp C* 0/Wp f'Jc* Le/l<i 

55.8 2.355 . 0690 1.0035 4715 82.041 134.0 

55. 1 2.659 0 .9770 4785 83.62 137.5 

55.3 3. 091 . C'730 · . 1. 0220 4592 83.22 137.4 

54.7 3.326 0 1. 0015 4635 84.07 139.8 

96.6 2.850 . 9890' 1. 7425 4701 83. 16 136.3 .. 

110.6 2.492 0 1. 92.25 4879 83.73 135.3 
N 

""' .Q 119.4 2.514 .. 1000: 2.0960 4830 83.61 135.2 

114.0 2.999 0 2.0175 4791 84.52 138.2 

114.7 2.972 0 2.0315 4789 84.35 138.7 

118.3 . 3. 472 . 1260: 2.2010 4559 83.23 137.8 

56.2 2.361 ; 0605' 1.0000 4769 82.89 134.4 

56.4 2.361 . 0780. 1. 0175 4700 81.91 133.0 "d 
:::1 
> 

57. 1 2. 654 . 0705 1. 0315 4698' 83.04 136.0 I 
N ,_. 
....) 

0 



TABLE 10 Cont 1d 

Test Data Configuration 53 

Pco 0/F . ..,s Wp C* C/Wp '7c~' Le/Ki 

54. 1 2.660 0 .. 9590 4788 83.70 137.5 

52.7 3. 103 0 .9520 4696 84.21 139.9 

55.6 2.950 . 0730. 1. 0250 4604 82.79 136.9 

57: 1 3.289 • 0705 1.0655 4548 83. 17 138.0 

54. 1 3.241 0 .9840 4666 84.26 139.0 

96.6 2.858 . 0890· 1. 7440 4697 ~.3. 12 136.0 
N 

""' 93'. 7 2.875 0 1. 6525 4810 84.49 138.0 0 

114.0 2.492 . 0965 2. 0,190 4788 82.83 134.3 

114: 0 2.504 • 0965 2.0165 47% 82.98 134.6 

119.4 2.523 . 12oo: 2. 1140 4789 83.07 134.8 

114. 0 2.544 0 1. 9920 4852 83.47 135.7 

'.17. 6 2.964 . 0955 2. 1150 4715 . 83. 63 137.2 't1 
:::; 

117.7 2.981 . 1030 2.1235 4702 
~ 

83.53 137.2 I 
N .... 
...:I 
0 

f 



N 

"" -

l 

Pco 

117.4 

117.9 

118.2 

114.0 

> 

0/F ws 

2.994 . 1130 

2.979 . 1190 

3.465 . 1260 

3. 465 0 

TABLE 10 Cont'd 

Test Data Configuration 58 

Wp C* 0/.Wp '?c* Le/Ki. 

2. 1340 4667 83.03 136.8 

2.1465 4657 8?..83 136.7 

2.2020 4551 83.06 137.9 

2.0760 4656 84.22 139.0 



TABLE 11 

-Test Data Configurc.tion 61 

Pco 0/F ?Is Wp C"' 0./Wp iJc* Le/Ki 

53.5 2.320 0 . 8300 . 4727 so 3 81.74 76.3 

61.3 2.408 o· .9270 4849 124 3 84.30 80.2 

72. 1 3.527 • 07 10 1. 0850 4867. 13!. 6 90.77 103.0 

30. 1 2.939 • 1)400 . 4890 4517 1UL 5 85.21 90.6 

123.6 3.547 0 1. 7960 5042 14-1:.9 92."56 io5.o 

N 129.0 3.058 ._230 1. 8720 5048 130.4 92.68 102.2 
>!>-
N 

1 ;iZ. 7 2.596 . ~22.0 1. 9090 5095 9':".8 89.40 . 89.2 

62.7 :2.735 . 1»62.0 .9060 5072 9~. 7 90.62 92.3 

. 67.4 2.806 . 0550 .9570 5160 10&.8 92.37 96. 1 

66.2 3.478 .0660 .9750 4974 13i". 8 92.70 103.8 

62. 8. 2. 721 . (•530 .8940 .5146 9E •. 0 91.75 92..4 

62.8 2.942 0 .8870 5187 9~. 5· 92.65 99.5 1:1 
~ 
:> 

66.4 2.947 .{590 .9590 5076 11!:. 0 91.72 99.4 I 
N ,_ 
--J 
0 

r 



T,ABLE 11 Cont'd 

Test Data Configuration 61 

Pco. 0/F Ws Wp C* 0/Wp r; c* ----- Le/Ki 

62.2 3.520 0 .9040 5041 132.4 93. 16 103.9 

61. 3 3.520 0 .9040 4967 i32.4 91.82 103.0 

129.2 3.589 . 1180 ·1.9170 4938 158.4 91.83 103.8 

129.4 3. 011 . 1160 1. 8770 5049 132.2 90.89 101.2 

. 134. 1 2. 486. . 1120 1.9210 5115 91.2 88.97 85.7 

59.8 2.746 0 .9140 4797 117.5 84.92 90.0 
N 

. .;. 
~ 63.9 2. 649 . 0720 .9880 4738 116.6 84.44 86.7 

73.4 3.584 . 0810: 1. 1170 4816 154.4 90.32 102. 1 

72.8 3.578 . 0770: 1. 1070 4820 155.8 90.36 102.2 

124.5 3.520 0 1.7990 5070 121. 6 92.77 105.3 

124.3 3.535 0 1.7960 5072 123.6 92.90 105.3 

124.0 3.070 0 1.7500 5193 . 132.0 95.34 103.9 "0 
~ 
> 

128. 1 . .2. 600 0 1. 7890 5246 80.0 90.94 90.5 I 
N .... 
-..1 
0 



TABLE 11 Co:1t 1d 

Test Data Configuration 61 

Pco 0/F. ·;:s Wp C* o,·wp . "Y)c* Le/Ki 

62.7 2.730· . (·550 .8980 5117 9'i.5 91.29 92.6 

62.3 2.794 } .9030 5052 9'i. 0 89.49 94;0 

66.0 3.530 . Q585 · .9645 5016 148.4 93.7?. 104.0. 

59.8 2. 720 0 . 8370 5232 . 83 7 92.26 93.2 

66.7 2.907 • •)605 .9475 5160 117. 1 93.09 99.0 

66.4 2. 917 . )595. .9525 5110 115.8 .92.20 98.8 
N 
,::.. 123.3 3.000 0 l. 7600 5131 101.2 91. 14 101.7 ,::.. 

128.2 2.490 0 1.7870 5255 70• 3 90.50 87.0 

-·· 
. .- -· -'·--·~..;·-~ 
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TABLE 12 

SettPb:; of ~":'::C03 In G~1s of JP4 With Acetylene-Black 

% K 2C03 at bottom Suspension Ra-
% c 2H2 -black %K 2co3 at top (after 18 days) tio - O(o at top 

%at bottom 

"3 . 655 3.21 .204 
5 2.24 2.82 .794 
5.5 2.37 2.92 .812 
6 2.66 2.88 .925 
6.5 2.50 2.86 .-874 
7 2.59 2.70 .959 

'~····.. -· .. -· 

-..... 

. r 
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Injector 

Concentric 
II 

II 

.II 

II 

II 

II 

. - II 

... ~ 
II. 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

Test 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

.T 

8 
.9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

17. 33 . 
18. 34 
19. 35 
20. 36 
21. 37 
22 •. 38 
23.39 
24.40 
Z!J. 41 
26.42 
27.43 ·. 
28.44 
29.45 
30.46 
31.47 
32.48 

0.067 0.13 
It .. 

II tl 

U II 

" " 
" " 
It It 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

,. 
II 

II 

II 

II II. 

II II 

II II 

II II 

AVG. 

.DG A PH2.0 

0. 189 1 
II II 

II II 

II II 

II 2 
II 

II 

II 

5 
II 

II 

II 

II 10 
II II 

II " 
II II 

II 1 
II II 

II. II. 

II II 

II 2 
II II 

II II 

" " .. !j 

" II 

II II 

II II 

II 10 
11 II 

II II 

11 II 

AVG. 

fl pAIR 

2 
5 

10 
15 

2 
5 

10 
15 

2 
5 

10 
15 

2 
5 

10 
15 

2 
5 

10 
15 

2 
5 

10 
15 

2 
5 

10 
15 

2 
5 

10 
15 

Test Operating Conditi 

Probe 
Distance 
From 
Face 

2 in. 
II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

5.in. 
H 

" 
II 

" 
II 

II 

II 

5.278 
II 

II 

II 

7.391 
II 

II 

II 

11.613 
II 

II 

II 

16.891• 
II 

II 

II 

5. 278 
II 

II 

" 
7.391 

II 

II 

II 

11.613 
II 

II 

II 

16.891 
II 

II 

II 

Gmax· 
. 044 p; 

· .. 017( 
. 016( 
• 024j 
• 025~ 
• 023~ 
• 024{ 
. 028~ 
. 0362 
. 3Z1 1 
. 1069 
. 0548 
. 0653 

1. 1507 
. 5019 
. 2618 
• 1421 



TABLE 13 PWA-2170 

atbg Conditions and Geometry 

Gmax Gmax Gmax/q G /G. G50 G50/Gi 
.. 

qgR 
wax 1 qL . SsO/DL S97/DT. Gi . 044 probe .19 probe . 044 probe .1 probe . 19 pr.obe 1n --~'-~ .... , t"• . ......... -.;;; 

.7.7R . 02065 • 0039! • 0075 . 00143 1. 81 11. 35 28.806 

" . 03258 . 00617 . 0125 . 00237 4.32 8.81 25. 373 

" .. . 04240 . 00803 . 0180 . 00341 7.98 6.87 ·21. 403 
II • 1141-BU • UINJ4 .OU5 . 00426 '10,05 ~.97 19.403 

. 391 . 05220 . 00706 .01975 . 00267 .90 8.96 26.09 
II . 04639 . 00628 . 0175 . 00237 2. 1.7 8.96 28.000 

" . 05230 . 00708 . 01975 . 00267 4.03 7. 76 24. 000 

" . 05240 . . 00709 . 01275 . 001725 5.07 6.72 22.567 
.613 . 39890 . 03435 . 175 .. 01507 . 35 4.03 12.657 

" . 17930 . 01544 . 130 . 0112 . 86 5.225 18.478 

" . 09290 . 00800' . 028 . 00241 1. 60 7. 47 21. 164 

" . 08570 . 0073.8 . 023 . 00198 2.02 6.865 20.090 
.891 . 02300 .. 06056 . 510 .. 0302 . i6 . . 2. 985 9. 164 

" .43200 . 02558 . 205 .01213' . 39 3. 73 13. 015 

" . 27200 . 01610 . 095 . 00562 . 73 5.52 15.731 

" . 13990 . 00828 . 050 . 00296 . 93 6. 12 14:. o36 
. 278 . 01763 . 00491 . 00334 . 00093 .. . 0017 . 000322 1. 81 21. 5 41. 045 

" . 01605 . 00611 . 00304 . 00116 . 001975 . 000374 . 4. 32 19.25 40. 1<!·9 

" . 02.<134 • 00658 • 00161 • UCllZ~ • ULlZ4!:\ . 1)(10464 l. 98 !..~. s' :\7.91 

" .02'i?.fl . 00542 . 00468 .00103 • 0024 . 000455 10.05 14. 18 33. 91 
. 391 . 02349 . 01467 . 00318 .00198 . 004Z5 . 000575 .90 18.8 48.06 

" . 02408 . 00326 • 0044 . 000595 2. 17 16. 1z 45. 134 

" .02855 . 01686 . 00386 . 00228 . 0058 . 000785 4.03 13.73 39.851 

" . 03625 . 01'658 . 00490 . 00224 . 0054 • 00073 5.07· 13.43 38.985 
.613 . 32170 . 15100 . 02770 . 01300 . 0415 . 00357 . 35 "1. 16 . 26.06 

II .10691 . 06350 . 00920 . 00!)4'/ . Oi'il5 . 001485 . ·86 12. 1 . 31. 343 

" .05480 . 03540 . 00472 . 00305 . 013 . 00112 1. 60 12. 54 29.403 

" . 06539 . 03410 . 00563 . 00293 . 0115 . 00099 2. 02 11.64 28.209 
.891 1. 15070 . 50500 . 06811 . 02990 . 1975 . 0117 . 16 4.03 9. 522 

" .50197 . 31600 . 02972 . 01871 . 075 . . 00444 . 39 6.865 <:!3.075 
II .l(dU4 . 15'/00 . 01550 • 009Z9: . 047~ . 00281 . 71 11.111 27. 045 . 

" . 14210 . 09060 . 00841 . . 00536 . 0375 . 00222 .93 8.96 23.761 
:r;..:;; ll:.i;:i:S:"-iiO»>:I ' 

rr~ !!D 
24 6 • 'L' If ' 

·I : 

·j . . -:::7 ~ 
. . __..._ . , __ · _ ____;; 



TABLE 13 < 

Test Operating Condit' 

Probe 
Distance 

Test AVG. AVG. From Gmax 
Injector Number DL 0 LG fl pl!20 f!. pAIR Face G. 

1 
. 044p 

BETE(L) 0.055 0.25 0.29 1 6 5 in. 2. 72 
" 2 " " " II 20 " II 

" 3 " II " II 50 II II 

" 4 II II 10 6 II 6. 15 
II 5 II II " 20 " 

,, 
" 6 II II II 50 " II 

BETE(H) .7 II II 15 6 5 in. 3.615 

" 8. II II II 20 " " 
" 9 II II " .50 " II 

" 10 II II 80 6 " 6.25 
" 11 II " II 20 " II 

" 12 II " II II 50 II II 

Inverted 1 0. 07 0. 19 0.204 1. 6. 15 5 in. 6. 715 ... 2 II " II 4 15 " 10.58 
Concentric 1 0.07 0. 19 0.292 2 15 5 in. 7.58 

" 2 II " II 5 15 " 11.8 

... ~- .. -



3LE 13 Cont' d 

~ Condi-tions and Geometry 

Gmax Gmax 
. 044 probe . 19 probe 

43. 1 1o-4 
62, Z X 10-4 

49. 5 X 10-4 

31. 6 x 1o-4 

25. 9 X 10-4 

18. 8 X 10-4 
10.3 x 10_4 

92. 2 x 1o-4 
92. 2 X 10-1 

184. 3.x 10-4 
392. 5 x 10-4 

z. n x 10-4 
3. 49 X 10-3 
6. o8 x 10-3 
3. 947 x 10- 2 

4. 434 X 10- 2 

~. ~.~ 
I ~o.~ r j·· 
LD~r.~ 
I 

--De.--

G50 G50/G. 
. 1 

. 19 probe . 19 probe 

-4 
15.88 X 10 

-4 2?. 87 X W 
18.2 X 10"'" 4 

51.38xl0-4 
'11.. 1 , v 1 o--4 
30. 57 x 1o-4 
28.49 x 10-4 

25. 9)5 X 10-4 
25. 5(5 X !Q-4 
35. 87 X 10-4 
62. 8 X 10-4 
43. 52 x 10-4 

5. 2 X 10-4 
5. 75 X 10-4 
5.21x1o-3· 
3. 81 X 10-3 

.· ... 

. 0016 . 000588 .· 

. 00225 • 000828. 

.. 002025 . 000745 

.0084 .001367 

. fl079 . 001i85 

. 0065 . 001058 

. 0033 . 000914 

. 0030 . 00083 

. 00379 . 00105 

. 0097 . 001552 

. 014 . 00224 

. 0092 . J01472 

qgR 
qL 

4.82 
1. 96 

14.2 
14.42 
14.22 
11. OS 
13. 15 
13. 55 
14. 37 
13.2 3 
11. 81 

. 12. 39 
9.91 

12. 10 

PWA-2170 

31. 182 
35.091 
33.455 
28.982 
;!').473 
35.636 
35.873 
32.255 
23.327 
30.418 
26.927 
29.818 

~ 

;!~·· ' .. '//. 
fl r . , 
·L~-~--..;;· 

247 
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PRATT &: WHITNEY AIRCRAFT PWA-2170 

APPENDIX 5 

Experimental Determination of Conductivity 

A. MHD Equations and Assumptions Used in Determining Plasma 
Conductivity 

Several experimental methods are currently used for the determination 
of plasma conductivity. The fundamental equations and the assump
tions used to form the basis of these test techniques are presented 
below. The conductivity test techniques are divided into two basic 
types: 1) methods used in the presence of a magnetic field, the in
teraction of the .magnetic field with the moving plasma providing the 
driving EMF, and 2} methods used where no magnetic field is present 
and the EMF to drive the current is supplied external to the test 
section. The presentation of the equations is divided into these two 
ar~as. 

The fundamental equc.tions and methods of measuring plasma conduc
tivity in the presence of a magnetic field consider 'l' as a tensor. 
A Hall mobility ratio ol..' = 'l'14 ITT is therefore defined which ~e-.· 
cognizes that T t-t and IT differ in magnitude. Ignoring this difference 
can result in appreciable error. 

T~ 
E:' 

E.-1 

Ex 
e 
H 
J" 
L 
m 
n 
VT 

Notation 

= electric field felt by stationary positive charge 
electric field felt by moving positive charge in presence 
of a magnetic field, = ( ii x B -r E.) 

= 

= charge of an electron 
= distance between opposite electrodes 
= current density· 
= generator length 
= mass of an electron 
= number density of electrons 
= voltage at electrode terminals 
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PRATT 8r WHITNEY AIRCRAFT PWA-2170 

Voc, 

~v 
f/...' 

8 
O'"ij 

O'o 

= 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

voltage at electrode terminals uuder open circuit, power 
generation conditions 
electrode volta·ge drop (includes both anode and"cathode drops) 
Hall mobility ratio 
applied magnetic field strength 
conductivity tensor 1. 
scalar conductivity = ",.; T 0 

(f' = generalized scalar conductivity ="~"(T'T1.;TT ..... ). 
0"'~ ,. effective conductivity ,. 1 +~A 

A 

w 
T 

= Hall leakage current ratio, 

= cyclotron frequency 
= reciprocal of the collision frequency,\) 
- average quantity 

Barred symbols are vector quantities. 

The coordinate system used with the equaJ_ions is as follows: 
.it X B 

C.-----~~ 
. I 

I 
I 

l. I 
t 
e:, 

The equations presented are for one-dimensional steady flow. In this 
system the equation for conductivity is 

:. (" e1)T·. m 'J 
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PRATT &: WHITNEY AIRCRAFT PWA-2170 

Or, writing out the tensor for 7'q 1,, = ~ ... :. TT 

i.l. T., T,,_ == -r., = 1,. 

.. r,) 0'"; j :: ~ T ... T .. l = To 
m 

1,1 T)} T.l = ~} = -r;, -r.1. = 0. 

and 

~· ---- /'.. 
TT T,. =- (~)(~)(, + ~-,v~) 'To = (~~ 

The expansion of the steady state form of Ohm's law, J; <r;; Ej 
yields these expressions for the cur.rent density· 

(5-1) 

(5-2) 

If Equations (5-l) and (5-2) are solved for Ex 

(5-3) 

E" = (5-4) 
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PRATT 81 WHITNEY AIRCRAFT PWA-2170 

Equc..ting Equations {5-3) and (5-4) yields 

J~ = ~l.('"";TTy")(14B-E_~) - -}; J~ (5-5) 

Q. !1. 

Defining a generalized scalar cunuudivity d';; 7.f(1~ ..:;.JT)(S-6) 
and a generalized Hall mobility ratio 

then 

V, + AV 
H. 

(5-7) 

(5-8) 

(5-?) 

substituting Equation (5-9) into Equation {5-5}, using EquC:Ltion (5-7) 
and rearranging gives 

wheTe 

Defining an· effective conductivity, 

(f, ( a-.' ) 
1\. = 1-t-O(.'X . 

then 

and = d(u BH - bV) _ H-d- (ft) 
dJ1 dJ~ (]'~ 

(5-10) 

(5-11) 

(5-12)' 

CS-D} 

(5-14) 

if Jc1 ; ~1 (<A and if the changes in a-', o<..', uBH and·/, V 

with :J-'1 are insignificant, in the range of interest, then, from 
Equation (5-14) 

I 

G"A ('i-1 ,) 
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<.>.nd, from Equations (5-12) and (5-15) 

a-'= -0 + OL'A)H 
dVT I d J",_ 

PWA-2170 

( 5 -16) 

now, as B--io 0, W--+0; therefor.e T .. -o and 1T-T0 so that ot~Oand 

Then, from Equation (5-6) 

ne:L T 
0""0 = -rn- 0 (5-17) 

,_ 
solving for r;..; from Equation (5-6) and using Equation (5-7) 

a-: _ cr, ,..o f. 1 :\ 
o - T T \I + a.'~ J (5-18) 

From Equations (5-6), (5-7), and (5-10) 

0' J = (J".-,. + 0(..' J,.) 

(u.BH -VT- ~V}/H 
(5-19) 

Now , ;,v . = E.~ = l(. B --a . :t 
(5-20) 

Combining Equations (5-3) and (5-4) to cancel out ('"'-B·E1), using 
Equations (5-6) .and (5-7) and rearranging, we obtain 

(5 -21) 

Then from Equations (5-19), (5-20), and (5-21) 

= ___ x=--11:'"'--"-(_1 +_c~..._·_~ __ ) __,.-
.Y.u._ _ ft + cA..' av 

H . au- ~ x 
(5-22) 

Substituting this into Equation (5-18) we have 

0"': "' lo ( . J AJ- · . ) 
0 

'l"T Vo, _ ~ + r:J .. .' li_ 
H d~ ~ll 

(5..:23) 

If no magnetic field is present but an external voltage is applied ac.ross 
the plasma, Equation (5-10) takes the following form· 

(5 -24) 
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From Equation (5-24) 
H dW 

+ 
dJ:r 

(5-25) 
if 0"0 is constant. . O"'o 

If the last term in Equation ( 5 -24) is negligibl.e for the range of 
interest, then 

(5-26) 

Fn::om Equation (5 -.21) 

(5-27) 

and, in the free stream, at a point away from the influence of the 
channel walls·· 

= Y"J- - J~ E_, - dwa, 
B. Experimental Techniques 

(5-28) 

1. Measurement of Plasma Conductivity with a Magnetic- Field 
Present 

In an MHD generator, the interaction of the magnetic field with the 
moving plasma produces a condition within the plasma where the 
v~ltage vector and curr~nt vector are not paraliel, the angle belween 
them being a function of d..' • The measurement of plasma conduc
tivity under these conditions results in the ctete'l'mtnatiun of an· cfiec
tive conductivity the lim~ts of which are illustrated by .l!.:quations 
(5-11) and (5-12) · · 

J,. 
. A= J1 

. cr' DA = l+c<..A 

( 5 -11) 

(5-12) 

substituting Equatic:ms (5-3), (5-4) and (5-7) into (5-11) and rearranging 

/\. _ [oc.'(uB-El)-E)(] (s-t2a) 
{u B - E. j ) + cl' [ )( 
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For J"-.c = 0, A= 0, and 

(5-12b) 

For ElC = 0, A = e~...', and 

{5 -12c) 

which has been defined as cr' T , transverse conductivity. 

Though methods of determining the value of A for. a given run have 
been developed, further refinement is necessary so th~t it is better 
to. operate at one of the limits illustrated above when measuring 
conductivity. The first, expressed.by Equation (5-12b) implies ex
cellent generator electrical integrity so that «.' J,. << J -'1 • The con
dition for the latter method can theoretically be achieved by shorting 
out the Hall field Ex measuring the shorted Hall current, l,c = Jx ~. 
determining ct./ from the relation oc'l : J)( and using 
Equation (5-12c). E,= 0 J1. 

The development, at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, of MHD test generators 
meeting the first condition through good electrical integrity and proper 
electrode· ~egmentation permits testing at the condition ex.' Jx << J 1 . 

By applying the equations presented in the preceding section and using 
calculated values*, test methods can ·be employed to evaluate the 
average scalar stream conductivity.(o'o) of the plasma. These values 
may then be compared with the values of C1' o obtained at similar 
flow .conditions by the test methods employed when a magnetic field 
i!!· not present and with the theoretical calculations. 

The application of the magnetic field may result in other phenoni.ena 
not present otherwise, such as induced leakage currents in both the')( 
and Af directions, as well as changes in the boundary layer and its. 
effects, and changes in the current flow -patte:r:ns near thP- el ert'l;'od~~a.:.:e.. 
Leakage current in the y direction during power· generation conditions 
may be detected by observing the Hall voltage Vx at open circuit. 

;':: Presumably, accurate values of OC ', To, IT and ~.., can be theo
retically calculated with higher accuracy than can n . (Reports 
PWA-1940 and 2006) 

~'* Analysis of l'vtagneto Gasdynamic Generators having Segmented 
Electrodes and Anisotropic Conductivity; UAC R-1852-2, J. C. Crown 
February, 1961 ' 
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From Equations (5-3) and {5-4) we can get 

o(..' [ · Jx] E )l ~ o:· I-r - 7 (5-29) 

Thus, unless the Hall current Jx. is at its limit, ex' J-'!, for which 
case the electrical integrity is nonexistent, any slight amount of 
leakage current in the y dfrection (at open-circuit conditions) will 
result in a finite Hall voltage where V" =· L E,. Good electrical . 
integrity in the y direction indicates good integrity in the x direction 
within ·the generator .proper although external defects such as the 
shorting to ground* of downstream structure exposed tu Lhl:! plas1na 
may provide another path for the Hall leakage current. 

Method 1 - The average scalar conuUl;:tiv1ty of the plai::lllld 1:) uLt.;,.i,,.:.d 
from Equations (5-16) and (5-18), assum~ng cJ. Jx << J't 

(5-30) 

An experimental setup like that shown in Figure 214 is used to obtain 
output voltage VT versus current density, for constant plasma flow. 
conditions and constant magnetic field. Segmentation is used not 
o·nly to reduce blooming effects (Figure 215 ·)but also to minimize 
shorting of the Hall potential Ex. Thus each load circuit including 
electrodes must be electrically isolated from the others. Variable 
load resistors permit data to be obtained over the full range from 
open .circuit to short circuit. 

:-plot of VT versus output current Jy lik~ that shown in .F'tgu~l:! 216-
1s made, pr.eferably from the center electrode pair to mtniuu:t.c 
the effect of blooming**. A str.aight line 1 east squares fit is 
drawn through the data in the range of interst, (Region 3). The slope 
of this line l:Nrlt:::.I'J is measured. Using Equation (5-30) and the 
relation, Iy = Jy Ay · (5-31) 

* Assuming that the combustion chamber-nozzle assembly is grounded 

Blooming refers to the divergence of the current flow line:; lu 
the p!noma rcculting in a roducerJ c.:u1.·r.;.r.t. density in.the plasm.a 
core flow as compared to that at the electrode surface, Figure 2l5. 
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we have, 

(5-32) 

Car~ must be exercised.in the application of this method since the 
data corr~sponding to Regions 1 and ·2 in Figure 217 will generally 
not fall on the line drawn through the data corresponding to Region 3. 
This is due to the fact that ~'..' varies considerably in Regions 1 
and 2, while, presumably, it is nearly constant in Region 3. 

The merit of this method is that the actual value of oV need not b(' 
known, only that it be constant, or nearly so over the region wherc 
the slope is determined. 

To simpliiy analysis, the data reduction program calculates both C", 
and ct'. Thus, the relation from Equation (5-16) is used. 

I 

(J (5-33) 

. Method 2. 

The average scalar conductivity of the plasma is obtained using volt
age probes and Equations (5-23) and (5-31). 

The test setup shown in Figure 218 is used to obtain ~\. ,· .?,'J. and 
?J\// ax The pro~ing_techniquc employs voltage probes. ·Assump-
tions -tipo.n .which its successful usc are based a~e similar to those 
discussed for Method-S below. The assumption is made that the 
v0ltage gradients which the voltage probes experience are linear with 
x andy, represent those in the core of the stream, and are not in
fluenced by end effects. It is also ·assume.d that. '/.~c. which is uhH 
.does not change_ as load is applied. 

Fine electrode :;egmentation helps to approach this condition as docs 
good electrical integrity within the rig. Adjacent electrodes and load 
circuits are electrically isolated. 
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2. Measurement of.Plasma Conductivity with No Magnetic Field 
Present 

The test methods involve use of an experimental setup similar to that 
shown in Figure 219. A voltage is applied across the electrodes of 
an MHD channel containing a moving and electrically-conducting 
.plasma. The applied voltage VT is varied, and the resulting current 
flow is measured. Electrode segmentation in the axial direction, as 
shown in Figure 220 is used to reduce the current blooming for the 
center electrode. Lateral Plectrodc ocgmentatlun, shown in .Figure 220 
can be used to isolate wall effects. In all c;~ses, the samc·volta.ge 
is applied acros~ all electrode sections to eliminate cu1·rent leakage 
between adjacent electr.odes. Modifications to this basic setup are 
made according to the requirements of the particular method being 
used • 

.rv;ethod 3 - The average scalar conductivity of the plasma is obtained 
from Equations (5-26) and. (5-31). 

= H /A..,_ 
dVr idt;f-

(5-34) 

For a given test, a plot is made of applied voltages versus current 
similar to that shown in Figure 217. The average scalar con due-
tivity, O'c is obtained by measuring the slope, dVT/dly, .of a straight 
line fitted by the least squares method to the data in the :~:ange of 
interest (region 3) and using Equation (5-34). This methodimplies 
that ~c.~vl = 0. In Region 3 uf Figure 217 this appears to be a reason
able a~~umption. The current density Jy i.s based upon the measured 
CIJrrent ;~nd il!'<iumco no Ll.;.vrulne. Tn~ middle dectu:H.Ie u! a segmented
electrode test section would best satisfy this rP.qni r~m&nt, but the 
e,;J elet:lrodes could introduce.appreciable error. The measured 
current flow ly to the electrode will be that flowing through the plasma 
only if the rig has ideal electrical insulation. The amount of current 
leakage for given flow conditions and applied voltage 
can be petermined approxiruately by operating the rig without seeding 
and recording any C\trrent flows. Corrections described in Appendix 7 
can then be made:· This implies zero conductivity for the unseeded 
;:·:;"::rna. Lateral segmentation of the middle electrode will serve to 
isolate leakage lo~ses. 
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Method 4 - The average scalar conductivity of the plasma is obtained 
from Equations (5-27) and (5-31) 

HI_.. 
::. -:--.-:--:"i!..'----:---.-

A"j ( VT - ~ v ) (5-35) 

This method'~. employing variable distance between electrodes, eli-
minates h V This technique is applied to an MHD test s~ction 
having a rectangula,r.cross-section. Two different builds are used, 
one having the electrodes in the narrow sides, the other having the 
electrodes in the wide side. The other sides in both cases utilize 
electrically-insulating materials. Electrode segmentation and cir
cuitry, as shown in Figure 221 , is used to minimize blooming a!ld 
wall leakage effects. Successive runs with the different rig builds 
are made under identical test conditions with applied voltages and 
currents recorded. By assuming ~ V to be identical in both runs 
and taking identical current conditions, o-0 is obtained from 

()0 ::. (5-36) 

where and 

Having determined cr~ , . 6 V can be evaluated froin Equation· (5-35). 
The precision of the results obtained by this method depends on: re
producing plasma conditions for successive builds. The assumption 
that 6 V is the same in both runs may be controversial. Supporting 
factors ar·e that the same combustion chamber, nozzle, electrode 
materials, and electrode temperatures will be used. Since axial 
and lateral electrode segmentation exists·, leakage and corner boun
dary layer effects are isolated. 

Method 5 - The average scala·r conductivity of the plasma is obtained 
1 from Equations (5-28) and (5-31) utilizing voltage probes to measure 

the plasma voltage gradient 

0'. - I "J I A~ (5-37) 
0

- dV/(J~ 
* UAC Research Laboratories Report P-2000-135, by R. Stoeffler 
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This method can use a test setup similar to that shown either on 
Figure219 or Fig-:1re 222 .. With the plasma flowing, applied voltages 
and currents are recor.ded as well as the voltages of the probes with 
respect to an electrode. From this data and the known geometry of the 
rig, the probe voltages are plotted on voltage-distance coordinates. 
From the slope of a straight line drawn through the points, av I c9 

. \.is evaluated. Using the measured current density, · 0"0 . is evaluated 
from Equation (5-37). 

This technique is experimentally difficult because durable, high--temper
ature <:"Onducting materials must be ur.ed. Because a penetration depth . 
tnay be required to sense the voltage sradient al lhe plaoma <:OrP, 

the probes may require an insulating sheath to avoid voltage differences 
in the boundary layer along th<:" ;nsnlate<J sidewall. Once <Yo is 
determil)ed, ~ V can be computed 'by · . 

'(\1-\! 
0 v - V 1 

(5-38) 

3. Measurement of Plasma Conductivity by Other Methods 
(AC Conductivity Probe) 

Other methods of determining plasma conductivity which do not rely 
on the use of an externally-applied or internally-generated transverse 
electric fi.eld are desirable in order t-:> avoid some of the sources of 

·error inherent in the methods de:>cribcd above. ·A method which has 
been studied extensively is discussed below.· 

Sti.io'llP!:i l!~v~: Lecn mado anrl <~rP. unde;r;way to develop improved methods 
nf evaluation of local scalar pla~ma conductivity·. The following u~;;:s
cribcs a technique f-::.r determining Lhe !!cn.lul' .;;ont1nC'ti.vi.ty nf a plasma 
utilizing an AC conductivity probe developed by the United Aircraft 
Research Laboratories*. A high temperature yersion of this probe 
is being developed for MI-!D plasma .conductivity measurements. The 
probe consists of a cooled protective tubular sheath containing a 
cooled coil. 

The AC probe i~ designed to be i~rnerscd in the plasm<~. and to permit. 
a direct measurement 9f scalar conductivity. This differs from other 

'-~ Reported in UAC Research Report M-1282-1, R. A. Olson and 
E. C. Lary_ 
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AC techniques mentioned in the literatur£; in that the probe is imm.ersed 
in the plasma and produces an oscillating magnetic field external to 
the probe. The oscillating magnetic field induces azimuthal currents 
in the plasma which dissipate power in an amount dependent on the 
plasma conductivity and the affected plasma volume. Electrodes are 
not use~ and thus sheath effects are not present. By keeping the 
probe temperature boundary layer thin, the effects of boundu.ry layer 
conductivity may be eliminated and the probe measures the true scalar 
conductivity of the free-stream plasma. The probe may be operated 
relatively dose to a wall without adverse effects. It is discussed 
further iri Appendix 8. 
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·APPENDIX 6 

Test Equipment and Procedures 

The discussion of test equipment and associated procedures used 
during the investigation is divided into the three basic areas of 
facilities, rigs,. and instrumentation. 

A. Facilities 

l. Test Stand 

Most of the co11tract testing was done with a rocket engine type 
test stand (X-197C) at East Hartford, Connecticut. A picture 
of the stand with an MHD test rig in place is r:hown in Figure 223. 
A picture of the rig and the magnet is shown.in Figure 224. A 

drawing of a typical rig and its auxilia:.·y components is shown in 
Figure 225. The rig and the component"s are described later. 
A plumbing schematic of the propella~t feed system and c~oling 
water system is shown in Figure 226. The storage capacities 
and flow rates and other data are given below. 

Test Stand Capacities 

?vlagnetic field (continuous) 
?-.'iagnetic field volume 
Hydrogen flow 
Hydrogen storage 
Oxygen flO\v 
Oxygen storage· 
Nitrogen flow 
Nitrogen storage 
JP4 flow (pressurized) 

JP4 storage (pressurized) 
JP4 flo\v (JT-3 pump) 
'JP'! storage (JT-3 pump) 
Seeding Uow 

•$ceding storage 
·Water 

Centri fug~l pump 
Load circuits 
Load circuits capacity 
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22, 000 gauss 
9 inch dia. x'9 inch gap 
l.4lbs/sec 
93,000 SCF 
7.0 lbs/sec 
76,700 BCF 
7. 0 lbs I sec. 
50,000 SCF 
0.09-3.0 lbs/sec at 

100-1200 psi 
25 gals 
0. 1-3.0 lbs/sec at 300 psi 
275 gals 
0 .. 01 - l. 0 lb~/sPr 
30 gals 
63 lbs I sec at 90 psi 

(city) 
250 GPM - 100 psi 
5 
5, 000 watts per circuit 

J 

I 
I 
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·The propellants are controlled semi-automatically. Once the 
tank pressures and venturi pressures have been set, the firing 
sequence is controlled automatically. When a warmup is used, 
the switch from H2/02 to JP·i/02 is made manually •. The sv,.itch 
to H2b2 for .the cool-down is made manually, shutdown and 
purging are accomplished automatically. 

The stand has several safety interlocks which initiate an auto
matic shutdown if departures from routine operation occur. 

The ~xygen flow rate and hydrogen flow rate ;;~re. measured with 
chol~ed vonturis. The JP4 ci.11Ll KNOz solution !low rates are 
measured with turbine n"leters. The flowmeter outputs, venturi 
pressures, chamber pressures and rig static pres~ures are all 
r!ico;rdcd r.m etrip chart •·e.:ol·den>. 

The coolant water flow rates are measured with rneters. The 
cooling water 6T's are measured with chromel-alumel thermo
couples. The flowm.eter outputs and thermocouple outputs are 
recorded on an oscillograph. 

The stand can be used for either applied voltage runs or power 
runs. For the applied voltage runs, voltage is applied to the rig 
with a DC generator having a rating of 100 amperes at 250 volts. 
The five ·electrode pairs of the rig are connected in parallel with 
one another and in series with the generator. As another alter
native,· voltage c~n be applied with 6, 12, 18, and 24-volt batteries. 

For power runs, a water-cooled magnet is utilif\ed which is r.apa.:. 
blc of cun(iuuous operation :tt iield strengths up to 25, 000 gauss. 
ThE' m.<>.gngt polo facca ar~ ') inche.!l iu cliarnete1·. Tht:! ruagnel 
halves are mounted on wheeled carriages which are placed on 
rails: the magnet can thus be moved apart to facilitate work on 
the rig. Power to the magnet is supplied by two 65 KW motor
geueralor sets Which deliver up to 500 amperes apiece. A picture 
of the stand which s~owf> th~:: rn<~.gnet is shown in Figure 221. 

A diagro:tm of the electrical circuit for one electrode pair is 
shown in Figure 227. All the circuits are i'solated from one an
other in a power run. Figure228isa schematic of electrical and 
instrumentation wiring for the test stand. For a power run, 
cwitch A (1"'1gure; 227) is thrown to the position indicated tor a 
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power run and the relays are all open. The load condition is then 
open circuit. The relays are closed one by one starting at the 
right of Figure 227~ The relays are thrown at the same time for 
all electrodes. After contact is made at the newest setting, con
tact is broken for the previous setting. 

For an applied-voltage run, the relay on the left as shown in 
Figure 227is closed so that the current is shorted around the loads 
and switch A is thrown to the position indicated for a conductivity 
run. Switch B provides a choice between battery-applied voltage 
and generator -applied voltage. 

All five cross-stream voltages are measured. The voltmeter leads 
are connected to the electrode taps at the rig. This eliminates 
error in voltage measurement induced by resistance drop over the 
high current load lines. 

The currents are measured for each electrode circuit at the po
sition indicated on Figure 2.27 • 

The Hall voltages between adjacent electrodes on each electrode 
wall (top and bottom) are measured along with the total Hall volt
age between flame shield and combustion chamber (a total of 9 
voltage points). The interelectrode Hall voltages are measured 
across the voltmeter leads. 

The electrical data is measured and recorded with meters on a 
photopanel. Continuous movies are taken of t.his panel during a 
run. The meters are dampe.d to reduce scatter due to Tninor in
stabilities withi;, the rig. 

Timing on the strip charts and the oscillo~raph is done via a 
separate (one-second timing pulse) trace. Timing on the photo
panel is ac·complished with a digital readout counter, the smallest 
clivi sion of which is 0. (second. The counter is started automat
ically when JP4 flow is started so that synchronization among all 
three recording devices can be 1~ealized. 

2. Run Procedure 

The norma.l run procedures followed in the operation of the test 
stand are outlined below: 
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Pre run 

1) The rig is mounted and instrumentation and power leads are 
connected. Cooling water is then started just prior to the run, 
to all coolant channels which req~ire water. 

2) The electrical integrity of the rig is checked with a 1000-volt 
ohmeter. The continuity of the power circuits is checked. 

3) After these checks have been made, if a run with applied 
·magnetic field is to be made, the magnet halves are closed 
and secured. 

4) All valves for the tank farm are opened (Oz, N2 , H 2). 

!?) If JP4 is to be used as a fuel, the isolr~tion valve on the JP4 
tank is opened. 

6) The vent ·valve and the isolation valve on the I<NOz tank are 
opened. 

7) If nitrogen or hydroge.n is to be used as a coolant, the flows· of 
these coolants are set. 

8) The switches and valves are put in the. correct ·positioi?- for .the 
desired fuel(JP4, hydrogen or propane). 

9) The electrical switches shown in .F1gute ZZTarl:! jJUL i•i the 
c~rrect position fo·~ lhe desired run type • 

. lO) }! f'l11nw1 ng a cht:l;k vf c,ll previouoly ment:inn~d i.te:ms, a dry run 
is made to fam~Harize test personnel with the run sche:dule. 

Firing, Warmup and Setting Condition·s 

Immediately pd.or to ignition the following steps are taken: 

1) The hydrogen regulator and oxygen regulator arc Get to provide 
the proper flows for warmup. 

2) The photopanel lights are turned on. 

3) The stripchart~'< .r~nrl nsc:.illoeraph are turned on. 

4) The timing pulse recording pins on the strip charts are. turned 
on. 
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5) After a check to make sure the recording devices are all 
operating, the oxygen valve is opened, the spark plug is 
activated and hydrogen is turned on. 

6) After ignition has been accomplished, the oxygen and hydrogen 
are brought to the proper conditions for warmup •. The 0/F 
during warmup is kept fairly low (1-2.5) in order to prevent 
the possibility of a hot oxidizing atmosphere which could ac
celerate rig deterioration •. 

·7) Warmup.is.continued for·approximately one minute. Then the 
oxygen flow is increased and flow of the fuel selected for the 
run is started. After ignition on the fuel for the run, the 
hydrogen flow to the injector is shut off and fuel flow and 
oxygen flow are increased to the values selected for the run. 
These conditions are maintained for approximately 1 to 1 1/2 
minutes so that the rig insulating wall and electrode temper
atures can stabilize before electrical data is taken. 

8) The photopanel camera is turned on at this point. 

9) After the one minute elapsed time burning with the chosen fuel 
for the·run, the seed is turned on and brought to the desired 
flow rate. 

. . 
10) At this time leads from instrumentation such as thermocouples 

exposed to the high potentials are disco.nnected from sensitive 
recording instruments. 

11) After the flow rates of the propellants and chamber pressure 
have been. checked, the rig is ready for the diagnostic portion 
of the test. 

12) The motor-generator set or sets are turned on (either for the 
ma.gnet or for applied voltage). If the run involves an applied 
magnetic field, the magnet current is increased to. the desired 
level. 

·Conductivity Test 

At this point, a run is made which involves either an applied 
magnetic field (power run) or no applied magnetic field {applied 
voltage run). The two types of tests are discussed separately 
below. 
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Applied Magnetic Field (Power Run) 

At this point the rig is at open circuit. The sequence through the 
load resistances can be made with an automatic system which 
dwells at open circuit and each of 6 preselected loads for about 
five seconds •. As another alternative, the loads can be sequenced 
manually. Manual sequencing allows an arbitrary dwell time at . 
each load and all 10 loads plus short-circuit cr1n be included in: these-. 
quence. In either case, the load sequence progresses from high 
resistance loads to low resistance loads to prevent opening relays 
carrying high current. Current is minimized by momentarily 
stopping seed flow in order to open the relays and begin another 
cycle. 

No Applied Magnetic Field (Applied-Voltage Run) 

For thia type uf i·un, the voltage applied with the applied-voltage 
generator is incr~ased slowly until either the ;~mmeters peg or 
the volt;;~.ge is at the maximum permitted by the generator (250 
volts). The voltage is then decrer1.sed slowly to the lowP.Rt value 
possible (about 30 volts). An alternative can be chosen.· The 
voltage can be applied in steps at 6, 12, 18, and 24 volts by using 
batteries. The voltage is usually decreased from 24 volts to zero 
and them increased again to 24 volts, to permit a check of the 
electrical integrity of the rig before seed is turned. on. If both 
types of ·runs (power and applied-voltage) are desired during one 
firing, the first cycle is made, then the appropriate generator is 
shut off, seed flow rate is shut off and all switches are thrown to 
the correct position for the second cycle. The generator ;;~ppro-· 
priate to the second cycle is then started and brought to the desired 
starting conditions and seed flow is turned back on. The seconrl 
cycle Ls then made following the sequence describe.d above. 

If it is necessary to change conditions between cycles this can be 
done without disturbing any of the electrical settings. The flow 
rates are simp.ly adjusted to the ne~ desired values. This is 
usually done when the rig i $ a.t open circuit conrliti.on i.f the, sec on l 
cycle involves a run with applilid magnetic field. 

After the electrical cycle is con'lpletec.l the generators are turned 
off. 
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Shutdown 

After the electrical data required from a particular firing has 
been obtained, seed flow is shut off. The fuel flow rate and 
oxygen flow rate are decreased to the warmup values. Hydrogen 
flow to the injector is started and the primary fuel is shut off. 
The fuel line is purged. After a minute of cool down on hydrogen 
and oxygen, the propellant flow is stopped (oxygen first), and the 
propellant lines are all purged. · 

Postrun 

All supply line valves are closed and the cooling water is turned 
off after a short period during which the rig liner cools to accept
able levels. This is done to avoid heat damage to structures and 
seals. 

Instrumentation 

The accuracy of the basic stand instrumentation is summarized in 
the table below. The accuracies stated in the table are those 
which have been established by calibration or manufacturer's 
specifications. The· error has been given as a percentage of the 
full scale reading. 

In addition to these predictable instrument errors, sensing element 
errors and reading errors, random errors may occur in the sys
tem or in the instruments themselves. For example, changes in 

·temperature between the tim:e of calibration and the ·tirrie of the 
test can cause chang.es in the pressure transducer response. 

Another source of error could be the nozzle throat area. The 
throat area changes from run to run because of warping of the 
nozzle dur.ing firing, erosion, -and the differences in refractory 
coating thicknesses for each run. 

·Although, for som.e of the runs, tJ:e nozzle throat- area was meas
ured both before and after the run, the area, A'~. can change ap
preciably during the run. For a temperature rise of 7QO•F, for 
example, the throat area could change on the order of 1 per cent 
due to thermal expansion. Loss of Rokide coating could result in 
another 1 per cent change in the throat area. 

It is seen that th_e c·rror in n"lea~urement of C'~ (C* 

could easily be ± 5 per cent. 
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Acc·.rracy in Determination Of Run Param.eter s 
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3. MHD Generator Auxiliary Equipment 

I.njectors 

Because of combustion instability associated with the higher per
formance showerhead injector, much of the program was run 
using a 6-element, .like-on-like impinging injector in the ·combus
tion chamber.· In all, .four basic injector configurations were 
used. These configurations are shown in Figure 77 and are de
scribed below. 

37-Element Showerhead Injector - This injector has 37 fuel holes 
whose axes are parallel to the axis of the combustion chamber and 
which are 0. 040 - 0. 042 inch in diameter. There ·are 54 oxygen 
holes, all havi~g a parallel axis, which are 0. 066 - 0. 068 inch in 
diameter. The injector face is 2-3/8 inche·s in diameter*. 

61-Element Showerhead Injector - This injector has 61 fuel holes 
with parallel axis which are 0.032- 0.034 inch in diameter. There 
are 104 oxygen parallel axis holes which are 0. 066 - 0. 068 inch 
in diameter. The injector face is 2-318 inches in diameter*· 

48-Element Showerhead Injector - 13 of the outer fuel holes on the 
61-element injector were plugged, as well as 5 inner oxygen holes. 
The holes were plugged to obtain a more uniform distribution of 
O/F and per cent K over the injector face •. 

6-Element, Li'l<.e-on-Like Impinging - This injector has 6 P!lirs of 
impinging fuel holes. The fuel holes are 0. 030 - 0. 032 inch in 
diameter. Ther~ are 6 oxygen holes with axis parallel tc. the axis 
of the comq\.lstion chamber and which are o. 3.56 - o. 358 inch in 
diamete·r. ·The injector face is 3 inches in diameter. 

Combustion Chamber 

The combustion chamber for MHD tests was copper and it was 
cooled with water. The chamber was 3 inches in inside diameter 
and was 18inches long. Immediately downstream of the chamber, 
an igniter ring supported a spark plug. The igniter ring was 
1 1/2 inches long and 3 inches in inside diameter •. The igniter 

* The 2-3/8 inch diameter injectors were provided with filler rings 
to occupy the space between them and the inside surface of the 
3-inch diameter combustion chamber. 
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ring was water-cooled (s.ee Figure 225),. 

Nozzles 

The nozzles were water-cooled, cast copper. They were coated 
by the flame spray.method with a· 0.010 inch thickness of either 
Rokide A or Rokide z. The purpose of the coating was to reduce 
the possibility of electrical shorting to the nozzle and to redu.ce 
heat loss through.the nozzle walls. The diverging portion of the 
nozzles was a two-dimensional ideal nozzle contour. The con- . 
verging portion of the nozzles made the transition from 3" inches 
inside diameter to the rectangular throat. The nozzle throat-to
P.xit area r<~.tios us.ed were I. 5, 2. 0, and 3. 75. A pholug.raph of . 
the nozzles is shown in Figure 229. 

JTlame .Shit: lu 

In a power run, the magnet is closed and is in Close proximity to 
the exhaust from the MHD generator. To protect·the magnet from 
the high temperature exhaust, a water-cooled flameshield is at
tached to the MHD rig exit". The flameshield cross-sectional area 
is greater than that of the rig so that it acts as a diffuser. The 
inside of the flame shield was coated with Rokide A. This coating 
insulated the plasma from possible leakage paths to ground, if 
the electrical isolation of the flame shield itself should fail. 

B. Rigs . 

The various MHD generator chann~l sections, hereinafter referred to 
as :rigs, used in the investigallon are dc:::c·ribed in this sP.c:tion in the 
order in which they were developed. The extreme conditions which 
an MHD rig encounters require exceptional materials ami llt:5igus to 
succe-s·sfulry c'ope with them. SeVeral rigs were conceived, designed, 
built and·tested before the final, successful design was achieved. · 
Although the last nP.sign proved competent to fulfill the requirements 
of the contract, it. too was revealed to have many a.reas where improve
ments could be made. 'l'he experient:l:! gd.il"•<!d from the oper;.>ti nn nf 
this last rig provided valuable information and ideas for th~ design of 
the 250-megawatt and 1000-megawall MHU gen¢'ratU1'l;; u.i,.;,u.'!I.'ICd in 
Volume VI of the final report. 

1. K~y~;tone Electrode R28 

The initial configuration in the series of keystone electrode rigs is 
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shown in Figures 230,155, and 156. · It used gas cooled segmented 
nickel electrodes (i.e. ·"cold" electrodes) and gas-cooled aluminum 
oxide-coated· sidewalls. Poor electrical perform.ance as well as gas 
seali~g problems were experience9, in the initial tests of this rig. 

To improve electrical performance as ~vell as reduce the number of 
sealing surfaces, the generator was modified to allow the use of hotter 
running ceramic electrodes (see Figure 231 ), A coolant bypass was 
added providing cooling for the back side of the electrodes. The use 
of the bypass also reduced the number of gas seals per electrode 
assembly from 6 to 2 •. The electrode's axial length was reduced to 
allow the use of a wider (0. 385 inch) interelectrode ceramic insulator. 
This improved re15istance to leakage currents between electrodes. The 
electrical connection to the electrodes was made with carburized tan
talum pins screwed into holes tapped into the back of the electrodes. 

A third configuration of the keystone rig was used when the electrode 
material was something other than graphite. Drilling and tapping a 
blind hole into a material harder than graphite (i.e. SiC, ZrC, etc.) 
is very difficult and prohibitively expensive. In these cases, the elec
trical connection to the electrodes was made with carburized tantalum 
pins, spring'-loaded against the back of the electrode. Figure 232 is a 
detail of the electrode contact configuration and Figure 233 is a photo
gral'h of an assembled rig. 

In spite of the extensive modifications noted above, the performance 
of these rigs was impaired by the poor mechanical and electrical 
characteristics of the ceramic coatings used on the insulating sidewalls, 
Several methods were tried in an effort to develop a satisfa-ctory in
sulating coating. Coatings with a base of A 12 0 3 and also with a base 
of Zr02 were flame-sprayed on, using the rod method, Sidewalls with 
a coating of A 12 03 sprayed on using the plasma spray method were 
tested. In s.ome cases a second coat of Astroceram (a refractory 
ceramic cement) was applied in an effort to eliminate porosity. No one 
coating or process exhibited .very satisfactory performance. 

The purpose of this rig was to pe.:.·mit measurement of the plasma con
ductivity independently of the effect of the boundary layer by the tech-
nique discussed under Method 4, Appendix 5. A picture of the rig is 
shown in Figure 159. · 
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The electrodes in this rig could be placed on either the 1. 65-inch wall 
or the 3. 30 -inch wall. The electrodes wer·e zirconium ca~bide. Con
tact with the electrodes was accomplished by screwing zirconium 
carbide studs into holes tapped in the e1ectrodes. The studs were 
kept in slight tension. 

The electrode backups were of aluminum oxide·. The electrodes were 
uncooled and the uncooied steel housing was shielded fr.om the hot 
electrodes by the thick A 12 0 3 electrode backups. The interelectrod~ 
spacers and the end spacers on the 3. 30-inch wall were of beryllium 
oxide. 

The 1. 65 -inch wall, in the vicinity of the active electrode section of the 
rig, was made of beryllium oxide bars. The up10tr~am and downstream 
1. 65-inch secti~ns were Rokide A coated, gas-cool~d niCkel. The 1. 65-
~nch wall hou10ing was a modification of the electrode housing used. in 
the key.stone electrode rig, the main diffe1·ence b!ling t.ha.t the .;:lectrodoG 
could be replaced by the BeO bars. 

This rig was run on 30 January, 1962, in the configuration shown in 
Figure 159. No· warmup was used and chamber pressure rose to 60. 
psia immediately-after ignition. Either at ignition or immediately 

· thf;reafter, the two downstream electrodes and associated spacers 
failed. The run was terminated immediately with a total run time of 
6 seconds. 

Examination of the rig after shutdown revealed that 9 of the 10 electrodes 
broke in the vicinity of the· electrode conta.ct, that almost all the. BeO 
pieces on the 3. 30-inch wall were broken or cracked, and that the··. 
shorter BeO bars used in the 1. 65-inch wall were not damaged. 

Although the rig design was not satis!actul'Y:, the run p.:>!nte!l uut several 
areas which should be avuiueu and hc1pod to p:r.nvide design criteria for 
the chase -around configuration discussed -later. These crite;:ia are 
discussed in the section on structural concepts. 

3. Toadstool Elec.trode Rig 

The general configuration of this rig is shown in Figure 234. It was 
designed with ceramic electrodes to allow high,. controlled surface 
temperature. The sidewalls used are the same as those used on the 
key stone electrode rig. 

The electrodes were hot-pressed 'Z1C contttinir;g gr11phito, Th~sP. were 
backed up by Zr02 insulator·s for both thermal and electrical insulation. 
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Interelectrode insulators were BeO. These components were assem
bled on a stainless steel housing and held in place by spring-loaded 
carburized tantalum pins whic!l also served as electrical connectors. 

Tweo electrode pin configurations were used. The first was as shown 
in Figure 234, where the pins have heads that seat in matching holes 
through the electrodes. This configuration was not very successful. 
The electrodes cracked due to thermally.and mechanically-induced 
stresses around the hole, which resulted in loss of the electrode. 
Some trouble with rapid erosion of the pin head after the carbide layer 
had worn off (sometimes in less than one minute) was also experienced. 

The second configuration was the integral-pin design. The electrodes 
were hot-pressed with the carburized tantalum pins in place. This 
reduced the probl~ms with pin erosion and electrode cracking, .but the 
manufacturing process involved keeping the electrode anci pin at a 
temperature above the recrystallization temperature of tantalum for 
about eight hours. The resulting grain growth caused the pins to be 
very brittle, in turn resulting in failure of the pin and loss of the elec
trode.·· 

4. Button Electrode Rig 

As stated in Appendi~ 5, the purpose of this rig was to eliminate the 
effects of fringing and leakage to the walls in the coated sidewall rigs 
for conductivity tests. The buttons were located in the center of the 
rig so as to involve only the high temperature, high conductivity core 
fl.>w in the analysis; A picture of the rig electrodes after a test run 
is ·shown in Figure 69 • 

The sidewalls in this rig were water-cooled stainless steel coated with 
Rokide A. The Rokide A was stoned smooth. 

The electrode· housin45 .and the .dummy .end electrode were hydrogen-cooled 
stainless steel. The streamside face ._,;as nickel coated with Rokide A •. 

A sketch of the electrode configuration for this rig is shown in Figure 
Z:35. The large electrode plate has two groove·s cut lengthwise into 
their back into which were placed two tungsten wires. These wires 
were held in place with Astroceram·. The .wires served the purpose 
of maintaining electrical contact in the event that the plate should crack. 

The electrical connection to the electrodes was made by screwing 
carburized tantalum pins into holes tapped in the back of the electrodes. 
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The electrode plate was separated fron-1 the electrode housing by a 
beryllium oxide spacer. There was no insulator between the electrode 
plate and the dummy end electrode~ 

Four SiC voltage probes were placed in the sidewall-in the plane of the 
middle electrode button. Figure 236 shows some of the rig details. 

The chase-around rig was designed to eliminate the problems associated 
with previous rigs in order to provide a reliable, durable, test rig with 
Which to make plasma conductiv1ty and power tests. While other im
provements could be made (rig design was frozen because of contract 
time limitations) the chase-around design concept has performed well, 
especially as compared with previous rig designs. 

~~utc_:~~~purnbility - The ehnae~nround rig hll.-3 only ec1'tunic 
materials in contact with the hot plasma. While the refractory 
metals (tantalun"l, tungsten, and molybdenum)melt at temper'!ltures 
higher than they would operate at in rhe rig, they oxidize and /or 
recrystallize quite rapidly at thesc.-: _,h temperatures. Earlier 
rigs utilized tantalum which had been carburized to avoid the 
oxidation problem. This scheme proved to be impractical because 
the thin carburized layer wore away quite rapidly and because in 
the carburizing process, the tantalum was heated above its re
crystallization temperature, making the final piece very brittle. 
By avoiding the use of nonceramics in contad with the plasma, 
the_.problems of melting and oxidation are drastically reduced. 
The BeO sidewalls do no(appear to erode, react or melt at all 
during the ru11s made with this rig (up to 87 minutes) whena 
hydrocarbon fuel is used and when contact with contanunating 
materia.l5 i1> avuic..lecl•:•. The SiC - Z5 per c.eul graphite eleclrut.l.es 
c-.vir:Iiz-e, b~.~t :at a &low rate, The eroGion and oxidation of flat 
electrodes is negligible for run times up to twenty minutes. Check 
runs ·have shown that there is no appreciable shorting because of 
the molten SiOz which forms downstream of the electrodes, so 
for runs of the duration required for contract testing, SiC - 25 
per cent graphite wafi quit.P ar.r.Pptr~hlP r~s .1n elP.ct.rocle material. 

··· The BeO does· exhib.it less resistance to destructive reactions 
with the plasma when hydrogen is used as the fuel. It has been 
reported that Le~ yllid ~·ed~..:Ls wilh supedtedko.l ~>lt:dut ·duo.l Llti~> 

appears to have occurred 
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Structural Refincm.ents - Ceramic materials in general are quite 
brittle a~d-;;-any of th-;-hard, erosion-resistant ceramics are 
susceptible to thermal stress and thermal shocks. The choice of 
an appropriate structural design minimizes these problems. The 
design must allow the pieces to expand, warp and move during the 
transient warmup period. The design should keep all pieces in 
compression to avoid failures due to tension induced by thermal 
stress. 

The chase-around rig incorporates all the aforementioned charac
teristics. The rig, which is shown in Figure 168, permits motion of 
all ceramic pieces with thermal expansion. The springs shown in 
diametrically opposing corners exert a compressive force on the 
beryllia sidewall pieces. The angles on the ends of the sidewall 
pieces and the electrode pieces transmit this loading so that the 
electrode pieces are also in compression. Thermal expansion 
thus results in the pieces being put into heavier compressive 
loading. 

Variation of expansion in the axial direction is permitted by the 
fact that each sidewall piece is sprung independently of other side
wall pieces and axial clearance is deliberately left during assembly. 

As seen in Section BB of Figure 168, the sidewall pieces can be 
interlocked with dowel pins. These pins provide'redundancy becaus.: a 
piece that cracks will be held in place by the sidewall pieces ad
jacent to it. 

Electrical_l:~tell~ity_ The· resistivity of the sidewall material and 
of the material of the interelectrode spacers must be very high at 
the temperatures of operation in order to prevent leakage currents. 
The problem of maintaining high sidewall resistivity is complicated 
by the fact that heat transfer must be reduced in order to minimize 
heat loss from the plasma. This implies that sidewall temperatures 
will be very high (3000"F- 3500"F). At these high temperatures, 
the resistivity of sidewall coatings (flame-sprayed coating and 
plasma-sprayed coatings) is very low. Rokide A which was used 
on the sidewalls of previous rigs has a resistivity of 0. l ohm-em 
at 3200"F. The r·esistivity of the 99 per cent purity, 97 per cent 
density beryllia used in the chase -around rig sidewalls is 1000 
ohm-em at 3200"F. Since the resistivity of the plasma is of the 
order of 10 ohm-em, the coating materials appear as a dead short 
to the plasma. The beryllia sidewalls have a resistivity two orders. 
of magnitude higher than the plasma • 
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Thus, beryllia presents a great improvement over the sidewall 
materials used previously. The rig electrical integrity is further 
improved by the fact·that the.BeO sidewall pieces are 5/8-inch thick 
as opposed to the 0.010-inch thick Rokide A. Because the Rokide 
A was so thin, a very low resistance path was available through 
the thin coating to the metal housing. The rig avoids this path by 
the use of thick BeO pieces. These pieces are further backed up 
by boron nitride backup spacers which are 3/16-inch thick. 

The BN pieces are also used behind the electrodes. They serve 
a dual purpose in that they insulate the electrodes from the me
tallic structure of the rig electrically r~nrl they provide dll additional 
hedl barrier which maintains a high. electrode surface temperature. 

The low ~:oef!ic:ient of friction between the BN and BeO or SiC 
permits sliding of the sidewall pieces and electrode pieces due to 
thermal expansion to orrur r'i~llily, 

The BN pieces have serrations pcrpendil:ular to the plasma flow 
and the r~xial electric field. This helps to prevent ·shorting of the 
Hall field because it prevents flow leakage and circulation due to 
axial pressure gradients. Shorting could occur in any plasma 
which leaked behind the electrodes or sidewalls lf this orientation 
did not prevent leakage and act as an insulator against current 
flow. ·The rig is further isolated electrically by a coating of sil
icone varnish on all the meta:l housing pieces. The springs which 
provide the compressive force on the side\vall pieces are isolated 
from them by zirconia blocks between the spring and the sidewall 

. piece. 

From the foregoing paragraphs it is seen that the portions of the 
rig in contact with thP. phsma ttrc well isol:Jted electricaily fr·um 
the tuetallic housing pieces. The electrode ho•.•~ing piP<::t:>'O aro 
insulated front the sidewall housing pieces by either Silastic or 
Teflon gaskets. Thus the electrical integrity ·of the rig is assured. 

Cooling - Cooling of the chase-around rig is accomplisheu by water 
flowing-in tubes drill<?d in the housing pieces. This method elirni
na.tc.s the hri17.i.ng and Wi"ldi ,.,g uccd in previous 1'1gs. The welded 
construction cracked and leaked quite frequently. This w;t s 
p<;pr:-cially troul .. le::.ume because hydrogen was used for cooling· 
in the previous rigs and quite possibly caused embrittlement. 

l3ecause the metal structure runs f;o,i.rly cool, tho~ l'rublcr'n of 
lli.JU&1ng \VlHping is m1nimized. 
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The compression springs are cooled with nitrogen in order to 
prevent loss of strength at high temperatures. 

Wall Temperature - Tt.e electrodes and sidewalls of the chase
around rig run hotter than in previo~s rigs because of the thermal 
insulation. provided by the boron nitride and the thick beryllia 
pieces. This results in a reduction in heat loss from the plasma 
and it also. leads to hotter boundary layers which should have 
higher conductivity, leading to more power production and more 
accurate determination of the core flow conductivity. The high 
wall temperature also minimizes condensation of conductive de
posits of seed compounds and carbon, noted in the past with lower 
wall temperatures, thus reducing leakage paths. 

The electrode face temperature·is controlled by the configuration 
and orientation of the BN backup pieces. Ther.e are two basic 
configurations of the BN backup pieces. The pieces are available 
serrated on one surface and flat on the other surface or flat on 
both surfaces. When the serrated pieces are used, plasma be
comes trapped by the serrations. The thermal conductivity of the 
plasma increases rapidly with temperature. The contribution of 
radiation heat transfer also increases rapidly with temperatu're. 
Thus, when the serrated pieces are placed· so that the serrations 
face toward the stream, the serrations are at higher temperatures 
and more heat transfer results than when they face away from the 
stream. Therefore, highest temperature is achieved by running 
the rig with the serrated edges away from the plasma. The second 
highest temperature is achieved by having the serrated edges facing 
toward the plasma. The two lower temperatures are achieved with 

nonserrated pieces. The thermal conductivity of hot-pressed 
boron nitride is anisotropic;· it is highest in the direction perpen
dicular to molding pressure. The lowest te"mperature is achieved 
by orienting the backup blocks so that the heat flux is pP.rpeildi-::ular 
to the direction of pressing. The second lowest temperature is 
achieved by orienting the backup blocks so that the heatflux is par
allel to the direction of pressing. Th~se configurations are shown 
on Figure 78 • " 

In preliminary runs with this rig it was discovered that the hottest 
electrode temperature achieved with BN spacer serrations facing 
away from the stream resulted in very rapid erosion of the elec
trodes. After this, the hottest electroqe temperature configuration 
used during contract running was with the serrations facing toward 
the stream. This temperature configuration is d~signated T4. 

The electrode temperature config~ration designated T3 was achieved 
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by grit blasting the backup pieces through a 1 /4-inch mesh screen. 
The grit blasting produces a corrugated effect. The two lower . 
temperatures are obtained by the method de scribed above and are 
designated T 1 and Tz, T 1 being the lower temperature. All the 
configurations are shown in Figure "i8. 

Electrode Contact - Contact is established with the electrodes 
through spring-loaded carbon or tantalum pins. The portion of the 
electrode which is in contact with the pin is rhodium pl.ated to in
sure good electrical contact: the pins themselves are sometimes 
tipped with rhoc;lium for the same purpose. This method of elec
trode 'contact eliminates the problems of electrode craeldng. be
<::;:tnse of rigid coniinern.ent or because of high stresses induced 
through the tapped holes necessary in other rnethodo of cont<~c:t. 
The integral pin electrode design in which the electrode was 
mOlded a1·ound the contact recluced these problems. However, · 
because the stem materials available rccry~:taHJ.z~d at temper
atures experienced in the rig, this design was not a·cceptable. The 
method of electrode contact used in the chase -around rig does pre
sent a problem in that the sliding point contact between the pin and 
the eiectrode could lead to a high and/or variable resistance in 
series with the plasma. 

Instrumentation - The normal instrumentatwn used in MHO runs is 
covered in the section which describes the test stand. In addition,· 
prov'isions are made in the chase-around rig for voltage probe 
measurements, static pressure measurements, and ele·ctrode 
temperature measurements. The provisions for these measure
ment~ can be seen in Fig1.1Te 168. 

The voHag.:: prohot> are made o.£ silicon caruide. The Gurfac~ nf 
the probes exposed to the stream is flU!;h with adjacent in~\11~ tlug 
sidewall surface. They are should~rcd Lo ~o•l.··~,~nt motion into the 
stream. Contact with the probes is made by wrapping thoriated 
tungsten wires around the end of the probe. The probes and the 
wir~s are then cemented in place with Astroceram. The leads 
are taken out through an aluminum oxide tube which is placed in
side one ot the compressive spring~. 

The static pressure is measured at. the taps shown in Figure 168. 
The tantalum tube is illsl:!l'le:d in tho E~O blnck tlu;ough the srring 
wells. 
The cloctrorlP tP.mpe;rature is measured at a slot' cut in the bal:k 
face of the electrode. A platinum-plaliuuu·t 10 per cenl .rl,.·,.·Hum 
thermocouple is inserted in the groove. The thermocouple is 
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sheathed in tantalum and is cemented in place with Astroceram. 
The Astroceram insures good thermal contact with the electrode 
and also protects the tantalum from oxidation. 

Note: For the electrode and electrode spacer size used, a 
current of 15 amperes to electrode 3· (least blooming effect) · 
corresponds to a current density, J , in the plasma of 

I 2 y . 
10,.000 amps m • · 
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Theoretical Prediction of Conductivity 
Based on Experimental Conditions 
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APPENDIX 7 

Theoretical Prediction of Conductivity 
_Based on Experimental Conditions 

PWA-2170 

The comparison of :;:xperimental and theoretically predicted values of 
plasma conductivity requires that the composition, temperature, and 
density of the plasr.1a in the test rig be known. Ideally, these quantities 
would be measured directly. However; the environment and the state· 
of the instrumentation art preclude this without engaging in an exten
sive development ;-rog::-am. These quantities must therefore be deter
mined indirectly. This is done with a thermochemical cal.culation pro
cedure which assumes infinite reaction rates between species, and 
uses for its starting ;:oint conditions* at the combustion chamber. It 
then calculates the pertinent changes that occur as this plasma is 
isentropically expanced through a nozzle of prescribed area, ratio. 
Modifications to the procedure permit the arbitrary freezing of the 
thermochemical reactions and/ or electron quantity at the nozzle inlet 
or throat. Values of the following variables may be calculated at the 
exit of the prescribed area ratio, A/A*, nozzle. · 

Static temperature, T, 
.Static pressure, p , 
. Composition of the plasma, including electron density, n , 
Entropy, S 

·Enthalpy, h 
Ratio of specific heats,'(· 
Srecific heat, .cp 
Average molecular weight, Mw 
Gas constant, R 
Density, p 

The plasma composition, temperature, and density _can then be used,_ 
along with a prescribed magnetic field strength, to calculate plasma· 

'~Stagnation pressure at nozzle inle.t, Pt 
Fuel composition. 

. 
Fuel flow ra:te, wf 
Oxygen flow rate, w0 

Seed solution flow rate, Ws 
Seed 
Heat 

solution composition 
los.s 
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conductivity and Hall mobility ratio according to the procedures outlined 
in Volume V of the final report. This theoretical prediction can then be. 
compared with exreri!nental data. 

The equations develoFed in Appendix 5 provide a basis of experimemally 
determining plasma ::onductivity and the equations and data used to theoreti
cally predict conductivity necessarily involve certain simplifying assump
tions. The degree to which thP. test con.ditions approach these assumptions 
strongly .inflaences t!-1~ us:efulness of the results. In order to rec()ncile 
theoretical predictiOnS With .experimental data, the nP.prtrt.nl"P f-rom ideal 
conditions must first be experimentally and analytically determined and 
lhen suitable analytical corrections made. Both of these steps can in-
volve great difficulty and·uncertainty. Obviously, it is desirable to 
operate at or near ideal conditions to avoid errors due to inexact cor
rection procedure::;. HowP.ve:r in some cases the effort necessary t9 
do ::;6 was beyond the scope o(the contract. Some of 'the major factors 
are discussed in this ·section. They are: 

1) Rig mechanical and electrical integrity, 
2) Combustor efficiency~ 
3) Nozzle efficiency, 
4) Measurement errors, 
5) Instrumentation accuracy, and 
6) Thermocher.1.ical equilibrium of flow. 

A. Rig Mechanical and Electrical Integrity 

The mechanical and electrical integrity ofMHD t~st rigs is vital tci 
the acquisition of good data. Mechanical integrity and durability is desir
able in orrler tn rPrrnit t'ilst run~> of roaGonablc length, tl.u:> ;,Uvwiug 
conditions to be acjustcd or varied witho•1t shutdown. Long runs also 
rninirnlze dern.a.ncls on :nstrumentation response. It is also important 
in that changes in the. !nternal dimensions and contours of the rig can 
lead to unknown conc'itions. Electrical. integrity is obviously important 
in that any leakage can distort fields, alter probe readings. and change 
plasma charr~cteristics. Because of the extreme condition::; under which 
a rig of practical configuration must operate, the job of obtaining and 
maintaining this inte,;;rity assumes major proportions. Some of the 
conditions are listed below: 

1) Plasma velocity, 5, 5 00 to 6, 700 ft/ sec 
2) Plasma temperature, 4. 500 to 'l, 700°R 
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3) Heat flux to MHD channel walls, 50 to 150 Btu/ft2sec 
4) Heat flux to nozzles, 100 to 400 Btu/ft2sec 
5) Electric fields of up to 1, 500 volts/ ft 
6) Chemically reactive, oxidizing plasma 
7) MHD channel liner surface temperature up to 400 0 •R 

(to avoid condensation of conductive deposits, to avoid 
excessive heat loss and to minimize thermal stress 
by reduc~ng heat flux) 

Because of the extreme thermal effects and the nature. of the materials 
that must be used to line the MHD channel, allowance must be made 
for thermally-induced expansion and warpage to avoid inducing destruc
tive stresses. This results in several major effects. The internal 
dimensions of the channel will change as the rig warms up, and, since 
the flow is supersonic, the decrease. thus induced in the channel cross
sectional area, Ax, may change the Mach number. The nozzle throat 
are:l., A':', may also increase'~ and the combined effect will be to reduce 
channel Mach number from that calculated based on the ratio, Ax/ A*, 
determined from measurements made with the rig cold. The change 

.·in Mach number can induce changes in temperature, density and velocity, 
the first two changes -affecting plasma conductivity, the latter, power 
output.· 

Because of the necessity of allo-wing for thermal expansion, small 
cracks and irr~gulariti.es may induce weak, oblique shock waves, 
evidence of which has been observed experimentally, which can also 
alter the Mach number. 

The buildup of tolerances in liner parts can affect Mach number in 
another way. The alignment of the nozzle exit with the MHD channel 
entrance may not be perfect. To minimize the undesirable effects of 
exposing leading-edge corners of the liner at the nozzle exit to stagna
tion heating, the MHD channel inlet liner pieces must be slightly 
chamfered. This chamfer, when misalignment occurs, can also induce 
obhque shock waves as can irregularities in the liner surface, due to 
erosion and thermal stresses. All of the above effects tend to reduce 
MHU channel M .. .:h numb~;>r. 

·~A decrease in nozzle throat area has been observed in some cases 
due, apparently, to inward thermal bowing of the throat walls. 
The walls take on a permanent set 
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The net reduction in Mach number can be deduced by measuring the 
stream velocity and temperature, or by indirect methods such as 
measuring stro!am total and static pressure and using suitable relations 
to back-calculate·a value,or by measuring the angle of an oblique shock 
wave induced by a ramp of known angle, and using a computed value of 
~ to determine the resulting Mach number. All of these methods have 

been investigated analytically and some experimentally. However·, 
extensive additional work is necessary before the results can be used 

·with certainty. 

Methods of determining stream velocity investigated include a device 
which detects the time needed for tracer particles to trave.l a known 
length of MHD channel, volt.age probe A which detect velocity I rom the 
relation 

u. _1\ \1 
- B6.~j ('/- 1) 

and observation of the open circuit voltage, V 0 c during a power 
ger.eration qm, i.e. 

~ 
BH (7 -2) 

The latter two methods depend for their success on excellent electrical 
~ntegrity within the rig and negligible current leakage within the boundary 
layer due to a deficiency in 'induced voltage. The probe method is 
questionable because of the uncertainty of the effects of eddy currents 
within the stream. 

If the stream velocity can be determined, average plasma density can 
be determined simply from the continuity equation. 

p=·~ {7 -3) 

By measuring static pressure and using a plot of p/ f> vs T obtained 
from the thermochemical calculati.on previously mentioned for the 
overall composition derived from the propellant flow measurements, 
static temperature can be determined. Ass\lmptions. nPrP->sary are: 

L~l . <<I .9.1LI 
Rap IT=c· R aT P'c 
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and that the flow is in thermochemical equilibrium .. Both assumptions 
appear reasonable. Figure 237 is a plot ofT vs p/p for a typical 
compositio:1 and for pressures of 10 and 20 psia. As can be seen, the 
data for 10 and 20 psia nearly coincides,illustrating that the first 
assumption is true. The fact that the line curves, however. illustrates 
that the gas constant, R 1 does vary with temper.ature over the ranges 
experienced in these MHD gen~rators. The assumption of equilibrium 
flow is justified by published rocket data which indicates flow equilibrium· 
to expansion ratios of at -least 2 and J?Ossibly for three. 

The temperature thus obtained, along with the pressure and average 
density already known,the average composition can then be used to 
calculate conductivity from the theoretical relations. 

Rig electrical integrity is necessary to obtain good conductivity data. 
Equations·(5-ll) and(5-12) illustrate the effect that axial current 
leakage can have during power runs. Either the value of A must be 

·minimized or else it must be determined. If any appreciable axial 
leakage occurs, it is better to short out the Hall potential entirely in 
which case A--+ a<.'. • The rigs used, however, exhibited good internal 
electrical integrity. Transverse current leakage can introduce errors 
since current density can be determined only from the measured 
current, lL, from the electrode, that is 

J. = , (7-4) 

If leakage occurs .arour1d the p_lasma, then the current density will be 
in error since 

(7 -5) 

Tnis leakage can be determined, during an applied-voltage conductivity 
run (6' 0), by applying voltage during seed-off conditions (assuming 
zero conductivity of unseeded plasma) and measuring the leakage cur
r.ent, if any. From this data, the value of the transverse leakage path 
resistancP. may be computed. This assuines that the presence of seed 
in the plasma does not change the leakage path resistance, RA , and 
that the leakage path resistance does not change during the switchover 
to a power run (B Jf. 0). Cor-rections to observed conductivity can then 
be r:-.ade using the following relation: 

.,-; ~ ~'1 [jdV;~dicl- ~_.:] (7 -6) 
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This relation is derived from Equation (5-10) which can be written 

Vr = (u BH- &V)- It. R31' + ~~) (7 -7) 

by using the parallel circuit relat"ion 

(7-8) 

and equation (7 -5). 

Assuming that: 

1) RA is a constant. 
2) o-.J( is a constant (Rg.l\. is a constant), 
3) TJ,e lcnlmsa o::urrPnt sees ~he boundary layer voltage drop 

as does the load, RL, and 
4) The boundary layer voltage drop, ~V. is a constant in 

the range of intert:st, we get 

1¥~ = - [, + ~~:/RAJ (?-
9) 

Recalling that dVT/diL is negative for a power run, and solving for 
RgA , we get 

R9A 
(7-10) 

Then, using the definition 

H (7-11) 

and Equation (7 -10) we get, a!tr:.r reatranging 

' ~[ I __ I_]· (7-12) 
a;._ "' A,_ ldVT /d IJ RA 

TJ<;i.ng the. same procedure and assumptions, .we may obtain a silnilar. 
equation to usc to correct !or transverse leakage .t:un·~nt during "~pplied 
voltage (B=O) conductivity tests. Again, the leakage path resistanct: 
(R.A. ) must first be dettrmined with seed off. The equation is 

"'• • -:1 [ dV: tdi- ~J (?-BJ 

whore I, in this case, is the cur rent measured to the eiectrode pair 
of interest. 
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Resistance in series with the plasma and between the voltmeter .taps* 
can introduce errors to conductiyities determined by Methods 1 and 3 •. 
At present there is no way of determining this accurately during a run 
since all evidence points to large changes with t~mperature. Thus the 
only course of action is to minimize the causes of this source of error. 
When this does occur, the conductivities determined from the dVT/dJ

1 data are lower than actually exist in the plasma. 

B. Combustor Efficiency 

The combustor efficiency, through its effect on plasma temperature, 
density and composition, can have a ve.ry powerful effect on plasma 
conductivity. If plasma temperature, density and composition cannot 
be measured at the location where the ~xperimental meas.uretnent of 
conductivity is made (in the MHD channel) then an indirect method of 
d~termining these parameters, in order to calc•1late a theoretical con
ductivity with ·;:hich to compare the measured value, must be used. 

A method is available which uses an equilibrium thermochemical 
calculation to calculate plasma properties at any point of an isentropic 
expansion, based on co:1ditions at the beginning of this expansion. in 
general, corrections must be made to this procedure to allow for 
various loss mechanisms since the properties predicted, based on 
measured combustion chamber pressure (Pc> at the injector face, 
measured flow rates, Wt. and fuel, oxidizer and seed solution com
position, ·will be enough in error to seriously alter the predicted 
conductivity. The loss mechanisms in.clude: 

1) Momentum pressure loss within the combustion chamber 
due to heat release within the plasma and to frictional 
effects. The result is that p~ i= Pc. where p: .=total 
pressure at the nozzle throat 

2) Heat loss from the plasma ·to the combustion chamber and 
nozzle inlet walls by radiation, convection and conduction 

~) . Cuu:.buation inPffi dencie s such as: 
a) incomplete combustion of the reactants 

:::Contact resistance between electrodes and power taps, oxide coating 
on the electrode surface, and electrode internal resistance are · 

examples 
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1) fuel unreacted and unvaporized (droplets) 
2) fuel unreacted, vaporized but uncracked 
3) fuel unreacted; vaporized and cracked 
4) oxidizer unreacted 

b) Nonuniform distribution of the reactants with time. 
·and location 

c) Various ·combinations of the above effects 

Efforts to analytically evaluate these effects produced usable results, 
some of which are presented below. However, an evaluation of the 
combined effect of those ineffic:iencieo arid o! ways to experimentally 
determine to what degree each mechanism was pre~ent was beyond 
the scope of the contract and was not completed. Thus, the methods 
u3ed are all approximations and give, a.t best, an envelope into 
which the experimental data should fall. More precise compari5e>n& 
await better methn(js of dctcctiq!: and r.orroetil'lg fur ine!hc-iencies. 

The momentum pressure loss was corrected using an empirical 
relation giving 

vs A~HAMIUB 

A*-
which agrees quite closely for values of (fin the range of interest, 
with theoretical data presented in Rocket Propulsion Elements, by 
Sutton. ·rne total pres sure loss, assuming that the pres sure measured 
at the injector face, Pci corresponded to the total pressure at that 
point, was approximately 3 per cent, depending. on nozzle area ratio. 
The calculated nozzle total pressure ( p;::: ) was then used for further 
coml'utations including both measured and ideal-adiabatic C* 

">'! c'~ is a commnn :n'ilaflure "f :~,·ockP.t combustor performance 

for 

c~:: measured, 
:: 

C* ideal 

C·~ measured 
p_;:< A'/{Co 9 

'vvT 
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and 
C* ideal = ( • *)o 

f' Lt IOirA._ 

(7 -16) 

where ( p~'.< u* hdeal is obtained from the equilibrium thermochemical 
calculation for isentropic eA.'Jlansion using the value of pT* calculated 
from measured chamber pressure along with the measured flow rate 
wt and propellant compositions. That is 

, p •uJJr I 
., cllt: ::: -w+. :..T -;/ A-:--.*-=c-o- P T* 

(7-17) 

Two values of "? C* can be defined: 

and 
r; o~ ideal-adiabatic 

'J C* ideal-corrected 

. . ( * ':C) The latter uses a corrected value of p 'u' ideal based on the 
measured heat removed from the combustion chamber in Btu/lb of 
plasma. That is 

-a = QM. 
\,MEAS WT. 

(7-18) 

and is obtained by reducing the initial enthalpy of the combustion 
products at constant pT~ increasing the density, p'* and decreasing 
u.* such that the product decreases for the conditions of interest. 

Since for equilibrium conditions the ~alue of plasma conducti~ity is 
extremely ·sensitive to temper-ature, 

'0 

(7-19) 

the first definition of Y) C* is used which includes not only the effect· 
of combustion inefficiencies but also the effect of combustion chamber 
inefficiency (that .is , for high MHO generator performan·ce, heat loss 
from the plasma to the chamber walls must be rriinirriized). Thus, 

. C•~ mf"<tSUt'ed 
fJ C'~ ideal-adiabatic= C':' ideal-adiabatic (7 ··20). 

A correction that may be u~ei d.talytically red'uces the initial enthalpy 
of the plasma in the combustion chamber,to reduce predicted C* to 
match C'~ measured· The resulting plasma is then (analytically) 
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expanded isentropically'~ through ·the nozzle of specified area ratio and 
the composition, temperature and pressure obtained used to compute· 
c·onducti vity. 

Another corretticn that may be used follows the above procedure but 
reduces the initial enthalpy only by the measured heat out. In general, 

c~"measured is not matched. 

An attempt to simultaneously correct for two of the previously discussed 
inefficiencies involves a correction identical to that just described 
followed by a reduction in the amount of fuel flowing which increases 
0/F so that the combined effect is to apl)roximate C*measured, see 
Figure 6.3 This iterative rn-ethud encounters difficulties when the initial 
0/F is high since the amount of fuel removed to match C>~ (by reducing 
~/A* ) may exceed the amount initially pre:;;ent. 

Admittedly, all of the above methods are approximritions whose accuracy 
very likely decreases rapidly as n C~'·d l d' b t. decreases. , I · 1 ea -a 1a a lC 

'At least three approaches may be used, in future work, to correct 
the situation: 

1) Develop a method of correcting for the combined effect 
of these and other inefficiencies and !1 method of deter
mining the degree to which each is present regardless of 

the value of "YJ. C>~ 

2) Improve combustor performance to the point where errors 
due to approximate method·s of correctior. are reduced to 
second order or less, that is, ·achieve high 

)7 c' . d' b • '·' 1deal-a 1.a· ahc 

3) Develop methods of measuring the necessary parameters 
(temperature, pressure, composition) directly at the 
point where the experimental determination of plasma 
conductivity is rnade 

':'See discussion on flow equilibrium 
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It should be noted tnat nonisentropic conditions within the nozzle are 
nut considered. These, too, shouldbe examined in any future work. 

c. Nozzle Efficiency 

Nozzle performance must be evaluated in order to correct, if 
necessary, predicted MHD channel conductivities based on theoretical 
relations using combustion chamber conditions. The corrections 
described in the section on combustion efficiency based on a computed 
'7 C* only compensate for losses up to the nozzle throat. Poor.nozzle 
performance may result in variations in plasma velocity and Mach 
number and in nonhomogeneous plasma composition, temperature and 
density at the nozzle exit. r;!ctors contributing to these effects besides 
those due to influences upstreart! of the nozzle ~ay include boundary 
layer growth different than predicted, burning in the plasma, recom
bination, variable 't , and thermal distortion of the nozzle. 

The nozzles used were evaluated in cold-flow tests, a discussion of 
which is presented below. They were found to have good performance 
at the cold-flow condition but their behavior under actual MHD test 
conditions is indeterminate with the present state of instrumentation 
and calibration technology. 

In the open-cycle MHD power generation tests made to date, it has 
been observed that the open-circuit voltage i.s considerably lower than 
predicted. Since open-circuit voltage is a linear function of gas 
velocity for a constant applied magnetic field, it follows that the 
observed open-circuit voltage lo"ss is a direct result of a gaf! velocity 
that is lower than theoretical. Gas velocities less than theoretical 
are not unexpected and losses o!"a few per cent could be tolerated. 
However, the open -circuit voltage measurements indicate reductions 
of 20 to 30 per cent in gas velocity which, since power output is pro
portional to' the square of velocity, gives losses in power output of 
35 to 50 per ce_nt. 

One possible reason fo.r low gas velocities is inefficient noz:7.1P. per
formance. An imperfect nuzzle design or failure to hold tolerances 
when building the nozzle could produce poor pe·.·formance characteristics •. 
The performance of a particular nozzle can be evaluated by cold flowing 
the nozzle with air and measuring thrust and mass flow rate for various 
nozzle pressure ratios. 
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Three converging-diverging nozzles, representative of those used in 
MHD testing, were cold flowed with air at the UAC cold-flow test 
facility. The results of these tests are prese.nted in graphical form.in 
Figures 238 through 240 . Each figure contains a plot of Cv 
(measured thrust/ideal thrust) vs nozzle pressure ratio (chamber 
pre ssurc/ exhaust pressure) J.nd·a plot of Cd (measured mass flow/ ideal mass 
flow), also vs nozzle pressure ratio. An explanation of these data is 
presented at the end of this appendix. The pertinent results derived 
from the cold flow tests are presented in the following table. 

Nozzle area ratio A/ A* 
Velocity ratio (V actua/V·deal) · 
Average discharge coeff. 1Mactual/Micleal) 

1.5 
0.97 
0.99 

2.0 
0.98 
0.98 

3.75 
0.97 
0.98 

ln6pecti.nn o! the above table shows that the gas velocity at the nozzle 
exit is only 2 to 3 per cent lower than theorctio".1. · 'The ave.~·.;tge discharge 
coefficients for the three no:>:zles tested indicate mass flow rates within 
1 to 2 per cent of theoretical. It is thus apparent that the ·nozzles ·tcr;ted 
show good performance. characteristics when cold flowed with air. 

A factor that cannot be taken into account in cold flow.tests is nozzle 
expansion and distortion due to the high temperature of.the combustion 
,gases used for MHD testing. Thermal expansion of the nozzle could 
·cause changes in nozzle area ratio and distortion of the nozzle walls. 
Either or both of these occurrences could result in poor nozzle perform-. 
ance as well as a nonuniform velocity distribution at the nozzle· exit. 

The combustion products used in MHD tesfs are obtained by burning a 
hydroca.rbon fuel in a combustion chamber and expanding the evolved 
g:1~"'l i!uuu~h o. nOI3B1" into th~ MHD test section. Tht>. combustion so 
arhi P.ved is not complete, which pre s~ul::. the p roi:-l"'WI n f c v .,.luo.ting thP. 
nozzl~ exit velocity, !or a. set uf ttllul o;·:-r>.tlitioni whi.r:h are unknown. 
The thermochemical calculation procedure mentioned 'in Appendix ~ 
can be used to determine the nozzle exit velocity, assuming ideal com
bustion. At present there is no suitable method available.for solution 
of the noniueal combustion case. 

One measure of combustion efficiency is the rallu uf tn.ccu::ur.-,J 
characteri::;tic velocity to the ideal characteristic vel::,city. The 
.measured characteristic velocity is calculated 'for each MHD te::~t 
from the .following relation.· 
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O~(MeasurEid) 
= (chamber pressure) (nozzle throat area) Co 

(mass flow rate) 

For MHD tests the ideal C* is calculated for ideal combustion at the 
measured chamber pressure and measured oxygen-to-fuel r.atio. 

C* efficiencies were calculated for a number of MHD power tests 
where open-circuit voltage was measured. The gas velocity in the 
test section was determined. from the open-circuit voltage and .ideal 
velocity was calculated with the thermochemical procedure. A plot 
of the ratio of measured velocity to ideal velocity vs 0~ efficiency is 
presented in Figure 241. The points plotted are for chamber pressures 
of approximately 60 psia and oxygen~to-fuel ratios of about 2. 6. All 
test points are for the area ratio 2. 0 nozzle. 

Inspection of Figure 241 shows that the plot is essentially a straight 
line. If a line is drawn'through the data and extrapolated to a C>~ 

efficiency of one, the velocity ratio intercept is about . 86. This 
would indicate that the actual, velocity in the MHD section is 14 per 
cent iess than ideal. It is evident that the losses indicated by the 
cold flow tests cannot account for the loss noted in the MHI) test~. 
The losses noted could be the result of oblique shocks at the entrance 
to the test section. The measured dimensions of a typical nozzle an~ 
the cha·se-around test rig are presented in the following table: 

Location of Measurement 

Nozzle exit 
Rig entrance (beginning of chamfer) 
Rig exit 

Height 

3.39inch 
3.46 
3.24 

Width 

I. 69 inch 
1. 80 
l. 58 

The difference between the entrance and exit dimensions of the test· 
rig is due to chari1fered walls at the rig entrance. The walls were 
chamfered to prevent a sharp corner facin3 upstream if the nozzle 
were larger than the test rig or ::nisaligncd. In any event it appears 
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that the gas stream experiences a sudden expu.nsion followed by a short 
length of converging channel, ending in a constant-area duct. Assuming 
perfect alignment between the rig and nozzle, the minimum change in 
any wall relative to the flow would be C. 055 inch bet\veen the nozzle exit 
and rig exit. -The change in area·going from the nozzle exit to rig exit 
is approximately 12 p'er cent. It is expected that such a· configuration 
could produce oblique shocks and may in fact account for a portion of 
the velocity loss noted. Additional effects not accounted for but 
possibly present and accounting for velocity loss are combustion in 
the expansion portion of the nozzle, recombination, both contributing 
to variable ~ (the nozzles were designed for. constant If flow) and 
unburned but reacting fuel running along the bottom of the nozzle which 
w.;~uld induc:P. <~!':ymmetric flow. 

·The cold flow test data p:rE;!sented in Fignrl;'s 238 through 240 wt;:.<o; 

uulainetl bV Howmc alr from n. '"'riable proooure .50U<'Lt! llu·uugh the 
test nozzles to the atmosphere. Thrust and mass flow rate were 
measured for a number of chamber pressurP.s. Since total conditions 
and nozzle throat area are knowri, the ideal mass flow rate can be 
calculated for each set of chamber conditions. The discharge coefficient 
(Cd), which is defined as the ratio of measured mass flow rate to ideal 
mass flow rate, can thus be determined over a range of total pressures. 
A plot of C.d vs the ratio of total pressure to exhaust pressure (atmos
pheric. in this case) can thus be constructed for each of these test 
nozzles. 

The ratio· of measured thrust to ideal thrust can be determined by 
evaluating ideal thrust for each chamber condition tested. The ideal 
thrust is defined as that thrust obtained in an ideal isentropic expan
sion from the measured total pressure to ambient. Physically thi.s 
'''"all~ that. for a ilxed pressure ratio, the noz:t.le art:!a ratio is also 
fixed such that the. '>tatic pres surA ;,t th~ no:usl~t o1•it io cqunl to i'.t.t1110& • 

pheric. The thrust for a given set of total conditions is a maximum 
when the nozzle area ratio is such that the stc..tic pressure at the exit 
is equal to the pressure to which the nozzle exhausts'::. 

The rueasure·d thrust !or a nozzle of fixed are;;~, ratio di:-;chargin~ to a 
con;,t.:"'L.Juessure' ii\Cl'eases as total pressure is increased but can 
never be greater than the ideal.thrn!':t fnr th~ ga,m0 total prc:~:mrc. Tt. 

is·also evident that at some total pressure. the static prcs!':Ure dt the 

':'Shapiro, Ascher H., The Dynamics and Thermodynamics of Com
prwEr-lblc l·'luid Flow, Vul. 1.' The l{onald Press Co., New York, 19.53 
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nozzle. e·xit will be equal to the exhaust pressure. For this condition 
the measured thrust depends only on the weight flow and exit velocity 
of the nozzle. The ideal thrust for this condition is also a function of 
only weight flow and gas velocity. The ratio of measured to ideal 
thrust is thus a ratio of weight flows and velocities~ Since weight flow 
can be rewritten in terms of gas density, nozzle exit area, and velocity, 
the ratio of measured to ideal thrust can be reduced to the ratio 

V 2actualfV2 ideal. 

The discharge velocity of a supersonic nozzle becomes essentially 
constant when the nozzle pressure ratio becomes sufficiently high to. 
prevent separation o.f tl:e flow before the nozzle exit, i.e., no normal 
shocks occur in the nozzle. This means that the ratio of measured 
to ideal thrust,evalu-3.ted at the pressure ratio which gives static pres
sure equal to exhaust pressure,is a valid measure of nozzle exit 
velccity over a range of pressure ratios. 

To obtain the value of V l:!Vt, the plots of Cv vs pressure ratio 
presented in Figures 238 through 240 must be extrapolated to the 
design pressure ratio of the nozzle being tested. The curves were 
extrapolated and the ratio of actual to ideal velocity calculated for 
each of the three nozzles tested. 

It should be noted that, although the cold-flow tests invariably showed 
nozzle exhaust velocities ofthe order of 97 per cent of ideal, velocities 
determined from measurements of open-circuit voltage during power 
generation tests were down by as much as 30 per cent. The resultant 
changes in MHD channel Mach number •. density and temperatures 
could be appreciable, but extensive instrumentation development 
effort would be required to evaluate the effect. ·Since the method of 
determining these parameters; described under rig mechanical and 
electrical integrity could not be used because the plasma velocity
measuring system requires extensive development, the values of 
conductivity theoretically predicted from combustion chamber conditions 
and ideal nozzle area ratios are subject to uncertainty. 

D. Measurernent·Errors 

Measurement errors can invalidate test data if not properly compensated 
for: Besides those already discussed, such as blooming and resistance 
in series with the plasma but between voltmeter taps, two sources of 
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error can be due to boundary layer effects. The first is due to the fact 
that the average velocity between electrodes for genei:ation <if EMF 
during power runs may be altered due to the velocity profile in the · 
boundary layer. Another effect also tending to yield a decreased 
velocity,·U. , is that the bo.undary layer displac:ement thickness effecl
ively decreases Ax/ A*, decreasing Mach number and velocity. 
Either effect would tend to give low vr~lues of opcn-circuil voltage 
because of the decrease in u. B H due to lower t.t. Boundary layer 
thickness can be calculated and allowances made, if data on boundary 
layer growth at these conditions becomes available, Calculations; 
uoing .shnplifietl procedures indicate that, for this size. test rig, the 
effect is !';malL 

The other and possibly most important uncertainty due to its potentia,lly 
very powerful effect on the measurement nf pl-.~ma conductiv-ities 1s 
the r~.s <l11rn.ption of the bchavlur of the boundary layer voltage drop 6 V. 

·Various suppositions have been offered as to the current density or 
field gradient at which the boundary layer begins to act like a constant 
voltage drop. Presumably, the boundary layer at first .acts like a 
constant resistance in series with the core flow plasma, then undergoes 
a transition during which its resistance is some function of current 
density and/or voltage gradient and then finally reaches a state where 
it acts like a constant voltage drop. That is 

~ v ·=- I R. -= C. ON STANT 
bL 

(7 -20) 

R _ b V _ c;OHSTAH"T 

bL- T - I (7-21) .. 

' 
Use of Methods 2 or 5 (Appendix ,5) for dfltP.rminl'.tion of plo.:H'\.iil .;vu~ 
1lnrri.v1ty which do uul depend on thP. assumption of constanl [, V should 
provide depe.nrl;:ohlP d:i!.ta not 011ly uu cure tlo\V conductivity but also on 
the variation of boundary layer voltage tirop with current density. If 
dependable or consistent voltage probe data is not available, the only 
other alternative is to minimize the source of error. ~11 this crtse 
-r~duoo the ~ V lu zero or as close thereto as possible. A rncthud 
had been previously conceiver! tn do thio ba:~cd ,.,l ""rlly~DiS .:tnd tcoting. 
It iuvolves the use of ramp -like devices to induce high .energy,· stream- . 
wise boundary layer vortices on the electrode which violt!nlly stir hot, 
high conductivity plasma down into the normally cooler boundary 
layer. 
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A potential source of appreciable electrical losses in MHD generators 
and appreciable errors in test rige used to measure plasma conductivity 

·and other MHD phenomena is the voltage drop that occurs at the elec
trodes due to the boundary layer that flows over them. For rigs of 
the size now used to investigat.e MHD generator plasma phenomena, 
this boundary-layer voltage drop is of the order of two 'to six times the 
voltage drop in the plasma core flow. Much of the research work now 
being performed relies on knowledge of this core-flow voltage drop. 
Generally, only the overall voltage drop across the channel is measured. 
Thus, uncertainties in the r.1agnitude and behavior of the electrode 
voltage drop as a function of current density and other variables can 
introduce large errors in experimental data obtained where the effect 
is present. For the case of power generation by MHD, the electrode 
voltage drop is a direct loss and thus detracts from the efficiency of 
the generator. It is therefore desirable to minimize or eliminate this 
effect both for the case of power generation and for the case of MHD 
plasma research. 

Experimental evidence shows that the effect can be essentially eliminated 
by inducing streamwise boundary-layer vortices to flow over the 
electrodes; their effect being to violently stir hot, core-flow plasma 
down into the boundary layer, increasing its temperature and thus its 
coqductivity. 

The methods so far used t<? induce.the streamwise boundary layer 
vortices (and which have been electrically successful) rely on the 
interaction with the boundary layer of devices which protrude into it. 
The mechanism by which this interaction takes place and the vortices 
generated is described in Reference 1. These devices, though highly 
successful for short runs, are subject to very high heat flux and to 
high erosion. In addition, the very effect upon which they rely (see 
Reference I) to produce the vortices induces very high heat flux and 
erosion in the wall from which the vortex generators·protrude up
stream of and to the side of the vortex generators. Alth~ugh these 
effects may be red•.tced by::materials development, another effect 
remains which is undesirable in MHD generators and research rigs 
now in use or under construction, and in those proposed such as the 
1000-megawatt generator described in Reference 2. This is the pro
duction of shock waves by the vortex generet.t·ors. 

These MHD generato~s all are designed to have supersonic plasma 
flow in. the generator channel section in accordance with optimization 
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studies shown in Reference 2. Thusany object protruding abruptly 
into the stream will induce shock waves in· the plasma that can have· 
undesirable effects both.on the core flow and on the stability of the 
boundary layers on which these shock waves impinge (see Reference 3). 

Since it is highly desirable to remove the effects of the electrode 
boundary layers in MHO generators and present methods either are 
not cuitablP. for supersonic flows (protruding vortex generators} or 
require complex, untested and undeveloped l;c.;hernes for sucking off 
thP. boundary layer upstream of the electrodes which would be subject 
to high heat flux, erosion, corrol;iun a11d would rPtplire elaborate 
ducting, it was sugg~::;ted that t!ith"'r of several methods based on 
theoretical and experimental work descril:>P.rl in References 4, 5, 6, ami 
7 be used which will generate energetic streamwise boundary-layer 
yurticeo withr111t ind1,1cing .di::;ruptive shock waves in the plasma or 
causing excessive ei'OS1oH dud hea.t £ht:v:. Thes~;; !Hethodn are nP.sc:rH~t!u 
belo·w: 

The essence of the method (see Reference 4} is that, under a wide range 
of conditions, th.e boundary layer velocity profile common to any vis
cous fluid, such as a plasma, flowing along a wall which is curved 
concave to the flow will react to produce streamwise arrays of boundary
layer vortices that will continue downstream some distance from the 
location at which they were generated. The curvature of this wall 
need only be two-dimensional. References 5, 6 and 7 point out that 
the wall need not be solid but may, in fact; be a relatively stagnant 
portion of the fluid (i.e., the boundary layer may be separated as 

·descr-ibed in References 3, 5, 6, 7, 8,· and 9). The radius of wall 
curvature necessary to produce these vortices may be quite large 
according tn r.alc•.1lations p~1·formed in the preparation of Reference 
7. Thus; a curvature geulle e11ough to prnrlm.t: ~;"scntid.lly. isP.ntropic 
compressiOn in Lhe pln:nu ..... (~>rr pp. 94, 9'1. and 96 in Reference 10) 
within the confines of the MHO generator channel may be used lu geucr 
ate the vortices. That "is,the compression wavelets would not coalesce 
into a strong oblique shock (which would disrupt the flow} within the 
confines of the generator. Since the wall may be a stagnant region of 
pl~&m<•, it i.:. not nPrt>ssa:ry to use a specially c.;untoured secti.on of the 
wall to generate the vortices,thus Simplifying the C0i1.G!' uction, 
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·: 

A rearward-facing two-dimensional step of the type shown in Figure 242 
and discussed in References 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 may be used to produce 
a region of separated flow. The necessary flow curvature occurs at 
the reattachment point for the rearward-facing step. These step-like 
contours may be repeated downstream at appropriate intervals~ 

A forward-facing two-dimensional step may also be used to generate 
the vortices as discussed in R~ference 6,. the necessary flow curvature 
occurring at the separation point, in this case as shown in Figure 243. 
Or, to avoid the possibility of a shock wave occurring at the forward. 
lip of the step as well as to avoid the high heat flux that may occur 
there at the reattachment p-oint (Reference 11). a two-dimensional, 
low, ramp-like device may be used. Figure 244 shows two methods 
of applying this device. Figure 244a shows the device followed by the 
electrodes at the same elevation as the tip of the ramp; Figure 244b 
shows the ramp followed by a simple step. Since the vortices generated 
by these devices may extend some distance downstream it is not 
absolutely necessary that the step or ramp be part ofthe electrode 
itself although this arrangement may be used.. The spacers ahead of 
the electrodes may act as the vortex generator. 

The effectiveness of this method of generating boundary-layer vortices 
over the elect_rodes in MHD generators has been demonstrated. The 
effectiveness of these vortices themselves in eliminating the large 
electrode voltage drop has also bee:1 demonstrated. 
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E. Instrumentation Accuracy 

ThP. nP.P.d for instr1,1mentation accuracy in an inve::;tigation of this type 
is too well known to require elaboration. In order to minimize errors 
due to this .cause, transducers and other instruments were periodically 
calibrated and the calibrations used in data reduction. The test stand 
itself was completely checked with an MHO rig simulator which im
posed the voltage gradients both transverse and axial (H.,;_ll) which the 
rig \\.Juld impose during a run, in order to test the iulegrity ef the 
system in resisting common-mode voltage effects. Grounds. and 
shielding were given careful attention to forestall errors due both lu 

stray electric fields and to the very strong magnetic field present 
during power generation runs. 
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The magnet itself was calibrated with and without the rig in place and 
plots of field strength versus x, y, and z coordinates within the rig 
were obtained. 

The calibrations and precautions previously mentioned presumably 
minimized systematic errors. Part of the function of the q,nalytical 
group was to carefully inspect the data to search out and eliminate 
random errors due to mistakes in reading, Most of the data 
was recorded by one of three methods, film, oscillograph paper, or 
strip-chart sheets and was read by aides. 

An analysis of instrumentation accuracy is given in Appendix 6. 

F. Thermochemical Equilibrium of F-low 

In systems involving high enthalpy, dissociated combustion products 
expanding to high Mach numbers and velocities, the rate of chemical 
reaction may not be fast enough to keep pace with the gases as they 
expand. As a result, the composition of the gas at any point in the 
flow device may not be that which is predicted by shifting equilibrium 
analyses. In particular, for the s~personiC MHD plasmas being studied 
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft there are many reactions occurring, 
each with its own reaction rate. Thus some of the reactions may be in 
equilibrium at the local static temperature and pressure while other 
reactions may freeze at some point early in the expansion. 

Of principal interest for MHD devices are the r~actions invC:~ving 
electrons. The thermochemical calculations available at Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft have been used to calculate conductivity and plasma 
velocity, based on the assumptions below: 

1) The reaction rates are infinite, that is, .the composition 
r,f the plasma at any point in the expansion is given by 
shifting equilibrium predictions. 

2) The composition is in shifting equilibrium in the subsonic 
flow region, ·but the composition freezes at the nozzle 
throat and remains constant at this vc..lue ii-1 the supersonic 
flow region. 
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3) All reactions are frozen exce,r..t K:;=K+ +e-. Because 
there is relatively little energy connected with this 
reaction, the temperature and pressure at the nozzle 
exit are assumed to be equaf to the values achieved with 
a frozen expansion (Assumption 2). 

To calculate the conductivity for the third assumption, the Saha relation
ship is used to find the mole fraction of electrons (Xel at the exit of 
the nozzle, as follows · 

·e (7 -22) 

whore X"~ i:; llie m(.ll~ iradinn o.£ eloctro.-1:; d.L lhe throat, T is 
temperature, if> ionization potential and ~ Boltzma,n_n's constant. 
The numberdensity of electrons at exit is then 

ne (7-23) 

The conductivity for Assumption 3 is as·l;umed equal to the conductivity 
for Assumption 2 multiplied by the ratio of number densities. 

<J.= 3 
(7 -24) 

Because pressure and temperature a.re the same fo1· Assumption 3 
as for Assumption 2, the·collision frequencies (i.e., l;j's) w_ill be_ 
the same. 

A Humption 3 Wd.H II~Pri ior only Oue IJUlnt (A/ A* = 2. 0, M = 2. 07). The 
results of this calculatio11 are rnmp;;a.rod with tlu:: I'esult!i tor Asf?ump
ttons 1 and 2 below: 

Assumption 

1 (equilibrium) 
l (frozen) 
3 (partial equilibrium) 

cr' (mho s/m) 

23.'1 
24.6 
0.77 

Twu plots ill ust rating the rc sult s of these calculations for Assumptions 
1 and 2 arc showu in Figures 245 and 246. Figure 245 demonstratf's 
that, forth~ ;,rPa ratio:1 ,-,r i11l.•~roct tn the l:urrent test program, there 
is no appreciable velocity difference for the two assumptions. Figure 
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246 illustrates that although the temperature is much less for the 
frozen composition case (Assumption 2) the value of conductivity ia 
higher at Mach numbers above I. The reason for the higher conduc
tivity for ca·se 2 is that the mole fraction of electrons was frozen at 
the throat. The mole fraction of electrons is thus higher for the 
frozen case than for the shifting equilibrium case, and since conductivity 
is proportional to the number density of electrons, the conductivity. is 
higher also. The third assumption resUlts in a much lower conductivity 
since the reaction is in equilibrium at a much lower temperature and. 
the number density of electrons is therefore much lower. 

Because of the number of reactions involved in hydrocarbon combustion 
and because of lack of sufficient data for reaction rates and the ·experi
mental difficulty in obtaining this data, it is n0t possible at this time 
to d~termine.the degree· of equilibrium of the reactions of intere~t. 

There is considerable interest in the analysis of flow with finite 
reaction rates because of the large differences in thrust levels pre
dicted for frozen and shifting equilibrium flows at high Mach numbers. 
Experimental results have shown that for jet fuel and o.xygen, the 
thrusts measured experimentally do fall between frozen and shifting 
predictions* .. Interest in the phenomena as it affects MHD performance 
has also been expressed and it has been shown that significant increases 
in electron conductivity may be realized from the fact that the reaction 
rates are finite*~~. It is hoped that data and methods ·will be available 
soon that will allow an assessment of the effect of finite reaction rates. 

*Recombinatiol'l. and Condensation Processes in High Area-Ratio 
No.zzles by W. T. Olsen, ARS Space Flight Report to the Nation 

*~~'Ionization Nonequilibrium in Expanding Flows, Alan Q. Eschenroeder, 
ARS Journal, February, 1962 
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Appendix 8 

SpP.cial Support Work 

Special analytical and experimental work undertaken in support of the· 
contract in an effort to provide a better understanding of the data, to 
increase the precision of the results and/or to provide new methods 
of obtaining the data not subject ~o the restrictions of other methods 
is discussed. Information is presented on voltage probes, the AC 
conductivity probe, and the velocity probe. 

A. Voltage Probes 

1. Intro.:uction 

Several methods are available to measure plasma properties in 
an MHD generator. One of the more useful methods utilizes 
voltage probes to determine the magnitude of the electric field. 
At P&.WA, voltage probes have been used in an attempt t.o meas
ure the voltage g:o:u.dient in a plasma and use it to determine the 
plasma's conductivity. The attempts to obtain useful and consist
ent data· from voltage probes were frustr~ted by mechanical and 
electrical qifficulties and it was not until the last portion of the 
test program that some useful results were obta_ined. 

The physical theory of voltage prob"es in a low"density plasma at 
moderate temperatures is fairly well understood. However, the 
use of probes in a: MHD-du,ct where a high density plas~a is · 
moving at supersonic velocities and is at extremely high tempera
tures is another matter entirely. It was hoped that a series of 
experirn_cnts could have been performed to determine some of the 
characteristics of voltage probes in an MHD generator and com
pare these characteristics to the properties of probes in low 
density and low ternp~r;~h.lre pla::Jma.s. 

2. Theory 

Theory shows that the probe curve of a thermal plasma will exhibit 
the characteristics shown by"Cobinc~ 

*Gaseous Conductors, J.D. Cobine, Dover Publications, New York, 1958 
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= Plasma potential 

V f = Floating potential 
(i.e. potential the 
probe assumes when no 
current is drawn) 

ie = ElP.ctron current 

When using the probes to nn:u"u1·e thQ "rtltfl.jlt;: gro.dillnt in the 
plasma, the probe c:ircuit should be built in such a manner that 
the probe is always operating in the region A-B of the curve 
above. In this region the voltage can be more precisely deter
mined because· the current drawn by the probe can change 
significantly with little change in the voltage. 

3. Experimental Work 

DuriP.•~ the series of conductivity tests that Pratt &: Whitney 
conducted, one experiment was performed in an effort to obtain 
the voltage-current characteristics of a voltage probe dui:ing 

, an applied-voltage conductivity test. The purpose of this experi-· 
m~:nt was to determine the probe characteristics and compare 
thE> Te::.ult.:~ to th~ rurves presented in a United Aircraft Research 
I .aboratc!-'f·::·s· r·eport*. 

4. Apparatus 3.".;. Proc.,.dure 

The rig used was the basic chase-around rig equipped with the· 
array of voltage probes shown in Figure 247. Each individual 
probe was conn..:ctc:d to thP. me;l.suring galvanor:netcrs of an 
oscillograph through separate filter circuils. Howev..:x, the te<;t 

probe had a load box co .. ncctcd in parallel with the probe circuit. 
The schematic uiagram of the probe and the probe circuit is 
shown in Figure 248. 

•~Plasma Probe Diagnostics, F. Ja1~ <1nd F.. C. Lary, UAR-0820, Jan. 
1961 
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The probe load box consisted of a set' of resistors that could be 
s\•!itched into the circuit. The values of the resistances ranged 
from 4. 2K to open circuit in nine steps (4. 4K, 9. lK, 24. 7K, 
5i.iK, 95K, 220K, 500K, 1 Meg, 2 Meg). The filter circuit 
.l.'t:sistance was measured and found to be 3.02 megohms. 

The run proced~re was as follows. During the applied-vo!tage 
conductivity run of 12 December, 1962 the applied voltage was 
held constant at about 215 volts while the resistances in the probe 
load bc-x were switched into the circuit. The response was 
observed as a galvanometer det1ection on the oscillograph cali
brated in volts. The probe current was then calculated from 
the simple Ohm's law relation. 

5. P..c s.ults 

The oscillograph readingf' for applied voltage, control probe vol
tage, and test pr-:>be voltage are shown in Figure. 249 plotted 
against numbers which are roughly proportional to time. Numbers 
1 through 5 are readings taken with the resistance of the probe 
load box at 4. 4K, numbers 6 through 9 are v.~ith resistance of 9. 1K, 
10 through 13 are with resistance of 24. 7K, and 14 through 16 are 
with a resistance of 51. 1K. At resistances higher than 51. 1K the 
test probe read the same as the control probe. 

With the probe load box at open circuit, the probe sees a resistance 
of over 3 megohms, hence the probe current is in microamps. 
This cu.rrent is almost negligible compared to the milliamp current 
drawn when the lower resistances are in the circuit. The probe 
voltage can therefore be ·con.sidered as the floating potential, Vf 
(the potential that the probe assumes when it is drawing no net 
current). Figure 250isa plot of probe current versus voltage 
above the floating potential. The point at the origin is for the 
probe load resistance infinite, that is, the 3 Meg filter circuit.· 
The next ~oints are for 51. 1K, 24. 7K, 9. 1K and 4. 4K, respectively. 

The shape of the curve in Figure 250 does indeed appear to have 
some of the characteristics of the theoretical curves of the above 
sketch. However, the knee at the plasma potential, V P' is not 
discernible. It is felt that the region of interest is below 6 
milliamps. In this region the galvanometer deflections are rather 
small, thus increasing t~e error in the readings. 
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Figure25lis a plot of the current versus the voltage above the 
floating potential. Here again the plot is similar to the theoretical 
curves ·but due to insufficient data points no conclusions should be 
drawn. 

Because there are not sufficient data points in the region of interest, 
no conclus.ions can be drawn except to say that further experhnents 
should be carried out to define more clearly the area near the 
origin including points below the floating potential. 

It is alsu felt lhat lhe high resistance oi the !1ltei' circuits 
adequately keeps the probe current low enough so that the probe 
is at a potential very near to the floating potential. If the sheath 
t.b:ufJ (lhe pult:nlid.l diffei'ence between lhe nuatlng potential and 
the actual plasma potential) is small or at least uniform for all· 
.the probes, the data from voltage probes should yield realistic 
values of the electric field. 

6. Practical Difficulties 

Early in the test program it was found that the silicon carbide 
probes were subject to a great deal of high frequency hash. After 
a set of galvanometers in the CEC oscillograph were destroyed 
by this high frequency hash a set of high frequency filters was 
designed. The.basic filter circuit for one probe is shown in 
Figure 252. These filters were reasonably effective and soon after 

·they were installed there was some limite.d success in obtaining· 
data. 

The tcoto were :~till plo.gucd with 3hort.:~ and poor eleclli.:....;.l Luuq 

tinuity. Most of the trouble was a result of the difficulty of 
maintaining contact with the probes during the run. The combina
tion of high temperature and severe vibration rule out brazing 
or cementing with Astroceram. 

Recent tests indicate there is a good possibility of solving the 
co':ltact ·!)roblem. The proposed mP.thoci is shown in the sketc::h 
below. 
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~ectron beam' . c:::======================ri welded joint 
W-Re Wire 

.. plasma- zprayed 
tungster. cap -
approx. 0. 020 inch thick. 

-silicon carbide 
probe 

The welding of the lead to the probe eliminates the meltiqg 
problems that occur when braze is used and the use of the tungsten
rheniurrl lead should reduce the brittleness of the weld joint 
usually found when tungsten is welded. 

Figure 253 is a sketch showing a completed assembly of. voltage 
probes in a sidewall block. Figure 153 is a photograph illustrating 
the probe erosion that takes place during the run. 

7. Recommendations for Further Study 

The voltage probe technique for studying the properties of a 
plasma in an MHD gene.rator certainly has promise, but the 
characteristics of the probe and the probe theory should be 
explored more fully. As a first step· it is felt that the experi
ment described in this report should be repeated with particular 
emphasis in the region near the origin. More sensitive galvanom
eters could be used and some accuracy could be gained by 
utilizing full deflections. A means of switching the probe reference·· 
from the anode to the cathode would allow observation of points 
below the floating potential.· 

The probe cha-racteristics curve could also be displayed on an 
oscilloscope. In an Aeronautical Research .Laboratories report*a 
technique is described wherein a voltage pulse is applied to the 
probe and the cnrrent response displayed on an oscilloscope. 
Further investigation should include exploring the effects of 
varying the surface area of the probe exposed to the strea1:--1. An 
MHD section could be equipped with various size probes sid.~ by side 
and an experiment similar to the one mentioned above could be 
performed. 

*Studies of the Dynamk Properties of Langmuir Probes, H. V. Osbam, 
Aeronautical Research Laboratories,· USAF, Aug. 19.oZ 
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The construction of the probe and the material used should also 
be examined. Cooled nickel probes should be considered. The 
study of probe materials should also investigate the phenomena of 
thermionic emission and of secondary emission of electrons. 

During all of the .co-nductivity tests that used voltage prohes, the 
probes were referenced to the high-current ?.node. Because of. 
the high current drawn through the bounda:. 'f layer, small 
changes in the boundary layer resistance cvuld result in large 
cha.ngeb .iu the voltage reading. This may account for much of 
the high fr:equency hash noticed in the probe reau.ings. The rc(er
oncing of n prob~ to auuLIH::l' :;iul:!wall probe could elrm1nate the 
hash-problem. T::is should be investigated. 

Whon tho theoi"y of prob.:.s i.u J,igh ut:u~lly, high tempe:rature plasmas 
is understood more fully and when their application is perfected, 
the data obtained from them will yield much valuable inforn~ation 
concerning plasma potential, plasma temperature, particle velocity 
distributions, and ion and electron number. 

B. AC Conductivity Probe 

The AC probe mentioned in Appendix 5 is designed to be immersed in 
the plasma and to permit a direct measurement of scalar plasma con-' 
ductivity. This differs from other .AC techniques mentioned in the 
literature in that the probe is immersed in. the plasma and produces 
an oscillating magnetic field external to the probe. The oscillatine 
magnetic field induces azimuthal currents. in the piasma which dissipate 
power in an amount dependent <;>n the plasma conductivity <ilnd the 
affected plasma vulwne. Electrodes are nOt used and thus sheath 
effer.ts r~r,. not pr9sent. The ·probe con:Ji3t3 .::.! a. couled !Jl'ulectlve 
tubular sheath containing a cooled coil. By keeping the probe tempera
ture boundary layer thin, the effect:> of boundary-layer conductivity 
may. be eliminated and the probe measures the true scalar conduc:tivity 
of the free-stream plasma. The pl'obe may l;>e ope!'ated relatiw':ly 
close to a wall witho'.Jt adverse efff'r.ts. ~n tests with cold salt e:oluti.ona. 
a one-?alf inch diameter probe with a coil current frequency of 13.5 
megacycles was bro'\lght to within 0. 8 inch of a condtlcting w~ll without 
affecting the conductivity reading. 

The probe circuit is made part of a grid-dip meter circuit as shown 
in Figure 154. The tnode vacuwu tuue supplies r! r-ower to sustain 
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the radio frequency oscillation of a tank circuit. The measuring coil 
in the probe represents all or part of the inductance of this circuit 
depending on the particular circuit used. The azimuthal currents 
induced by the probe coil in the plasma surrounding it cause a resis
tive loading to the tuned circuit which changes the grid current of the 
triode. The grid current is very nearly linear with ·the conductivity 
of the plasma*. A microammeter indicates the grid current flowing. 
The grid current ·is calibrated by using solutions of known conductivities. 

The attenu;•.o:ion distance of an electrmnagnetic wave in a plasma of 
finite resistivity when the impressed frequency is much less than the 
plasma frequency~'* is given by Lyman Spitzer in Physics of Fully 
Ionized Gases, Interscience Publishers, Inc., 1956, to be 

d -=. J 2. •• / w (]' 

where W is the frequency impressed and a' is the conductivity ·of the 
plasma. In ad.dition to the restrictions imposed by this equation, the 
distance over which the influence of the coil is felt is further reduced 
by the fact the magnet field produced by the coil is dipolar. A dipolar 
field decrt:ases as r -3 where r is the radial distance from the coil 
axis. The power dissipation in the plasma caused by the coil is . 
proportional to <r W:l. B"' r .1. and therefore attentuates as r -4. 
From this discussion it is apparent that the probe ·will sample only a 
small volume of the plasma. 

'~ The dependence of grid current on conductivity has been demonstrated 

in salt solutions with cor{ductivities ranging from 0 to 35 mhos/m. 
Calibration curves for a low, temperature probe have been obtained and 
are ·presented in UAC Report M-1282-1 

>l:;l; ThP ·plilsma freql,lency is de~ined by Spitzer to be 

w : . 4/1 nee ~ - ~)1 
P . me 

where "'e is the electron density, e is the electron charge and me 
the electron mass. For conditions commonly experienced in combus
tion product plasma, the plasma frequency is of the order of 1. 5 x 
10.12 cycles per second 
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·:·estriction is placed on the probe material by the skin effect equa
tion which gives the attenuation distance for an electromagnetic field as 

where w is the frequency of the field, ./{ 0 is the permeability of free 
space, and O'm is the conductivity of the probe material. Evidently 
the conductivity of the material used to protect the coi!"must be· almost 
zero at the conditions under which the probe is used. If this condition
io not met, the fi.du will uever penetrate beyond the walls of the tube. 
Therefore the material chosen must have high resistivity at operating 
conditions. 

To adapt the probe for use in the hot (5000 to 6000°R.) plasm;:L of an 
MHD generator, cooling must be pro~ided and the probe must be 
supported in the pie~;sma. 

An analysis of the heat transfer and strength chara.cteristics of the 
probe has been made including consideration of cooling requirements 
and stresses in the probe caused by coolant pressure and thermal 
gradients. The analysis leads to a maximwn allowable pressure for 
each probe size and area ratio. This area ratio is defined as the 
area of the channel section in which the probe is plac'ed, divided by 
the nozzle throat area, A'!'. We may use the total channel area 
because the critical point of the probe for heat transfer consideration::; 
is the leading edge, and at this point the flow are<~, is equal to the channel 
area. The results of a one-dimension<~.l analysi5 are shown. in 
Figure 2::;5, 

The probe must be used in subsonic flow because compression shocks 
will form in supers·onic flow upstream of the probe, introducing 
conductivity errors. 

· ;·:~;:: requirement of sub5onic flnw clictatee; that the probe b.- pl.:l.<:'etl in 
the do'Nnstream end of a. combustion chambe-r of an MHD rig where 
the .;.rea· ratio Ac I A•!: is high ann the combustion is complete. 

Stress and tl'erm.odynamic considerations specify a probe material 
with hign th:..:nnal cqnductivity and high strength ·at high tempe;rature. 
'lhe electrical theul'Y of the probe demands.that the electrical 
resistivity of the material remain high at the operating temperatures 

it will encounter. Two configurations of the probe have been proposed 
(Figure 256). 
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One version of the probe discussed above has been designed and. 
built. Because oi lu.ck of time and personnel, the device was not 
tested. A picture of the probe is shown in Figure 257. The configura
tion chosen was the stationary probe shown in Figure 256b.The reasons 
for choosing the stationary probe include the fact that the cantilevered 
probe presents more problems insofar as stress considerations are 
concerned. 

It was decided to fix the diameter· of the probe at 3/4 inch as a com
promise between the small coil size desired for local sampling and 
the larger size diCtated by heat transfer and stress considerations. 
The probe was designed so that three different thicknesses of probe 
wall could be used (0. 035, 0. 070 and 0. 100 inch). The thinnest wall 
thickness is the optimum thickness based on heat transfer considera
tions. The heavier walls are more desirable from the point of view 
of handling and being able to withstand the buffeting of the moving 
plasma stream. The material chosen for the protective tubular sheath 
was BeO. This materia.! combines the qualities of high electrical 
resistivity at high temperatures, good resistance to erosion at the 
conditions encountered, and good characteristics for heat transfer and 
stress considerations. 

The probe will be used in a specialty designed section that can be 
placed between the combustion chamber and nozzie of a test rig. 
The conditions will then be subsonic. Hydrogen was chosen as a 
coolant because of its excellent heat transfer characteristics. With 
the specifications noted in the pr'evious paragraphs, a heat·transfer 
analysis was conducted. The analysis was made for various chamber 
·pressured and probe hot wall temperatures. The results of.this 
analysid are expressed in terms of predicted stress divided by 
allowable stress for various wall thicknesses, chamber pressures, 
and hot wall temperatures. These results are shown graphically in 
Figure 258. 

From Figure 25Sitis obvious that the probe hot wal~ temperature . 
should be kept between 1000 and 2000°R, that chamber pressure should 
be kept as low as possible, and that the thinner tube is better from the 
standpoint of thermal stress considerations. 

Coolant pressures and flow rates have been specified as a function of 
operating conditions. 
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The electrical design of the probe also presents problems. The probe 
is most valuable when it samples a very small voh~Jne of the plasma. 
This implies that the length of the coil should be as .small as. possible. 
The interaction of the coil with the plasma is a function of the induct
ance of the coil. The inductance of a coil is given by the forumula 

where dis the coil diameter, tis the number of turns and b is the coil 
length. It is obvious that for maximum inductance the coil should be 
as short as possible, with a large number of turns on a large diameter. 
Because room must.be left for cooling,the probe diame.er was arbi
trarily fixed at 3/8 inch. The variables then are the number of turns 
and the length of the coil. The length of the ¢Oil was arbitrarily fixed 
at 3/8 inch in order to keep the volume affected by the probe as small 
as possible. 

By using different wire sizes, different numbers of turns can be made 
in the given length. Because the operating frequencies are on the order 
of 10-20 megacycles, the resistance of the coil will be affected by 
the skin effect .. For maximum probe sensitivity, the ratio of probe 
resistance to probe inductance should be as low as possible. For high 
inductance, with the restrictions placed on coil size, a small diameter 
wire should be used. However, a small diameter wire leads to high·. 
values of R/1.. Because the optimum wire size is a function of many 
variables, coils were constructed with 3 .different wire diameters. 
The optimum wire size would then be determined by. experiment. 

Also, to i.n~;u.'ro that tho chango in coil rcGiGtanoo with tcmpcri:l,turc 
change does not affect the probe reading, a thern10couple should be 
placed near the coil and monitored. · 

The resulting probe design is shown in Figures 257and Z59. The center 
body around which the coil is wrapped is supported outside of the 
stream. The protective ceramic tube is not held rigidly. It is held 
in place by two steel supports which transmit a compressive force 
provided by the bellows. The bellows allow for thermal expansion 
and vibration without destroying the ceramic tube. 

The probe should be run in a fixed location for the first few runs. 
Huwt:Vt:l', Llil:l Lleslgu t:dll t:dtdly Lt: ~tlaplcd !JO that the probe con can 
be traversed across the stream. The probe can then be used to deter
mine conductivity profiles. 
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r;,. Plasma Velocity Measurements 

l. Swnmary 

A techniqu_e for direct measurement of the velocity of a plasma 
in an MHD generator duct is described. One test was run to 
determine the feasibility of the technique, but the results were 
inconclusive due to the predominance of a relativ,ely low frequency 
signal which was not antir:ipated. 

2. Introduction 

The need for an independent measurement of velocity has been 
discussed previously in Appendix 5. It was also stated that some 
preliminary development work in that direction was done at 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. This work will be described in this 
section. 

3. Theory 

The theory of operation of the method of velocity measurement to 
to be des'cribed here is based on the following premises: 

1) The observed :fact that inhomogeneities exist in high 
velocity plasmas which cause signifiCant changes in 
the local conductivJty, 

2) The observation that these inhomogeneities can cause 
distinctive- curr.en.t waveforms when a voltage is 
impressed across the plasma by means of small :probes, 
and 

3) The assumption that some of these current w'aveforms 
can be identified at probes spaced far enough apart 
so that the time required ivr the inhomogeneity to pass 
from one pair of probes to the next c~n be accurately 
measured. 

!f ali the above conditions are satisfied, the velocity, u , can be 
determined from the equation 

D 
u ·= -t-
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where D is the distance between the pairs of probes, and t is the 
time required for a disturbance to go from Probe 1 to Probe 2 
(see Figure 260 ). 

4. Experimental Work 

A rig was built, as shown in Figure Z6U,with probes approximately 
5. 5 inches apart. The channel was 1. 65 inches square in cross
section, and was attached Lu a cunvergenl-ulve.rgeul uu.t..t.lt: wllh 
an area ratio of 2. 0. This was set up at X-196-B test stand, <tnd 
one run was made to· investigate feasibility of the method. The 
nozzle used was designed to give a stream velocity of about 
6000 ft/sec. This results in a time of approximately 80 micro
~.,~..uw.lo for A dbturbo.nee enrried by the otrco.m to paog from ono 
pair of probes to the second pair. 

5. Instrumentation 

A circuit was set up (Figure 26l)using a DuMont Model 266 dual 
beam oscilloscope to observe the voltage at the probes, which is 
the ir..verse of the current waveform. 

Instrumentation was also provided fe>r measurement of reactant 
flows and chambe~ pressu.re. A tape recorder was connected 
across the scope inputs to record the. signal. 

6. Test Procedure 

The rig was lit on Jl"4 anu Ot,. 3ee:J fiuw WA.!I Lu1 ue:J uh as .5oon · 
o..:J JP1 o.nd ouygen flowo wcro otablo. Volt•ge Wi?.li i>.rp:i"'t;\ !l.l'!r! thP 

AC component of voltage on the probes was monitored on the 
oscilloscope. 

7. Results ·and Discussion . 

The observed waveform showed that approximately BO per cent 
of the pco.lt ·to peal~ AC voltage wac at about 800 cpli. ThQ 
re,naining 2.0 per cent of the voltage appeared to be wideband 
noise, which was the type of signal expected. The high fraction 
of low frequency signal present made it impossible to examine 
the high f1·equency ln detail during this run. 
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The attempt to record the signal was unsuccessfuL 

8. Conclusions 

The high frequency waveforms observed appeared to be of-the 
type expected. The feasibility of the method was not proved, 
because of. inability to examine the high frequency component 
of the signals from both probe;s in detail. 

9. Recommendations 

Follow-up work on this method should be directec;l. to"ward: 

1) Using sharp cutoff high-pass filters and measuring 
time shift of waveforms directly as outlined, or 

2) Using. sharp cutoff low-pass filters and an accurate 
measurement of fundamental frequency and phase 
shift between the probes. This will not give a direct 
measurement of velocity unless the low frequency is 
due to a variation in one· of the reactant flows. 
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